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PREFACE 

Electromagnetic wave scattering is an active, interdisciplinary area of 
research with myriad practical applications in fields ranging from atomic 
physics to medical imaging to geoscience and remote sensing. In particular, 
the subject of wave scattering by random discrete scatterers and rough sur- 
faces presents great theoretical challenges due to the large degrees of freedom 
in these systems and the need to include multiple scattering effects accu- 
rately. In the past three decades, considerable theoretical progress has been 
made in elucidating and understanding the scattering processes involved in 
such problems. Diagrammatic techniques and effective medium theories re- 
main essential for analytical studies; however, rapid advances in computer 
technology have opened new doors for researchers with the full power of 
Monte Carlo simulations in the numerical analysis of random media scatter- 
ing. Numerical simulations allow us to solve the Maxwell equations exactly 
without the limitations of analytical approximations, whose regimes of va- 
lidity are often difficult to assess. Thus it is our aim to present in these three 
volumes a balanced picture of both theoretical and numerical methods that 
are commonly used for tackling electromagnetic wave scattering problems. 
While our book places an emphasis on remote sensing applications, the ma- 
terials covered here should be useful for students and researchers from a 
variety of backgrounds as in, for example, composite materials, photonic de- 
vices, optical thin films, lasers, optical tomography, and X-ray lithography. 
Introductory chapters and sections are also added so that the materials can 
be readily understood by graduate students. We hope 
he1 .p stimulate new ideas and innovative approaches to 

that our book would 
electromagnetic wave 

scattering in the years to come. 

The increasingly important role of numerical simulations in solving elec- 
tromagnetic wave scattering problems has motivated us to host a companion 
web site that contains computer codes on topics relevant to the book. These 
computer codes are written in the MATLAB’ programming language and 
are available for download from our web site at www . emwave. corn. They are 
provided to serve two main purposes. The first is to supply our feaders a 
hands-on laboratory for performing numerical experiments, through which 
the concepts in the book can be more dynamically relayed. The second is 
to give new researchers a set of basic tools with which they could quickly 
build on projects of their own. The fluid nature of the web site would also 
allow us to regularly update the contents and keep pace with new research 
developments. 

- xi - 
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The present volume covers the basic principles and applications of elec- 
tromagnetic wave scattering and lays the groundwork for the study of more 
advanced topics in Volumes II and III. We start in Chapter 1 with exact 
and approximate solutions of wave scattering by a single particle of simple 
shape. Such problems can be solved exactly by expanding the fields in terms 
of scalar or vector waves in separable coordinates, depending on the geometry 
of the scatterer. When the size of the scatterer is small, Rayleigh scatter- 
ing represents a simple and valid approximation. When scattering is weak, 
the Born approximation can be applied to the volume integral equation for 
the internal field. Approximate solutions are also useful when the scatterer 
lacks perfect symmetry as in the case of a finite cylinder. In Chapter 2, we 
discuss basic scattering theory. We introduce the Green’s function for the 
wave equation and its various coordinate representations. From the vector 
Green’s theorem, we derive the Hugyens’ Principle and the extinction the- 
orem, which are especially useful for formulating surface integral equations 
in scattering problems. The reciprocity principle leads to useful symmetry 
relations in the scattering amplitudes and the Green’s function, while energy 
conservation 
the extended 

leads to the optical theorem. The T-matrix formulation with 
boun .dary condition technique is a popular method that can 

be used to calculate scattering from an arbitrarily shaped object. We give 
explicit results for dielectric spheres and spheroids. 

In Chapter 3, we begin the study of electromagnetic scattering by a ran- 
dom collection of scatterers. The concepts of fluctuating fields and ensemble 
averaging are of central importance in random media scattering. These and 
related ideas are explored in this chapter. The specific intensity is often used 
to describe energy transport through a random medium. The fully polari- 
metric description of the specific intensity is provided by the Stokes vector. 
As an application to passive remote sensing, we derive the emissivity of 
the four Stokes parameters using the fluctuation dissipation theorem. Basic 
radiative transfer (RT) theory elements including the extinction coefficient 
and scattering phase matrix are also introduced. In contrast to conventional 
RT theory, the phase functions are defined in terms of bistatic scattering 
cross sections. This allows for the development of the dense medium radia- 
tive transfer theory (DMRT) to be discussed in Volumes II and III. Many 
natural media, e.g., snow, vegetation, and ocean surfaces, can be effectively 
modeled in terms of simple random media. Chapter 4 is devoted to the sta- 
tistical characterizations of such random discrete media and rough surfaces. 
Useful characterizations include the pair distribution function for volume 
scatterers and the power spectrum for rough surfaces. 
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In Chapter 5, we consider scattering and emission by plane-parallel lay- 
ered media, which provide simple but very useful models for geophysical 
remote sensing. We solve this problem in two different ways: the coherent 
or wave approach, which is exact, versus the incoherent or radiative transfer 
approach. This gives us some insights into the approximations involved in 
RT theory. In Chapter 6, we discuss the single scattering approximation, 
where each particle is assumed to scatter independently. However, we take 
into account 
demonstrate 

of the phase coherence in the addition of scattered fields. We 
the existence of an interes ting correlation effect in random me- 

dia scattering known as the memory eflect. As will be shown in Volumes II 
and III, this effect persists even when multiple scattering is included. Appli- 
cations of single scattering to synthetic aperture radar (SAR) and random 
media scattering are also discussed. 

In Chapters 7 and 8, we take a closer look at the radiative transfer 
equation and its solutions. The iterative method is useful when scattering is 
weak and provides physical correspondence with different orders of multiple 
scattering. When scattering is strong, the discrete ordinate eigenanalysis 
approach can be used to obtain numerically exact solutions. For scattering 
media with inhomogeneous profiles, the method of invariant imbedding can 
be applied. Diffusion approximation is useful when, upon multiple scatter- 
ing, the intensities have been diffused almost uniformly in all directions. 
illustrate these solution techniques with extensive examples from active 
passive microwave remote sensing. 

In Chapter 9, we discuss wave scattering by random rough su .rfaces. De- 

We 
and 

spite much theoretical and numerical efforts, the two “classical” analytical 
approximations of small perturbation method and Kirchhoff approach are 
still the simplest and most widely used analytical met hods for solving ro1 45h 
surface Pro blems. Here they are illustrated using one-dimensional rough sur- 
faces w  ith Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. Two-dimensional 
rough surface scattering problems are discussed extensively in Volumes II 
and III. 
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2 1 ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTEZUNG BY SINGLE PARTICLE 

A major topic in this book is the study of propagation and scattering 
of waves by randomly distributed particles. We first consider scattering by a 
single particle. This chapter and the next discuss and derive the scattering 
characteristics of a single particle. Both exact and solutions are studied. 
Scattering by a single particle is an important subject in electromagnetics 
and optics. There exist several excellent textbooks on this subject [van de 
Hulst, 1957; Kerker, 1969; Bohren and Huffman, 19831. We will treat those 
topics that are pertinent to later chapters of multiple scattering by random 
discrete scatterers. 

1 Basic Scattering Parameters 

1.1 Scattering Amplitudes and Cross Sections 

Consider an electromagnetic plane wave impinging upon a particle which 
has permittivity eP(?;) that is different from the background permittivity c 
(Fig. 1.1.1). The finite support of Q(?;) - E is denoted as V. 

The incident wave is in direction & and has electric field in direction & 
that is perpendicular to &. The electric field of the incident wave is 

(1.1.1) 

where 

;F= 32 + yij + x2 (1.1.2) 

is the position vector, and 

27T 
k=W&iZ=X (1.1.3) 

is the wavenumber. In (1.1.3)) w  is the angular frequency, p is the permeabil- 
ity, and X is the wavelength. In (l.l.l), E. is the amplitude of the electric 
field. The time harmonic dependence exp(-iwt) has been suppressed. 

In the far field, the scattered field is that of a spherical wave with de- 
pendence eik’ /T, where r is the distance from the particle. In general, the 
particle scatters waves in all directions. Let E, be the far field scattered field 
in direction of kS. Since Maxwell’s equations are linear, we write 

E s = 2?,f(&, ki)Eoe”‘” (1.1.4) 
r 

where & is perpendicular to iS. The proportionality f &, &) is called the 
scattering amplitude from direction & into direction &. 



5 1.1 Scattering Amplitudes and Cross Sections 3 

Figure 1.1.1 Scattering of a plane electromagnetic wave Ei(F) by a particle occupying 
volume V and having permittivity ~p(‘j;). The scattered field is Es (?;). 

The magnetic field associated with the incident wave is 

whereq=d /-’ h p E is t e wave impedance. The Poynting vector denoting power 
flow per unit area is 

- 
S i= + (“i x JQ = @&j$ 

Similarly, for the scattered wave, the magnetic field is 

(1.1.6) 

and Poynting’s vector is 

- 
S S- fRe (Es x “:) = -!$Jks 

Using (1.1.4) in (1.1.8) gives 

(1.1.8) 

3 - If&, &)I2 lEo12k 
S- T2 27 

S (1.1.9) 

Consider a differential solid angle dS1, in the scattered direction k, 
(Fig. 1.1.2). In the spherical coordinate system 

do S = sin 0, d8, d& (1.1.10) 

At a distance r, the surface area subtended by the differential solid angle 
dSt, is 

dA = r2 dS2, = r2 sin OS dt?, dqbs (1.1.11) 



1 ELECTROMAGNETIC SCATTERING BY SINGLE PARTICLE 

Figure 1.1.2 Differential solid angle dfl, = sin 8, d0, d& in spherical coordinates T, O,, 
and &. 

Then the differential scattered power dP, through dA is 

dP S = I$1 dA = lSsl r2dS1, (1.1.12) 

Putting (1.1.9) in (1.1.12) gives 

dPs = If(i&, &),2y dR, (1.1.13) 

Using the Poynting vector of the incident wave, from (1.1.6), we have 

dP H = If&, h)12 da (1.1.14) 
i 

The dimension of equation (1.1.14) is area. It is convenient to define a dif- 
ferential scattering cross section a&&, &) by 

dP S - 
I I S 

= ad&, ii) dfl, (1.1.15) 
i 

Comparing (1.1.14) and (1.1.15) gives 

ad(L, b) = If (b, &)I2 (1.1.16) 

Integrating (1.1.14) over scattered angle gives 

P S - = 
II J 
- 
S 

d&If (s, &)I2 i (1.1.17) 
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Thus the scattered power 
- 

P s= s i o PI 
where us is the scattering cross section which is 

(1.1.18) 

(1.1.19) 

Scattering Cross Section and Geometric Cross Section 

The geometric cross section CT~ of a particle is its area projected onto a plane 
that is perpendicular to the direction of incident wave &. Thus the power 
“intercepted” by the particle, pT, from a geometric optics standpoint, is the 
product of the geometric cross section and the magnitude of the incident 
Poynting vector: 

P T = ;Ti og I I (1.1.20) 

We can compare o9 to us and pT to P’. Let D be the size of the object 
(the maximum distance between two points inside the object). When the size 
of the object D is much less than the wavelength, the results of Rayleigh 
scattering theory indicate that 

63 
-- - 0 

% 
where 0 denotes the order of magnitude. Thus 

P S -- - 
P 

0 
r 

(1.1.21) 

(1.1.22) 

in Rayleigh scattering. This shows that when the particle is small compared 
with the wavelength, the power scattered by the particle is much less than 
the product of geometric cross section and incident Poynting vector. In the 
short wavelength limit, D >> A. Then 

OS 
-E 
R w 

(1.1.23) 

which is known as the geometric optics limit. It is important to remember 
that the scattering cross section us also depends on the contrast between Q 
and e. In the case of weak scatterers when Q, N e, we have 

I I Ep 1 
2 

CT,- -- 
& 

where “a’ denotes proportional to. Equation (1.1.24) is the result of the 
Born approximation. 
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Absorption Cross Section 

The particle can also absorb energy from the incoming electromagnetic wave. 
Let 

fz (4 P- = c;(T) + i(p) (1.1.25) 

From Ohm’s law, the power absorbed 

(1.1.26) 

where Eint(r) denotes internal field which is the electric field inside the 
particle, di;; = dx dy dz, and the integration in (1.1.26) is over the three- 
dimensional volume of the particle. The absorption cross section oa is defined 

bY 

P a CTa= - 
I I S 

(1.1.27) 
i 

The total cross section of the particle is 

ot = oa + 0s (1.1.28) 

and the albedo of the particle is 

(1.1.29) 

Thus 0 < G < 1. The albedo is a measure of the fraction of scattering cross - - 
section in the total cross section. 

1.2 Scattering Amplitude Matrix 

We next generalize the concept of scattering amplitudes to include polariza- 
tion effects. For the incident wave, the electric field Ei is pe.rpendicular to 
the direction of propagation &. There are two linearly independent vectors 
that are perpendicular to &. Let us call them & and &. Then 

- ( 
E i= &Eai + &Ebi eiki-5: 

> - 
(1.1.30) 

where Ei = kki. The directions of &, iti, and & are such that they are 
orthonormal unit vectors following the right-hand rule. 

Similarly for the scattered wave, let k,, G,, and 6, form an orthonormal 
system. Then 

e ikr 

E s = itsEas + b,gEbs - 
> 

(1.1.31) 
r 
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Figure 1.1.3 Geometry for defining the orthonormal unit system based on scattering plane. 
The scattering plane contains ki and &,. The angle between L, and k, is 0. 

The scattered field components, EaS and I&, are linearly related to I& 
and I&. The relation can be conveniently represented by a 2 x 2 scattering 
amplitude matrix 

.faa(k k) fab(ksT &) Eai 

.fba(L ii) .fbb(h, &) I[ I Ebi 
(1.1.32) 

Orthonormal Unit Systems for Polarization Description 

There are two common choices of the orthonormal unit systems (;ii, &, R,> 
and (&, &,, is) that describe scattering by a particle. 

A. System Based on Scattering Plane 

Let the angle between & and ks be 0 (Fig. 1.1.3). h h 
incident direction ki and the scattered direction Ic, 
plane. Let 

h h 

h 

1 1 
h ai= i= S=as 

be the unit vectors that are perpendicular to this 

h h 
1 

ks x ii 
i= s= 1 

I I 
ii, x ki 

Then by orthonormality, 
h h 
b i= i 2 = ki x ii 

The plane containing the 
is known as the scattering 

plane and let 

(1.1.33) 

(1.1.34) 

(1.1.35) 
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h h 
b s= s 2 =ks x is (1.1.36) 

In this l-2 system, the scattering amplitude matrix obeys the relation 

(1.1.37) 

The advantage of this system is that the scattering amplitudes can take 
simple forms for particles with symmetry. The disadvantage for this system 
is that the directions of ii and 2i depend on the scattered direction. For 
example, let Z7i = 5?eikz. The incident wave is propagating in the direction h h A A 
k . - - 2 and with 2 polarization. If ks = $, then li = 5 and 2i = Gj and 
the incident wave is ii polarized. However, if is = 2, then ii = ---e and h 
2 i = 5!? and the incident wave is 2i polarized. The inconvenience is that Ei 
is 2 polarized and propagation in 2 direction, and yet it is & or 2i polarized h 
depending on whether the scattered direction ks is 5 or 5% 

Some useful relations for this orthonormal system are 
h 

is k . i = co& (1.1.38) 
h iis 2 . i = ks l ki = cos 0 (1.1.39) 
h 

f, 2 . i = j& . j& x ii = j& x ii . ii = j& x j$ = sin 0 
I I 

(1.1.40) 

B. Vertical and Horizontal Polarization 

In many problems there is a preferred direction, for example the vertical 
direction that is labeled 2. In geophysical probing and earth remote sensing 
problems, that will be the vertical axis which is perpendicular to the sur- 
face of the earth. Then we can have vertical polarization Ci and horizontal 
polarization iLi that form an orthonormal system with ii. We choose 

h h 

b i- i- h 
2 x ki 

(1.1.41) 

that is perpendicular to both 2 and iCi. Then 
h 
ai = & = iii x ki (1.1.42) 

Other names for vertical polarization are TM polarization, parallel polar- 
ization, and p polarization. Other names for horizontal polarization are TE 
polarization, perpendicular polarization, and s polarization. If Li is charac- 
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X 

Figure 1.1.4 & and &, in spherical coordinates. 

terized by the angles & and q& in spherical coordinates (Fig. 1.1.4), then 
h 
k i = sin Oi cos q5ik + sin & sin q$$ + cos 8iZ 

(1.1.43) 

Similarly, if kS is described by the angles 0, and &, then (Fig. 1.1.4) 
h 
k s = sin 8, cos q!Qk + sin 8, sin &$ + cos OS? 

h 

VS = cos 0, cos q&ii? + cos 0, sin &$ - sin 8,2 
h 
h S= - sin $& + cos &$ 

(1.1.44) 

2 Rayleigh Scattering 

2.1 Rayleigh Scattering by a Small Particle 

In Rayleigh scattering, the particle size D is much less than wavelength A. 
In such a case an oscillatory dipole with moment p is induced inside the 
particle. The field radiated by the dipole is the scattered field. 

The far field radiated by a dipole 1, in the direction kS is 

E S= (1.2.1) 
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Let the electric field inside the particle be denoted by ant, where the sub- 
script int 
title is 

denotes internal. The polarization per unit volume inside the par- 

P int = Ep - ( $%t (1.2.2) 

In Rayleigh scattering, the internal field is a constant vector inside the par- 
ticle. The dipole moment of the particle is 

- 
P = V,Fint (1.2.3) 

where vO is the volume of the particle. Using (1.2.2) and (1.2.3) in (1.2.1) 
gives 

E s=-- 

(1.2.4) 

Using (1.2.4), the scattering amplitude matrix can be determined by relating 
the internal field Eint to the incident field E;. 

In Rayleigh scattering, the power absorbed by the particle is, from 
(1.1.26), 

2.2 Rayleigh Scattering by a Sphere 

Consider a sphere of radius a < X centered at the origin. Then the internal 
field inside the particle is 

E 
3E - 

int = - E * 
cp + 2E 2 

(1.2.6) 

The internal field Eint is parallel to the incident field Ei. Then using (1.2.6) 
in (1.2.4) and vO = 47ra3/3, 

where 

- - 
eikr 

f 0 
r 

+ 
h h 

b (b s 23. 

f. = k2a3s 
P 

(1 . 

(1.2.8) 

From (1.2.7) 

E as = fo(Gs l Ei) (1.2.9a) 

Ebs = fo(& l Ei) (1.2.9b) 
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We can calculate the scattering amplitude matrix using the scattering 
plane orthonormal system. 

First let Eli = 1 and J!& = 0, thus Ei = ii. Then El, = fll and 
E2s = f21. From (1.2.9a)-( 1.2.9b), we obtain El, = fO( i, l ii) = f0 and 
Ezs = f&& . &) = 0. Hence fll = f0 and f21 = 0. Next, let Eli = 0 and 
E2i = 1 so that Ei = 2i. Then El, = fr2 and Egs = f22. From (1.2.9a)- 
(1.2.9b), El, = fo(is l g> = 0 and Ezs = fO( 2S . 2i) = f cos 0. Therefore 

f12 = 0 and f22 = f. co&. Thus the scattering amplitude matrix assumes 
following simple form in the scattering plane system of coordinates: 

[::: :::I = [t f&k] (1.2.10) 

Next, we use the orthonormal unit vectors of vertical and horizontal 
polarization, 

(1.2.11) 

To get fvv and fhv, we let Evi = 1 and Ehi = 0 so that Ei = Ci. Then 
from (1.2.9a)-(1.2.9b), Evs = fo(Cs . Ci) and Ehs = fo(bs l Ci). Thus, 

f 
h 

vv = 0 vs l f( q = fo [cos 0, cos & cos(& - q&) +sin&sin&] (1.2.12~) 

fhv = fo(ks l @i) = -fo cos 8i sin($, - &) (1.2.12b) 

To get fvh and fhh, we let Evi = 0 and Ehi = 1 so that Ei = &. Then 
from (1.2.9u)-(1.2.9b), Evs = fo(Cs . hi) and Ehs = fo(ks . ii) Thus, 

f vh = fo cos 0s sin($s - q&) (1.2.13~) 

fhh = focO~(~s - +;> (1.2.13b) 

To calculate the scattering cross section, suppose that the incident wave 
i.s horizontally polarized. The scattered power is determined by integration 
over all scattered angles of the sum of the scattered vertical and horizontal 
polarizations: 

I 
7r 

J 
27r 0s = d0, sin & d+s (lfvhi2 + lfhh12) 

0 0 
7c 27r 

2 - Ifl 1 d& sin 8, J dqbs [cos20ssin2(& - &) + cos2(& - - 0 +i>] 
0 0 

87r - 

If I 
2- 87r % E 2 

- -- 0 -- 
k4,6 3 3 I ep + 2c I 

(1.2.14) 
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If we compare the scattering cross section to the geometric cross section - 
= mu2 of a sphere, we obtain 

0s OS 8 
----- 

- 
og n-a 2-3 (k ,4 > 1 

cP-E 2 

- Ep + 2e 
(1.2.15) 

Since ka << 1, the scattering cross section is much less than the geo- 
metric cross section. It also follows from (1.2.15) that gs/og = O(D4/X4), 
in agreement with (1.1.21). 

Absorption Cross Section 

The power absorbed by a small particle is 

P 
1 

a= &%*IE~~t12 (1.2.16) 

The absorption cross section is 

P 
(Ta = - 

Ii2 
I I 

(1.2.17) 
277 i 

For the case of a sphere, putting (1.2.6) and (1.2.16) in (1.2.17) gives 

2 
(1.2.18) 

If we take the ratio of scattering cross section to absorption cross section, 
we find 

(1.2.19) 

Thus the relative magnitude of CT~ to oa depends on the relative values of 
(ka) and $/E. 

2.3 Rayleigh Scattering by an Ellipsoid 

Let a, b, and c be the half axes length of the ellipsoid respectively in $b, ‘&,, 
and zb directions where a, b, and c are all much less than A. Then the internal 
electric field Eint induced by the incident electric field Ei is 

&,=%,(;;;;a) +$b(l$;;b) +&(l~~;c) (1.2.20) 

where 

(1.2.21) 
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A a= 
r 0 

I 

00 

Ab = 
0 

A c= 

13 

ds 

(s + a2) [(s + a2>(s + b2)(s + c2)]* 
ds 

(s + b2) [(s + a2>(s + b2)(s + c2)lf 
ds 

(s + c2) [(s + a2)(s + b2)(s + c2)]+ 

(1.2.22) 

(1.2.23) 

(1.2.24) 

The integral of the sum of Aa, Ab, and A, can be performed analytically 
to give 

2 
Aa + Ab + Ac = z (1.2.25) 

For spheroids, a = b and the integrals in Aa, Ab, and A, can be integrated 
analytically. The axis &-, is the axis of symmetry, and 

A a= lb=; (-&AC) 

For prolate spheroids, c > a = b and 

A 
1 

( 

l-e 
C- -s 2e+ln- 

l+e > 
where 

a 2 
e= l- - J 0 C 

is the eccentricity. 
For oblate spheroids, c < a and 

A 
2 

C- 
c3f2 ( 

1 
1 
- tan-l 

- f 
f 

> 

where 

(1.2.26) 

(1.2.27) 

(1.2.2s) 

(1.2.29) 

f = /Q2 - 1 (1.2.30) 

For a thin disk, we can treat it as a special case of the oblate spheroid 
by letting a > c in (1.2.29)-(1.2.30). Then, 

f- 

a 
- - >> 1 (1.2.31) 

C 

A 
2 2 

C- 
--P 
c3f2 - ca2 

(1.2.32) 

A a= Ab = 0 (1.2.33) 
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Substituting (1.2.32)-( 1.2.33) in (1.2.20) gives 

E int (1.2.34) 

The interpretation of (1.2.34) is that the tangential component of the inci- 
dent electric field penetrates into the thin disk while the normal component 
of the incident electric field is changed by a factor of E/C~ when it penetrates 
into the thin disk. 

2.4 Scattering Dyads 

In view of equation (1.2.20), it is convenient to define the scattering dyad 

F ii?&) h 
%Yb +,&, - k2v,(E, - E) 

- 
47E 1+ v&a 

+ 
1+ V&b 

+ 
1+ vd& > 

(1.2.35) 

From (1.2.4) and (1.2.20), we have 

E 
kgeikr 

S= -vo ($I - 47wr 
E) 

&ikr 
- - -vo (Ep - 

4mr 
c) iisiis + && 

i+&i$, $bcb . 

1 + v&a 
+ 

1 + Vd& 
+ 

i 

Hence 

Since 

E 
$kr 

S= &iis + b,b, l 7 l Ei 

r > 

[z] = [i: sr] [z] 
it follows from (1.2.37) and (1.2.38) that 

f vu = es .  j? l $, 

f  vh = 6, . F. hi 

fhv 
= iL, . j? . & 

fhh = As l F l iii 

The bistatic scattering cross sections are defined by 

GJ(L, ii) = 4~lfvv12 

(1.2.36) 

(1.2.37) 

(1.2.38) 

(1.2.39a) 

(1.2.393) 

(1.2.39c) 

(1.2.39d) 

(1.2.40a) 
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a,h(L h) = 4~lfvh12 
~hv(L k) = 4~lfhv12 

ahh(L, &> = 4Qhh12 

In the backscattering direction (monostatic radar) 
0% h 
k s=- i k 

so that 
h h 
h s=- i h 

and 

(1.2.40b) 

(1.2.40~) 

(1.2.40d) 

(1.2.41) 

(1.2.42) 

h 
VS 

= & (1.2.43) 

Note that there is no negative sign in (1.2.43) while there are negative signs 
in (1.2.41) and (1.2.42). 

Example I: 

For spheres, q-j = $- (eT - 1) where cr = Q/E is the relative permittivity. 
A a = 

1 2 Ab = A, = 3 (S) so that 

1 3 

1 + VdAa = t~r + 2 
(1.2.44) 

This gives 

F = f&&i& + ijbijb + &,&,) = fop (1.2.45) 

In backscattering direction 
- - 

f vu = Gs ’ fJ l ci = f. (1.2.46a) 

f vh = $, l fo7 l hi = () (1.2.463) 

fhv = hs l fo? l $i = 0 

fhh = ii, l fo? + ii = -f. 

(1.2.46~) 

(1.2.46d) 

Thus 

(1.2.47) 

(1.2.48) 

ovh = ahv = 0 (1.2.49) 
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Thus a characteristic of backscattering from a sphere is that gVV = ahh and 
there is no cross-polarization. 

If the incident wave is right-hand circularly polarized, then Ei = Gi + iiLi 
so that & = 1 and Ehi = i. Substituting into (1.2.47) gives & = f0 
and Ehs = -if0 so that E, = f& - iiL,). The scattered wave is left-hand 
circularly polarized. 

Example 2: 

For the case of thin disks 

A 
2 

c = a2c 
and A, = Ab = 0 

Jf k2 ( 
D- 

vo cp - c) 
4m 

(1.2.50) 

(1.2.51) 

Let & = ?; and k, = --!?b for backscattering. Also let & = ~~ = G,, & = &, 
and jL, = -$P Then fvv = fD2 and f/& = -fD; fhv = fvh = 0. If EP >> E, 
then oVV << ahh. Thus the polarization dependence of the backscattering 
cross section contains information on the shape of the object. 

3 Integral Representations of Scattering and Born Approx- 
imat ion 

3.1 Integral Expression for Scattering Amplitude 

In this section, we derive the integral expression for the exact scattering 
amplitude. 

Recall from equation (1.2.4) that the far-field scattered field from a small 
particle is 

E 
&ikr 

S= --21,(&p - e) is x (is x E&t) 
47wr 

(1.3.1) 

Consider a scatterer of arbitrary size, shape, and inhomogeneous permit- 
tivity cP(‘>, as shown in Fig. 1.3.1. Let dv’ be a differential volume around 
point T’, which has permittivity up. Then the differential contribution to 
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Figure 1.3.1 Scatterer of finite size and arbitrary shape. The permittivity of the scatterer is 
@‘), and 7’ is a point within the particle. The observation direction is E, and the distance 
between the point F’ and the observation point P is R = IF - ?‘I. 

the far-field scattered field cE, from dv’ is 
. 

dE S= -E f, x [i& x (E#) - c) &(“‘)] dv* (1.3.2) 

where R = 1’; - ~‘1 is the distance between F’ and observation point E If the 
observation point is far away, then 

R N T- -$ l i& (1.3.3) 

We approximate the phase term in (1.3.2) by 

and the amplitude by 

e ikR N, eikr-ikF’&, (1.3.4) 

1 1 -N- 
R 

- 
r 

(1.3.5) 

Making the far-field approximation on the scattered field and integrating 
over the volume of the scatterer gives 

dx’dy’dz’(q,(F’) - @~&‘)e~ikks*F’ (1.3.6) 1 
The expression in (1.3.6) is the exact far-field scattering amplitude for 

particles of arbitrary size and shape and inhomogeneous permittivity. How- 
ever, the internal field Eint(?) is an unknown quantity. To calculate rigor- 
ously &@‘), one has to solve Maxwell’s equations. For example, &&‘) 
is dependent on the coherent wave interaction among different parts of the 
particle. 
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Instead of using the internal electric field, one can use the surface tan- 
gential electric and magnetic field. Given tangential electric and magnetic 
fields, the far-field radiation field is 

E( > 

#CT 

F =- 

4nr 

+ 

The derivation for Eq. (1.3.7) can be found in Section 2 of Chapter 2. 

3.2 Born Approximation 

Born approximation consists of approximating the internal field by the inci- 
dent field 

E&i) N IT@) (1.3.8) 

This is applicable if 

Ep(F’) 21 c (1.3.9) 

The particle is known as tenuous when its permittivity is close to that of 
the background medium. Note that Born approximation does not make a 
small particle assumption. It assumes a small dielectric contrast between 
the particle and the background medium. Let the incident wave be a plane 
wave so that 

Ei (5;‘) = gieikii*Ff (1.3.10) 

Substituting (1.3.8) and (1.3.10) in (1.3.6) gives 

E 
/&ikr h 

S= -=ks x (is x q 
Ill 

dz’ dy’&’ (,p(53)--)eik~i.~‘-ik~~wf’ (1.3.11) 

In (1.3.11), we have extended the integration limits over all space because 
outside the particle eP(F’) = e and the integrand is zero. Let 

Then 

h -  

kk i- i, k 
h -  - 

kk s= sj k kd = ?ii - Es (1.3.12) 

E 
@,ilcr h 

S= -=ks x (i& x &)vos(E,,ki) 

where 00 
S(&, ii) = -L 

VO Ill dz’ dy’ dz’ (ET(+) - l)eircAar’ 

(1.3.13) 

(1.3.14) 
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Figure 1.3.2 Relationship between Ed, Xi, KS, and 0. 

- 
kd 

and v, is the volume of the particle. The vector & is the difference between 
the incident and scattered wavevectors (Fig. 1.3.2). Let 

- 
kd = kdx$ + kdyc + kdri (1.3.15) 

Then 

(1.3.16) 

Equation (1.3.16) takes the form of a three-dimensional Fourier trans- 
form. Thus if S( I,, &) is measured for “many” kdx, k&, and k&, then 
E@) - 1 can be retrieved by taking the three-dimensional inverse Fourier 
transform of S&, ii>. This idea has been used in tomography for the map 
ping of an inhomogeneous particle. 

However, in order to reconstruct E,(?) - 1 by taking the inverse Fourier 
transform of S( k,, ii>, we need, as from (1.3.16), S(R,&) for all values of 
kdx, kdy, kda, that is from -oo to 00. However, since Ed = k&i - kks, we 
have max I& 1 = 2k. Thus we can know S only within the spherical volume 
of k-space of radius 2k. The reconstructed E@) - 1 will be limited to a 
low-pass version, i.e., to spatial frequencies < 2k. 

If 0 is the angle between ki and k,, then 

kd = l&l = 2ksin ; (1.3.17) 

The maximum kd is at 0 = 180”, backscattering, when kd = 2k = y and 
the minimum is at 0 = O”, forward scattering, when kd = 0. 

The polarization of the scattered field is ks x (k, x &) and depends only 
on scattered direction and incident polarization &. Thus the polarization 
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dependence contained in Born approximations is “uninteresting” because it 
does not depend on the properties of the particle. 

Example: 

For a sphere of radius a and homogeneous permittivity Q, we have 

To perform the integration, we choose Zd to be along the 2’ axis without 
loss of generality, so that Ed = k&Z’. Then exp(& l F’) = exp(ik& cos 0’). 
Performing the integration in spherical coordinates gives 

3( 6 - - - k3a3 ‘) (sin kda - kda cos k&z) 

d 

(1.3.18) 

S(L,, &) has a maximum at 0 = 0 that is kd = 0. The maximum is equal 
to (Er - 1). It then oscillates with a decreasing envelope with increasing kda. 
The angular spread of scattering A@ is such that 

A(k&=A(%zsin%) =r 

The angular spread indicates that the Born approximation predicts a strong 
forward scattering with most of the scattered power within angular spread 
A@. For large ka, we have 

x 
AQEG (1.3.19) 

If we use the scattering plane coordinate system to represent the scattering 
amplitude matrix and note that ks x (k, x l?i) = -is and ks x (& x Q = 
-2s co&, then using (1.3.13) we obtain 

t-11 f12 ( ) 2 1 0 
- kt2 S(L,&) 0 cosQ 

f21 f22 - 47r 
( ) 

For the case of a sphere, we have 

/ (1.3.20) 

(1.3.21) 
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where 
3 

S,@) = -iy qh, ii) 

3 

SB2(0) = --i+(&,, iii) cos 0 

and S(& &) is given by (1.3.18). 

21 

(1.3.22~) 

(1.3.223) 

4 Plane Waves, Cylindrical Waves, and Spherical Waves 

The scalar wave equation is 

(v2 + k2) q!(r) = 0 (1.4.1) 

The vector electromagnetic wave equation is 

VXVXF-k2E(T)=0 (1.4.2) 

In this section, we discuss the solutions of these two equations in the three 
common coordinate systems: Cartesian coordinates, cylindrical coordinates, 
and sDherica1 coordinates. 

A 

4.1 Cartesian 

The scalar plane 

Coordinates: Plane Waves 

wave solution is 
$,(T) = A$*T 

where 

. 11 1 l is tne propagation vector. Substitution of (1.4.3) in (1.4.1) gives 

k; + ky” + k; = k2 

For vector electromagnetic waves, let 
E = &iE*T 

Substitution of equation (1.4.6) in (1.4.2) gives 

-E x (x x To) - k2i!& = 0 

Dot multiplying (1.4.7) with Ic gives 

L&=0 

From (1.4.7) and (1.4.8), we have 

(x*x)&-k2&=0 

which yields Eq. (1.4.5). 

(1.4.3) 

(1.4.4) 

(1.4.5) 

(1.4.6) 

(1.4.7) 

(1.4.8) 

(1.4.9) 
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4.2 Cylindrical Waves 

In cylindrical coordinates, the scalar wave equation is 

( 

1 d d 1 d2 d2 -- P VP 
p apPap + p2d(b2 + dz2 

- + k2 q!(T) = 0 
> 

(1.4.10) 

Let 

k2 = k; + k,2 (1.4.11) 

The solution in cylindrical coordinates (p, 4, z) that is regular at the origin 
is 

Rg$,(kP, kz, r) = Jn(k,p)eikzZSin4 (1.4.12) 

with n as an integer, that is, n = 0, fl, f2, f3, . . . . In (1.4.12), Jn is the 
Bessel function of order n and Rg stands for regular. The outgoing cylindrical 
wave is 

$n(kp, k,,F) = Hi” (kpp)eikzz+in4 

where Hn (‘) is the Hankel function of the first kind. 
The behavior of the functions as k,p -+ 0 is 

Jo@/@) = 1 

H$l)( kPp) N 2 ln(k,p) + 1 
7r 

and for n > 0 
n 

Hn(kpp) N vi@ - ‘)’ 7r (&Jn+$$)” 
In the limit of k,p --+ oo 

Jn(kpp) N 

For negative indices 

J-n(kpP) = (-l)nJn(kpP) 

H!&k/,p) = (-l)“Hi’)(k,p) 

(1.4.13) 

(1.4.14a) 

(1.4.14b) 

(1.4.15a) 

(1.4.15b) 

(1.4.16a) 

(1.4.16b) 

(1.4.17a) 

(1.4.17b) 
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The vector cylindrical wave functions are En, gn, and N,, where [Stratton, 
19411 

(kp, kg) = V x [i&vh(k,, kz7>] (1.4.19) 

&&&A~) = ;V X RgZn(k,, k,,r) 

= ;V X V X [ZRg+n(kp,kZ,F)] (1.4.20) 

When there is no Rg sign, then the Bessel function is to be replaced by 
the Hankel function of the first kind. Note that RgIVn and RgN, satisfy 
the vector wave equation of (1.4.2), while RgEn is curl free and can only 
contribute to the field in the source region. It is also convenient to separate 
the p dependence from the exponential z and 4 dependence. We write 

RgBn(k,, k,,T) = Rgmn(kp, kz7p)eikxz+in’ (1.4.21) 

with 

RgNn(lc,, k,,?;) = RgEn(kp, kz,;ii)eikxz+in’ (1.4.22) 

Rgmn(kp, kz, rj) = pi” Jn(kpp> - &pJA(kp~) 
P 

(1.4.23) 

k2 
&Fbz(~p~ k*7-P) = P y Jh(k,p) - $2 Jn(kpp) + 2fJn(kpp) (1*4*24) 

We next seek to find the transformation between plane waves and cylin- 
drical waves. Let 

k X = k, cos& 

k Y = Ic,sin& 

We have the mathematical identity 

(1.4.25) 

(1.4.26) 

eik,x+ilc,y = e’lC,pCOS(~-~k) = x Jn(kpP)e in((b-&&-inr/2 
(1.4.27) 

n=-00 

Hence 

eik,x+ikvy+ik, z - - y: Rg$n(kp, kz,F)e-in4k+inr/2 (1.4.28) 

Using k, = kcos&, k, = iii~;k, and (1.4.19), 

ik,x+ilc,y+ik,z 
)= 2 

RgIM,(Ic,, k,, T)e-in4k’innlS 
n=-00 
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- 
= ilc X 2e iii--s; _ - --ilcpii(t9k, q5k)eikV (1.4.29) 

where iC is the horizontal polarization vector. Hence, we have expressed the 
vector electromagnetic plane wave in terms of vector cylindrical waves: 

(1.4.30) 

Taking a curl of both sides next gives 

ik O” 
ix X ii@&, Cj+#‘* = r 7: RgXn(kp, kZ,!?)i”e-in’k (1.4.31) 

P n=-- 

Then 

1 $(ek,$k)$’ = -k 7: RgIVn(k,, k,, S;)ineSin4” (1.4.32) 
P n=-m 

where 6 is the vertical polarization vector. Thus for a general vector plane 
wave, the transformation to vector cylindrical waves is 

Ed = (6i Evi + KQ Ehi) eixi*’ 

00 jr-he-in& 
- - c k 

[~GdQl~n (kp$it,~) - E,iQl~n (kp, kzJ)] 

n=-00 iP 

(1.4.33) 

4.3 Spherical Waves 

In spherical coordinates, the scalar wave equation is 

[$g (r2j$)+ &g (sineg)+ r2s;n2e$j + k2]+(F)zo 

(1.4.34) 
It has the outgoing wave solution 

+mn (kr, 8,+) = h~‘)(kr)P~(cosB)eim4 (1.4.35) 

with 72 = 0, 1,2,. . ., m = 0, &l, . . . , &n. In (1.4.35) hi’) is a spherical Hankel 
function of the first kind and Pr is the associated Legendre function. We 
also define regular wave functions by 

Rg$mn(kr, 0, qb) = j,(kr)Pp(cos B)eim4 (1.4.36) 

where Rg stands for regular and jn is the spherical Bessel function. The 

prefix regular is used to denote the fact that h$&‘) is replaced by jn which is 
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finite at r = 0. The associated Legendre function is defined as [Abramowitz 
and Stegun, 19651 

P,m(x) = q$ (l-x) - 
2 m/2 tFfrn ,2 

dxn+m ( 
- 

l> 
n 

. 
(1.4.37) 

for m = 0, H, . . . , &n; that is expression (1.4.37) holds for both positive and 
negative values of m. The relation between positive and negative values of 
m is 

mb 
- 

PnmCx> = (4 m)! P”(x) cn + my n (1.4.38) 

The first few orders of associated Legendre functions are as follows: 
For n = 0, 

P;(cosq = 1 

For n = 1, 

1 
PI-’ (cos 0) = z sin 8 

P;(cosq = cos8 

Pt (cos 6) = - sin 8 

For n = 2, 

1 
PC2 (cos 0) = 8 sin2 8 

1 
P,-l(cos 0) = z cos 8 sin 8 

1 
P;(cosq = 5(3cos2 8 - 1) 

P; (cos e> = -3 cos 0 sin 8 

~22 (COS e) = 3sin20 

The first few orders of spherical Bessel functions are 

sin kr 
j@r) = -F + 7 

(k ) 

(1.4.39) 

(1.4.40a) 

(1.4.40b) 

(1.4.4Oc) 

(1.4.41a) 

(1.4.41b) 

(1.4.41c) 

(1.4.41d) 

(1.4.41e) 

(1.4.42a) 

(1.4.423) 

(1.4.42~) 
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For spherical Hankel 
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functions, we have 
ikr 

hr)(kr) = & (1.4.43a) 

(1.4.433) 

1 (1.4.43c) 

Since we only use spherical Hankel functions of the first kind, we shall sup- 
press the superscript (1). For small argument kr + 0, 

%-4w = 1 3 5 
1 

. . . . . (2n + 1) (kr)n 
(1.4.44a) 

hn(kr)N-~103*5~;1;2T--1) + (k > rn 

(k > 1 -3 l 5.. . (2n + 1) (1*4’44b) 

In taking the limit of complex functions, sometimes it is important to 
keep the leading term in the real part and the leading term in the imaginary 
part. Thus we have the small argument approximation in (1.4.443), although 
the real part is much less than the imaginary part in (1.4.443). For large 
argument kr + 00, we have 

$kr 

h,(kr) N Fi-n-’ (1.4.44c) 

The spherical harmonic is defined as 

Yjjm(8T 4) = P,“(COS 8)eim4 (1.4.45) 

with orthogonality relation 

d4 Y,“(8, +)YnYm’(8, 4) = (-1)m&6mml”nnl (1.4.46) 

The completeness relation is 

g f: (-l)m2Z1 -q-“(O’, qs)y,m(o, qi) = S($ - qs)6(cos 8 - cos 0’) 
I=0 m=-1 

(1.4.47) 
The expansion of plane waves in spherical waves is given by 

eiK*’ = F h (-1)“i1(21 + l)$(kr)q”(@, +)q-“(&, &) (1.4.48) 
I=0 m=-1 

where (ok, +k) denote the angular variables describing the direction of z. 
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The vector spherical harmonics are the three vector functions V$!@, 

4) , cx = 1,2, and 3. They are defined by [Morse and Feshbach, 19531 

v:!,ce, 4) = Pmn(e, 6) = py:p, 4) ( n = 0, 1,2,. . .) (1.4.49) 

VE!$?, qb) = B,,(O, 4) = rV [Yp(O, q5)] (n = 1,2,3, l l .) 
d 

. 
= i9dePF(cose) + $GP;(cose) eim4 1 
= F X Cm,(e, 4) (1.4.50) 

~~!@,$)=Crn,(e,t$)=V~ [TY~(O,$)] (n=1,2,3,...) 

A im e d - - -P,“(cos 0) - i&j-jP,m(cos 6) eim+ 
sin 0 I 

(1.4.51) 

Note that for Pmn, n starts with 0; while for Bmn and Cm,, n starts at 1. 
The orthogonality relation for vector spherical harmonics is 

where 

( 1) 
m 47r 

Zlmn = - - 
2n+ 1 

(1.4.53) 

Z2rnr-a = Z3mn = - ( 1) 
m4”“t”(n + 1) 

2n+ 1 
(1.4.54) 

The three regular vector spherical waves RSL,,, RgETmn, and RSN,, are 
defined as 

RSM,,(~~, 6 4) = YrnnV X [~-&l$rn*(kr, 6 4)] 

= ~mnjn(kr)~rnr@, 4) (1.4.56) 

&IN,, (kr, e,+) = t V x Rg~rnn (kr, e,+) A 

- - %nn 
nCn + l)~n(lcr)p 

kr 
(0 4) 

mn 7 
> 

(1 4 57) . . 
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In (1.4.55) through (1.4.57) 

(1.4.58) 

Trnn = J (2n + l)(n - ?92)! 

47m(n + l)(n + m)! 
(1.4.59) 

The vector spherical waves without the prefix Rg are the expressions in 
(1.4.55) through (1.4.57) with jn replaced by hn. We note that for Zmn, n = 
0, 1,2,3, . . . whereas for M,n and Nmn, rz~ = 1,2,3, . . . . The R&C functions 
satisfy the equation 

V (V l RgEmn) + k2RgILmn = 0 (1.4.60) 

whereas the RglM and RgN functions satisfy the vector wave equation 

V X V X RgZmn - k2RgXTmn = 0 (1.4.61) 

VXV X RgN,n - k2RgN,, = 0 (1.4.62) 

The vector spherical wave functions can be expressed as integral representa- 
tions of vector spherical harmonics 

(1.4.64) 

l n-l 
( > RgNmn (kr, 0,4) = -lx Ymn J dfl’ eikr’*“Bmn (8’, 4’) (1.4.65) 

47r 

With the aid of (1.4.63) through (1.4.65), it follows that 
- _ .-- 
Ie2Par = x(-l)mz: z $in [ - in@ + l)Fsm~~*p’ “) RgEmn(pr, 0,$) 

n,m mn 

+ 
c-mn(8p7 +p) 

RgMmn(P5 4 4) 
“Ymn 

iB-mn(ep, 4~) - R9Nmn(Pr7 6 4)] (1.4.66) 
%m 

where (ep, +p) are the angular variables that indicate the direction ij. A plane 
electromagnetic wave can be expressed in terms of spherical waves by taking 
the dot product of (1.4.66) with the incident electric field. Let the propa- 

gation direction of the incident wave be & = sin & cos +$ + sin & sin +$ + 
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+ j!& + j!& & l c & l c 

I I 

Rg~mn(kT 4 4) Rg~mn(kT 4 4) 

+ + 

Rgrmn(kr, 874) Rgrmn(kr, 874) (1.4.67) (1.4.67) 

To obtain a plane electromagnetic wave propagating in the 2 direction, we To obtain a plane electromagnetic wave propagating in the 2 direction, we 
set t& = & set t& = & = 0 in (1.4.66) = 0 in (1.4.66) and take a dot product with the polarization and take a dot product with the polarization 
vector, &. vector, &. 

We note that We note that 

unless m = &l. 

ikz _ &e -- 

- 

B-m,(e = 074) = C_,,(e = 074) = 0 

Hence, from (1.4.66) 

5h 
(2n + ‘) l n & ’ ‘-mn(‘, ‘) Rgz 

n=l m=-l,l 
n(n+ 1)2 [ 

mn 
(jfr 0 4) 

7 7 
7mn 

h 

i 
ei l B-mn(O7 O) 

&~rnn(~~, 6 4) 
I 

(1.4.68) 
77-w 

The far-field solutions of the outgoing vector spherical waves are 

Mmn(kr) 074) N Tmnidn-l (1.4.69a) 

(1.4.693) 

In Mie scattering, the results are often expressed in functions denoted 
by nn(cos8) and Tn(cos0) [ van de Hulst, 19571. They are related to the 
associated Legendre functions by 

(1.4.70a) 

Tn(COS0) = - 
dP,1 (cos 0) 

de (1.4.70b) 
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The special values when cos 0 = &l are 

G-a(l) = 72(l) = 
n(n + 1) 

2 (1.4.71a) 

&(-1) = (1.4.71b) 

Then we can express the vector spherical harmonics for m + 1 as 

&@, 4) = - [ ib&os8) + &7T,(cos8) 1 24 (1.4.72a) 

G-l(& 4) = - [ ikr&os 0) - &&OS 8) 1 24 (1.4.72b) 

andform=-las 

B+@,t#g = ,(,: 1) [87,(cosS) - &7r&os8)]e-i4 (1.4.73a) 

Ln(k 4) = -,(,: l) [8ix,(COSo) + &n(COSo)] emi (1.4.73b) 

For 0 = 0, we can set 4 = 0 without loss of generality to obtain 

(2 + iij) (1.4.74a) 

(2 + iij) (1.4.74b) 

B-1,(0,0) = ;c Y> iit - ih (1.4.75a) 

C+(O,O) = ; (2 - iij) (1.4.75b) 

5 Acoustic Scattering 

Many of the techniques in this book are also applicable to acoustic wave 
scattering [Temkin, 1981; Morse and Ingard, 1987; Pierce, 19891. Acoustic 
wave is an example of scalar wave. In this section, we give a brief description 
of acoustic wave propagation. 

The equation of motion is 

dV 
P z+Vp=O (1.5.1) 

where p is material density, V is velocity, and p is pressure. The derivative 
d/dt is the time rate of change for a coordinate system moving with the fluid 
known as the Lagrangian description. On the other hand, d/at is the time 
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derivative at a fixed point in space and is called the Eulerian description. 
We have 

d d -- - 
dt 

dt+‘iT.v 

The conservation of mass is given by 

(1.5.2) 

(1.5.3) 

To obtain the acoustic equation, we linearize equations (1.5.1) and (1.5.3). 
Let 

v=vo+vl =v1 

P = PO + Pl 

P = PO + p1 

(1.5.4) 

(1.5.6) 

(1.5.5) 

In (1.5.6), we assume that V, is zero so that the fluid is stationary to zeroth 
order. 

A constitutive relation for the material is that pl is linearly related to 

Pl 

Pl 
2 

=c Pl (1.5.7) 

The value of the constant c depends on the material and is the velocity of 
the acoustic wave in the medium. 

From (1.5.1), we obtain 

(po+m) (~+vl*V)vl+v(p,+P1~=O (1.5.8) 

Balancing Eq. (1.5.8) to first order gives 

From (1.5.3), we have 

dV 
PO -++vp1=0 (1.5.9) 

d 
v l [(PO + Pl)T] + dt (PO + Pd = 0 

Balancing Eq. (1.5.10) to first order yields 

d 
v l povl + $ = 0 

Use of the constitutive equation (1.5.7) in (1.5.11) gives 

(1.5.10) 

(1.5.11) 

1 aP1 
v*pJG+~~=o (1.5.12) 
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From (1.5.9) and (1.5.12) we can form the wave equation for pr, with wave 
velocity c: 

1 d2p1 
-V2Pl + -p@- = 0 (1.5.13) 

The boundary conditions at an interface between two media are: 
(i) continuity of pressure pl and 

(ii) continuity of the normal component of velocity VI. 

6 Scattering by Spheres, Cylinders, and Disks 

6.1 Mie Scattering 

Mie scattering is scattering of electromagnetic waves by a sphere of radius 
a and permittivity ep [van de Hulst, 1957; Bohren and Huffman, 19831. Let 
k P = w,/& and the sphere be centered at the origin (Fig. 1.6.1). 

Because of the symmetry of a sphere, it is convenient to use the scat- 
tering plane orthonormal svstem to exx>ress the scattering 

J 
amnlitudes. To 

we let the incident wave 
the observation direction 

be h 
k S 

hl(@) fl2W 

f21(@) fiz(@) 1 
along the 2 direction, so that ki = 2. Also let 
be in the y-z plane, with 4 = 90”; then 

o=e (1.6.1) 
h h h 
1 i= s=x=- 1 

h 
4 (1.6.2) 

h 
2 i =e (1.6.3) 
h 
2 S =sxi,=e (1.6.4) 

The incident field is given by, from (1.4.68), 

E i = i&e ikz = -2 x &y;; [~~*~~~~(O’O)Rg~mn(kr,e,~) 

n=l m=-1,l 

.& ’ 
--2 

B-mn(O, 0) 
&!1IJ,n(h 4 4) 

I 
(1.6.5) 

%-nn 
To solve the boundary value problem, we let the scattered field be 
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h 
k s 

Figure 1.6.1 Geometry of a sphere with radius a and permittivity Q,. The incident wave 
propagates in the +i direction. 

h 

+i 

ei l 

B-mn(o’o)a Tm,(k n 5 7 
%n 

0 4) 
I 

(1.6.6) 

and let the internal field be 

.ei l B --2 -mn(o’ ‘)cnRgNmn(kpr, 0, $) 
I %-ma 

(1.6.7) 

Note that the internal field satisfies the vector wave equation with wavenum- 
ber kp. The boundary conditions are the continuity of fi x E and C x H which 
is proportional to 6 x V x E. At T = a 

PX (E~+Fs)=iXZ~nt (1.6.8) 

Balancing the F x M and P x N components gives, respectively, 

j,(lca> - b-hn(ka) = 4ajn(kpa) (1.6.9) 

[k%C2(ka>]’ [kahn(ka)]’ [k&2 @pa)1 ’ 
ka 

- an ka 
= Cn 

lcpa 
(1.6.10) 

Next we match at T = a 

? X (V X Zi + V X Es) = t? X V X iTint (1.6.11) 
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We have V x M = IcN and V x N = Ic% with k: replaced by ICY for the 
internal field. Thus we have, using (1.6.11) and (1.6.5)-(1.6.7), 

[kajn(ka)]’ - b, [kah,(ka)]’ = d, [kpaj,(kpa)]’ (1.6.12) 

kj,(ka) - a,kh,(ka) = cnkpjn(kpa) (1.6.13) 

Solving (1.6.9) and (1.6.12) gives b, and d,. Solving (1.6.10) and (1.6.13) 
gives a, and cn. We find 

a,=- n T(N) 

where 

T(N) - _ kga2jn(kpa)[kaj,(ka)]’ - k2a2jn(ka)[kpajn(kpa)]’ 
n - kza2jn(kpa)[kah,(ka)]’ - k2a2hn(ka) [kpajn(kpa)]’ 

and 

b n=- n 
T(M) 

where 

T(M) = - jn(kpa)[kaj,(lca)]' - jn(k~>[ICpajn(kpa>I’ 
n 

jn(kpa)[kahn(lca)]’ - hn(ka)[Icpajn(k~a>I’ 

(1.6.14a) 

(1.6.14b) 

(1.6.15a) 

(1.6.15b) 

We can make use of the Wronskian [Abramowitz and Stegun, 19651 

jn(z)h',(z) - h&)jk(z) = i[j&)yn-l(z) - Y&>jn-l(Z)] = $ WW 
where yn(z) is the spherical Neumann function Then 

ikpa 

cn = kza2jn(kpa)[kahn(ka)]’ - k2a2hn(ka)[kpajn(kpa)]’ 
(1.6.17a) 

d 
i 1 

n = Ica jn(kpa)[kahn(ka)]t - hn(ka)[kpajn(kpa)]’ 
(1.6.17b) 

F’rom (1.4.56)-(1.4.57) and (l.6.6), in the far field 

Substituting (1.4.72)-(1.4.75) in (1.6.18), we have, summing over m = 1, -1 
in (1.6.18), 

l ikr 00 

E 
2e (2n + 1) 

s=-- 
-  

2kr c 
n pb+l) 

a, [& l (ii -  i f ) ) ]  [a Tn(COSe) + Ji7Tn(COSe)] ei4 

= 
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- a, [& l (it + iij)] [Q7n(cos8) - &n,(cosO)]e+ 

+ ib, [i$ l (ii - ii))] [B i7r,(cos t9) - 4 7,(cos e,] ei+ 

+ ib, [i$ l (ii? + iij)] [a ixn(cos 0) + 6 T,(COS O)] e+ 
1 

(1.6.19) 

Tel get fil(@> arld fil(@), we follow equations (1.6.1)-(1.6.4) and set & = 2, 
4 = 90”, so that ii = i, = 2 = -4, and 2, = 8. Substituting these in 
(1.6.19), we find 

l 2e ikr h 00 

E s=-- 
kr 6 (2n ’ ‘) [a,x,JcosO) + bnTn(cosO)] 

n 1 ncn + l> 

Thus, since 0 = 0, we shave from (1.6.20) 

(1.6.20) 

(1.6.21) 

fil(@) = 0 (1.6.22) 

[anx,(cos Q) + b,rn(cos Q)] (1.6.23) 

To get fiz(o> and fiz(Q), we set & = 6, 4 = 90”, so that 2i = & i, = -4, 
and 2, = 8. This time (1.6.19) yields 

.e 
ikr h O” 

E S 
=gJ- 

kr eC (2n + ‘) [anT.(cosO) + b,x,(cosO)] 
n = 1 ncn+ l> 

(1.6.24) 

Thus 

f12(Q) = 0 (1.6.25) 

f22(Q) = 2 - ;s (0) 

S2(Q) = F4 (2n + ‘) [a,-r,(cos 0) + b,n,(cos Q)] 
rz = pb+ l> 

The scattering amplitude matrix is then 

(1.6.26) 

(1.6.27) 

(1.6.28) 
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To get the scattering cross section, we let 

E h ikz 
i = xe 

which implies ki = 2. Let 
h 
k s 

Then 0 = 8, and 

Thus 

where 

= ?sinOcos+ + $sinOsin+ + 2cosO (1.6.30) 

h h h 

1 i= s=- 1 4 = gsin+ - ccosq!~ 
h 
2 i =2x$= itcos+ + jjsinq5 
h 
2 S = ks x (-4) = e 

Eli = ii l 5 = sin q5 

E2i = f&*2=cosq!l 

Then using (1.6.28) 

Thus 

E S 

e’ - -- - :’ r [as2 (e> cos tp - &s, (e) sin +] 

(1.6.29) 

(1.6.31) 

(1.6.32) 

(1.6.33) 

(1.6.34) 

(1.6.35) 

(1.6.36) 

(1.6.37) 

and the scattering cross section is calculated by integrating the total scat- 
tered power over 47r solid angle leading to 

(1.6.38) 

Using (1.6.23) and (1.6.27) in (1.6.38) and the orthogonality relations of 
7rn and TV functions 

s 

7r 

de sin 8 (Q~Q + 7,~~) = 
2n2(n + 1)26 

0 (2n + 1) nn’ 
(1.6.39) 

s 

7T 

de SiIl$ (7TnGn + Tn4Tn) = 0 (1.6.40) 
0 
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we have 

0, = - ; ?;(2n + 1) (l&l2 + l&l”) (1.6.41) 
n=l 

The scattering cross section normalized by the geometric cross section 

5? = ma2 is given by 

Q 0, 2 
sea = - = 

% 

7 f$n + 1) ( IanI + lbn12) 
@ > n=l 

(1.6.42) 

To get the total cross section, we apply the forward scattering theorem, 
which will be discussed in Chapter 2. In the forward direction 8 = 2 cos 4 + 
$sin+, 4 = -gsin+ + $cos+, and (1.6.24), (1.6.27), and (1.4.71~) yield 

Sl(O = 0) = S2(8 = 0) = yi (2,1 ‘)(lZn + bn) 
n=l 

From (1.6.37) we obtain 

ikr* O” . 

E 
e 3, s=--x 

c 
’ Ic nl 

‘2”2’ l) (a, + b,) = ezkrf 
r = 

The forward scattering theorem implies 

which gives 

4n 
at = $rnT l 5? 

27r 
lTt = - 

k2 
FI(2n + l)Re(an + bn) 
n=1 

The normalized extinction cross section is 

Q 

65 
ext = - = 

Q 

2 Fi(2n + l)Re(an + bn) 
n=l (k > a2 

The albedo is 

Q sea 
GE------- 

Q ext 

The normalized absorption cross section is 

Q 
ga 

abs = - = Q ext - Q sea 

OS? 

(1.6.43) 

(1.6.44) 

(1.6.46) 

(1.6.47) 

(1.6.48) 
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ka 

Figure 1.6.2 Extinction and scattering efficiency and albedo as a function of size parameter 
ka (small) for a sphere with complex permittivity cP = 3.2(1 + iO.1)~. 
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Figure 1.6.3 Extinction and scattering efficiency and albedo as a function of size parameter 
ka (large) for a sphere with complex permittivity cp = 3.2(1 + iO.1)~. 
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In Fig. 1.6.2, we show QeZt, Qsca, and G as a function of ka for eP = 
3.2(1+ iO.1)~ Th e results are shown for ka up to 0.5. We note the following 
for small ka: 

(9 *s +c og, ot < og so that Qsca < 1 and Qezt < 1. For example, at 
ka = 0.2, Qsca = 7.85 x 10-4. 

(ii) CZI < 1. Thus absorption dominates over scattering since Irn? = 0.32 
is not that small. 

In Fig. 1.6.3, we show the results for eP = 3.2(1+ iO.1)~ but for a much 
larger range of ku up to 16. We note that as ku increases, Qezt, Qsca, G begin 
to saturate. At resonance Qest and Qsca assume peak values. For this case, 
at resonance, QeXt and Qsca assume values close to 4 and 3, respectively. The 
cross sections are, respectively, 4 and 3 times the geometric cross section. 
The albedo is also larger than that in the long wavelength case, meaning 
that scattering is comparable to absorption. 

In Figs. 1.6.4 and 1.6.5, we plot the bistatic scattering as a function of 
scattering angle 0. We compare the results between Mie scattering and Born 
approximation. The normalized differential cross sections are plotted; they 

(1.6.49) 

(1.6.50) 

(1.6.51) 

lf2212 lS2P>12 - - - 
%J k2m2 

(1.6.52) 

where B stands for Born approximation. The Born approximation result 
is derived in Section 3.2. In Eqs. (1.6.51) and (1.6.52), the Mie scattering 
results are used. The size parameters for Figs. 1.6.4 and 1.6.5 are ku = 20. 
Figure 1.6.4 is for eP = 1.001~ Since eP N e, Born approximation is valid. 
We observe the followings: 

(i) The corresponding curves for Mie scattering and Born approximation 
are indistinguishable. 

(ii) The difference between ) f: I2 and 1 f2B2 I2 is a factor of cos2 0. 
(iii) We also see strong forward scattering with angular width of A@ E 13O . . 

= 0 ($) = 0 (&) = 0 (gj) = O(9”). 
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Figure 1.6.4 The normalized differential cross sections for a sphere with a size parameter 
ka = 20 and permittivity Q, = 1.001~. lf1112/as and I&J~~/cQ are results based on Mie 

scattering. ) fiBlI 2/ 
2 

CQ and ) f2Bz ( /a, are results calculated under Born approximation. 
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Figure 1.6.5 The normalized differential cross sections for a sphere with a size parame- 
ter ka = 20 and permittivity cP = 10~. lj1112/a9 and lf2212/ gs are results based on Mie 

scattering. I f :  I 2/g9 and I fiB2 I 2/ erg are results calculated under Born approximation. 
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(iv) Scattering decreases rapidly with angle. For example, at backscattering 
(i.e., 0 = HO”), the scattered intensity is almost lo6 times less than 
that of forward scattering. 

(v) Strong forward scattering means that the original incident intensity 
is “preserved” in the original incident direction. The model can be 
used to explain results in turbulent media where the eddy size is large 
compared with wavelength and the index of refraction contrast is small. 

In Fig. 1.6.5, we show the results of cP = HOE, a strong contrast of 
permittivity between particle and background. We note that: 

(i) Born approximation gives results that are many times bigger than Mie 
scattering, meaning that Born approximation is not valid. 

(ii) The reason that Mie scattering is much less than scattering under the 
Born approximation is that the wave is reflected off the scatterer so 
that the internal field cannot be equal to the incident field. 

(iii) Mie scattering also has more diffuse scattering than the strong forward 
scattering under the Born approximation. For example, backscattering 
at 0 = HO0 is only 400 times less than forward scattering instead 
of lo6 times less as predicted by the Born approximation. This can 
account for the fact that incident light becomes diffuse in scattering by 
fog, because the index of refraction of water is quite different from air. 

6.2 Scattering by a Finite Length Cylinder Using the Infinite 
Cylinder Approximation 

In this section, we calculate the scattering by a cylinder of length L, radius a, 
and permittivity eP that is centered at the origin (Fig. 1.6.6). The scattering 
by a finite length cylinder can be solved exactly by numerical methods, 
like the method of moments. However, in remote sensing applications, the 
cylinders that are usually used to represent branches, stems, trunks, and 
so on, are of many different sizes in a forest or in a vegetation canopy. 
Thus, it is useful to develop approximate solutions. The infinite cylinder 
approximation assumes that the cylinder responds to an incoming wave as if 
it were infinite in length. However, when the cylinder radiates the scattered 
field according to Huygens’ principle, it radiates as a finite length cylinder 
[Stiles and Sarabandi, 1995; Tsang et al. 19951. 

Let the incident field be 

where & = !% sin & cos & + G/C sin t+ sin +i + 2C;: cos 8i. Let i& = k: cos 8i and 
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b 
h 8 i k i 

Figure 1.6.6 The geometry of a circular cylinder of length L, radius a, and permittivity 
Q,. The incident wave propagates in the direction &i. 

k iP = k sin &. The incident wave can be expressed in terms of vector cylin- 
drical waves as discussed in Section 4.2: 

E@,= y; 
jne-in& 

k [iEhiRgM, (i&p, Jciz, T) - G&~n (kip, kz, F)] 

n=-00 iP 

(1.6.54) 
We first solve the case of an infinitely long cylinder. Let 

00 
E s= c 

jne--in+i a(M)M 

k [ n n (kip, &, y) + akN’Nn (kip, kz7)] (1.6.55) 

n=-00 iP 

be the scattered field and let 

E int = CL c(“)RgXn n (kipp, kiz, F) + CkN’RgKn (kpp, kiz, p>] (1.6.56) 
n=-00 

be the internal field where 

k ipp = d 
k2 k2 p- iz (1.6.57) 

Note that Es and Eint are, respectively, the scattered field and internal field 
of an infinite cylinder. The boundary conditions are the continuity of i, x E 
and 3 x V x E. Using (1.4.23) and (1.4.24) in 

j3 X (Einc + Es) = j5 X Eint 

we have 
jne--in4i 

k 
- ki, JA (ki,a) iEhi - k+,Hilj’ (k+,a) ak”’ 

iP 
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+E Vi $ Jn (kipa) - 2 Hi’) (k+,a)a~“) 1 
= - kipp JL (kip,a) ck”) - 2 Jn (kippa) CL”) 

P 
(1.6.58) 

k2 
-$ Jn (&,a) Evi + -f-Hi’) (ki,a) ahN’ 1 k2 

= p Jn &,,a) ckN) 
P 

(1.6.59) 
Matching 

at p = a and using the property that V x Zn (kp, k,,F) = kN, (k,, k,,;F) 
and so on, we have 

Jn(kipa)iEhi - x ‘11”’ HA’) (kipa) a;M) 

+ kip J#cipa) Ev i 
- kipH~‘~‘(k~pa)a~N’ 1 - k - P -2 Jn(kippa)ckM’ - ki,, JA(kippa)ckNJ 1 (1.6.60) 

P 

jne-in+i k 
k 

i’“,z, k2 

iP 

k Jn(kipa)Ehi + -fHi’)(kipa)akM’ 

I 

k2 
= p Jn(kippa)kpckM’ 

P 

(1.6.61) 
With (1.6.58)-(1.6.61), we have four equations for the four unknowns ak”), 
a(N) ctM), and ckN) 7x7 n which can be solved readily. We can also use (1.6.58)- 
(1.6.61) to eliminate ak”) and atN). Then we &re left with two equations for 
the two unknowns ck”) and cCN) nThese 72' two equations can be arranged to be 
of the form 

Eh. tjn+l,-in~i 

k 
= A,“” (kip, kiz, kipp, kiz, a) ck”) 

iP 

+ A,“” (kip, kiz, kipp, kizr a) ctN) n (1.6.62) 

E jne--in(15i Vi 

k 
= A,“” (ki,, kit, kpp, kizr a> ck”’ 

iP 

+ A,“” (kip, kiz, kipp, km a> ccN) n (1.6.63) 
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where the coupling coefficients are 

A,“” (Icop, k,, &,, ki, a) = -g [k$kopJn (k&,a) HA’)’ (kopa) 
OP 

-k;&pJ; (k&p) Hp (kopa)] 

A,“” (k,, k,, kLp, kL,a) = kgk, - kik&) 

Jn (&a) HA1) (k,,a)] 

A,“” (kop, k,, k&,, k:, a) = -g 
OP 

pkaz,Jn (kLpa) Hi’)’ (kopa) 
P 

kk 
- e k& JL (kLpa) Hi11 (iE,a)] 

(1.6.64) 

(1.6.65) 

(1.6.66) 

(1.6.67) 

where the Wronskian 

Jn(ko,a)H~l~t(kopa) - J~(kopa)H~l)(kopa) = & 
OP 

has been used [Abramowitz and Stegun, 19651. Once the ck”) and ckN) are 
calculated, the internal field is determined by (1.6.56). For the scattered 
field of a finite cylinder of length L, we will not use (1.6.55). Instead, we 
apply (1.3.7) to find the far-field scattered field by integrating over the finite 
surface of the cylinder excluding the end caps. From (1.3.7), we have 
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k2 
+ CkN’ -2 k a !I!% J n (kippa) - $‘p Jn (kippa) I) (1.6.68) 

P P 

where k,, = kcos&, k,, = ksin0,. 

Using~,~~=-sin8,,~,~i=O,~,~~‘=-cosB,sin(~’-~~),jL,~~= 
cos (4’ - &), and the integral identities 

1 

J 

27r 

2n a 
e-iw cos 4+in+ = (-i)” Jn(w) 

0 

1 

-I 

27T 

d+cos+ e -iw cos 4+in4 

27r 
= (-i>“-l J;(w) 

0 

(1.6.69) 

(1.6.70) 

1 -I 
27r 

-iw cos t$+in+ _ - 
27r 

d+ sin+e -‘(vi)” Jn(w) (1.6.71) 
0 W 

in (1.6.68), and performing the integration over d+’ and dz’, the scattered 
field can be written as 

ikr ,&L 
ES(~) = e-- sin&sinc 

r 7r 
(ki, - k,,) g 1 y, 

n=-00 

- ii, [RgA,“” (&,, ksz, kipp, kiz, a) ckM 

+ RgA,MN (ksp, km, kpp, km a> ccN)] n 

- 6s [RgA,“” (kspr kz, kp/I, kz, a> ck”) 

+ RSA,NN (ksp, ksz, kpp, kz, a> C(N)] n 
1 

(1.6.72) 

where RgA,M”, RgA,MN, RgA,“” , RgA,“” are the expressions in 

(1.6.64)-(1.6.67), respectively, with HA1’ replaced by Jn and sine x = sin x/x. 
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6.3 Scattering by a Disk Based on the Infinite Disk Approxima- 
tion 

In this section, we calculate the scattering by a circular disk of thickness t 
and radius a that is centered at the origin (Fig. 1.6.7). The permittivity of 
the disk is eP. An approximate solution will be developed. The infinite disk 
approximation assumes that the disk responds to an incoming wave as if it 
was of infinite radius. However, when the disk radiates the scattered field, it 
radiates as a disk of finite radius [Levine et al. 19851. 

The electric field of the incident wave is 

- ( 
E i= (1.6.73) 

E - 
J --Ehi (i? cos 8i cos q$ + ij cos 8i sin & - 2 sin &) eilCil.TI+ikiZz 

P 
(1.6.75) 

We can solve the boundary value problem for the infinite disk by using the 
Hz and E, components. 

Given the Hz* component for region 1, the perpendicular components 
can be written as 

- - X 

(1.6.76) 

(1 6 l .  77) 

Because of phase matching, the El components of the wavevector are the 
same in all the regions. 

First we consider horizontally polarized incidence. In the region below 
the disk (i.e., for z < -t/2), we have 

(1.6.78) 
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x 

Figure 1.6.7 The geometry of a circular disk of thickness t, radius a, and permittivity Q,. 
The incident wave propagates in the direction ii. 

where RTE is the reflection coefficient. Then 

El = 
-W/L&l x 2 

k2 
H (1.6.80) 

LL 

Inside the disk, we have 

Hpz = - fiEhi sin oi (A,eik+’ + Bp~sik+z) p&L*‘J- (1.6.81) 

where lqPz = (rC,z - !C$) 1’2. Then 

H pl = - 
J 

ZEh 
1 

P 
i 

sin oik2ikipt (Apeikipzz - BpeAikipzz) iii~~iz~J-‘FJ- (1.6.82) 

LL 

E 
w&J- x 2 

PL = - k2 H PZ 
LL 

For the region above the plate, z > t/2, 

(1.6.83) 

Then 

(1.6.86) 
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Matching boundary conditions for the continuity of tangential electric and 
magnetic fields, we have at z = --t/2 

e 
-ik. t 2% 2 + RTEeiki, i = A 

Pe 
-ikipz 5 + Bpeikipz 5 

k ( iz e 
-iki, i _ RTEeiki,’ 2 ) = kipz ( ApeBikiv i - Bpeikipz$) 

k. 
22 

TTEeikzi = k. Ape ik. 
ZPZ & - BPe 

-ik. t 
apt 2 

> 

Solving (1.6.89)-(1.6.90) gives 

B _ RTEe2ikip, t P eikipl t _ - 
A OP 

P 

where 

RTE = k iz - k iPz 
OP kiz + kpt 

From (1.6.87)-(1.6.88), we have 

k iz 
k ipz 

e-iki, t/2 _ RTE eikiz t/2 
- - 

e -iki, t/2 + RTE eiki, t/2 

1 
B eilcipzt P - 
A P 

1+ 
B eikipzt P 
A P 

Substituting (1.6.91) in (1.6.93) gives 

k. 
22 

1 _ RTEeikizt 1 + RTEeQikipzt 
OP 

kipr 1 + RTEeiki,t = 1 - RTEeaikip,t 
OP 

Rearranging yields 

RTE,ikizt = 
RTt(l - e2ikipzt) 

1 _ RTE2e2ikip, t 
OP 

Solving (1.6.87)-(1.6.88) gives 

(1.6.87) 

(1.6.88) 

(1.6.89) 

(1.6.90) 

(1.6.91) 

(1.6.92) 

(1.6.93) 

(1.6.94) 

(1.6.95) 

(1.6.96) 

(1.6.97) 

Thus we use (1.6.95) to calculate RTE and then use (1.6.96) and (1.6.97) to 
calculate Ap and BP. For the case of TM waves, we use the E, component. 
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Given the Elz component for region I, the perpendicular components can be 
written as 

1 6 
& = -V, -Elz 

k2 1_ [ 1 dz 
(1.6.98) 

(1.6.99) 

In the region below the disk, for z < -t/2, from equation (1.6.74) 

Then from (1.6.98) and (1.6.99) 

HI = Fa, x 2E, (1.6.102) 
i-l 

Inside the disk, we have 

E PZ 
= -Evi sin ei cpeikip*z + Dpe-ikip.2 eiEil*Fl 

> 
(1.6.103) 

E 
Ev. sin & ik 

pl = - ‘k2 ipz CPe ik. apzz - Dpe -iki,, z 
i&e ii&I 71 (1.6.104) 

il, 

(1.6.105) 

For the region above the disk, we have for z > t/2, 

E z= -E 
Vi 

sin ~.TTMeikizZ+~~i~*~~ 
2 (1.6.106) 

Then 

(1.6.107) 

Matching boundary conditions for the continuity of tangential electric and 
magnetic fields, we have at z = -t/2, 

-iki, f + RTM,iki, $ CPe -ik. tpz i + Dpeikip, i (1.6.108) 

ki, e-ikiz$ _ RTM,iki,i ) =: ki,,(C,e-“kid - Dpeikd) (l&1()9) 
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Enforcing continuity of tangential electric and magnetic fields at z = 6, we 
Y 

have 
ETTMeiki+ f = Ep cpei”ipzf + Dpe-iki,, i 

> 

k. TTM,ikiz f = k 
22 

ipz 
( 

cpeilcipz i _ Dpe-ikipz a 
> 

Solving (1.6.108)-(1.6.111) gives 

RTM 1 _ e2ikipzt 
RTMeiki+t = OP ( > 

1 _ RTM2e2ikip,t 
OP 

where 

RTM = Epkit - Ekipz 
OP Epkiz + Ekipz 

From (1.6.108)-(1.6.109) 

(1.6.110) 

(1.6.111) 

(1.6.112) 

(1.6.113) 

We use (1.6.112) to calculate RTM, and then we use (1.6.114) and (1.6.115) 
to calculate C’ and Dp. Since kil = ksin& from (1.6.83), (1.6.103), and 
(1.6.104) the internal electric field is 

where I&J- = i?k sin 8i cos & + ek sin 8i sin &. 
We use the internal field of (1.6.116) to substitute into (1.3.6), to calcu- 

late the scattered field E,. We also use the integral identity 

s 

z 

dt t Jo(t) = zJ&z) (1.6.117) 
0 

so that 

(1.6.118) 
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kdl = 
4 k:, + kiiig (1.6.120) 

Integration over dz’ from -t/2 to t/2 over the thickness of the disk can be 
performed. Thus, 

E 
j&ikr 

s=-- 
4nw cp - ( 

27rat 
4 - 

kdl 
Jl (kdla) k, x Ehi (2 sin q& - 9 cos &) 

+ Dp sine t 
(kpz + k,,) 2 (1.6.121) 
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1 Dyadic Green’s Function 

1.1 Green’s Functions 

The Green’s function is the solution of the field equation for a point source. 
Using the principle of linear superposition, the solution of the field due to a 
general source is just the convolution of the Green’s function with the source. 
The equation for the Green’s function for the scalar wave equation is 

(V2 + k&(q’i;‘) = -S(T - F’) (2.1.1) 

where S(F - F’) is the three-dimensional Dirac delta function with the source 
located at 5;‘. The solution of (2.1.1) is [Kong, 1990; Ishimaru, 19911 

g(‘i;, F’) = g(r - F-l) = 
,ik, IF-7 1 

- 
47r]r - q 

(2.1.2) 

The dyadic Green’s function relates the vector electromagnetic fields to vec- 
tor current sources. 

From the Maxwell equations in frequency domain with exp(-iwt) time 
convent ion 

VxF=iwpR (2.1.3) 

vxH= -iWdTf-J (2.1.4) 

v*pz=o (2.1.5) 

v l EE = p (2.1.6) 

it follows that the electric field obeys the vector wave equation 

VxVxi?kzE=iwpI (2.1.7) 

where kz = w2/E. 
In source-free region, J = 0, and we have 

VxVxE-k;E=O (2.1.7a) 

The free space dyadic Green’s function satisfies the equation 

v x v x G(T,F’) - kzE(?;, 5;‘) = fiS(~ - r’) (2.1.8) 

where 7 is the unit dyad. 
Using the dyadic Green’s function [Tai, 1971; Tsang et al. 19851, the 

electric field is equal to the convolution of the dyadic Green’s function with 
the current source. 

(2.1.9) 
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The solution to (2.13) is 

E(,,T’) = (T+ $vv) g(r$) (2.1.10) 

and can be verified by directly substituting (2.1.10) into (2.13) and noting 

that V x V x (EJ) = VVg - V. (Vg)? and that g obeys (2.1.1). 
For the usage of Green’s function in scattering problem, it is often useful 

to express the dyadic Green’s function of unbounded medium in different 
coordinate systems. In the following sections, we shall treat the cases of 
plane wave representation, cylindrical wave representation, and spherical 
wave representation. 

1.2 Plane Wave Representation 

The plane wave representation is particularly useful when one considers scat- 
tering in the presence of layered media. The plane wave representation can 
be derived by solving (2.1.1) , with Fourier transforms. The Fourier transform 
of (2.1.1) gives 

The Dirac delta function in plane wave representation is 

(2.1.12) 

where E = !c& + &,c + Ic,Z and dX = dk,dk,dlc,. Substituting (2.1.11) and 
(2.1.12) into (2.1.1) gives 

- 

dlc) 
1 - -- 

k2 - k2 
0 

(2.1.13) 

where k2 = kz + kz + kz. Integration can be performed for one of the threefold 
integral of dkzdkydkz. In remote sensing applications, the z axis is usually 
chosen to be the vertical direction. To perform the contour integration over 
dk,, we note that Im k, > 0, so that a pole exists at k,, = (kz - kz - ki)li2 in 
the upper-half kz plane and a pole exists at -k,, in the lower half k, plane 
with k, = Re kz + iIm k,. Thus for z > 2’ we deform upward and pick up 
the contribution of the pole at k,,, and for z < z’ we deform downward and 
pick up the contribution of the pole at -k,,. Thus 

i - e ilcl ‘(FL -?;‘,)+ik,, Iz-Z’I 

d 7--5;1) = - 
(2 > 7r2 

dk -L 2k 
(2.1.14) 

OZ 
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where & and ;FJ- are two-dimensional vectors with & = i?,!i? + Ic&, and 
TQ = sit + yij. 

To find the expression for dyadic Green’s function, we note that we 
need to operate VV on g. There is a discontinuity in the derivatives of g - 
with respect to x. Since ” 

ue 
ikoJzl = 2ik,&) - @,exp(ilc,,lzl>, 

4 > 
i _ eiX,.FL+ikozlz1k2 

- -- ‘j;; 02 -- 
(2 > 7r2 

dk I_ 2k 
(2.1.15) 

02 

-- 
Thus, VV in the spectral domain gives -k k except that the Z+$$ contri- 
bution gives an extra factor of -Z%!(F). Hence applying (2.1.10)-(2.1.14) 
gives 

for x > 0 

for z < 0 

(2.1.16) 

ii = k,i? + kg$ + k,,ii (2.1.17a) 

K = k$ + k&j - k,,i (2.1.17b) 

The Dirac delta function term in (2.1.16) is known as the singularity of the 
Green’s function and is important for calculating the fields in the source 
region. 

The difference in signs in (2.1.17a) and (2.1.17b) ensure that the integrals 

in (2.1.16) converge for the evanescent wave, when 
6 

k2 + k2 is larger than 

k,. The square brackets in (2.1.16) can conveniently be expressed in terms of 
superposition of TE and TM waves. Let the TE polarized waves be denoted 

bY 

(2.1.18a) 

where i = E/k0 and kp = (kz + k$ Ii2 and let the TM polarized waves be 
denoted 

(2.1.18b) 
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(2.1.19) 

5 1.3 Cylindrical Waves 

With the orthonormal system, then 

7 = & + ~(koz)&(kor) + ~(k,,)il(L,,) 

The dyadic Green’s function Z(T, F’), by translating the origin to F’, is 

for z > z’ 

where 

q -koz) = @o,> 

k(-k,,) = 
i2(-k,J x K 

k 
0 

= & 
0 P 

(2k, + ijk,) + $2 
0 

(2.1.20) 

(2.1.21a) 

(2.1.21b) 

1.3 Cylindrical VVaves 

Expansion of dyadic Green’s function in vector cylindrical waves is useful 
when one considers scattering from one cylinder to another in multiple scat- 
tering problems. The scalar and vector cylindrical waves are described in 
Chapter 1. 

The vector cylindrical wave functions obey orthonormality condition 

[Chew, 19901 which leads to the following expansion of ?S(F - F’). 

Rg~,(k,,k,,~)RgM-n(-kp,-Ic,,~~) 
k2 P 

+ Rg N,(k,, kz, F) Rg %z(-ICp, -k,, ;F’) 
k2 P 

+ Rg&&,, kg) Rgz-n(-k,, -kz,F’> 
k; + k,2 1 (2.1.22) 

Using (2.1.22) and the dyadic Green’s function equation of (2.1.8)) one can 
easily obtain the following vector cylindrical wave expansion of the dyadic 
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Green’s function: 

E(F,?) = 
n=-00 

RgXTn(kp, k,,F) RgZ-n(-lc,,-k,,F) 

k;(k; + k,2 - k,2) 

+ RgJL(kp, kz7) -&lx-n(-kp, 4z7’) 

k2(k2 + k,2 - k,2> 
P P 

+ RgEn(kp,IC,,P)Rg~-n(-kp,-k,,‘i;‘) 

(-lcw; + e> 1 (2.1.23) 

Contour integration can be performed as in the Cartesian case to evalu- 
ate the integral over dkp. The deformation is upward or downward depending 
on whether p > p’ or p < p’. Also the singularity at F = ;F’ has to be extracted 
[Chew, 19901. One gets 

E(5;,5;‘) = 
Ah 

PP -- 

k2 s( i 
0 

T-F’) + G e (-1)” Jm dk& 
-00 

RgZn(kop, k~~~~~~~(kop, -k~,“) 

OP 

+&Wn(kop, kz,T)N-n(lC,p, -k,, “) for P’ > P . 
XTn(kop, ]Cz,T)&a-n(kop, -k~,“) 

+Wn(kop, k,,;F)RgN-n(kopy -k,,“) for P > Pi 

(2.1.24) 

where k,, = (kz - k,2)li2. 
Alternatively, one can perform the dk, integration in (2.1.11) instead of 

dlc,. Another way is to make transformation of plane waves to cylindrical 
waves by making use of (2.1.20). By letting k, = k, cos &, kg = k, sin & 
and using the mathematical identity 

eik,x+ik,y = &pco+bc) = F Jn(kpP)ein(~-~k”in”‘2 (2.1.25) 
n=-00 

we obtain the vector wave transformations 

E(kO& 
ik,x+ik,y+ik,, z _ - $ F(-l)ne- in’k-inn’2RgMn(kp, ko,,F) 

P n=-oQ 
(2.1.26) 

@O& 
ik,x+ik,y+ik,,z _ - $ e (-l)ne-in’k-inri2Rg?Vn(kp, k,,,T) 

P n=-00 
(2.1.27) 
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By making appropriate sign changes of Ic,, Ic,, and koz in (2.1.26) and 
(2.1.27), other combinations of vector wave transformation can be found. 
Then, using (2.1.20), one gets 

( RgM,(k,, k,,,F) &%&o, -kozF') 

J +Rg Nn(k/,, ko,,r) RgE-n(k,, -koz,F’) for 2 > 2’ /c, 1 qo\ 

i RgM,(k,, -keg) RdL(kD, 

\L.I.LOJ 

for z < z’ I +Rg N,(kp, -ko,,F) RgN_,( 

In (2.1.28), k, is the integration variable and ko, = (k2 - kez)li2. Note that 
the dk, representation in (2.1.24) has a change of expressions for p’ > or 
< p while the dlc, representation has a change of expressions for z > or 
< z’. Also the dk, representation only has Bessel functions while the dk, 
representation has both Hankel and Bessel functions. 

1.4 Spherical Waves 

The spherical waves and outer spherical waves are as described in Chapter 
1. We first express the unit dyadic delta function in terms of vector spherical 
waves. We multiply (1.4.66) by e-@*“/(2~)~ and then integrate over djX The 
left- hand-side becomes 

s 

@ - ~,ij$(f-7) _ - - 
(2 > 7r3 14 

7 _ -’ 
r> (2.1.29) 

For the right-hand-side, a typical term is 

cm p2 4nin-l - - -- - s dp(2n)3 rl,, Rg =-,, (-PC O’, 4’) R&w&r, 64) (2.1.30) 
0 

The equality above is a result of using (1.4.63). We also note that 

RgZ-mn(-pr’, 8’7 4’) = (-l)“+lRg L-mn(p’, 0’7 4’); RgM-mn(-pr’, 0’7 +‘) 
= (-l)nRS2M_mn(&, 8’, 6’) and RgIF-mn(-pr’, O’, 4’) = (-l)n+‘RSN_mn 
(pr’, 0’, 4’). Thus using (1.4.63)-( 1.4.65) in the integration, we have . 

- - 
I6( F- F’) = X(-1)$ Jlom dpp2 { Rg Ernn@> 094) Rg z-mn(PC 8’9 $‘) 

n,m 

+ & ~rnn(p? 6 4) Rg z-mn(pr’, 0’7 0’) 

+ Rgrmn(P? 44) RgN_,n (2.1.31) 
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We let E0 be expanded into linear combinations of vector spherical wave 

functions and substitute into the equation V x V x E0 - k2E, = %(F - F’), 
and we use (2.1.31) on the right-hand-side. Balancing coefficients then gives 

E&r, ?1;‘) = 

+ RS Mmn(Pr7 4 4) Rd@-mn(P6 0’7 4’) 

P2 - k2 

+ &l Nrnn (Pry 6 4) &l N_,n (P6 0’7 4’) 

2 - )!$ > P 
(2.1.32) 

Note that the vector spherical waves Rg Z,, accounts for the field in the 
source region. Performing integration over dp gives [Tsang and Kong, 19801 

E,(F,~“) = _6(T,;“)pP + ikF;(sl)m 

KT-mn(kr, 0, +)RgMmnTL1, O’, 4’) 

+IV-mn(kr, 0,4)RgXmn(kr’, 0’, 4’) for r > r’ 
. 

-&7x-mn(h 0, @Wmn(kTI, 0’7 4’) 

(2.1.33) 

+RgT-mn(kr, 0, +)Nmn(kr’, O’, 4’) for r’ > r 

It is useful to note the symmetry relation 

&T, +) = E*(sj, F) (2.1.34) 

where superscript t denotes the transpose of the dyad. The symmetry relation 
is a result of reciprocity. 

2 Huygens’ Principle and Extinction Theorem 

Huygens’ principle is an exact relation that expresses the field in a region of 
space to the fields on a surface that encloses the region. Thus if the surface 
fields are determined, then the fields at any point in space can be calculated 
readily. Extinction theorem is useful in formulating integral equations for 
electromagnetic scattering problems. Both Huygens’ principle and extinction 
theorem can be derived using the wave equation and the vector Green’s 
theorem. 
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Figure 2.2.1 Electromagnetic scattering with source 3 in volume VO. 

Vector Green’s theorem states 
region of space V, 

r 

that for any two vectors P and Q in a 

= dS&{gxVxP-FxVxg} J (2.2.1) 

where S is a surface that encloses volume V and fi is the outward normal of 
S that points away from volume V. 

Consider electromagnetic wave scattering with source J in region 0 that 
has permittivity E and permeability p while region 1 has permittivity ~1 and 
permeability ~1 (Fig. 2.2.1). Let S1 denote the surface that encloses VI with 
outward normal k, and let So0 be the surface at infinity with outward normal 
h 
no0 that encloses the all of space. From the Maxwell equations, we have 

VXVXE-k2E=iLqL7 (2.2.2) 

v x v x 771 - kp71= 0 (2.2.3) 

with the boundary conditions IFL x E = fi x Pr and fi x H = ITi x Pr on Sr. 

The free space Green’s function ZO obeys the equation 

v x v x z&q - lc2G,(T, 7’) = S(i; - F’) (2.2.4a) 

(2.2.43) 
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However, F’ as given in EJP, F’) can be in either region 0 or region 1. Let 

P = E in (2.2.1) and G = E&F,?) l z and V = VO in the vector Green’s 
theorem of (2.2.1), with z being an arbitrary constant vector. We have 

J { dV E(F) . V x V x EO(T, +) . a - r;;& ;F’) Vo l E*VxVxE(r)) 

+Js_dSiL,o{~~(~,~‘)oiixVxE-ExVx~*(r,~’)-a) (2.2.5) 

The surface integral over SW vanishes because of the radiation condition. 
Using (2.2.4~) and (2.2.2) in (2.2.5), we have 

=-~ldSii~{ (G&F, F’) l z) x V x E - E x V x @&?;I) l ?z)} (2.2.6) 

The Dirac delta function in (2.2.6) only contributes if F’ is in region 0. 
The other terms can be simplified by using the symmetry relation of Green’s 
function, 

c-t 
Go@, F’) = F,(+, ;F) (2.2.7) 

(V x E*(F, i;‘>>t = v’ x Eo(F’,7q (2.2.8) 

where superscript t denotes the transpose of the dyad and the properties of 
triple scalar product of vectors. Thus 

E(F’) l a if ;F’ E VO - - 
0 if ?;’ E VI J dVa l ??,(F’, T) . iwp~(~) 

v. 

+ J [ dS zi . ??&‘,T) l ii x iwpR(~;) + a l V’ x EO(-’ 
Sl 

r  , r )  l ii x F ( f ) ]  (2.2.9) 

The constant vector z can be canceled from both sides of the equa- 
tion. The first term on the right-hand side is the field generated by current 
source in an unbounded medium with permittivity E and permeabi1ity.p and 
corresponds to the incident field Ri. Thus 

{ 

E(F) if F’ E VO 

0 if ;F’ E VI 
= iTi 

+ J [ dS E@‘,F) l ii x iwcLzT(s;) + V’ x EO(-’ r  ,‘F) l ii x F(r)] (2.2.10) 
Sl 
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In (2.2. lo), the relation for P E Vo is known as Huygens’ principle and ex- 
presses the scattered electric field in terms of tangential electric and magnetic 
fields on the surface of the scatterer. The relation in (2.2.10) for F’ E VI is 
known as the extinction theorem and shows that the radiation of the surface 
field using E, as the propagator into VI extinguishes the incident wave. Thus 
for F’ in region V’& the scattered field is 

ES($) = 
s [ 

dS ~,(F’,F) l ii x iwpg(~=) + V’ x E,(-’ 
Sl 

r,F)GixF(T)] 

(2.2.11) 
Equation (2.2.11) is known as Huygens’ principle as it expresses the field 

in region 0 in terms of surface fields on surface S1. Next we can make use of 

dyadic Green’s function ??I associated with (~1, ~1) and apply vector Green’s 

theorem to region VI, with P = El and Q = &(F, F’) 0~. The dyadic Green’s 

function Z?r obeys the equations 
- 

v x v x Cl(F) 8) - lcfGl(i;, F’) = Is(r - 5;‘) (2.2.12) 

E&T’) = 7+ F 4*(F 
( > 

eikl IF-7 1 

- 
1 

;T;‘( (2.2.13) 

where J?r = wJ= and 7’ can be in region 0 or region 1. 

Note that the current source J is not in region 1, so that the Ei term 
will be absent in this case. We have 

{ 

0 if F’ E Vi 
El(F) if P E VI 

- -- 
l [ 

dS ?!@, F) 9 ii x iw/.&(r) + V’ x E 1 r  ,F) l ii x &(?=)I (2.2.14) (-’ 
Sl 

The two extinction theorem equations from (2.2.14) and (2.2.10) are 
rewritten as follows. 

For 7’ E VI 

0 = ITi(F’) + 
s [ 

dS E&F) l ii x iwpz(~) + V’ x ??J+,5;) l C x E(F) 
Sl 

(2 2 
. . . 

For 7’ E V, 

0 -- - 
s [- 

dS cl (F’, ‘i;) l 

Sl 

ii x iwp&(F) + v’ x El (F’) q l fi x El(F)] 

(2.2.16) 

Equations (2.2.15) and (2.2.16) can be used as coupled integral equations to 
determine tangential surface fields which are continuous on Sr, i.e., /Ti x E = 
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C x Er and ti x H = C x Xl. By allowing F’ to approach Sf from VO in 
(2.2.15) and F’ to approach Sr from VI in (2.2.16), one obtains two coupled 
surface integral equations. 

In (2.2.11) of Huygens’ principle, the total electric and magnetic fields 
are used for the surface fields. It is often convenient to use the scattered 
fields instead for the surface fields. To derive the relation, we note that 

and in region 0 

E(F’) = IT@‘) + Es@‘) 
IT@‘) = rr@‘) + R&F’) 

(2.2.17) 

(2.2.18) 

(2.2.19) 

In applying vector Green’s theorem of (2.2.5)-(2.2.10), if we use Ei(r> instead 
of E(F), we obtain, using (2.2.17) as well, 

{ 

0 if F’ f VO 
-F@‘) if ;F’ E VI 

- - J [ dS ~&F’,T) l ii x iw/&(~) + v’ x zo(-’ 
Sl 

r  ,q l ii x Fi(r)] (2.2.20) 

Next we subtract (2.2.20) from (2.2.10). That gives, using (2.2.18) and 
(2.2.19) 

{ 
E,(F) if F’ f VO 
0 if F’ E VI 

- - J [ dS E,(5;‘,5;) l it x iwpp,(r) + V’ x Eo(-’ 
Sl 

r ,P) l ii x Es(F)] (2.2.21) 

The upper part of (2.2.21) with F’ E Vo gives Huygens’ principle in terms of 
scattered wave surface fields. 

Huygens’ principle is often applied in the far field to calculate the scat- 
tered wave from the surface fields. Let (ks, C,, &) form the orthonormal 
system in the far field. Then 

h 
k s= sin 0, cos &k + sin 8, sin +& + cos 8,2 (2.2.22a) 
h 

VS = cos 8, cos &t + cos 8, sin &+ - sin 0,Z (i.2.22b) 
h 

h S= - sin &% + cos +& (2.2.22c) 

Thus, in the far field, V -+ k&, and we have 
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Figure 2.2.2 Huygens’ principle for surface scattering problem. 

Hence 

1 
+ 4, x (e,+, + i&) l ii x F , ( r ) }  (2.2.24) 

rl 
For the surface scattering problem (Fig. 2.2.2), the extinction theorem of 
(2.2.10), (2.2.15), (2.2.16), and (2.2.21) still apply. The Huygens’ principle 

of (2.2.11) and (2.2.23) still apply with k, pointing into region 0. However, 
the surface integral Sr is only over the half-space boundary separating region 
0 and region 1 (Fig. 2.2.2). Assuming dissipation in medium 1, the surface 
integral over hemispherical surface Sr, of lower half-space vanishes. From 
(2.2.21) and (2.2.24), we get the relation 

{ 

lim F,(9) 
r’-mQ 

if Cc, points into region 0 

0 if ks points into region 1 

= N-J4*r, 
eikr’ J,, dse-iL..“( 

(G,& + AJi,) l ti x ET@) 

(2.2.25) 
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It is important to know that Huygens’ principle does not solve the elec- 
tromagnetic boundary value problem. From (2.2.10)) we need to know both 
the tangential electric field and the tangential magnetic field on the bound- 
ary S in order to calculate the field at a point in space. On the other hand, 
the uniqueness theorem states that in order that the field be uniquely deter- 
mined, we can specify one of the following: 

(1) fi x E everywhere on S, 

(2) fi x H everywhere on S, 

(3) fi x E on a part of S and ti x H on the rest of S. 

Thus one cannot specify both fi x E and fi x H on S. For example, 
to specify the boundary value problem, one can specify IEi x E on S (say 
ti x E = 0 on a perfect electric conductor), and then solve fi x H as a bound- 
ary value problem. After fi x E is solved, then together with the specified 
fi x E, one can use Huygens’ principle to calculate the field everywhere. 
Thus Huygens’ principle is used to compute the field “output” in a rigorous 
electromagnetic analysis. However, in approximate electromagnetic analy- 
sis, e.g., the Kirchhoff approximation discussed in Chapter 9, one applies 
Huygens’ principle by using approximate values of fi x E and ti x H on S. 

3 Active Remote Sensing and Bistatic Scattering Coeffi- 
cients 

For active remote sensing, a radar consisting of a transmitter system and a 
receiver system is utilized. Bistatic radar has the transmitting system and 
the receiving system situated at different locations, whereas in monostatic 
radar, these systems are located at the same place, usually sharing the same 
antenna system. The transmitter sends out a signal to the target and the 
scattered signal in a specified direction is measured by the receiver. 

The incident power density Si at the target can be expressed in terms 
of the transmitter power pt and the gain function Gt in the direction & 
(Fig. 2.3.1): 

S 
GtPt i= g exP(-74 

t 
(2.3.1) 

where rt is the distance between the transmitting antenna and the target 
and exp(-yt) is the numerical factor that accounts for the propagation loss 
in the medium between the transmitter and the target. For example, if at 
is the attenuation coefficient between transmitter and target, then yt is the 
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Figure 2.3.1 Bistatic scattering with incident direction (&, &) and scattered direction 
(O,, q&). Area A of the target is illuminated by the incident beam. 

integration of at over distance 

s Tt Tt - - at ds 
0 

(2.3.2) 

The target is characterized by the quantity aA, which has the dimension of 
area and is dependent on incident and scattered directions and the polariza- 
tion of the incident and scattered waves 

r2Ss 
OA = 4~ lim - 

r-00 si 
(2.3.3) 

where r is the distance between the target and the receiving antenna and 
Ss is the scattered power density. The received power Pr at the receiving 
antenna is PT = A&exp(-yt), where A, is the receiver cross section of 
the receiving antenna, and exp(-yt) is the attenuation factor of the medium 
between target and receiver. The receiver cross section can be related to the 
receiving antenna gain by A, = G,X2/(4 x ), w  h ere G, is the receiver antenna 
gain in the direction ks and X is the wavelength [Ishimaru, 19781. Thus, 

G-X 2 

P r= xss exP(-%) (2.3.4) 
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Combining (2.3.1), (2.3.3), and (2.3.4) gives 

P T -- - 
pt 

(2.3.5) 

Therefore, in terms of scattering characteristics for random media and rough 
surfaces, the quantity of interest to be calculated is &+ For the case of terrain 
and sea returns, the cross section is often normalized with respect to the 
area A that is illuminated by the radar. The bistatic scattering coefficient is 
defined as 

(2.3.6) 

where E; denotes the ,8 polarization component of the scattered electric field 

and EL is the incident field twith Q! polarization. 
Notice that Acos& is the illuminated area projected onto the plane 

normal to the incident direction. From Fig. 2.3.1, the incident and scattered 
directions & and LS can be written as follows: 

h 
k i = sin & cos &S? + sin & sin &$ - cos &S (2.3.7a) 
h 
k S = sin 0, cos &? + sin 8, sin &$ + cos OS2 (2.3.73) 

In the backscattering direction 8, = Bi and’ & = x + &, the monostatic 
(backscattering) coefficient is defined as 

qkY(~i, 4i) = coseiyp*(& = &,& = ~+$i;&,&) (2.3.8) 

4 Optical Theorem 

The total cross section of a scatterer represents the total power loss from the 
incident wave due to the scattering and absorption of a wave by the scatterer. 
The loss is related to the imaginary part of the scattering amplitude in the 
forward direction. This fundamental relation, called the optical theorem, can 
be used to calculate the total extinction cross section when the imaginary 
part of the scattering amplitude in the forward direction is known accurately. 

Consider a plane wave incident on a scatterer of arbitrary shape and size 
(Fig. 2.4.1). The field at any point in the lossless medium with permittivity 
E and permeability p surrounding the scatterer may be represented as the 
sum of the incident and scattered fields. 

E=Ei+Es (2.4.la) 

ET=zi+iT, (2.4.lb) 
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S n 

Figure 2.4.1 Geometrical configuration for the derivation of optical theorem. 

Let the scatterer be of complex permittivity eP with real and imaginary parts 
given by E:, and E;, respectively. The electromagnetic 
that occupies VP o bey the equations 

fields inside the particle 

v x Ep = iwpH, (2.4.2a) 

v x i7p = -iwq& (2.4.2b) 

The boundary conditions are that on S 

iiXEp= iix(Ei+Es) (2.4.3a) 

iiXRp= fix (&+iT,> (2.4.3b) 

The time-averaged power absorbed by the particle is 

(2.4.4) 

From (2.4.2a) and (2.4.23) 

v l (Ep x q = iwppTp12 -  iwqqJ2 (2.4.5) 

Taking the real part of (2.4.5) gives V l [Re(Ep x IT:)] = --w$I~~~~~ Hence, 
from (2.4.4) we obtain 

On applying boundary conditions (2.4.3a) and (2.4.3b) to (2.4.6), we get 

(2.4.7) 

- -- J dSii . (si + ‘3;’ + s,) (2.4.8) 
S 
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where 

- 
S 

1 
i- SRe (Ei x Ey) (2.4.9) 

- 
S 

1 
S= ,Re (F, x IQ (2.4.10) 

-I 
S - - fRe [(i?i x ZF,*) + (Es x z;)] (2.4.11) 

Let the incident wave be a plane wave. The region V. is assumed to be 
lossless. We have V . ;Ti = 0 everywhere in V, and VP. Also V l S, = 0 in 
region Vo. Applying divergence theorem to k l ;Ti and fi l S, in (2.4.8), and 
using the fact that 

we have 
J dSk$=O (2.4.12) 

SO0 

P a=- J dSibs’- J dSii l s, (2.4.13) 
S SO0 

Note that the first term has surface integral over S while the last term is 
integration on Sm. The last term in (2.4.13) is clearly the time-averaged 
scattered power Ps 

Thus 

P S= J dSfi l 3, (2.4.14) 
so0 

P, + Ps = - J dSii l 3’ 
S 

(2.4.15) 

Let the incident wave be linearly polarized with polarization &. (The 
case of general elliptical polarization can be done by superposition.) 

(2.4.16a) 

H 
E - 

i= (ii x $) *pi*‘S; (2.4.163) 
v 

Using (2.4.11) and (2.4.16) in (2.4.15) gives 

The right-hand side of (2.4.17) can be related to scattering amplitude as 
follows. The scattered field can be expressed in terms of surface fields by 
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using Huygens’ principle. 

E&q = s( iwpE(F,T’) l [  ii x XT@)] + v x E(F-, F’) l [ii x E,(8)]  

S > 

ds’ 

(2.4.18) 
We can relate the scattering amplitude to surface scattered field by taking 
the far-field limit in (2.4.18) as given by (2.2.23). Since 

E,(F) = 

$kr - h 
-F(lc,, ii) l Ei E. (2.4.19) 

r 

where (is, C,, As) is the orthonormal triad and F&, L,) is the scattering 

dyad in the scattered direction Ls for the incident wave in the direction &. 
Substituting (2.4.19) in (2.4.18) and using (2.2.23), we obtain 

+ $, x (6 ,  i& + k ,  jL,) l [ii x F,(F’)] ds’ (2.4.20) 
rl > 

Equation (2.4.20) is an exact relation relating the far-field scattering ampli- 
tudes to the surface scattered field. 

If we take the scattering amplitude in the forward direction in (2.4.20) 

(i.e., L, = Li), and dot it with the unit vector &, we obtain 

1 -- (ii x &) . [ii x Es(+)] 
> 

ds’ (2.4.21) 
73 

The right-hand side of (2.4.21) can be related to the right-hand side of 

(2.4.17), giving 

Define the extinction cross set 

(2.4.23) 

In terms of 0, and F&, ii), the optical theorem reads 

(2.4.24) 
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Hence, the extinction cross sections for vertically polarized wave c,, and for 
horizontally polarized wave a,h are, respectively, 

(2.4.25) 

(2.4.26) 

Since the extinction cross section is in terms of the scattering amplitude in 
the forward direction, the optical theorem is also known as the extinction 
theorem or the forward scattering theorem. 

The extinction theorem is an exact relation. However, in practice, it has 
to be applied with caution because it requires that the imaginary part of the 
forward scattering amplitude be calculated accurately. To give an example 
that an “exact” relation that does not work in practice, we consider the 
Rayleigh scattering amplitude dyad for small spheres with permittivity es, 
which is given by 

(2.4.27) 

where vO is the volume of the sphere. Applying the optical theorem to (2.4.27) 
gives 

aev(&) = a,h(i&) = oe = 3vJc Im [=$I = v,k$ l-$i2 (2.4.28) 

The extinction cross section given by 
(2.4.28) is equal to the absorption cross section only (which is wrong) and 
does not have the scattering cross section in it. Thus the optical theorem 

where E: is the imaginary part of ep 

fails to give the correct result when applied to the scattering amplitude dyad 
(2.4.27) of small spheres. This is because (2.4.27) is not sufficiently accurate. 
It is derived from the Laplace equation rather than the full-wave equation. 
The accurate form of the scattering dyad, as shown in the section on Mie 
scattering, should include an additional imaginary term. We conclude that 
since the imaginary parts of fQ,p, where a, p = v, h, can be much smaller 
than the corresponding real parts, the application of the optical theorem is 
meaningful only when the imaginary parts of &‘s are calculated to sufficient 
accuracy. 

The extinction coefficient in radiative transfer equation is customarily 
taken to be nooe, where ~-2~ is the number of particles per unit volume. How- 
ever, for a conglomeration of nonspherical particles, the extinction matrix is 
not derived by considering scattering by a single particle. It is obtained by 
coherent wave propagation theory under multiple scattering approximation 
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(e.g., Foldy’s approximation). This will be discussed in Chapter 7 where we 
shall address some questions as how an elliptically polarized wave is “extin- 
guished” or “decays” due to absorption and scattering by a conglomeration 
of particles. 

5 Reciprocity and Symmetry 

5.1 Reciprocity 

When the medium of propagation is reciprocal, the electromagnetic fields 
obey reciprocity relations [Kong, 19901. The reciprocity relations give rise to 
symmetry relations of bistatic scattering coefficients, scattering amplitudes, 
and dyadic Green’s functions. It is also used to derive the relations between 
emissivity and bist at ic scattering coefficients. 

For a general anisotropic medium with permittivity tensor Z, the recip- 
rocal medium relation is that 5 is symmetric. If the medium is reciprocal, 
then the electromagnetic fields obey reciprocity relations even though the 
medium may be inhomogeneous and may have rough boundaries. We con- 
sider the electromagnetic fields of a region 0 with permittivity E separated 
by a rough boundary from region 1 with inhomogeneous permittivity Zl(F) 
(Fig. 2.5.1). Th e medium 1 is reciprocal so that 

=t- =- 
E 0 1 = cl (4 (2.5.1) 

where t denotes 
electromagnetic 

the transpose of the dyad. 
fields of different problems. 

Reciprocity relations relate the 

Problem (a) 

Consider a source J, placed in region 0 producing fields E, and H, in region 
0 and fields EI~ and Tifi, in region 1. The Maxwell equations are 

vxH,= --iWEE, + I(.J (2.5.2) 

v x E, = iwpz, (2.5.3) 

V x H1, = --iWZl(F) l Ela (2.5.4) 

V x El, = iwpHla (2.5.5) 

The boundary conditions on rough surfaces S are 

iixH,=iixR1, (2.5.6) 

ii x E, = ii x El, (2.5.7) 
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\ Vl I 
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Figure 2.5.1 Reciprocity relation for half-space of inhomogeneous anisotropic medium with 
rough interface. 

Problem (b) 

Consider a source Jb placed in region 0. The Maxwell equations are 

Vxq#= -iWZb + Jb 
v x ii& = iW/zb 

v x Hlb = -i&l (‘“) l &b 

v x Elb = iw/& 

with boundary conditions on surface S 

Consider 

v*(~bX~,)=~~‘vx~b-~b*vX-i7, 

Substituting (2.5.2) and (2.5.9) in (2.5.14) gives 

Similarly, 

(2.5.8) 

(2.5.9) 

(2.5.10) 

(2.5.11) 

(2.5.12) 

(2.5.13) 

(2.5.14) 

(2.5.15) 

(2.5.16) 

(2.5.17) 

(2.5.18) 
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Because Zr is symmetric, we have 

Thus from (2.5.17)-(2.5.19), 

V*(FlbX~la-~laXfflb)=O (2.5.20) 

Integrating (2.5.20) over region 1 and applying divergence theorem to 
(2.5.20) and th e radiation condition over Sl, gives 

I dSfi l (F1, x i& - Elb x &) = 0 
S 

(2.5.21) 

Similarly, using (2.5.14)-(2.5.16) and performing volume integration over 
region 0 gives 

I dS+(Eax&-FbxR,)= 
I 

dV(E, . &, - Ia 9 Eb) (2.5.22) 
S 

where fi is normal pointing into region 0. Using the boundary conditions 
(2.5.6)-(2.5.7) and (2.5.12)-(2.5.18) on S and the vector identity of z l (5 x 
E) = 3 x b l 3, the left-hand sides of (2.5.21) and (2.5.22) are equal. Thus, 

(2.5.23) 

The reciprocity relations can also be applied to scattered field. The total 
field can be expressed as a sum of incident and scattered fields: 

E (-+g+E~ (2.5.24) 

(2.5.25) 

The previous analysis can be repeated for the case when the half-space 
medium is absent. Hence 

Subtracting (2.5.26) from (2.5.23) gives 

(2.5.26) 

(2.5.27) 

5.2 Reciprocal Relations for Bistatic Scattering Coefficients and 
Scattering Amplitudes 

To derive the reciprocal relation for the bistatic scattering coefficients, we 
let Ja and Jb be Hertzian dipoles located at F, and ~b, respectively, and 
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- 
J a 

direction 

(eb, bd 

target 

Figure 2.5.2 Reciprocity relation for bistatic scattering coefficients in direction (Q,, 4a) 
and (eb,4b>* 

elements pointing in directions & and p, respectively. Thus, 
- 
J a = &!I1 6(T - -i;a) (2.5.28) 
- 

(2.5.29) 

Let J, and & be at the far-field region in the directions (@a, 4a) and (66, &), 
respectively, and at distances Ta and rb, respectively, from the target 
(Fig. 2.5.2). We also let & and p to be perpendicular to P-a and rb, respec- 
tively. Then in the vicinity of the target, the incident field will be in the form 
of plane waves: 

-i E a 
-ik?, F ae (2.5.30) 

(2.5.31) 

Substituting of (2.5.28) and (2.5.29) in (2.5.27) gives 

JQ?;b) l p = Fz(Fa) ’ & (2.5.32) 

The direction vectors are 
A 
ra = sin 8, COS $a? + sin 0, sin $ac + COS 8a2 (2.5.33) 

ij, = sin & cos $b? + sin t&, sin && + cos t&t (2.5.34) 
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dipole source with 
polarization a 

c 
f 0 F;b 

(observation point) 

Problem (a) 

(observation point) 

Problem (b) 

dipolc source with 
polarization p 

Figure 2.5.3 Reciprocity for scattering amplitudes. 

If we view J, as transmitting the incident field and receiving antenna at ;Fb, 
then the bistatic scattering coefficient is, on using ki = --pa and L, = ?b, 

(2.5.35) 

On the other hand, if we view Jb as transmitting the incident field and 
receiving antenna at r,, h then the bistatic scattering coefficient is, on using 
k i= -?b and k, = &, 

(2.5.36) 

Thus, using the reciprocity relation of (2.5.32) in (2.5.35) and (2.5.36) gives 

cosoa 3’pa(@b, 6b; @a, +a + r, = coseb %$@a, +a; ob, +b + r> (2.5.37) 

With slight modification, the method can be used to derive reciprocity re- 
lations for multilayered media with rough interfaces separating the layers. 
Thus, reciprocity holds if the permittivity tensors at all points are sym- 
metric. Reciprocity holds even in the presence of volume and rough surface 
scattering. We can also use (2.5.28)-(2.5.32) to derive symmetry relations for 
scattering amplitudes (Fig. 2.5.3). In Problem (a), the incident direction is 
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h 
k .- - 

T;lus 
-4, and the scattered direction is kS = Fb. Note that E:(F) = ep& 

p l lg(Fb) = ( seikra) (2.5.38) 

Similarly in Problem (b), the incident direction is & = -?b and the scattered 
direction is k, = i,. Thus, 

The relation of reciprocity of (2.5.32) equates (2.5.38) and (2.5.39) so that 

To put (2.5.40) into component forms, we note that i,, &, and k, form an 
orthonormal system, while ?b, 6b, and Lb form an orthonormal system. 

VL, 4a) = sin 8, cos &i? + sin 8, sin &$j + cos 0,s (2.5.41) 

;I(& 4a) = cos 8, cos q&j]: + cos 8, sin c&-$ - sin 0,Z (2.5.42) 

@CL, 4a) = - sin &S? + cos &$ (2.5.43) 

Note that 

+ - 62, n- + 4a) = -q&L, 4a) (2.5.44) 

‘;(r - 4x7 + 4a) = q4u4cJ (2.5.45) 
h 
f-4 7r - &, 7T- + 4a) = -iL(Ba, 4a) (2.5.46) 

In the backward directions, it follows from the definitions of (2.5.41)-(2.5.43) 
that vertical polarization keeps the direction while the horizontal polariza- 
tion vector direction is opposite. Now, 

,fpa(Qb, +b; &IL, &z) = t@b, 4b) l F(eb, 4b; @a, +a) l &(h h) (2.5.47) 

where ,@, a = V, h. Let & = ;I@ - 8,, OTT + #a> and ,8 = $(6b, &) in (2.5.40). 
Then we have 

,fm@b, 4b; 7~ - &L, n- + 4a) = .fvv(&, 46 7~ - ob, n= + 4b) (2.5.48) . 

Next, let & = &r - 8,, 7r + &) = -k(&, ~75~) and b = k(&, +b) = --&I- - 
o&b) in (2.5.44). This gives 

.fhh(ob, 4b; 7~ - &L, * + 4a) = .fhh(e,, 4a; n- - ob, r + 4b) (2.5.49) 

Finally, let & = L(x - 8,, r i- &) = -@@a, &) and a = s(ob7 4b) = c(r - 

&,x + +b) in (2.5.40). This gives 



Q5.3 Symmetry Relations for Green’s Function 

Note that because of the change of polarization vectors in the backward 
direction, there is a negative sign in the reciprocity relation of (2.5.50) but 
not in (2.5.48) and (2.5.49). 

5.3 Symmetry Relations for Dyadic Green’s Function 

The reciprocal relations of (2.5.23) leads to symmetry relations for the dyadic 
Green’s function. Let the geometrical configuration consist of region 0 and 

region 1 that are separated by a boundary S (Fig. 2.5.4). Let El&?) denote 
dyadic Green’s Function, with field point r in region Z and source point 7’ 
in region j. In (2.5.23), let 5, and &, be in region 0 so that 

Let 

(2.5.51) 

- 
J 

ii! 
a=. T 

ZWP 
SC - Ta) 

h 
- P Jb = y----$(?- - Fb) 

(2.5.52) 

(2.5.53) 

Substituting (2.5.52)-(2.5.53) in (2.5.51) gives 

fi oFa = & l Eb(Ta) (2.5.54) 

Then by the definition of the dyadic Green’s function for ;F in region 0, 

(2.5.55) 

(2.5.56) 

Substituting (2.5.55)-(2.5.56) in (2.5.54) gives 

,h l C() ( ) ( fb ,  ‘i;a) l & = & l G()()(Ta,Fb) l 6 

Thus, since & and b are arbitrary we obtain 

(2.5.57) 

The symmetry relations can readily be extended to the case when the sources 
are in two different regions. We then consider Problem (c) with source in 
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Figure 2.5.4 Derivation of symmetry relations for dyadic Green’s function. 

region 1. The Maxwell equations give 

v x H, = -iwz, 

v x E, = iwpzc 

V x H1, = -iw& (T) l Elk + 7, 

V x El, = iwpHlc 

(2.5.59) 

(2.5.60) 

(2.5.61) 

(2.5.62) 

with boundary conditions on surface S : 

ii x H, = ii x ITI, (2.5.63) 

fi x E, = ii x El, (2.5.64) 

Then, we have, following derivations similar to (2.5.15)-(2.5.22), 

I 
dS~*(F1,xRlc-Flcx~~a)=- J dV (E,, l ;r,> (2.5.65) 

S K 

s 
dSii*(~axff,-E,x~a)=- 

S I 
dV& l & (2.5.66) 

vo 
Subtraction of (2.5.65) and (2.5.66) and making use of boundary conditions 
of (2.4.6)-(2.4.7) and (2.5.63)-(2.5.64) gives 

(2.5.67) 

Note that TT, is in region 0 while J, is in region 1 so that the volume inte- 
grations in (2.5.67) are restricted to those two regions, respectively. We then 
let 7, as given in (2.5.52) and 

h 

-  

J Y 
c- 

iW/.h 
SC ;F - &) (2.5.68) 
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Substituting (2.5.52) and (2.5.68) in (2.5.67) gives 

& .  F , ( r ; , )  = T l E1,(Q (2.5.69) 

By the definition of the dyadic Green’s function for ~~ in region 0, we obtain 

E&J = C()l(;F;,, q l 9 (2.5.70) 

since I& has source in region 1. For 5;C in region 1 we have 

Z,(r , )  = z & ( , , , r ; , )  l li! 

Thus using (2.5.70) and (2.5.71) in (2.5.69) gives 

ii! l E(&,Q l T = T l E&&T,) 

Canceling out the constant vectors & and T, we have 
=t 

(2.5.71) 

ii! (2.5.72) 

G,,(‘;,, Q = Zo(r,, Q (2.5.73) 

6 Eulerian Angles of Rotation 

For scattering by nonspherical particles with symmetry axes, it is often con- 
venient to solve the scattering problem in the coordinate system natural 
to the scatterer and then transform the results to the principal coordinate 
system of the problem. To describe the transformation between the natural 
axes of the scatterer to that of the principal coordinate, the Eulerian angles 
of rotation can be used. 

Let the set of natural axes of the scatterer be denoted by &&, &. 
We also use positive rotation to denote carrying right-handed screw in the 
positive direction along that axis. The Eulerian rotations are performed as 
follows (Fig. 2.6.1): 

1 . 

2 . 

3 . 

A rotation o (0 < a! < 27r) about the zb axis, bringing the frame of - 
axis from initial position Sb into position S’(z’, y’, 2’). The axis of this 
rotation is commonly called vertical. 
A rotation ,0 (0 < p < X) about the y’ axis of frame S’ called line - 
of nodes. Note that its position is in general different from the initial 
position of yb axis of Sb. The resulting position of frame of axis is 
symbolized by S”( x”, y”, 2”). 
A rotation y (0 < y < 27r) about the z” axis of S” called the figure 
axis. The positionof this axis depends on previous rotations a and ,0. 
The final rotation from S” to S gives the principal axes x, y, and 2. 
Rotation will be interpreted as a rotation of the frame of references 
about the origin, the field points being supposedly fixed. 
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line of nodes 

Figure 2.6.1 Eulerian angles of rotation. Rotation from (&, &,, &,) to (k,e, s>. Rotation 
angles are a, p, y  with respect to sb, 9’ and i”, successively. 

Consider a point P with coordinates xb, yb, zb in the frame Sb; then 
its coordinates in S’ frame (x’, y’, z’) are related to coordinates xb, yb, zb 
as follows: 

Rotation of ,0 from S’ to S” gives 

X” [I [ co@ 0 -six@ 
y” = 0 1 0 
2’ sir+ 0 cosp 

and rotation of y from S” to S gives 

X’ 

Y 
/ 

x’ 1 

Hence combining (2.6.1), (2.6.2), and (2.6.3) gives 

X Xb [I -[I y =% yb z zb 

with 

a11 = cosycos~cosa - sinysina 

(2.6.1) 

(2.6.2) 

(2.6.3) 

(2.6.4) 

(2.6.5a) 
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a12 = cosycospsina + sinycosar (2.6.5b) 

a13 = -cosysinp (2.6.5~) 
a21 = - sinycospcosa - cosysina (2.6.5d) 

a22 = - sinycospsina + cosycosck (2.6.5e) 

a23 = sinysinp (2.6.5f) 

a31 = sinpcosa (2.6.59) 

a32 = sinpsina (2.6.5h) 

a33 = cosp (2.6.53) 

where aij denotes the ij element of 3. It can easily be shown that Z is 
unitary, that is, 

=t z-1 
A - - A (2.6.6) 

The position vector of the point P is denoted by F and 

;F= x2 + y@ + 22 = xb?b + yb$b + zb2b 

Thus, we recognize that 2. %b = all, ib l f)b = a12, 2 l & = a13, and 
Hence, we have the following transformation between unit vectors in t 
coordinate systems. 

(2.6.7) 

so on. 
he two 

i$, = all2 + a& + a& (2.6.8a) 

$b = al22 + a2$j + a& (2.6.8b) 

i&, = al32 + a236 + a332 (2.6.8~) 
k= all2b + a12$b + al32b (2.6.9a) 

g= a212b + a22cb + a23ib (2.6.9b) 

2= a312b + a32jjb + a33zb (2.6.9c) 

7 T-Matrix 

7.1 T-Matrix and Relation to Scattering Amplitudes 

To represent the scattering by an arbitrarily-shaped particle, it is convenient 
to use the System Transfer Operator approach (also referred to as the T- 
matrix approach) [Waterman, 1965; Peterson and Strom, 19731. The system 
transfer operator T is defined by 

F”(F) = TEE(r) (2.7.1) 

where F(T) and E” ( ) F are the scattered and exciting electric fields. Equa- 
tion (2.7.1) implies that once T has been determined for each scatterer, the 
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L h lc i 

Figure 2.7.1 Incident wave on a particle with circumscribing sphere. 

scattered field may be obtained from a knowledge of the exciting field and 
that 2’ need be solved only once for each scatterer. The form of T is generally 
quite complex for nonspherical scatterers. 

To represent the T-matrix, a circumscribing spherical surface (defined 
as the smallest sphere that encloses the particle) is used (Fig. 2.7.1). Outside 
the circumscribing sphere, outgoing spherical waves can be used as a basis 
for the scattered field. The exciting fields can be expanded in regular spher- 
ical waves. Hence the T-matrix can be represented with spherical waves as 
basis functions. The T-matrix is a general description of the scattered waves 
outside the circumscribing sphere. In Section 8, we will describe the extended 
boundary condition technique for calculating the T-matrix. Other numerical 
techniques can also be used to calculate the T-matrix. 

Consider a wave incident on an isolated scattering object with permit- 
tivity es (Fig. 2.7.1). The scattering object is centered at the origin. The 
center of the object is usually arbitrary and can be defined as the point of 
maximum symmetry. A scattering object is characterized by its permittivity 
es, the location of its center, and the shape of its boundary. 

In the absence of other scattering objects, the incident field is equal to 
the exciting field. The incident field is expanded in terms of spherical waves. 
The source of the incident field is assumed to be outside the circumscribing 
sphere. Hence, for the region within the circumscribing sphere, the incident 
field can be expressed as 

m,n 
(2.7.2) 

Outside the circumscribing sphere, the scattered wave will be linear combi- 
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nations of outgoing spherical waves: 

The T-matrix is used to describe the linear relation between scattering co- 
efficients a;, and the exciting field coefficients ah, : 

a S(M) - (11) E(M) mn - c[ 
T a mnmW rn’n’ + T~~~,n,a~~, 1 

m’d 

(2.7.4) 

a S(N) - (21) E(M) mn - T a mnm’n’ m’n’ + TcfL,n,az$ 1 (2.7.5) 
I I 

To put the representatiomnnin (2.7.4) and (2.7.5) in a more compact form, 
the following notations can be used. Suppose the truncation of the infinite 
summation is at multipole n = Nmaz. Then the number of terms in a%,“) is 
3 + 5 + 7 + l l l + (2Nmaz + 1) = N,az (Nmaz + 2). A combined index L can 
be used to represent the two indices ~TL and m as follows: 

I = n(n + 1) + m (2.7.6) 

The corresDondence between L and (n, m) is shown in Table 2.7.1. Let 

L max = Nmax(Nmax + 2) (2.7.7) 

n m Combined index Z 

1 -1 1 
1 0 2 
1 1 3 
2 -2 4 
2 -1 5 
2 0 6 
2 1 7 
2 2 8 
3 -3 9 
3 -2 10 
3 -1 11 
3 0 12 
3 1 13 
3 2 14 
3 3 15 

etc. etc. etc. 

Table 2.7.1 Correspondence between I and (n, m). 
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Hence, letting Pt”) and ~~(~1 to denote the column matrices of di- 
mension L,,, representing the coefficients urtM) and urtN), respectively, and 
CM) and 3 W) to denote column matrices of coefficients u;(M) and alstN), 
respectively, we have the matrix relation 

(2.7.8) 

-(ll) -(12) -(21) 
where T , ‘T , T , and T 

(22) 
are matrices of dimension L,,, x L,,, 

representing the T-matrix coefficients $l), T,1f2), $T1), and $y2), respec- 
tively. Further define 

T 
(11) 

T 
(12) 

- =[“I T - 
T 

(21) 
T 

WI 

(2.7.9) 

(2.7.10) 

Hence, E’ and aE are of dimension 2L,,, and T is of dimension 2L,,, x 
2L mux . Thus7 

-S __ --E a -Ta (2.7.11) 

Using the T-matrix, the scattering amplitude dyad r(e,, &; &, +i> can be 
calculated. For a plane wave incident in the direction & = (&, $q), 

the incident field coefficients are, from (1.4.67), 

(2.7.12) 

aEW) - _ m 
mn - ( 1) 

1 @+l) i”c 

Trnn n(n + 1) 
-mn(& +i) l & & (2.7.13) 

a ( 1) 
’ (2n + ‘) ‘72 B-mn(ei,+i) E(N) - - m 

mn - 
Trnn n(n + 1) ’ 

. E E 

i 
i 0 (2.7.14) 

The asymptotic far-field solutions of Mm, and N,, are given in 
(1.4.69a) and (1.4.69b). From (2.7.4), (2.7.5), (2.7.13), and (2.7.14), we have 

lim a$$‘Mmn(kr, 8,+) 
kr+oo 

ml 1 (2n’ + 1) - (11) 
-  

- T mnm’n’ - ( 1) 
Yrn’d n 

,(n ,  + 1) l in’C-minf(8i, 4i) l &Eo 
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1 
+ T$iii’,’ (-Qrn’ - 

(2n’ + 1) 

Ym’n’ 7% ‘(n’+ 1) 

0-n-l 

l ~mnCmn(& $> +eikr 

lim CJz,“‘Nmn(Icr, 6,+) 
kr+oo 

-72’ B 
z 

--m’n’@%? +i) . 
i 

6 E 
i 0 

I 

(2.7.X) 

1 (2n’ + 1) - (21) ml 
-  - T mnm’n - ( 1) 
Ym’n’ n 

,(n ,  + 1) l in’C-mln,(Bi, +i> l &E, 

+ T$!;‘n,(-l)m’- 
1 (2n’ + 1) B-mrnl (e,, &) 

Ym’n’ n 
yn’ + 1) l in’ i l &Eo 

I  

(2.7.16) 

Using (2.7.15) and (2.7.16) in (2.7.3) and the definition of the scattering 

amplitude dyad F gives the following relation expressing F in terms of the 
T-matrix elements 

qo, 0, ; g, 4’) = ; 7, (-l)m’jn’-n-lX 
n,m,n’,m’ 

. Y-m’n’ --m’n’(~‘7 4’) C 

--m’n (0’7 4’) B 
. Y-m’n’ 

i 
(2.7.17) 

Using the optical theorem, the extinction cross section for incident di- 
rection (&, &) can be calculated from (2.4.24). To find the scattering cross 
section for incident direction (&, q$) and incident polarization ,O, we note . 
that 

Substituting (2.7.17) in (2.7.18) and making use of orthogonality relations 
for vector spherical harmonics, we have 
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16n2 
Qsp(&, 4i> = -p- 

x{lx 
in’(-l)mfT-mfnf 

n,m mfnf 

[ 

T (11) - 
mnm’ 72’ c -mfnf p, @) . p + TZZf,,, B-mfnf (h 44 . II 

2 

i 

b 

+ x inr (-l)mty-mfnl 
mfnf 

[ 

T C21) 
mnm’n’ 

--mfn,(&, @) .  p + +?;;fn,B-mfnf Pi, 44 .  a 

2 

c 
i 

10 

(2.7.19) 

with ,B = v or h. Hence, given the T-matrix elements, the scattering matrix 

elements for F can be computed according to (2.7.17). 

7.2 Unitarity and Symmetry 

In this section, we shall derive the unitarity and symmetry properties of the 
T-matrix. The unitarity property is a result of energy conservation for a 
nonabsorptive scatterer, and symmetry is a result of’ reciprocity. 

A. Unitarity 

The total field is a summation of incident and scattered fields. We use (2.7.2) 
and (2.7.3) and also the fact that regular wave solution is a combination of 
outgoing waves (Hankel functions of first kind) and incoming waves (Hankel 

functions of second kind), that is, jn = (” (2) (hn + hn )/2. We use superscript 
(2) to denote that the spherical Hankel function of the second kind is used - 
in the vector wave function. Defining the scattering matrix 3 as 

3 = 7 + 2T = 7 + 2 
T 

(11) 
T 

(12) 

r =I =(21) 
T 

=(22) 
T 

(2.7.20) 

and using the expression for Y!Y and Es in Section 7.1 gives the total field 

(2.7.21) 
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’ In the far field, we make asymptotic approximations of the spherical vector 
wave functions of (1.4.69a) and (1.4.693). Thus, 

lim E(T) = 
kr-wo 

(2.7.22) 

(2.7.23) 

(2.7.24) 

and are perpendicular to -F. The complex Poynting vector is then 

(2.7.25) 

The sum of the latter two terms in the curly brackets is purely imaginary. 
Hence, the time-average Poynting’s vector is 

If the scattering object is lossless, i.e., the imaginary part of permittivity 
es is zero, the scatterer is nonabsorptive and integration of (2.7.26) over a 
spherical surface at infinity should give zero. Hence, 

Since 

Ck,(e, 4) = (-1)” in + zii CL,,(e, 4) 
n- . 

Bk,(e, 4) = (-1)” i” + zi: B-,,(e, 4) 
n- . 

(2.7.27) 

(2.7.28) 

(2.7.29) 

Using (2.7.24), (2.7.28), and (2.7.29), and the orthogonality relation of vector 
spherical harmonics, we have 

(2.7.30) 
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where Z is the column matrix of dimension 2L,,, containing the coefficients 
UK’ and agA and superscript t denotes Hermitian conjugate. Similarly, 

-- t g$S sz (2.7.31) 

where the scattering matrix Z is defined in (2.7.20). 
Equating (2.7.30) and (2.7.31) for lossless scatterer and noting that 

the equality is true for arbitrary incident wave coefficients Z, we have the 
unitarity condition for lossless particle 

gtg=r 
(2.7.32) 

which, in terms of T matrix, becomes 

(2.7.33) 

B. Symmetry 

From (2.5.40), we have the symmetry relation for scattering amplitude ma- 
trix 

F($, 4; or, 0’) = 3(7r - o/, 7r + qs; 7r - i&77- + q5) (2.7.34) 

Apply (2.5.42) to the relation in (2.7.17), and use the properties 

crnn (71. - 6 r + 4) = (-l)ncmn(& 4) (2.7.35) 

Bmn(r - 0, r + 4) =: (-l)n+l Bmn(e, 4) (2.7.36) 
Et 

In the expression for F (n - 8’, x + 4’; R - 8, n + +), further interchange m 
and -m’, and n and n’. Then, 

=t 
F( 7r - 8’, 7r + 4’; 7l- - 8,x + 4) 

x (-1)” pn-l f)fmln’ Tmn 
mnm’n’ 
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(21) - T -mln’( - ,,,~m?@, 4) iB-mw p’, 4) 

-I- Tf;!n’( ,),Bmr& 4p-mw I) ’ - P 4)} (2.7.37) 

Equating (2.7.37) to &!I, 4; 0’, @), and noting that the equality is true for 
arbitrary (0,+) and (0’, #), gives the following reciprocity relation for the 
T-matrix elements 

. . 
T ( 3) 2 

-mW(-m)n = - ( 1) 
ml-f-m ‘i T (9 > 

mnm’ 72’ (2.7.38) 

with i,j = 1 or 2. 

8 Extended Boundary Condition 

8.1 Extended Boundary Condition Technique 

The computation of the T matrix through the extended boundary condition 
technique is introduced by [Waterman, 19651. Consider a scatterer occupying 
region VI enclosed by surface S and with wavenumber k, and permittivity 
es (Fig. 2.8.1). The scatterer is centered at the origin. The region exterior 
to the scatterer is denoted as region 0. Then the electric fields E and & in 
regions 0 and 1, respectively, satisfy the following equations: 

VXVXE-k2E=0 for F E VO (2.8.1) 

and 

v x v x El - ky71= 0 for F E VI (2.8.2) 

Let ?ZO be the free space dyadic Green’s function with wavenumber k. Making 
use of vector Green’s theorem 

s dV{pTxVx&-QTxVxP) 

= 
f 

dse {Q x V x P-P x V x g} (2.8.3) 
. 

performing the volume integration for VO, and inserting 

jLE (2.8.4) 

zJ=E&ii;l) *a (2.8.5) 

with z an arbitrary constant vector, we obtain 
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Vo 
Region 0 

Figure 2.8.1 Applying extended boundary condition to calculation of the T-matrix. Scat- 
terer occupying VI. Region outside circumscribing sphere is Vovt. Region inside sphere is 

{ 

F(F) l a if ? f Vo 
0 if F’ E VI 

= p”“(?;‘) . a + 
~dSii(T) l {(V x E(T)) x (E&f) l z) 

+ E(F) x v x (E&T’) l z ) }  (2.8.6) 

where the integral is to be carried out over the surface of the particle and ti 
is the outward normal to S. 

Since a is arbitrary, we can cancel out the a on both sides of (2.8.6). 
We also recognize that for ;F’ E VO, the second term on the right-hand side 
of (2.8.6) is the scattered field. Therefore, for ? E VO 

yq5;') = pc($) + ES($) (2.8.7) 

where 

iwp ii x R(F) l E&5;, T’) + ii x E(F) . V x EO(T, 5;‘) 
> 

(2.8.8) 
For F’ E VI 

-p"($) = 
I { 

dS iwp ii x Z(T) l Z&F’) + ii x E(f) . V x E@, ?;‘) 
S > 

(2.8.9) 
Equation (2.8.9) is known as the extinction theorem. In terms of spherical 
vector wave functions, the dyadic Green’s function has the following expan- 
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sion for ?5/ # ;F : 

s-mn(kr, 0, cb)RS=mn(kr’, @‘$4’> 

E&T’) = ik x(-l)m 
-+JCmn(kr, 8, +)RgPmn(kr’, 0’, 4’) for r > r’ 

n,m Rghl-mn(kr, 4 +)~mn(W 0’7 4’) 

+RgN_,,(kr, 0, +)Nmn(kr’, O’, $‘) for r’ > r 

(2.8.10) 

Let I& be the region inside the inscribing sphere and let Vout be the region 
outside the circumscribing sphere. The inscribing sphere is the largest sphere 
with its center at the origin contained within the scatterer. The circumscrib- 
ing sphere is the smallest sphere with its center at the origin containing the 
scatterer . 

The source for the incident field is assumed to be outside the circum- 
scribing sphere. Hence, the incident field can be expanded in regular vector 
wave functions 

$““(ij) = 7, {c&g?; R$Zmn(kr’, 8/, 4’) + agARgTmn(kr’, 81, #)} (2.8.11) 
n,m 

Substitute (2.8.10) and (2.8.11) in (2.8.9). For ? E I&, then r’ < r for all 
points F on S. Balancing the coefficients of RgMmn(kr’, 8’, 4’) and 
RgEmn(kr’, 8’, 4’) results in the equations for a:; and a:; : 

I 

(2.8.12) 

For r’ E Vout (i.e., when P is outside the circumscribing sphere), we have 
r < r’ for all points r on S. Hence, substituting (2.8.10) in (2.8.8) results in 
the following expression of Es(~) for F’ E Vout : 

Es($) = x a::) Mmn(kr’, O’, 4’) + az,N)Tmn(kr’, 0’7 4’) 
n-w 

(2.8.13) 

= ik(-l)m 
s 

dS ii x iwp E(s;) l 

-&I=-mn (kr7 6 4) 

S RdLr-&~, &$) I 
+ ik2(-l)m 

J 
dSiixF(r)* 

C 

-&lx-mn (kr7 6 4) 

-@I~-mn(kT 6 4) I (2.8.14) 
S 

To solve the two equations in (2.8.12), we expand the surface fields in 
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terms of the vector wave functions with wavenumber k,. For r on S, 

[;;;;;I = ti x z, [ (ks,~~~zh.] R9~rnw(ksr,W) 

+ii x 
c[ 

CU’J) 

mW 

(ks,i~~~~;n, 1 RSNmlnf (ks? 6 4) (2*8J5) 

The tangential surface electric field has coefficients Cm/n’ and the tangen- 
tial surface magnetic field has coefficients dmlnl. We next apply the vector 

Green’s theorem (2.8.3) to the interior region VI with Q = Er (T, T’) l a, 
P = El (TJ;), where 

E,(T,F’) = (T+ $7v) ;;;y;:, (2.8.16) 

is the dyadic Green’s function with the wavenumber of the scatterer. Use 
the extended boundary condition with F’ in the exterior region Vi, and make 
use of the continuity of tangential surface fields and the expansion of surface 
fields as given in (2.8.15). It is readily shown that 

C(M) = d(N) 
mW mW (2.8.17) 

and 
CW) _ d(M) 

m’n’ - m’n’ (2.8.18) 

If we substitute (2.8.15), (2.8.17), and (2.8.18) in (2.8.12), we have 

where 

#W - 
mn - Cr 

P mnm’n’ C:I~I + Rmnmjn’ Cz)nt] (2.8.19) 
mW 

#‘J) - 
mn - Cr 

s mnmtnr C&Yki + Umnmtnf cEl)nl] (2.8.20) 
mW 

P mnmW = -ikks JE;$n, - ik2 Jg;$n, (2.8.21) 

R mnm’n’ = -ikks Ji;;tnt - ik2 JE;;,,t (2.8.22) 

S mnm’n’ = -ikks Jz;i,n, - ik2 Jg;itn, (2.8.23) 

u mnm’n’ = -ikks J,“l,n, - ik2 JE;;,n, (2.8.24) . 

J (11) 
mnm’d 1 

J (12) 
mnmW _ 
(21) 

-- 

J 
( 

mnm’n’ 
1 (22) 
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Equations (2.8.19) and (2.8.20) can be put in the following compact 
form by using the numbering system of Section 7.1. Let 

=t 
Q F 72 - - [ 1 3 c (2.8.26) 

where -iS, E, Z, C are L,,, x L,,, matrices representing the coefficients 
P mnmW 7 R mnmW 3 S mnm’n’ 7 and UmnmW ? respectively. Also, let 

-E a = (2.8.27) 

then let (2.8.19) and (2.8.20) become 
Et 

--E - a- C Q (2.8.28) 

Solution of (2.8.28) gives 

C= =t -1-E 
(Q > a (2.8.29) 

If the surface field expansion of (2.8.15) is substituted into the scattered field 
representation of (2.8.14), we obtain 

Et --s - a - -RgQ c (2.8.30) 

zS(M) --s - a - [ 1 ~W’O ’ 
Rg$= [;; ;$] (2.8.31) 

- 
and Rg F, Rg I?, Rg S, and RgD are the corresponding expressions in 
(2.8.21) through (2.8.24) with J elements replaced by Rg J elements. The 
Rg J elements are the corresponding expressions of (2.8.25) with vector wave 
function M_mn and N_mn replaced by Rg -mn and Rg N-m,, respec- 

tively. The definition of the T matrix is 

-S --E a =Ta (2.8.32) 

Hence using (2.8.29), (2.8.30), and (2.8.32), we have the following relation 

between the T matrix and g matrix elements 
Et 

T 
=t -1 

=-RgQ (&> (2.8.33) 

The surface integrals in (2.8.25) are usually calculated in spherical co- 
ordinates. For a surface defined by the equation 

r = rp, 4) (2.8.34) 
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we have 

dS ii(~) = r2 sin &F(F) d0 d+ (2.8.35) 

where 
-- 44 re h r+ h =L-f)-- 

rsin8 4 r 
(2.8.36) 

In (2.8.36) re and r+ are the r function in (2.8.34) differentiated with respect 
to 0 and 4, respectively. 

T-Matrix for Axisymmetric Objects 

For axisymmetric objects, the equation for the surface (2.8.34) is independent 
of 4, so that r+ = 0. Substituting (2.8.35) and (2.8.36) in (2.8.25) the dq5 
integration gives zero unless m’ = m. We obtain 

(11) 
7r 

J mnmW =2dmmt - m ( 1) J d0 sin 8 r2TmnlT-m,(T l ?) 
0 

PT(cos e> 
dPLm(cos 8) 

de 

+ dP,“;“(cos 0) 

d0 
Pn”(cos 0) 1 (2.8.37a) 

(12) 
7r 

J mnmf 7-t’ = 27TS,l, - m ( 1) J d0 sin 0 r2ymnly-mnT(F) 
0 

l 

{ 
~jnf(ksr)(krh~~r)" [&P~(COS*)P~m(COSH) 

+ 
dP;(cos 0) dP;“(cos 0) 

d0 de I 

n(n + 1)P<m(cos8) 
dP,“;“(cos 0) 

de 
> 

(2.8.373) 

7r 

J (21) 
mnm’n’ =2TSmml - m ( 1> J de sin 0 r2ymnfT-mnT(F) 

0 

(kr) (ksrjd(ksr))’ dp~(coso) dp~m(cose) 
kr S d8 de 

m2 
+ -P~(cosO)P;m(cos8) 

sin2 8 I 

+ 8 jd(br) ~ r h,(kr)n’(n + I)P,~;L(cos 0) dp'J($oS e, 
> 

(2.8.37~) 
S 
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(22) 7r 
J mnmW = 27TS,ml - m ( 1) / d0 sin 0 r2ymnt r-mnV(T) 

0 

{ 
F 

(k,rj,t (k,r))’ (krh,(kr))’ (-im) . 
kr S kr sin 0 

X 
dPnT(cos 0) 

P;~COSO) + P;(COS~) dPLm (cos 0) 

d0 
de 

I 
A 2771 

+O -P~(c0s0)P,“(c0s8) 
sin 0 

x n(n + 1) (ksrh’(ksr))’ hn(kr) 

kr kr 

+ n~( n I + l)A24kszJ (krhn(kr))’ 

kr kr I> 
(2.8.37d) 

where 
-- 
e-9 

Q * =p--(g 
r 

(2.8.38) 

The expressions for Rg JcJrn,, , with i, j = 1,2, will be the corresponding 
expressions of (2.8.37) with h,(kr) replaced by &(kr). 

Since the expressions are proportional to &mm’, there is no coupling 

between different m indices. Hence, instead of directly inverting the z ma- 
trix which is of dimension alv,,,(Nmax + 2), it is computationally more 
efficient to invert a block diagonal matrix formed by regrouping the ele- 

ments according to the m index. The Q matrix can be cast into block di- 
-b-4 

agonal form with each block Q labeled by the m index. The dimension 
=(m) 

of Q is 2(Nm,, - Irnl + 1) for m # 0 and 2Nm,, for m = 0. Since 
m = 0, H, f-2,. . . , ItNm,,, there are 2Nm,, + 1 such blocks. The integrals 
in (2.8.37) are conveniently evaluated by means of Gauss-Legendre quadra- 
ture. The order of quadrature chosen must contain enough sample points 
to resolve the variation of r as a function of 8 for objects of large aspect 
ratio, the variation of associated Legendre polynomial with respect to 8, and 
also the variation of Bessel function jn and hn with respect to 8, which can 
be rapid at high frequencies. The quantity Nmax is chosen such that the 
T-matrix elements converge. 

8.2 Spheres 

For the case of spheres with radius a, we have r = a and Cr = P. We shall 
show that the extended boundary condition technique will yield results that 
agree with Mie scattering that is treated in Chapter 1. Substituting these 
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into (2.8.37), the integrals can be evaluated readily. We have 

J (11) - 
mnm’n’ - 0 (2.8.39) 

for all m, rz, m’, and 72’. Similarly, 

J (22) - 
mnm’d - 0 

On the other hand, evaluation of (2.8.37b) and (2.8.37~) 

(2.8.40) 

J (12) [ka hn &a>]’ 
mnm’n’ = a2S,mlGnnljn(k,a> 

ka 
(2.8.41) 

J (21) - 
mnmW - 

-a2Smm)&nnthn(ka) ‘ksa~fsa’l’ (2.8.42) 
S 

Substituting into the expressions for F, E, Z, F, we obtain diagonal ma- 

trices for F and C while E and Z = 0. The corresponding expression for 
Rg J elements are those of (2.8.41) through (2.8.42) with h,(ka) replaced 

by jn( ka). Hence, Rg Rmnmlni = Rg Smnmlnj = 0 and Rg F and Rg 3 are 

diagonal matrices. The T matrix is also diagonal 

= [ 

=w 

T 
T - - 

0 

0 
=(22)] 
T 

T 
w - 
mnm/n/ - s mm’ S,nfTA”’ 

T 
(22) - 
mnmtnr - 6 mm’ S,nlTr’ 

where 

T 
(Ml jn(ksa)[kajn(ka)]’ - j&a>[Ic,aj,(b)]’ 

n =- jn(ksa)[ka hn(ka)3/ - hn(ka)[ksaj,(ksa)]’ 

(2.8.43) 

(2.8.44) 

(2.8.45) 

(2.8.46) 

T 
(NJ [k,2a2j,(ksa)][kain(ka)]’ - [k2a2in(ka)][Ic,aj,(k,a)]’ - 
n -- [kza2jn(ksa)][ka hn(ka)]’ - [k2a2hn(ka)][ksajn(ksa)]’ (2*8*47) 

Extinction and Scattering Cross Section for Spheres 

To calculate the extinction cross section of spheres, we use (2.8.43) through 
(2.8.47) in (2.7.17) and (2.7.19). Th us, the extinction cross section for an 
incident wave with polarization ,B = zr or h and direction (Bi, +i> is 

Gp(&, 4i) =$Im 
(-1)” (an + 1) 

T,-- 
i 

mn 
n(n + 1) 
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We next use the results of the addition theorem for vector spherical harmon- 
ics to get 

(2.8.49) 
m 

Hence, 

Gp(&, #%> = -$ Re y4(2n + l)[Th”) + TAN)] (2.8.50) 
n=l 

and is independent of (&, $i> and ,& The scattering cross sections can be 
calculated by using (2.7.19) 

@ + m)! 2n + ’ { IT’M’l2 IcMmn(&, @) . b12 

+ (T;‘12 IB -mn(&, $i) l PIZ) (2.8.51) 

Since 

Using (2.8.52) in (2.8.51) gives the result 

Gp(R, 4i) = p 27r f-(2, + 1){ lT;“)12 + ITr’I”> 
n=l 

Small Spheres 

(2.8.53) 

For small dielectric spheres, ka < 1 and k,a < 1, then Ihnl > ljnl in the 
expressions (2.8.46) and (2.8.47) for TAM) and Tr). The largest T-matrix 
element is the electric dipole term T: N), which is the term that needs to be 
retained in the low-frequency limit. However, as discussed in earlier sections, 
in order that the optical theorem be satisfied, it is important to keep the 
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leading term of the imaginary part and the leading term of the real part of 
T (? 1 Using (2.8.47), it can be easily shown that for ka < 1 and k,a << 1 

T 
(NJ 
1 

= TiT”’ + iT;r’ (2.8.54) 

where TiF’ and Tir’ are both complex for lossy scatterers, and 

Note that since ka < 
is, by using (2.8.50), 

Tl7- = -(T:“‘)2 (2.8.57) 

1, we have IT;:’ 1 < IT;:’ I. The extinction cross section 

CTe = -2 [ReTiF’ - IrnTir’] = $&a)” [Im y + $ka)3Re y2] (2.8.58) 

T(N) - 
li - @a)3y (2.8.55) 

(2.8.56) 

The scattering cross section is, by (2.8.53), 

(2.8.59) 

The optical theorem is satisfied in (2.8.58). The extinction cross section 
includes both absorption and scattering. It is to be noted that the opti- 
cal theorem is satisfied with (2.8.58) and (2.8.59) because the TiF) term in 
(2.8.54) has been included in spite of the fact that it is much smaller than 
Tir’. Hence, in order to calculate extinction rates and cross sections, it is 
important to retain the leading term of the real part and the leading term 
of the imaginary part of the T-matrix elements. 

8.2. I Scattering and Absorption for Arbitrary Excitation 

For the case of arbitrary excitation, the incident wave is 

Ei = F F [a~,M)RgM,,(kr, O,+) + a~~)Rg&&w, 0, q5)] (2.8.60) 
n=l m=-n 

The scattered wave is 

ITS = e 2 [a$f’Zmn(kr, O,+) + azE)IVrnn(kr, 0, +)I (2.8.61) 
n=l m=-n 

The internal field is 

Eint = g k (2.8.62) [cEARgXmn(kpry 874) + c~~&X-nn(k~r, 0, +)] 
n=l m=-n 
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By imposing the boundary conditions at r = a 

ix(Ei+F,)=ix&.&t 

F x (V x Ei + v x E,) = P x v x Ei& 

we get the following equations: 

a z,M)j,(ka) + a$z)h,(ka) = cz,jn(kpa) 

aECN) 
mn 

[kajn(ka)]t + as(N) [lCahn(Ica>lt = C(N) Ekpa%hdkpa)l’ 

ka mn ka mn ka P 

azt)[kaj,(ka)] + az,“‘[kah,(ka)]’ = c~~[kpajn(kpa)]' 

az,“‘kjn(ka) + afT,!$‘kh,(ka) = cgAkpjn(kpa) 

Solving (2.8.65)-(2.8.68) yields 

as(M) - T 
mn - 

(“)aE(M) 
n mn 

a S(N) 
mn 

= Tr’aEC,N) 
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(2.8.63) 

(2.8.64) 

(2.8.65) 

(2.8.66) 

(2.8.67) 

(2.8.68) 

(2.8.69) 

(2.8.70) 

ikpa 

“’ = kza2jn(kpa)[kahn(ka)]’ - k2a2hn(ka)[kpajn(kpa)]’ a’n”) (2’8*71) 

i 1 

“’ = L jn(kpa)[kahn(ka)]’ - hn(ka)[kpajn(kpa)]’ a’n”’ 
(2.8.72) 

where TAM’ and Tr’ are as given in (1.6.15b) and (1.6.14b), respectively. 
To find the absorption, let Hi, H,, and Pint be the incident, scattered, 

and internal magnetic field. We note that the power absorbed is equal to 

W,=-ldFiRe[V*(Eint xZTnt)] (2.8.73) 

where Eint is the internal electric field. By using the continuity of tangential 
E and H and also using 

Re [V . (Ei x Al)] = 0 (2.8.74) 

we have 

W 
1 

a= -- 
2 

Re J [ d% (~s~~~)+(~s~~~)+(Ei~~,*) (-2.8.75) 
S 1 

Since outside the sphere we have 

ReV l (Es x x%) = 0 (2.8.76) 

and 

ReV(E,xZ~+EixH~)=O (2.8.77) 
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the surface integral in (2.8.75) can be extended to infinity: 

W 
1 

a= -- 
2 

Re 
I [ 

d% (EsxE;)+(Es x Hf) + (Ei x z;)] (2.8.78) 
SO0 

where S, is the spherical surface at infinity. Using the asymptotic form of 
the vector spherical wave function, we have for kr + 00, 

ikT ikr 

E S= a(“)T(M)cmn(8, +)i-“-’ mn n k + a~~T~‘B,n(O,~)iwn~ 
1 mn 

Noting that 

B>,(O, 6) = (-1)” in + zii B-mn(O, 4) 
n- . 

then for kr --+ 00 we obtain 
k 

pxrr;zy-- _.W *TtM)*c 
ZWcL 

mn n 

-ikr 

+a 
(N) *T(N)*B-mn(o, #n+le 

I 

m (n + m)! 
mn n kr rmn(-l) ( n- . m)! 

(2i9) 

(2.8.80) 

(2.8.81) 

(2.8.82) 

Putting (2.8.81) and (2.8.82) in (2.8.78) an using the orthogonality relation d 
of vector spherical harmonics, we have 

We can calculate the other terms in (2.8.78) similarly. We obtain 

W a= -& x{ IaKJ2(ReZ’iM’ + lTr’12) + laKA12(ReTr) + lTr’12)} 
mn 

(2.8.84) 

8.2.2 Me Scattering of Coated Sphere 

We consider Mie scattering by a coated sphere (Fig. 2.8.2). The inner and 
outer radius are b and a, respectively. The inner sphere has permittivity Q . 
and the coated layer has permittivity &a. 

Let the incident field and scattered field be 

(2.8.85) 

Es(~) = x [a~~T~“‘Zmn(kF) + aEATr’Fmn(kF)] (2.8.86) 
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Figure 2.8.2 Mie scattering of coated sphere. 

The vector field in the inner sphere is 

E int = 
CL 

(k I] by 
mn 

and the field in the coated layer is 

(2.8.87) 

E C- d:I RgMmn (k,F> + d:A RgN,n (ICaT> 
mn 

(2.8.88) 

where Zmny( kar) and Nmny (kJ r re p resent spherical vector wave functions 
with spherical Neumann functions yn. Imposing continuity of tangential E 
and tangential H at r = a and T = b, we get eight equations for the eight 
unknowns 5?Y”‘, Tr’, cLM), CL*), d:l, dK,, f$$, and ftN) The results of 5YYY”’ mn’ 

and ZYr’ are listed as follows. Let 

P 
- - ka 

c = kJi, 

c = k,a (2.8.89) 

rl = kbb (2.8.90) 

then 

T 
(~1 [pjn(p)ll[jn(<) + Bnyn(C)] - { [SjdC>l’ + Bn[cyn(5)1’}‘n(P) - 

n - [phn(p)]‘[jn(c) + Bnyn(C>1 - { [~jn(C>ll+Bn[~Yn(~)l’}hn(P) 
(2.8.91) 

T 
(N) [Pjn(P)]‘c2[jn(c) + A,yn(C)] - { [Cjn(C>I’ + An[CYn(o]‘)p2jn(P) 

n =- 
[ph,(p)I’CQ[in(C) + Anyn(S>1- { [C.?n(W + An[C~n(C)]‘)p~hn(~) 

(2.8.92) 
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where 

B n=- bz (r>l’A2 (d - [rljn b7mn (5) 
[CYn (r>l’~n (4 - bljn CVJl’Yn K) 

8.3 Spheroids 

For the case of spheroids, the surface is governed by the equation 

x2 + y2 z2 

a2 
+ g= 1 

(2.8.93) 

(2.8.94) 

(2.8.95) 

For a > c the spheroid is oblate, and for a < c the spheroid is prolate. In 
spherical coordinates, (2.8.95) assumes the form 

G9 
[ 

sin2 0 cos2 8 
-l/2 

rz =-- 
a2 

+ 
c2 1 (2.8.96) 

and from (2.8.36) we obtain 

T= P + 8r2sin0cos0 (2.8.97) 

The T-matrix elements can be evaluated numerically in a straightfor- 
ward manner. The integration over Jt de sin 8 can be broken into a sum 
of 

J 42 J d2 
dt9 sin 8 + d0’ sin 0’ 

0 0 

with 8’ = 7r - 8. Since r(x - 0) = r(0) for the case of spheroids and we make 
use of the property 

P,“(cos(;rr - 0)) = (-1)“+“P,“(cos8) (2.8.98) 

it follows that 

J (11) - J (22) - 
mnm’n - mnm’n’ - 0 (2.8.99) 

if n + n’ = even, and 

J (12) - J (21) - 
mnm’n’ - mnm’n’ - 0 (2.8.100) 

if n + 72’ = odd. Hence, 

P mnm’n’ = u mnm’n’ = 0 (2.8..101) 

for n + n’ = odd, and 

R mnm’n’ = S mnm’n’ = 0 (2.8.102) 
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for n+n’ = even. By making use of the relation between the negative degree 
associated Legendre polynomial and that of the positive degree in (1.4.38), 
it follows that 

- J for ij 
J(i~nm’n’ for  ij 

= 11 or 22 

mnm’n’ = 12 or 21 
(2.8103) 

Small Spheroids 

For small spheroids, we shall only keep the dipole term n = n’ = 1. The 
leading term of the real part and the leading term of the imaginary part of 

J iim,n, ( 3) terms will be kept. The results can be compared to that of Section 
2.3 of Chapter 1, which is based on the separation of variable approach 
for the Laplace equation. However, we will include, as in the spheres case, 
an additional term that ensures the optical theorem be satisfied. The only 

(22) nonzero T-matrix elements are Tmlm,l with 

T (22) 
mlmtl = 6 mm’ T m (2.8104) 

where 

T 0 = it, - t; (2.8105) 
2 Tl = itI - t, (2.8.106) 

2 k3a2c (es/e - 1) 
to = - 

9 (1 + vd&) 

2 k3a2c (E& - 1) 
itI = - 

9 (1 + vd&) 

(2.8.107) 

(2.8.108) 

and A, and A, are given in (1.2.26)-(1.2.29), and vd is given in (1.2.21). 
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1 Radar Equation for Conglomeration of Scatterers 

We first derive the radar equation for scattering by a conglomeration of 
scatterers. Consider a volume V containing a random distribution of particles 
(Fig. 3.1.1). Th e volume is illuminated by a transmitter in the direction of &. 
The scattered wave in the direction kS is received by the receiver. Consider a 
“differential volume” dV containing NO = n,dV number of particles, where 
n, is the number of particles per unit volume. We have put differential volume 
in quotes “ ” because the physical size of dV is yet to be discussed. The 
Poynting’s vector Si incident on dV is 

S i (3.1.1) 

where Pt is the power transmitted by the transmitter, G&) is the gain of the 
transmitter in the direction &, and Ri is the distance between transmitter 
and dK 

Let ~i~~‘(k,, &) denote the differential scattering cross section of the NO 
particles in dK The physical size of dV is chosen so that 

o$~~‘(&, ki) = p(&, &)dV (3.1.2) 

which means that ad (N0) is proportional to dV and that p(&, &) is the dif- 
ferential cross section per unit volume. 

transmitter receiver 

Figure 3.1.1 Active remote sensing of a random collection of particles. 
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The measured power at receiver due to dV is 

dP, = AT(iifd R2 
cNoJ ( f,, &) s 

i 
f 

(3.1.3) 

where R, is the distance between dV and the receiver, and A&) is the 
effective receiver area given as [Ishimaru, 19781 

2 
A&) = Grf;)x (3.1.4) 

where G, (Q is the gain of the receiver in direction i,. Putting together 
(3.1.1)-(3.1.4) and integrating over volume dV gives the receiver power PT 
as 

P r -- - 
pt 

dV x2 

(4 > 7r2 

Gt(‘i)Gr(‘s)p(~ 

R?R2 
k ) 

SY i 
2 r 

(3.1.5) 

Equation (3.1.5) is the radar equation for bistatic scattering of a volume 
of scatterers. For monostatic radar, k, = --ii corresponding to the case of 
backscattering, we have R, = Ri = R, so that 

P r -- - 
pt 

(3.1.6) 

Equations (3.1.5) and (3.1.6) are the radar equations for a conglomeration of 
scatterers. They differ from radar equations of a single target in that there 
is an integration over volume dV in both (3.1.5) and (3.1.6). 

Independent Scattering and Addition of Scattering Cross Sections 

Consider the NO particles in volume dV and we label the particles 1,2, . . . . NO. 
Let & be the scattered field of from particle j. Since the Maxwell equations 
are linear, the total scattered field E is 

E = 7, Ej (3.1.7) 
j=l 

The scattered intensity is 

No No 
lE12=xEjT;ET (3.1.8) 

j=l I=1 

In the double summation of (3.1.8), we will separate terms into Z = j and 
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I # j. Thus 

NO 

PI2 = y-- 
j=l 

FUNDAMENTALS OF RANDOM SCATTERING 

No No 

Ej12 + 71)3E’Er (3.1.9) 
j=l I=1 

l#j 

Next we take ensemble average of (3.1.9), with ensemble average denoted by 
angular bracket ( ), 

NO No No 
(lE12> = )JIEj12) + 7, F,tEjE,C) (3.1.10) 

j=l j=l I=1 
Izj 

Consider Ej El*. Let Ej = I Ej (ei6j and El = I El 1 eisl . Then 

(EjEr) = (IEjllE+?(“j-6z)) (3.1.11) 

Here &j - 
j and Z. If 

61 = O(kdjl) h w  ere djl is the separation distance between particle 
the randomness of particle separation djl is not much smaller than 

wavelength (i.e., S.D.(djl) >_ $ where S.D. stands for standard deviation), 
then aj - 62 has random phase between 0 and 27r radians, and 

The condition of 

(EjEr) = 0 (3.1.12) 

x 
S.D.(djl) > 2 (3.1.13) 

can be applied to the case when particles j and Z are neighbors. This is 
because 

S.D.(djl) 2 S.D.(dj 

Putting (3.1.12) in (3.1.10) gives 

NO 

(neighbor)) (3.1.14) 

.2 41 > (3.1.15) 
j=l 

Thus (3.1.15) means the addition of scattered intensity. It implies also ad- 
dit ion of scattering cross sect ion of particles and the addition of differential 
cross section of particles. Thus, if a&&, i&) is the differential cross section 
of one particle, then 

assuming that, for simplicity, the No particles are identical. 
From (3.1.2) and (3.1.16), we have 

Noa& ii) = p(& &)dV (3.1.17) 
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Since No = n,dV, we have 

(3.1.18) 

The addition of scattering cross section must be applied with care. To il- 
lustrate a simple example, consider microwave scattering of X = 1 cm by 
an object that contains a conglomeration of particles of radius equal to a. 
Let V be the volume of object and let $ be the fractional volume occupied 
by the particles. The particles are “randomly positioned.” Then number of 
particles is 

Then 

N Vf o=- 
47r 3 

(3.1.19) 
Ta 

w > 
Od o = ad (object) Vf = N,ad(particle) = nk4a6 

-ra 
2 

(3.1.20) 

The above equation indicates that ,iNo) -+ 0 as ka --+ 0, which can be 
erroneous for many cases. The wrong argument is that although the positions 
of particles are random, the randomness of particle position can be much 
smaller than the wavelength so that condition (3.1.13) is not satisfied. Thus 
there are coherent correlated scattering from scatterers in the neighborhood 
of each other. 

Also when we apply addition of cross section to No particles in “differ- 
ential volume” dV, the differential volume dV must be larger than X3, 

dV > X3 - (3.1.21) 

Only if (3.1.13) and (3.1.21) are obeyed do we have a valid definition of phase 
function p(& fi) as the differential cross section per unit volume, giving us 
(3.1.18) when the particles are identical. 

Similarly, we define 

t&J = scattering cross section per unit volume (3.1.22) 

Ka = absorption cross section per unit volume (3.1.23) 

K, = extinction cross section per unit volume (3.1.24) 

Then 

6s = 
s 

da P(h, ii) (3.1.25) 
47r 
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where integration is over 4n scattered directions. Under the independent 
scattering assumption, we have 

KS = n, 
s 

dCISq&, ki> = nocTs (3.1.26) 

44 = n,a, (3.1.27) 

Ke = KS + K, = n&s + 63) (3.1.28) 

The parameters K~, K,, and Ke are also known respectively as scattering 
coefficient, absorption coefficient, and extinction coefficient. 

Consider intensity I incident on a slab of thickness AZ and crosssectional 
area A. Then the power “extinguished” is 

AP=- (Intensity) (extinction cross section per unit volume) (volume) 

= -I Ke AAZ= AI A (3.1.29) 

Hence 
AI -- - 
AZ 

-%,I (3.1.30) 

giving the solution 

I = I,eBnez (3.1.31) 

Thus Ke is known as the extinction coefficient. It represents attenuation per 
unit distance due to absorption and scattering. If attenuation is inhomo- 
geneous, then instead of having the product of Ke and distance, we have 
attenuation Y - - s /Ge ds (3.1.32) 

where ds is the differential distance the wave travels. Thus if we include 
attenuation in the radar equation, we have, instead of (3.1.5), 

P r 

s 

~2G(~i)G(z,> -c 
pt v (4~)~RpR,2 

p(L, ii> eq(-Yi - 7r) dV (3.1.33) 

where 

yi = 
s 

Ke ds = attenuation from transmitter to dV (3.1.34) 

“IT = 
s 

Ke ds = attenuation from dV to receiver (3.1.35) 
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Figure 3.1.2 Derivation of narrow beam equation. 

Narrow Beam Equation 

The volume integration in (3.1.33) can be performed analytically if we as- 
sume narrow beam equation. If we assume half-power beamwidths 81 and $1, 
respectively, in the vertical and horizontal direction for the transmitting an- 
tenna (Fig. 3.1.2), the gain pattern can be written as 

G&) = G&J exp 
(-l+g2+(7g2]) 

I (3.1.36) 

where G( &J is the directivity (peak gain). Similarly, for the receiver we 
obtain 

G(b) = G&J exp 
(-1~~[(~)2+(~)2]) 

(3.1.37) 

In (3.1.36) and (3.1.37), 61 and 41 are the half-power beamwidths of the 
transmitter antenna, and 02 and 42 are the half-power beamwidths of the 
receiver antenna. Substituting (3.1.36) and (3.1.37) in (3.1.33), the integra- 

tion can be done assuming a narrow beam around ii0 and a narrow beam 
around &,. This gives 

P r X2c,(ho)G(~so) -- - 
pt (~T)~R~RF 

P(L,, fi,> exP(-yi - %)Vc (3.1.38) 

where Vc is the common volume intercepted by the narrow beams of the 
transmitter and the receiver, and it is given by [Ishimaru, 19781 

(3.1.39) 

where 0 is the angle between &, and &,. Equation (3.1.38) is the result for 

bistatic radar. It is not applicable for monostatic radar when is0 = -ii0 and 
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0 = NO*. In the monostatic case [Ishimaru, 19781 

4ne-2r $ = 2.855 x 10-4X2G2(&J01q!q /dR- R2 P(-& ‘i,) (3.1.40) 

and y is the attenuation from transmitter-receiver to R. 

Particle Size Distribution 

In many cases, the particles obey a size distribution n(u) so that the number 
of particles per unit volume with size between a and a + da is n(u) da. Thus 

I 

00 
72, = n(u) da (3.1.41) 

0 

Hence n( a> has dimension of (length) -4. Within the approximation of inde- 
pendent scattering, 

I 

00 
KS = da n(a> h(U) (3.1.42) 

0 

where a,(u) shows that the scattering cross section is a function of a. Also 

ISa = 
Jm 

da n(a) &z(a) (3.1.43) 
0 

00 
P(L Ki> = 

I 
da n(u) q& ii; a) (3.1.44) 

0 

For Rayleigh scattering by spheres (Section 2.2 of Chapter l), we have 

p(&, ii) = k4 % l~~2~ks x (k, x i&) I2 lmdun(u)u6 (3.1.45) 

87~ k4 ET - l2 00 
KS’- - I II da n(u) u6 

tsa = iki[$I’iw dun(u) u3 

(3.1.46) 

(3.1.47) 

For rainfall, a simple size distribution is the Marshall-Palmer size distribu- 
tion of exponential dependence [Marshall and Palmer, 19481: 

n(u> = noemaa (3.1.48) 

no - - 8 x lo6 rnm4, 
8200 

a = p0 m-l (3.1.49) . 

and P = precipitation rate in mm/hour. 
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We consider microwave backscattering from rain using a 3-ft parabolic dish 
at wavelength 1 cm. The rain is 
rate is 1 mm/hour (light rain). 

The receiving cross section 
where D is diameter of dish = 
(4r/X2)At = (4~/(0.01)2)0.656 
widths are 01 = $1 = 1.5A/D = 
(3.1.40), 

P 

5 km away from radar, and the precipitation 

of the antenna is At = 7rD2/4 = 0.656 m2, 
0.914 m. Directivity of antenna is G&i,) = 
= 8.2 x 104. The half-power angular beam- 
0.0164 rad. From the narrow beam equation 

z = 2.855 x 1O-4 X2G2&& 
s 

47r*(& &)C2YdR 

R2 

Example: 

We approximate the integral above by 

J 00 e-2~,(R-R,) 

dR 
1 

R, R2 = 2~i,Rg 

where R, = 5 km is the distance to the rain layer. Hence 

P f - = 6.48 x lo- 
9 P(-k, h) 

pt Ke 

To calculate p( -& , &) and Key we make use of (3.1.45)-(3.1.49). We need 
to the permittivity of water at X = 1 cm. From Fig. 3.1.3, the index of 
refraction is approximately n = 5+i2.8, which gives QJE = 17.2+i28. Thus 

k4 l2 
da n,e-“aa6 = no76! ?I- 

I I er + 2 

At P = 1 mm/hour, a = l/(1.2 x 10e4 m). Thus 

p(-& Ri) = 3.3 x 10e7 m-l 

From (3.1.46)-(3.1.47) 

Ku = $k~I&/2no~mdaesDoa3 = 6.1 x 10e6 m-l 

KS = ~I~2k”no~mdaeM~aa6 = 2.7 x lOA m-l 

Hence 

Lie = Ka + Ks = 8.5 x 10e6 m-l 

Thus 
P T - = 2.4 x 10-l’ = -96 dB. 
pt 
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8- 

10 

Wavelength (cm) 

Figure 3.1.3 Typical values of refractive indices n = n’ + in” for water [Ray, 19721. 

2 Stokes Parameters and Phase Matrices 

2.1 Elliptical Polarization, Stokes Parameters, Partial Polariza- 
tion 

Consider a time harmonic elliptically polarized radiation field with time 
dependence exp( -iwt) propagating in the k-direction with complex electric 
field given by 

E = Evij + E& (3.2.1) 

where 6 and k denote the two orthogonal polarizations with k, 6, and h 
following the right-hand rule. Thus 

Let 

&v(t) = Re( Evesiw,> 

&h(t) = Re( E&wt) 

(3.2.2a) 

(3.2.2b) 

E v = Evoeib, 

& = &,e i& 
(3.2.3a) 

(3.2.33) 

There are three independent parameters that describe the polarization. We 
shall discuss three ways of describing polarization. 
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Figure 3.2.1 Left-handed elliptical polarization. 

The three parameters are EVO, Eho, and phase difference 6 = & - &. 
For example, &, = a, Eho = b, and 6 = 90’. Then, 

E = ai = ae i90” 
V (3.2.4) 

& = b (3.2.5) 

In time domain, from (3.2.2~~) and (3.2.2b), Iv(t) = Re(aeigoo-iwt) = 
a sin wt and &h (t) = bcos wt If we trace the locus &(t) and &h(t) in plane 
of & - &h, we have an upright ellipse of major axis 2 and minor axis 1 
(Fig. 3.2.1). It is left hand elliptical polarization because the rotation is 
clockwise. 

For a general elliptically polarized wave, the ellipse may not be up- 
right. Suppose that it is tilted at an angle $ with respect to v and h 
(Fig. 3.2.2). Using Eo, x, and $, the second description is 

X = ellipticity angle 

+ - - orient at ion angle 

Let a and b be the lengths of semi-major axis and semi-minor axis respec- 
tively, and let LH and RH stand for left-hand and right-hand polarized, 
respectively. Let x be defined so that 

b 
tanx = - if LH 

a 
b 

tanx = -- if RH 
a 

Also, 

(3.2.6a) 
(3.2.6b) 

j/a2 + b2 = E, (3.2.7) 
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Figure 3.2.2 General polarization ellipse. 

Then for LH 

and for RH 

b = E,sinx 

a= E,cosx 

(3.2.8a) 

(3.2.83) 

b = - EO sin x (3.2.9a) 

a = E,cosx (3.2.93) 

Since the ellipse is upright in the & and + axis, drawing analogy to the 
results of the previous example shown, we have for LH 

&a! (t> = asinwt (3.2.10a) 

&p(t) = bcos wt (3.2.10b) 

and we have for RH 

&a! (9 = asinwt (3.2.11a) 

&P w  = -bcoswt (3.2.11b) 

Using (3.2.8) and (3.2.9) in (3.2.10) and (3.2.11), respectively, we have for 
LH 

&(t) = E,cosxsinwt (3.2.12a) 

&p(t) = EO sin x cos wt (3.2.123) 

and for RH 

E&t) = E,cosxsinwt (3.2.13a) 

&p(t) = EO sin x cos wt (3.2.133) 
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Note that (3.2.12a)-(3.2.12b) and (3.2.13a)-(3.2.13b) are the same since 
the minus sign in (3.2.lla) compensates for the minus sign in (3.2.11~~). 
We denote the complex phasors of E,(t) and Q (t) by E, and Ep, re- 
spectively. Thus, 

&(t) = Re(E,esiwt) (3.2.14a) 

&p(t) = Re(EpeAiw”) (3.2.143) 

Then from (3.2.12)-(3.2.14), we have 

E a! = iE, cos x (3.2.15a) 

E p = E,sinx (3.2.153) 

for both LH and RH. Since Ev, Eh, E,, and Ep are all complex phasors 
of the fields and EQ! and + are oriented at an angle $ with respect 
to &, and &. Thus the relation between ( Ea, Ep) and ( Ev, Eh) is a 
transformation as a result of rotation of axis by an angle +. 

E V = E,cos+ - Epsin$ 

Eh = E,sin+ + Epcow,b 

(3.2.16a) 

(3.2.163) 

Putting (3.2.15a)-(3.2.15b) in (3.2.16a)-(3.2.16b) gives 

E V = iE,cosxcost,b - E,sinxsin$ 

i!& = iE, cos x sin + + EO sin x cos $ 

(3.2.17a) 

(3.2.17b) 

Equations (3.2.17~) and (3.2.173) g ive the relation between polarization 
descriptions of (A) and (B). 

The third polarization description is that of Stokes parameters. There 
are four Stokes parameters. They are 

IE I 2 

I 
V 

2,=- 

rl 

IE I h 
2 

Ih = - 
rl 

(3.2.18a) 

(3.2.183) 

u 
2 

= -Re(E,Ei) 
rl 

(3.2.18~) 

V 
2 

= -Im(E,Ei) 
rl 

(3.2.18d) 

Instead of Iv and Ih, one can also define 

I = Iv + Ih 

Q = Iv - Ih 

(3.2.19a) 

(3.2.193) 
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By using (3.2.3a)-(3.2.3b) in (3.2.18), we have 

I 
E2 210 

V- 
rl 

E2 ho 

Ih = -7 

(3.2.20~) 

(3.2.20b) 

u 
2 

= -EvoE~o cos 8 
73 

(3.2.20~) 

V 
2 

= -EvoE~o sin 6 
r3 

(3.2.2Od) 

From (3.2.19)-(3.2.20) 

I2 = Q2 + U2 + V2 (3.2.21) 

The relation in (3.2.21) means that for elliptically polarized waves there 
are only three independent parameters out of the four Stokes parameters. 
From (3.2.17a)-(3.2.17b) and (3.2.1&)-(3.2.19b), we have 

I 
E2 

V- $-(sin2 x sin2 $J + cos2 x cos2 +) (3.2.22a) 

Ih = 
E2 

-Tsin2 x ~08~ $J + cos2 x sin2 +) (X2.223) 

Similarly, 

u E2 - - 0 cos 2x sin 2+ (3.2.22~) 
rl 

V 
E2 - - O sin2~ 
rl 

(3.2.22d) 

From (3.2.22a)-(3.2.22b), we have 

I 
E2 0 - - (3.2.22e) 
rl 

Q 
E2 - - o cos 2% cos 2$J (3.2.22f) 
rl 

We can rewrite (3.2.22a)-(3.2.22f) as 

Q = Icos2~cos211, 

U = Icos2xsin2$ 

V = Isin2x 

(3.2.23a) 

(3.2.233) 

(3.2.23~) 

Equations (3.2.23a)-(3.2.23 c can be conveniently expressed using the ) 
Poincare sphere (Fig. 3.2.3), with I as the radius of the sphere and Q, U, 
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Q 

Figure 3.2.3 Poincarb sphere. The radius of the sphere is equal to I. 0 = 90’ - 2~ and 
tji = 2+. 

and V representing respectively the Cartesian axes Z, y, and Z. From 
(3.2.23a)-(3.2.23c), it follows that 2x is the “latitude” coordinate and 
2$ is the “longitude” coordinate. From (3.2.23a)-(3.2.23c), (3.2.21) also 
follows readily. Thus the polarization represents a point on the surface 
of the Poincar6 sphere for elliptical polarization. 

Examples: 

(i) Left-hand circularly polarized 

2X 
- 90 0 - 

Polarization is at North Pole of the Poincar6 sphere. 
(ii) Right-hand circularly polarized 

2X -- 90 0 - 

Polarization is at South Pole of the Poincarh sphere. 
(iii) For linear polarization, it corresponds to the equator. The specific loca- 

tion of linear polarization on the equator of the Poincar6 sphere depends 
on the orientation angle +. 

Partial Polarization 

For fluctuating fields, the complex phasors EV and Eh fluctuate. An example 
is that the signal is quasi-monochromatic with bandwidth Aw. The complex 
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phasors EV and Eh fluctuate in time. For random media scattering, EV and 
I&, are measured from many pixels and their values fluctuate from pixel to 
pixel. In these cases, the Stokes parameters are defined with averages taken 

I (lEv12> v=- 
rf 

Ih (lEd2> - -- 
rl 

(3.2.24~) 

(3.2.24b) 

u 2 
= -Re(E,EL) 

rl 
(3.2.24~) 

V 
2 

= -Im(E,Ei) 
rl 

(3.2.24d) 

For the case of quasi-monochromatic signal, the angular bracket stands for 
time average. For the case of signals that fluctuate from pixel to pixel, the 
angular bracket denotes ensemble average. 

Then 

I2 Q 2- - - 4 GJ (EEO) 7 
u = 2 (EvoEho cos 6) 

rl 
V = 2 (&,oE~o sin 8) 

rl 

ho cos s>2 + (E,,Eh, sin @2] 

(3.2.25) 

(3.2.26) 

For fluctuating signals, & will fluctuate. Clearly, from (3.2.25) and (3.2.26) 

U2 + V2 < I2 - Q2 - 

Thus, 

Q2 + U2 + V2 < I2 - (3.2.27) 

and the polarization corresponds to a point inside the Poincard sphere. 

Example: 

For natural light, there is no correlation between the two polarizations so 
that U = 0 and V = 0. The two polarizations have the same intensity so 
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that Iv = Ih and Q = 0. Thus natural light corresponds to the origin of the 
Poincare sphere. 

2.2 Stokes Matrix 

Consider scattering by a single particle with 

(3.2.28) 

Stokes parameters for scattered and incident waves are respectively, 

I 
Wws12) 

us = 
rl 

(3.2.29a) 

Ih (IEhs 12> 
S= 

rl 
(3.2.293) 

u 2 
S== -RQ%lsq,) 

v 
(3.2.29c) 

V 
2 

S= -Im(&sE;,) 
?I 

I Wvi12) Vi = - 

Ihz (IEhd2) .-- - 
rl 

(3.2.29d) 

(3.2.30a) 

(3.2.303) 

u 2 
i= -Re( Evi Eli) 

rl 
(3.2.30~) 

V 
2 

i= -Im( E,iElJ 
rl 

(3.2.30d) 

Then 

E vs = fvdk + fvhEhi 
Ehs = ,fhvE,i + .fhhEhi 

(3.2.31a) 

(3.2.313) 

Using the definition of Stokes parameters, we can linearly relate the Stokes 
parameters of the scattered wave to that of the incident wave 

I 
(l&s 12) (Ifvv&i + .fvhEhi 12) 

vs = 
- - 

rl rl 

-- - ; { lfvv12 I&l2 + lfvh121Ehi12 + 2Re(fimf;hE,iE;i)} 

= I.fvv121tG + Ifvh121hi + Re(.fvv.f~h) vi - Im(fw.f;h) E (3*2*32) 
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Figure 3.2.4 Scattering by No particles in volume Vo. 

Similarly, we can express Ihs, U,, and V, in terms of the Stokes parameters 
of the incident wave. 

Stokes matrix describes the relation between incident wave and scattered 
wave for a single particle. Thus for a single particle 

- 

I S = Z(ks, &)& (3.2.33) 

where f, and Ii are the 4 x 1 Stokes vectors, respectively, for the scattered 
wave and the incident wave and Z(&,, &) is the Stokes matrix for a single 
particle and is 

If I 2 
vh 

If I 
2 

hh 

(.f& fvv)’ -(f&fvv)” 
( f;h fhv)’ -(fhvf;h)” 

2(fvvfh*,)’ z(fvhf;h)’ (fvvfh+h + fvhfiv)’ -(fvvf;h - fvhflv)” 

2(fvvf;v)” z(fvhf;h)” (fvvf;h + fvhfiv)” (fvvf;h - fvhf&,)’ 1 
(3.2.34) 

where ( )’ denotes the real part and ( )” denotes the imaginary part. 

2.3 Scattering per Unit Volume and Phase Matrix 

Consider a volume V, containing NO particles. We can view the NO parti- 
cles together as an object (Fig. 3.2.4). Let Fvv, Fvh, Fhv and &h be the 
scattering amplitudes of this object of NO particles. Thus 

E us I [ F vu - 
Ehs 

- 
Fhv 

F vh E Vi 

Fhh I[ I Ehi 
(3.2.35) 
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E vs = FvvE,i + EhEhi (3.2.36) 

Ehs = FhvE,i + FhhEhi (3.2.37) 
The phase matrix is defined as the polarimetric bistatic scattering cross 

section per unit volume. Thus for a volume of space Vo, the relation be- 
tween the scattered wave Stokes parameters and the incident wave Stokes 
parameters is 

1, = [;] = VoF(is,ki) ~~1 = Vj,&&)& (3.2.38) 

where Is is the 4 x 1 Stokes vector for scattered wave, and F(&, &) is the 
4 x 4 phase matrix. Thus, in analogy to (3.2.34) we have 

q&Q = l lim L 

No, V/large V, 

(lFvv12> (lFvh12> ( F;h FVv)’ -(F;hFvv)" 

(IFhv12) (IFhh12) (F;hFhv)’ - (FhvF;h)” 

2(FvvF;v)’ z(&hF;h) (&VF;h + F,hF&,)’ -(&IF& - F,hF;v)” 

2(F,vF;t;)” 2(&hF;h)” ( FVV F;h + F,hFzv)” (FvvF;h - FvhFzv)’ 

(3.2.39) 

Note that in (3.2.37) and (3.2.39), ( ) d eno t es ensemble average. ( )’ denotes 
the real part and ( )” d enotes the imaginary part. For NO particles, lFvvi2 
fluctuates from realization to realization when NO is a large number. This is 
because Fvv is the NO-particle scattering amplitude. It depends on the rela- 
tive phase relations of scattered waves from the particles as well as coherent 
wave interaction among the particles. 

Equation (3.2.39) is a general definition for large numbers of particles. 
It can contain collective scattering effects of the particles. It is defined as 
a limit, which means that there must be a large number of particles in 
each realization. In the following we consider the special case of independent 
scattering. 

Independent Scattering 

Consider a scattered field that is the sum of scattered fields from NO particles. 
NO 

EC T:iTj (3.2.40) 
j=l 
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NO 
E V- 

c 
E vj (3.2.41) 

J=1 

NO No No 

(lEV12> = ~(lEVj12) + C ~(EvjE,‘,) (3.2.42) 
j=l j=l l=l 

l#j 

For independent scattering, the angular bracket in (3.2.42) vanishes because 
there is no correlation of scattered fields from different particles. Thus 

I V- t: I vj (3.2.43) 
j=l 

Similarly, Ih = Cj Ihj> U = Cj Uj, and V = Cj vj. Using independent 
scattering assumption, the Stokes parameters of the scattered waves from 
the particles add. For the NO-particle scattering amplitude, this means that 

(l~vv12> = ~~lfvv12) = N,(lfvv12> (3.2.44) 
j=l 

and so on. Thus under the independent scattering assumption, 

VoF(ks, &) = No@&, &)> 

(3.2.45) 

where rzo is the number of particles per unit volume. Note that there is an 
essential difference between (i) No{ I fvv 12) and (ii> (IF,, 12> if independent 
scattering is not true. In ( Ifvv12), we average over the single particle scat- 
tering characteristics (e.g., averaging over size, orientation, and permittivity 
distributions). It is a single-particle average in that when we calculate fvv, 
we assume that the particle exists alone all by itself. However, in (lFvv12), 
we average over realizations of No particles. For each realization, we calcu- 
late the No-particle scattering amplitude Fvv, which includes the correlation 
and wave interactions of No coexisting particles. Under the assumption of 
independent scattering, (i) and (ii) are equated. 

Example: 

For the Rayleigh scattering of spheres, if we use the l-2 scattering phase 



Then 

system of polarization vectors, then 

fl2 

f22 
[ 

fll 

f21 

T = lfo12 
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and assuming independent scattering we obtain 

1 0 0 0 

qL, k> ~o(lfo12> 0 cos2 0 0 0 = 
() () co& 0 
0 0 0 cos 0 

For the case of size distribution n(a), we have 

no(lfo12> = lrn da n(a) lfo12 
0 

2.4 Rayleigh Phase Matrix 

Rayleigh phase matrix is that of the scattering by a collection of spheres 
assuming independent scattering. Using vertical and horizontal polarizations 
as the polarization bases for both scattered and incident waves, we have 

(3.2.46) 

where 
h h 

2)s l vi = sin OS sin & + cos 0, cos 0i cos(+, - q$) (3.2.47a) 
h h 

Vs’ i h = cos 8, sin@, - +i> (3.2.473) 
h 

iis v . i = cos 8i sin@, - q!~) (3.2.47~) 
h 

ks h . i = cos(4s - &) (3.2.47d) 
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Then 

F&s, &) = n,(Z(k,, &)) (3.2.48) 

and 

qL, k) = %(lf*12)&()ir,, &) (3.2.49) 

where J$-,&, &) is the “polarization part” of Rayleigh phase matrix and 
is, in view of (3.2.46) and (3.2.39) 

Fp&, ii) = 

( 
h 

us l q2 (Cs ’ iii>2 (Cs l C;)(& ’ &) 0 

(Ls l i&)2 (ii, l il,)Z (iis l i&)(L, l ihi) 0 

2( 

6, l iq(& ’ i&) 2(6, l &)(il, l hi) (6 ,  l i&)(iL, l iii) 0 

+( 

6, l iii)& l q 

0 0 0 

(  

6, l q(L, l iii> 

-@ .  h& l q 

b -L 

(3.2.50) 

Scattering Coefficients, Absorption CoefEcients, and Extinction Coeffi- 

cients 

Under independent scattering and absorption, we have for particles of size a 

I I 

2 

yka 
8n 4 6 Er - 1 

KS = ng, = n, (3.2.51) 
c’r + 2 

It is convenient to define the fractional volume as the volume occupied by 
the particles per unit volume of space 

f 
47r 

=n,-a 3 

3 
(3.2.52) 

From (3.2.51) and (3.2.52), we have 

I I 

1 2 

2fk 
4,3 G- - 

KS = (3.2.53) 
&r + 2 

Ka = noCTa=no- 4~a3k$l$$-[ = fk$I---$J (3.2.54) 

Ke = fis + Ka (3.2.55) 
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2.5 Phase Matrix of Random Media 

A random medium is characterized by random fluctuations in permittivity. 
Let E(F) be the permittivity at the point 35;. Then 

- 
44 =Em+Ef(F) (3.2.56) 

where cm is the mean of the permittivity and cf(-i;) is the fluctuating part. 
Let q(F) be real and 

(E(F)) = cm (3.2.57) 

(Ef F)) = 0 (3.2.58) 

The variance of the permittivity fluctuation is 
2 2 

kf F)) ) = 6Em (3.2.59) 

For the permittivity fluctuations at two points we have 

(Ef (Qkf (M = correlation function = bEkb(S;1 - 75) (3.2.60) 

where b(‘i;r - 7’2) is the normalized correlation function. We have assumed 
that the random medium is statistically homogeneous, so that the correla- 
tion function only depends on the separation ~1 - ‘i;z of the two points ?;I 
and ~2. We also assume that S < 1 so that the random medium consists of 
small permittivity fluctuation. Then the Born approximation, which was in- 
troduced in Section 3 of Chapter 1 in the context of single particle scattering, 
can be applied. 

Consider a volume V. containing random medium E(T). The scattered 
field is, based on the Born approximation, 

where km = w,/G is the mean wavenumber and Ed = Zi - E,. The factor 

-f, x 
b 4 

k x k follows from the fact that the internal field is parallel to that 

of the incident field. This factor is the same as that of scattering by Rayleigh 
spheres. Thus the polarization part of phase matrix of random medium will 
be the same as that of small snheres. If we write 

A 

E vs F vv E Vi - 1 1 Ehs - Fhv [ 1 Ehi 
(3.2.62) 

F vh 

Fhh 1 
Then 

F vv 

Fhv 

(Cs l iii) 

(h ,  l Li> 1 (3.2.63) 

where 
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(3.2.64) 

Thus the phase matrix is, using the definition of bistatic intensity per unit 
volume, 

(3.2.65) 

where FP&, ki) is the polarization part of the Rayleigh phase matrix as 

given in (3.2.50). The factor in front of FPR in (3.2.65) represents the strength 
of the bistatic scattering. From (3.2.64) 

Using (3.2.60) and the averaged coordinates r, = (F’ + ?‘)/2 and the differ- 
ence coordinate Ed = P - F”, we obtain 

- - - 
V 16n2c2 V 

d5;de &i l % &k.,(rd) 
0 m 0 

(3.2.67) 

Integration over &a gives V. that will cancel the V, in the denominator. Thus 
the usage of bistatic intensity per unit volume comes as a natural definition 
for random medium, while for discrete scatterers the classical assumption 
of independent scattering is an additional assumption. Since the correlation 
function decreases to zero outside the correlation length and we assume that 
V. contains many correlation lengths, the limits of integration of ‘?;d can be 
extended to infinity. Hence 

(3.2.68) 

(3.2.69) 

kda: = k,(sin 8i cos q$ - sin 8, cos &) (3.2.70) 

kdy = k,(sin & sin & - sin 8, sin &) (3.2.71) 

kdz = km(COS 6i - COS 0,) (3.2.72) 

Thus the phase function is proportional to the Fourier transform of the 
correlation function. 
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Example: 

Suppose 

b( > F =exp 
( 

I4 IYI I4 
------ 1 2 1 Y 1 z > 

(3.2.73) 

then 

IWI 2 Sk 4 21 21 Y 21 --- - 
V 16; 1 + (kd:ldx)2 1 + (]cdyzy)2 1 + (&z)2 

(3.2.74) 
0 

3 Fluctuating Fields 

In random scattering problems, since the inhomogeneities are randomly dis- 
tributed, the fields and intensity are fluctuating. In the case of random dis- 
crete scatterers, the particles are randomly distributed in positions, shapes, 
sizes, and orientations so that the scattered fields are randomly fluctuat- 
ing. For the case of random rough surface, the height profile is randomly 
distributed. In this section, we examine some of the basic relations of fluc- 
tuating fields. 

The concept of random fields is the foundation of random media and 
random rough surface scattering problems. Unlike deterministic problem in 
which there is only one solution, random media problem only has an unique 
solution for a single realization. As realization changes, the positions of the 
scatterers change and the height profiles change, and the fields will fluctuate. 
Realization changes can be due to the motion of the random media and 
rough surfaces or to the motion of the transmitter and receiver as they 
would view different parts of the surfaces and random media. Classic works 
on the concept of random fields include Booker and Gordon [1950], Foldy 
[1945], Lax [1951, 19521, Twersky [1962, 19641, Keller [1964], Frisch [1968], 
Beran [1968], Tatarskii [1971], and Ishimaru [1978]. 

3.1 Coherent and Incoherent Fields 

Let E(T) be the field. In general, E(F) is a random function of position. We 
can write E(F) as an average field (E) and the fluctuating field & : 

E(T) = (E(T)) +&(l-> (3.3.1) 

(E(T)) = 0 (3.3.2) 

where angular bracket ( ) stands for ensemble averaging. The average field is 
also called the coherent field, and the fluctuating field is called the incoherent 
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field. However, although the fluctuating field is called the “incoherent” field, 
it can contain partial coherent effects. From (3.3.1) 

EE* = (E)(E*) + (E)E* + (E*)E + (EE*) (3.3.3) 

Thus 

(E(Q)E*p=z)) = (&=l))(E*(F2)) + (~(~1)~*(5;2)) (3.3.4) 

The quantity (E (~1) E” (~2)) is called the field correlation function at ;Fl and 
~2. It is the sum of a coherent part represented by the first term of (3.3.4) 
and the incoherent part as represented by the second term of (3.3.4). When 

?;1 = ~2, we get the intensity from (3.3.4). Let 

I = E(;F)E*(F) (3.3.5) 

be the intensity. Then 

(I) = Ic + If (3.3.6) 

where 

L = I( (3.3.7) 

is the coherent intensity and 

If = (1m12> (3.3.8) 

is the incoherent intensity. The intensity can also be fluctuating. The variance 
012 of the intensity fluctuation is given by 

0; = (12) - (Ij2 = (lE14> - (Ic+ IfJ2 = W14> - (lm~12 + (IE(312))2 
(3.3.9) 

3.2 Probability Distribution of Scattered Fields and Polarimetric 
Description 

Consider a random field created by scattering from many different particles 
or by random rough surface 

E=Aexp(i+)=X+iY (3.3.10) 

where A is amplitude, 4 is the phase, and X and Y are called the quadrature 
components. Since E is sum of fields from many different particles or from 
many peaks and valleys in random rough surfaces, we can write [Ishimaru, 
1978; Sarabandi, 19921 

N N 

E = y, (X, + iK> = c A, exp(&) (3.3.11) 
n=l n=l 
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where ~2 is the particle index and N is the number of particles. It is assumed 
that the X& and Yn’s are independent random variables. Then, the central 
limit theorem states that the probability distribution of a sum of N inde- 
pendent random variables will approach a normal distribution as N -+ 00, 
regardless of the probability distribution of each random variable. Based on 
this, X and Y are normally distributed. It is further assumed that the phase 
4 has no preferred value and is uniformly distributed between 0 and 27~ The 
uniform distribution of p( q5) is independent of A. Thus, the joint probability 
density function p(A, 4) is 

PC4 4) = PWP(& (3.3.12) 

P(4)) 
1 - -- 

27r 
oqx27r - - (3.3.13) 

If we take an average using the probability density function above, we obtain 

Similarly, 

(X) = (Acos$) = (A)(cosc$) 

= drn dAp(A) 12n d+p(+) COS+ = 0 (3.3.14) 

(Y) = 0 (3.3.15) 

(XY) = (A2 sin q5 cos 4) = 0 (3.3.16) 

On the other hand, we let the variance of X, Y be 

u2 = (X2) = (Y2) = Irn dAp(A)A2 /2n dt$c 
0 0 

A2 - - 
I 

O” dAPvkj- 
0 

Thus, the joint pdf of X and Y is 

(3.3.17) 

1 
P(x,Y) = mexI? 

( 

(X2 + y2> 
- 2&j 

> 
= P(X>P(Y> 

To find the pdf of the amplitude p(A) we note that 

p(X,Y) dX dY = p(X,Y) AdAd+ = p(A)p(+) dA d+ 

Hence 

A 
p(A) = 2np(X, Y)A = g exp 

(3.3.18) 

(3.3.19) 

The amplitude distribution in (3.3.19) is known as the Rayleigh distribution. 
The phase is uniformly distributed as indicated in (3.3.13). Based on (3.3.19), 
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the mean value of amplitude A is 

- (4 J - OOdAp(A)A= 
0 s 0 

(3.3.20) 

Integrals of type of (3.3.20) can best be done in terms of the Gamma function 

s 

00 
r( > z = dt cttz-’ (3.3.21) 

0 

which has a recurrence relation of 

ryz + 1) = zr(x) (3.3.22) 
For an integer value of x we have 

I?(72 + 1) = n! (3.3.23) 
For half-integer values, one can use the recurrence relation of (3.3.22) begin- 
ning with 

r 
1 

0 
- - - 

2 d- 7r 

Letting t = A2/(2,2>, the higher order moments of A are 

(3.3.24) 

mdAAnp(A) = 
s 

p+l 

0 
mdA--ycp 

- - 

The average of A is obtained by putting rz = 1 in (3.3.25~1 

00 
dt e-tJZat1/2 = JZar 

Since I = A2, 

mdAA2 p(A) = 2a21’(2) = 2a2 

The variance of intensity given by 

0; = (12) - (q2 

(3.3.25) 

J, so that 

(3.3.26) 

(3.3.27) 

(3.3.28) 
Since 

00 
dAA4 p(A) = 8a4 

2 aI = 40 4- 2 - (I) (3.3.29) 
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In general 
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O” dAA2”p(A) = (2a2)“n! = (I)nn! (3.3.30) 

Equation (3.3.30) can be used to test whether the amplitude is indeed 
Rayleigh distributed. 

Next we consider the joint probability density function of two field com- 
ponents. For example, we have & (vertically polarized) and Eh (horizontally 
polarized) at a point F. Let 

E v = Xv + iYv = A, exp(i&) (3.3.31) 

Eh = & + iyh = Ah exp(i&) (3.3.32) 

The scattered field components are again the sum of independent random 
variables. Based on the central limit theorem, Xv, Yv, Xh, and Yh are jointly 
gaussian random variables. Let 

- 
The covariance matrix is A and is a 4 x 4 matrix with 

21 

zz 1 - 23 - 

24 

(3.3.33) 

A ij = (ZiZj) (3.3.34) 

where i, j = 1,2,3,4. Since Z is symmetric, there are ten distinct elements - 
of X. Then, 

p(xv, &, xh, yh) = 
1 

I 

d( ) 27r 4detK 
(3.3.35) 

- 
where 11-l is the inverse of K, det stands for determinant, and superscript t 
denotes transpose. From (3.3.31) and (3.3.32) we have 

(X,2> = (Y,“> = (EVE,*) = $ (3.3.36) 

(xi) = (y,“> = (E&) = 4 (3.3.37) 

where Iv and Ih are, respectively, the vertically polarized intensity (first 
Stokes parameter) and horizontally polarized intensity (second Stokes pa- 
rameter). Each of the field component will have the statistics as in (3.3.10)- 
(3.3.19). Thus, 

(xvx) = (XhYh) = 0 (3.3.38) 
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The third and fourth Stokes parameters are given by 

U = 2Re(E,Ei) 

V = 2Im(E,Ej”,) 

Hence 

(3.3.39) 

(3.3.40) 

u = 2(x,&) + 2(y,yh) 
v = 2(x/&) - 2(x,yh) 

(3.3.41) 

(3.3.42) 

Another relation that we need to establish physically is (EVEh). This is a sum 
of scattered fields from many particles with phases given by the positions of 
the particles. The phase of E,Eh is the sum of phases of Ev and Eh, thus it 
is reasonable to assume that 

(EvEI,) = 0 = (xvxh) - (y,Y,) + i ((xvfi) + (XhK)) (3.3.43) 

Thus using (3.3.41)-(3.3.43) 

(3.3.44) (x&h) = (KY,) = ; 

(&Yv) = -(&Y,) = $ (3.3.45) 

If we use (3.3.36)-(3.3.38) and (3.3.44)-(3.3.45), the covariance matrix is 

I w 
V 

- 

2 
0 

u V 
- -- 

4 4 
0 - I V - V u 

2 4 4 

Based on (3.3.46) and (3.3.35), we can construct different joint pdf’s for 

(3.3.46) 

Xv, Yv, Xh, and Yh and ah for A,, &, Ah, and he 
From (3.3.46), one can determine the determinant and the inverse of the 

covarinace matrix: 
2 

(1 - P:)2 (3.3.47) 

2- u2 + v2 
P 0- 

41,11, 
(3.3.48) 
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Since 

Q2 + U2 + V2 < I2 - 

u2 + v2 5 (Iv + Ih)2 - (Iv - Ih)2 = &I, 
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(3.3.49) 

(3.3.50) 

we get $J 5 1. It also follows from (3.3.46) that 

K-1 = - 
I, 

4 

0 
u -- 
4 

0 
Ih v  - -- - 

1 2 4 

(1-P:) -u A! Iv 
4 4 2 

L V u - -- 
4 4 

0 

0 
(3.3.51) 

Thus, using (3.3.51) and (3.3.35), the joint pdf of Xv, Yv, Xh, and Yh is 

p(xv, &, xh, yh) = 
1 1 

7i-21vIh(l -p;) exp - +(I -pz) 

. 

[ 
+(x:+Y,2)+$(x;+Y;) 

- ; (X,Xh + Y,Y,) + ; (xvyh - &&I)] } (3.3.52) 

Since 

p (xv, &, xh, yh) d&dY,dXhdfi = p (Au, $v, Ah, 4h) dAvd$vdAhd6h 

we have 

p (Au, h, Ah, +h> = AvAhp (xv, &I, xh, fi) (3.3.53) 

where Xv = A, cos &, Yv = A, sin &, Xh = Ah cos +h and Yh = Ah sin +h. 
Transforming the pdf of (3.3.52) to that of amplitude and phase gives 

f&Ah 
P(Av, hwh, h) = +q Ih(l _ p2> exP 

1 
- I I 

V 0 y(l -P% 

Ih 2 Iv u 
. TJ& + yA; - yAvAhcos(& - +h) 

V 
- ZA,Ah sin(+v - $h) 

I> 
(3.3.54) 

Note that the pdf in (3.3.54) depends only on the phase difference & - +h 
between vertically and horizontally polarized components. 
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To obtain probability density function for q& and &, we integrate 
(3.3.54) over A, and Ah. 

p(~v, #h) = 
Jo dAvJI, 

dAhp(f& (?&Ah, +h) (3.3.55) 

To perform the integration, we let A, = pcos @, Ah = psin $J, so that 
R 

p(h,&) = M J ’ d$ cos1C,sin+ dP P3 exp(-p2N) 
0 Jrn (3.3.56) 

0 

where 

M 
1 - - 

T21vIh( 1 - p$) 
(3.3.57) 

N = acos2$ - 2bsin$cos+ + csin2+ (3.3.58) 
1 

a = Iv(l -pZ) 
1 

’ = I& -p;) 

(3.3.59) 

(3.3.60) 

b 
1 u 

- - 

I,Ih(l -pz) 
-cos(h - h) + g sin(& - $h) 
2 > 

(3.3.61) 

Performing dp integration in (3.3.56) gives 

M 
&6&h) = 2 J t d$) 

sin + cos $J 

0 
N2 

M 
J 

7r 
z - -- 2 w  

cos q!J 

0 7/!) 
2 (3.3.62) 

2b 
cos 
-+c 
sin $J 

If we let x = cot + in (3.3.62), we obtain 

M 
P(dd’h) = 2 J 

00 
dx 

X 

0 [ ax2 - 2bx + cl2 
(3.3.63) 

The integral in (3.3.63) can be calculated readily. Using (3.3.59)-(3.3.62), 
we get 

where 
(3.3.64) 

P 
2 
D= 

(Ucos# + VsinqS)2 

4IvIh 
(3.3.65) 
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Figure 3.3.1 Probability distribution of the phase difference p(4). 

and 4 = & - & is the phase difference. Note that (3.3.63) depends only on 
phase difference q5 rather than an individual q& and &. The probability of 
phase difference is @) with 

P(4) = 2~P(+v, +h> 

For example, if U = V = 0, then p, = p0 = 0 and p(4) = l/(279. 
Thus, when there is no correlation between EV and Eh, the phase difference 
is uniformly distributed. The maximum of the pdf is at 4 = tan-l(g), where 
p, is maximum. The degree of polarization is defined by 

m= 
,/Q” + U2 + V2 

I 
If the wave is elliptically polarized, the polarization is on the surface of the 
Poincare sphere and m = 1. If the point is inside the Poincare sphere the 
degree of polarization is less than 1. 

In Fig. 3.3.1, we plot ~(4) for two cases. 

0 i I v = 1, Ih = 1, U = 1, and V = 1, so that Q = 0, I = 2, and 
m = 0.7071. 
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(ii) Iv = 1, 1h = 1, U = 1.4, and V = 1.4, so that Q = 0, I = 2 and 
m = 0.9899. 

We note that the probability distribution p($) has maximum at 6 = 
tan-l 5 = 45O or 225’. Both (i) and (ii) have the same maximum at the 
same location of 4. However, (i) has m = 0.7071 and a wider distribution 
while (ii) has m = 0.9899 and a narrower distribution. 

4 Specific Intensity 

In scattering by a single particle, one has only the incident wave and the 
outgoing wave from the scatterer. However, in a medium containing many 
particles, the incident wave can get multiply scattered by the particles. Thus 
we have waves going in all possible directions. In general, the intensity is a 
function of position 7 and direction i. Thus we have the quantity 1(~, i), 
known as specific intensity. 

Consider an illuminated area dq at point r and the intensity passing 
through it in direction g. Let go1 be the normal to the surface dal. (Fig. 3.4.1) 
Then the power dP flowing through the illuminated area dal, in frequency 
interval (u, u + dv) in terms of specific intensity I@, i), is given by 

dP = I(F, $) cos 9ldaldStldu (watts) (3.4.1) 

where 81 is the angle which the direction g makes with the normal &r of dal. 
Thus specific intensity has dimensions of watts mS2SrS1HzS1. The specific 
intensity I@, i) will vary from point to point in space and also with direction 
i through the point F. 

Figure 3.4.1 Power flow through area da1 with surface normal &I due to radiation prop- 
agating in direction i. 
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Figure 3.4.2 
by area da2. 

Differential power transmitted through area da1 is equal to power received 

Consider a receiving surface with area da2 in the direction 81 from dq. 
It is at a distance r from da1 with its surface normal &2 at an angle 02 with 
respect to direction g of propagation (Fig. 3.4.2). Then the solid angle dR1 
subtended by da2 at da1 is 

dSZ 
cos 02du2 

1= 
r2 

(3.4.2) 

If we use (3.4.1) and (3.4.2), the power intercepted by da2 due to I(-i;, i) is 

da 2 dP = I(;F, S) cos 81duldOldv = I@, a) cos &dul- cos 02du 
r2 

(3.4.3) 

However, 

(3.4.4) 

is the solid angle subtended by &al at du2. Therefore, from (3.4.3) and (3.4.4) 

dP = I(?;, P)dQ2du2 cos 02dv (3.4.5) 

Comparing (3.4.1) and (3.4.5) h s ows that the two expressions are the same 
with subscript 1 interchanged with subscript 2. Thus the expression for dif- 
ferential power 

dP = I(T, i) cos 0 da dS2 du (3.4.6) 

is applicable to both transmission and reception of radiation. We often sup- 
press the dv part of dP. 

Consider the flux passing through an illuminated area da. Let i, be 
the unit normal to da. The flux passing through da in the forward range is 
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F+(T, &) and is 

dP + = daF+(T, go) = 
J 

I@, 2)($ l &,)dlnda 
(24 + 

= ~r’2dOsinB~27dt$I(V,G)(eosB)da (3.4.7) 

In (X4.7), (27r)+ denotes the hemispherical 2n solid angle with 0 < 8 < x/2. - - 
The backward flux is F-(T, i&J and is such that 

dP - = daF-(T, &,) = 
J 

I(‘5;, i)g l (-&,)dRda 
(24 - 

= ~~2dtkinB~2md+I(I;~)(-cosB)da (3.4.8) 

Thus the net power through da is 

dP + - dP- = da( F+ (‘i’, &) - F- (T, Q) 

=da~r’2dhinB~2rd91(r,B)cosB 

+da~;2dRsinO~2rd8i(f.Qos8 

=da~1dBsinB~2rdqbI(T,S)cosB = dairI(P,$)&& (3.4.9) 

If we define the flux vector F(T) such that 

F( > r l go= F+(?;, i) - F-(i”, S) (3.4.10) 

then using (3.4.7)-(3.4.9) 

Hence 

F( > r l &y J dflI(r, ;)g . go (3.4.11) 
47r 

F( > r= J dQI(‘F, + (3.4.12) 
4n 

For a Lambertian surface, the specific intensity I@, $) is isotropic and is 
independent of g. Hence the power in direction S is 

Ida cos 8 = PO cos 8 (3.4.13) 

where PO = Ida. This is known as the Lambert’s cosine law [Ishimaru, 19781. 
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Boundary Conditions for Specific Intensity 

For a nlane wave incident at angle 81 at an interface separating medium 1 and 
medium 2 with permittivitit 
of power reflected is 

; ~1 and ~2, respectively, the Fresnel reflectivity 

7-h = 

cos 01 - 

cos 81 + 

for horizontally polarized waves and 

r, = 

for vertically polarized waves. 

(3.4.14a) 

(3.4.143) 

Consider specific intensity incident at angle 191 onto the boundary 
(Fig. 3.4.3). By Snell’s law the reflected angle is equal to the incident angle. 
For the transmitted angle, we have Snell’s law 

7x1 sin 81 = 732 sin 62 (3.4.15) 

$1 = 42 (3.4.16) 

22 

Figure 3.4.3 Reflection and transmission of specific intensity on a flat interface. 
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In (3.4.15), nl = dzand 722 = d*i. The reflection of specific intensity 
is described by 

I r = r& (3.4.17) 

where Ii is the incident specific intensity and IT is the reflected specific 
intensity. To obtain the transmitted specific intensity It, we use the condition 
of energy conservation to get 

Ii cos &dad& = IT cos BldadRl + It cos &dad& (3.4.18) 

To relate df2l and dS22, we note from (3.4.15) and (3.4.16) that 

nl cos Old& = n2 cos 82d& (3.4.19) 

4h 
- - d42 (3.4.20) 

Taking the product of (3.4.15), (3.4.19), and (3.4.20), we have 

nf sin 01 cos OldOld& = ni sin 82 cos &d&d& (3.4.21) 

so that 

n: cos 81dS21 = ng cos 02dCl2 (3.4.22) 

Using (3.4.22) in (3.4.18) gives 

Ii cos OldadRl = IT ~~~BldadQl + It ~0~02da 
ny cos 61dfll 

73; cos 02 
(3.4.23) 

Simplifying (3.4.23) gives 

It = Z(l - r)& 
nl 

The factor ni/ny is known as the divergence of beam factor. 

(3.4.24) 

Invariance of Propagation of Specific Intensity 

Consider intensities 11 and 12 at two points 71 and ;FZ separated by a dis- 
tance Y along the direction g and two areas da1 and da2 perpendicular to 
j, (Fig. 3.4.4). We can express the power received by da2 in two different 
ways. In terms of I1 it is Ildaldflldv. However, in terms of I2 it should be 
IZda2df22du. Thus, the two should be equal 

Ilda1dO1du = I2da2d&du (3.4.25) 

Since dfl1 = da& 2 and dS22 = dal/r2. Therefore, 11 = I2, which shows that 

the specific intensity is invariant along the ray path in free space. 
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Figure 3.4.4 Invariance of propagation of specific intensity. 

5 Passive Remote Sensing 

5.1 Planck’s Radiation Law and Brightness Temperature 

All substances at a finite temperature radiate electromagnetic energy. This 
electromagnetic radiation is measured in passive remote sensing. According 
to quantum theory, radiation corresponds to the transition from one energy 
level to another. When the transition is between levels with energies & and 
&, the frequency of the emitted photon is given by Planck’s equation 

f 
6 -E2 - -- 

h 

where h is Planck’s constant and is equal to 6.634 x lows4 joule-sec. 
There are different kinds of transition, and they include electronic, vi- 

brational, and rotational transitions. For complicated systems of molecules 
with an enormous number of degrees of freedom, the spectral lines are so 
closely spaced that the radiation spectrum becomes effectively continuous, 
emitting photons of all frequencies. 

To derive the relation between temperature and radiated power, con- 
sider an enclosure in thermodynamic equilibrium with the radiation field 
it contains. First we shall find the energy density spectrum of the radiation 
field at equilibrium, after which it will be easy to find the intensity spectrum. 
The appropriate model for the radiation in the enclosure is an ideal gas of 
photons. Photons are governed by Bose-Einstein statistics. Any number of 
photons can occupy any allowed mode or state. The procedure for finding 
the energy density spectrum of the radiation field consists of (1) finding the 
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Figure 3.5.1 Rectangular cavity resonating modes in v  space. 

allowed modes of the enclosure, (2) finding the mean energy in each mode, 
and (3) finding the energy in a volume V and frequency interval du. 

Without loss of generality, we shall choose a rectangular metal cavity 
because its modes are easiest to analyze. Let the cavity be filled with a 
material of permittivity e and of dimensions a, b, and d. The resonating 
condition is 

u2=; [(&-J2+ (g2+ (+)2] =u:+u;+u: (3.5.1) 

where I, m, and n = 0, 1,2, . . . . The number of modes in a frequency inter- 
val du can be determined using (3.5.1) and a simple diagram (Fig. 3.5.1). 
Each point in the diagram corresponds to a value for I, m, and n and 
thus to a specific cavity mode. Thus, the volume of one mode in u space 
is l/ (8abd(pc)3/2) = l/ (8V(p~)“/~), with V being the physical volume of 
the resonator. If a quarter-hemispherical shell of u space has a thickness du 
and radius V, then the number of modes contained in the shell is 

2 
N(u)du = y x ~V(/M)~/~ x 2 = 8w2Vdu(pe)3/2 (3.5.2) 

where the factor of 2 accounts for the existence of TE and TM modes and 
N(u) is the mode density per unit frequency interval. If there are 72 photons in 
a mode with frequency u, then the energy is E = nhu. Using the Boltzmann 
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probability distribution, the probability of a state with energy Y is 

P(E) = Be-EIKT (3.5.3) 

where B is a normalization constant, K is Boltzmann’s constant (1.38 x 
1O-23 joule/K), and T is temperature in Kelvin. Thus the average energy E 
in a mode with frequency v is 

z EP(E) z nhu ,-nhvlKT 
- n=O 
E n=O 

hu 
- - 

E p(E) = 5 e-nhulKT = ehuiKT - 1 
(3.5.4) 

n=O n=O 

The amount of radiation energy per unit frequency interval and per unit 
volume is w(u) = N(u)E/V. Hence, 

w(v> 
8rhu3 (pE)3/2 - - 

ehu/KT - 1 
(3.5.5) 

To compute radiation intensity, consider a slab of area A and infinitesi- 
mal thickness d. Such a volume would contain radiation energy 

hu3 
w  = 8nAd(d3’2 ,hu,KT 1 (3.5.6) 

- 

per unit frequency interval. The radiation power emerging in direction 8 
within solid angle dS2 is 2I cos BAdCl, where I is the specific intensity per po- 
larization and the radiation pulse will last for a time interval of d&Z/ cos 8. 
Thus, 

A 

ld,/jZ 8nA (3.5.7) 

(3.5.8) 

W - - J dj/P 
dR2AIcosOcos = 

Equating (3.5.6) and (3.5.7), we obtain 

hu 3 

I = pe ,hvlKT - 1 

Equation (3.5.8) is known as the Planck radiation law. In Rayleigh-Jean’s 
approximation we have hu/KT < 1. For a medium with permeability p and 
permittivity C, this gives 

I 
KT ,x - -- - 
x2 poeo 

(3.5.9) 

where X = c/u is the free-space wavelength. In free space 

I 
KT - - 
x2 

(3.5.10) 

for each polarization. The specific intensity given by (3.5.10) has dimension 
watts m-2Hz-1Sr-1 (power per unit area per unit frequency interval per 
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Region 0 e0 

Region 1 ~1, T 

4 .’ -0 ,* radi .ometer 

Figure 3.5.2 Thermal emission from a half-space medium with permittivity q and physical 
temperature T. 

unit solid angle). The difference is less than 1% if the frequency is less than 
1.2 x 1011 Hz. Thus Rayleigh-Jean’s law can be used in the microwave region. 

Brightness Temperature 

Consider thermal emission from a half-space medium of permittivity ~1. In 
passive remote sensing, the radiometer acts as a receiver of the specific inten- 
sity I&, 40) emitted by the medium under observation where ,0 denotes 
the polarization and (&, &) d enotes the angular dependence (Fig. 3.5.2). 
From (3.5.9), the specific intensity inside the medium that is at temperature 
T is 

I 
KT q - - -m 
x2 60 

(3.5.11) 

The specific intensity has to be transmitted through the boundary. Based 
on energy conservation, the received emission is, from (3.5.11) and (3.4.24), 

I&%3, &J = $1 - r1op(h>> (3.5.12) 

Note that the E& factor in (3.5.11) exactly cancels the divergence of 
beam factor in (3.4.24). In (3.5.12), ~&?1) denotes power reflection when 
a wave is incident from medium 1 onto medium 0. In (3.5.12), 81 and 0, 
are related by Snell’s law. The results of the specific intensity are often 
normalized to give the brightness temperatures 

\2 

Tsp(B,, 40) = I&%, 40)$ (3.5.13) 
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From (3.5.12) and (3.5.13), we get for a half-space medium 

TBp(Bo, $0) = T(l - ?op(h)> (3.5.14) 

It is convenient to define emissivity ep(&, &J as 

ep(eo, 40) = 
TB&u $0) 

T (3.5.15) 

ep(Oo, 40) = 1 - qop(h) (3.5.16) 

The reflection rlop obeys a symmetry relation that is a result of reciprocity 
and energy conservation. From reciprocity, the transmission from either di- 
rection is the same. By energy conservation, reflectivity is one minus trans- 
missivity. Thus combining reciprocity and energy conservation gives the fol- 

symmetry relation: 

r1op(h) = rolp(@o) (3.5.17) 

where roll denotes reflection for wave when incident from region 0 to 
region 1. Thus, from (3.5.16) and (3.5.17), the emissivity becomes 

@o, 40) = 1 - rolp(@o) (3.5.18) 

The result that the emissivity is equal to one minus reflectivity is a conse- 
quence of energy conservation and reciprocity. 

5.2 Kirchhoff’s Law 

Kirchhoff’s law generalizes the concept of emissivity equal to one minus 
reflectivity to the case where there is bistatic scattering due to rough surface 
and volume inhomogeneities. 

Consider a plane wave with polarization Q! incident onto a scattering 
medium with area A. Then the power intercepted by the surface area A is 
IEQ2Acos&/(2q). The power scattered into the upper hemisphere is equal 
to 

(3.5.19) 

Thus the fractional power that is absorbed by the surface is given by one 
minus the fractional power that is scattered back into the upper hemisphere 
and is known as the absorptivity of the surface. 
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dPi 
(Qi, 4i> 

dP’ + dP, 

incoming blackbody 
radiation 

Figure 3.5.3 Geometry for derivation of Kirchhoff’s law. 

42 27r 

de, sin& dOs r2 l&s I2 

1 
1 42 27T 

- -- - 
47T 

de, sin 8, @s rpc@s, 4s; &, (bi) (3.5.20) 

Kirchhoff’s law describes the relation between the emissivity and the 
absorptivity of the body. Consider the body to be in temperature equilibrium 
with blackbody radiation in the half-space above it (Fig. 3.5.3). Under this 
equilibrium condition, it will be assumed that just as much energy of a given 
polarization leaves the surface in a given direction as falls upon it from the 
same direction with the same polarization. 

The power incident on the surface with polarization p from direction 
(Oi, $i> is, from (3.4.1) and (3.5.10) 

dP 
KT i= - dQi A cos & du 
x2 

(3.5.21) 

The power leaving the surface in the same direction is the sum of two parts: 
(1) the thermal emission from the surface and (2) the external black-body 
radiation scattered by the surface in direction (&, &). The first part is given 

bY 

dP 
KT 

e = ep(&, &) F cos & A df& du (3.5.22) 

The second part arises from incoming radiation from all directions (6, $) that 
are scattered into the direction (&, +i> with polarization ,O and are described 
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by the bistatic scattering coefficients. Thus, the power scattered into solid 
angle dC& with polarization ,O is 

dP r= 
I 

~dncosBA(yp,(Bi,~~;8,d) +~~~(o~,~i;o,~)}~dnidv 
upper 

hemisphere 

(3.5.23) 
Since the body is in thermodynamic equilibrium with the half-space above 
it, we have 

dPi = dP, + dP, (3.5.24) 

Equating (3.5.21) to the sum of (3.5.22) and (3.5.23) gives 

We next make use of reciprocity relation of (2.5.37). Thus, 

1 
42 2n 

ep(&,&) = 1 - G cs d0 sin 0 
a 0 I 

(wY,p(4 4; oi, 4i) (3.5.25) 
0 

Equation (3.5.25) is a formula that calculates the emissivity from the bistatic 
scattering coefficient y. It also relates active and passive remote-sensing mea- 
surements. 

To illustrate the use of (3.5.25), let us consider the case of reflection by 
a plane dielectric interface. We note that the power reflected will be in the 
specular direction and has the same polarization as the incident wave and 
the fractional reflected power is IRp(Bi)12 = rp(&) with Rp(&) the Fresnel 
reflection coefficient for polarization ,O and incident direction Oi. Therefore, 

~@Y(Os, 6s; h,(k) = Ra(oi)24~ @OS 0, - cm Oi) q4s - ~&I$? (3.5.26) 

and substituting (3.5.26) into (3.5.25) gives 

ep@, h> = 1 - IRp(Oi)12 (3.5.27) 

Relation (3.5.25) is an exact relation. However, it must be applied with 
caution in actual practice. The problem arises when scattering effects of 
rough surfaces and volume inhomogeneities are to be taken into account. 

(i) In the absence of rough surface and volume inhomogeneities, there is no 
backscattering. Thus monostatic measurements in active remote sensing 
directly measures the effects of the scattering by random media. For pas- 
sive remote sensing, one measures the emissivity which has a finite result 
even when there is no rough surface or no volume scattering. Thus rough 
surface and volume scattering gives only a differential change (which can 
be small) from the flat surface homogeneous medium emissivity. 
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Active remote sensing often measures only a single scattering direction, 
e.g., the backscattering return. Thus one is required only to have a good 
approximation of yQp in one scattering direction. On the other hand, 
to calculate emissivity by using (3.5.25), one has to integrate asp over 
2n solid angles. That requires a good solution of T+ for 2n solid angle 
scattering directions with a further stringent requirement of deriving a 
net difference from the reflectivity of a flat surface. 

The derivation of (3.5.25) utilized reciprocity and energy conservation. 
Thus when one uses (3.5.25) to get emissivity, the solution of asp should 
obey energy conservation and reciprocity. This is important when y+ 
is only an approximate solution to the scattering problem. 

Fluctuation Dissipation Theorem 

The brightness temperature is related to the physical temperature T of the 
medium and its emissivity as follows: 

TB = @,+)T (3.5.28) 

The emissivity is expressed in terms of the reflectivity r(0, +), defined as the 
fraction of the power incident on the surface from direction (0,+) that is 
re-scattered: 

$4 4) = 1 - +, 4) (3.5.29) 

The reflectivity in general involves an integration over the bistatic scattering 
coefficients of the surface. However, if the temperature of the medium is 
nonuniform, the definition of emissivity loses meaning and other approaches 
must be sought. 

An approach that takes into account the coherent nature of thermal 
emission from medium with nonuniform temperature is based on the 
fluctuation-dissipation theory [Landau and Lifshitz, 19601. The fluctuation 
dissipation theorem gives an expression for the correlation function of the 
fluctuating current distribution in the medium. Given the current distribu- 
tion, the Maxwell equations can be used to calculate the fluctuating electro- 
magnetic fields. 

Fluctuating electromagnetic fields occur in any dissipative body due to 
spontaneous local electric and magnetic moments arising from thermally in- 
duced random motions of its constituent charges. These thermally generated 
fields radiate power into the surrounding medium, and in turn power from 
the surrounding medium will be dissipated in the body and converted into 
thermal motion of the charges. To compute the radiated power, it is neces- 
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sary to determine the time and space correlation functions of the fluctuating 
sources. 

The frequency spectrum of the fluctuations can be related to the gener- 
alized susceptibility. This is a special case of a general theorem due to Callen 
and Welton [1951], in which a relation is established between the impedance 
of a general linear system and the fluctuations of appropriate generalized 
forces. This is the so-called fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The derivation 
of the theorem is well-documented in literature [Landau and Lifshitz, 19601. 

The assumption is made that the fluctuations are uncorrelated between 
neighboring volume elements, 

iKT 
(p(,, w)F(F’, w’)) = y---&E - e*>qw - w’)a(s; - +>r (3.5.30) 

where P is the fluctuating electric dipole moment. Therefore, the thermal ra- 
diation is generated by an equivalent current source Tf(F, w) = -iw* Tis(F, w), 
with expectation value 

(J(‘F-, w)) = 0 (3.5.31) 

and correlation 

(J(r, w)T(F’, w’)) = ~wd’(~)KT(p)rs(w - w’)S@ - 5;‘) 
7r 

(3.5.32) 

where E”(F) is the imaginary part of the permittivity and only positive fre- 
quencies are considered in (3.5.32). 

Given the source current in (3.5.32), the radiated electromagnetic field 
due to thermal emission can be calculated by using dyadic Green’s function 

(3.5.33) 

From (3.5.32) and (3.5.33), it follows that the correlation of electric field is 

(iq;F, w)iT(F’, w’)) =*t 
d?” E(r,  r ” )  l (I(+‘, w)T* (F”‘, w’)) l G  (r’, F”‘) 

* 32 = -w p S(w - w’) 
I 

&“d’(~“)KT(~“)~(~,~“) l 8(~‘,+‘) (3.5.34) 
7r 

Consider thermal emission from an inhomogeneous medium with permit- 
tivity ~l(-i;) and a temperature distribution T(r) separated from the upper 
half-space by a rough boundary (Fig. 3.5.4). Let r0 be the distance between 
the medium and the radiometer, which is located at ‘5;0. The radiometer is 
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region 1 Cl (T), T(r) 

Figure 3.5.4 Passive remote sensing from an inhomogeneous medium with non-uniform 
temperature distribution. 

in the far field from the medium. Then we define 

P CUP = lim r,2dR dw dw’ 
ro+oo J J AU Aw 

(3.5.35) 
where q is the wave impedance in region 0. For & = b = +, Pvv corresponds to 
the power of thermal emission from area A, in solid angle do in polarization 
v in the direction & and for frequency interval Aw/(27r). For & = ,8 = A, Phh 
corresponds to power of emission of horizontal polarization. For & = 6 and 
p = iL, 2 Re(P,h) and 2 Im(PWh) correspond to correlation of the emission 
in vertical and horizontal polarizations and are known as third and fourth 
Stokes parameters. These correlation parameters can be nonzero even though 
the thermal emission as given by (3.5.32) is uncorrelated. From (3.5.33) and 
(3.5.34) we obtain 

. 
lim 

(F(r,, w)qc3, w’>>r,” 
r,-+00 2rl 

where Co1 is the dyadic Green’s function of half-space medium with source 
in region 1 and field point in region 0. It is the exact solution of the dyadic 
Green’s function of the half-space medium problem including surface and 
volume scattering effects. Equation (3.5.35) is a result of the field approach 
and will include coherent effects in thermal emission problem and can be 
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used in the case where there is a temperature distribution. 
There are four brightness temperatures &&), TB#,), UB (So), and 

V&J; these are known, respectively, as vertical polarization, horizontal 
polarization, and third and fourth Stokes parameters. The relations between 
brightness temperature and F&p are defined as follows: 

TBh(io) 

uB(io) 

- lim 16n2rlr,2 
-k-o A, cod0 s &wc’i(~)T(5;) 

v 1 

The second equality in (3.5.38) is a result of symmetry relation based on the 
reciprocity of dyadic Green’s function. 

5.4 Emissivity of Four Stokes Parameters 

The emsissivity of the third and fourth stokes parameters in passive remote 
sensing was recognized in the mid-1980s [Tsang, 19841. It was later extended 
to rough surface with anisotropy [Tsang and Chen, 1990; Tsang, 19911. Sub- 
sequently, extensive theoretical and numerical calculations were performed 
[Yueh et al. 1994, 1997; Li et al. 1994; Johnson et al. 1994; Gasiewski and 
Kunkee, 19941. Observations were made on soil surfaces [Veysoglu et al. 19911 

(3.5.37) 

(3.5.38) 
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sensing from an inhomogeneous medium with non-uniform 

and later by aircraft measurements [Yueh et al. 1995, 19971. Satellite mea- 
surements are being planned. 

In this section, we shall derive emissivity in terms of bistatic scattering 
coefficients. This has been done for vertical and horizontal polarized emis- 
sivities using Kirchhoff’s law in Section 5.2. In this section, the derivation is 
based on the result of fluctuation-dissipation theorem as given by (3.5.38). 
Furthermore, we shall derive emissivities for all four Stokes parameters. 

Consider active remote sensing of the same medium of Fig. 3.5.4 with an 
incident plane wave launched in the direction of &, = -go that is opposite 
to the emission direction (Fig. 3.5.5). Let the incident electric field be of unit 
amplitude with the polarization &. Then the incident field is 

E i = &be ik&T (3.5.39) 

Let E, be the scattered field in region 0 and let the electric field inside the 
scatterer due to the incident wave be El (T). We express El (T) in terms of 

&@,Q. By definition of the index notation of dyadic Green’s function 

El@, Q l &i is the electric field in medium 1 due to an electric current 
source &b6(~-~O)/(iw~). In the limit of rO + 00, this corresponds to a plane 
incident wave in direction &b with incident electric field 

. 
lim 

r~-mo 
h e ikr, 

ik&-,-T (3.5.40) 
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Thus lim &(F,T,) l &b, is the electric field in medium 1 due to incident 
r,-00 

plane wave of (3.5.39). Using the linear property of Maxwell’s equations and 
comparing (3.5.40) with (3.5.39), we obtain 

,ikr, 

lim && FO) . &b = =Er (F) (3.5.41) 
T-,-+00 0 

Maxwell’s equations in region 1 are 

v x El = iw& (3.5.42) 

VxZ1= --iwq (F)E, (3.5.43) 

The boundary conditions on S are 

ii x & =iiXE (3.5.44) 

ii x PI =iiXH (3.5.45) 

The time-averaged power absorbed by the medium 1 is 

P 
1 

a=- 
I 2 K 

&w@) IFI I2 (3.5.46) 

Since 

it follows that 

Pa= -J d?+F [Re(& x77;,] 
K 

(3.5.48) 

By using the divergence theorem, (3.5.48) becomes the sum of a surface 
integral on S and a hemispherical surface integral on Sr,. Since the medium 
1 is attenuative, the hemispherical surface integral on Sr, vanishes. Thus 

P,=-~S,dS~~Re[E~x~~] (3.5.49) 

=-~~dSkRe[Zxff*] (3.5.50) 

The second equality in (3.5.50) is a result of boundary conditions of (3.5.44) 
and (3.5.45). Now E =zi +E,, H=& +H,. Hence 

Pa= -kLd%Re[ExTT*] 
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1 -- 
2 

Re 
I 

&Ei xp; = 
1 

S ZrlAo cos 8o 
(3.5.52) 

which is the power impinging upon the half-space medium. In (3.5.52) A, 
is the area of the half-space medium illuminated by the incident beam. By 
making use of the divergence theorem and the fact that the upper half-space 
is a source field, we can convert the last surface integral in (3.5.51) to be 
that at infinity: 

where 7pab (i, iob) is the bistatic scattering coefficient defined for active re- 
mote sensing with incident polarization &. 

We note from (3.5.39) that 

H 
1 

i=- 
rl 

(gob x &b)eikhr~ 

Thus 

(3.5.54) 

1 - -- 
2 

Re 
I 

dSe -ik&,b? 1 
&b l ii x H,(r)  -  -go, x ii; l ii x E,(F) (3.5.55) 

S rl I 

Next we make use of the lower part of (2.2.25). We dot that equation with 
a,, which is a vector that lies in the plane perpendicular to &. Then 
(2.2.25), for R, pointing into the lower half-space of region 1 we obtain 

from 

Since &b of (3.5.54) and (3.5.55) points into region 1, comparison of (3.5.55) 
and (3.5.56) gives 

1 -- 
2 

Re d%(Z~xH,*+F,xIT~)=O 
I 

(3.5.57) 
S 

Using (3.5.51)-(3.5.57) and (3.5.41), we have 
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- - 

(3.5.58) 

Thus we obtain the relation 

lim 16~277r,2 J . bbl 
2 

v--- A, cos 8, v 
1 

The left-hand side of (3.5.59) is in a form similar to the right-hand side of 
the brightness temperature equation (3.5.38). 

Let 

6(&b) = q&J (3.5.60) 

Then for the case of uniform temperature T, comparing (3.5.59) with 
(3.5.38) gives 

x /2m d+s lT’2 de, sin &ypv(i, gob) (3.5.61) 
,B=v,h ’ 1 

Similarly, by setting & to be 

&&,) = --iL(&,) (3.5.62) 

we get 

x /2n d& f2 de, sin 8,yp&, &,b) (3.5.63) 
P=v,h ’ 1 

Equations (3.5.61) and (3.5.63) are identical to the results of Kirchhoff’s 
law and the results that were derived by Peake [1959]. Next we let & = ij 
polarization, which is a linear polarization with 45O with respect to vertical 
polarization and horizontal polarization. 

h 
P - - -$(@ob) + il(sob)) = (3.5.64) 

Then we let & = fi polarization which is right-hand circular polarized. 
h 
R = $(6&b) + ii@b)) = (3.5.65) 
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Then 

I&) l @I2 = ;(ij(s,) - ii@,)) l Eio .Er, . @(So) - ii@,)) (3.5.66~) 

I&(-j l hi2 = 
;(ij(20) -  iii(iZ,>) 9 Eio l Eio . @(So) + &go)) (3.5.66b) 

Using (3.5.38), (3.5.59), (3.5.66a), and (3.5.66b) gives 

h(go) = TBv(go) + TBh(p,) 

-2T{ I- & x J2~d~~~~12~*~sin*~~~~(s,a,)} 
,8=v,h ’ 

=$ x J2-d+SL*‘2doSsin*S 
P=v,h ’ 

[ 
app(k hb) - 7pl.4 i, gob) - 7/3h(% j,,,,] (3.5.67) 

vB(io) =TBv(io) + TBh(io) 

- 2T{ I - & x J2m dtps iTI de, sin*,ypR(i, gObI} 
,9=v,h ’ 

--$- x J2’L+Slr’2d*Ssin*S - 

P=v,h ’ 

[ 
+,i3R(k gob) - 3’pv( g, iob) - Tph(k sob)] (3.5.68) 

Equations (3.5.67) and (3.5.68) g ive the relations of the emissivities of third 
and fourth Stokes parameters in terms of bistatic scattering coefficients. 

It is interesting to further examine the integrand in (3.5.67) and (3.5.68) 
of the third and fourth Stokes parameter brightness temperatures. If we take 
scattering amplitude dyad to be given by 

F(k iob) = ~(~)~(~ob)fvv + ~(@+ob).fvh 

+ &)+ob).fhv + ~(~)+ob).fhh (3.5.69) 

and if we let 

?‘/3&, sob) = 4WP~12) Acos(j (3.5.70) 
0 

for p, a = v, h, then it follows readily that 

2~&(% gob) = 
4~(lfpv + fph12) 

A cos Oi 
(3.5.71) 
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and 

2TpR( i, gob) = 
4dfpv + ifphl2> 

A cos 8, 

x PY&, Sob) - ?@I(% gob) - Îph(& gob)] 

P=v,h 

(3.5.72) 

- - 
4;rr {2Re(fVV.f~&- f2Re(fhvflh)} A cos ei 

(3.5.73) 

Hence 

- - * {-$fvvf;h) + zIm(fhvf;h)} A cos ei (3.5.74) 

T~v(io) =T 1 - 
{ 

’ Jzr d& lT12 de,sinO, 
Acos8, () 

(Ifvv(%gob)(2) + (If hv s, gob) 12)] } (̂  (3.5.75a) 

T&(io) =T 1 - 

{ 
’ JzT dq& lm12 de, sine, Acos8, () 

(Ifvh(kkb)12) + (If hh % gob) I”,? } (" (3.5.75b) 

‘B(‘o) =‘{ Actseo i2rd$S ln’2dB,sin’S ['Re(fVV(', ‘ob)fzh(‘, sob)) 

+ 2Re(fhv(% gob)f;h(% so6))]} (3.5.75c) 

+ 21m(fhv(k iob)f;h(% so6))]} 

6 Correlation Function of Fields 

(3.5.75d) 

Because random medium statistics are described by correlation functions, it 
will be useful to study the correlation of electromagnetic fields. The correla- 
tion of electromagnetic fields can often be related to the correlation proper- 
ties of the random medium or the random rough surface. 
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We have previously studied the third and fourth Stokes parameters, 
which represent the correlation between the vertical and horizontal polariza- 
tions. In this section, we discuss other useful field correlation functions for 
random scattering. 

Angular Correlation Function 

The angular correlation function (ACF) describes the correlation of scattered 
fields in two different directions. Consider a scattered field in direction fSr 
with an incident wave in direction &I. The scattered field is denoted by 
$&J&r). Consider another scattered field $&J&) in direction & due 
to incident wave in direction Liz. Then the angular correlation function is 
described by 

ACF = (+(L, kl)+*(k2, ha)) (3.6.1) 

It will be shown in later chapters that if the medium is statistically trans- 
lational invariant in the horizontal direction - for example, with random 
permittivity E(X, y, Z) such that 

(E(X1, Yl,Z1)E(X2, y2,22)) = 6(x1 - X2)fi(Yl - Y2)@17 Yl; xl7 4 (3.6.2) 

where R is some correlation function of the random medium - then the 
ACF is zero unless 

- - - - 
k il - k sl = k i2 - k s2 (3.6.3) 

This can be regarded as a phase matching condition for the angular corre- 
lation function for statistical inhomogeneous medium. It is also called the 
“memory effect .” 

Mutual Coherent Function 

Consider an incident wave at a carrier frequency wO. In general the field 
u(F, t) is 

U(T, t) = Re $@, t)esiwo’ 1 (3.6.4) 

where ‘1c,(~, t) is the complex field. 

$J = ‘Ictc + $Jf when +c = ($4 (3.6.5) 

The correlation function I? is the correlation of the fields at two space and 
time points: 

r(‘5;1, t1;r2, t2) = (?q% tl)+*(fz, t2>> (3.6.6) 
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It can be decomposed into a coherent part and an incoherent part. 

r = rc + ri (3.6.7) 

L(T1, t172, t2) = (+(R, tl))($*(TZ, t2)) (3.6.8) 

h(c, w=2, t2) = ($f (‘?;l, h))(Tq(~2, t2)) (3.6.9) 

Consider the case that ~1 = ;FZ = r and the random medium is stationary 
in time. Then Q depends only on the time difference 

r i = ri(;F, 7) (3.6.10) 

where T = tl - t2 is the time difference. The temporal frequency spectrum 
is the Fourier transform of the correlation function 

Wi(;F,G) = 
I 

O” d7ri(T, r)eiwt (3.6.11) 
-00 

ri (‘j;, T) = -& lm duepiwt Wi(T, W) 
-00 

(3.6.12) 

Two Ekequency Mutual Coherent Function 

The concept of correlation function can be generalized to two frequencies. 
Let u(w, ?;, t) be the field where the incident wave is a time harmonic function 
of e A”~. Then 

U(W,T, t) = Re(+(w,r, t)esiwt) (3.6.13) 

The two-frequency mutual coherent function is 

qw,7wl;W272, t2> = ~~(Wl,Tl,tl)~~(W’L,i;2,t2)) (3.6.14) 

It can also be decomposed into a coherent part and an incoherent part 

r - - (Icl(wl,Tl,tl))(lCI*(W2,5;2,t2)) 

IY = rc + ri 
(3.6.15) 

(3.6.16) 

Relation Between Correlation Function and Specific Intensity 

We can write the fluctuating field $f( ;F as consisting of a spectrum of waves ) 
going in all 47r directions 

(3.6.17) 

(3.6.18) 
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Then 

rf(bT2) = ($f(Q)+j(f2)) 

- - 
s s 

di, di2(&(‘ll, i&,57(~~, ~2))eik~1’~1,-ik~2*~2 (3.6.19) 

For fluctuating fields, it is usually the case that 

(&(I, &)4;(5;L132)) = qcm h)S2(51 - g2) (3.6.20) 

where I is the specific intensity, 82 is the two-dimensional angular Dirac delta 
function, and ?;a = (;i;l+~2)/2. Equation (3.6.20) means that the correlation 
function in spectral domain is uncorrelated for two different directions and 
the correlation is also zero if ~1 and ?;2 are far apart. Putting (3.6.20) in 
(3.6.19) gives 

rf(R72) = 
s 

&I(jza, +ik+l -T2) (3.6.21) 

showing that the field correlation function is an angular transform of the 
specific intensity. 
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Geophysical media are very often mixtures of different types of particles 
which can be characterized by many parameters. They can be described by 
their physical parameters, such as size, concentration or fractional volume, 
shape, and orientation. They also can be described by the dielectric prop- 
erty which determines the wave propagation velocity and loss in the medium. 
The presence of a rough surface is ubiquitous as wave propagation in geo- 
physical terrain, such as the ocean-atmosphere interface and the soil surface 
within a vegetation canopy. The physical characteristics of a random rough 
surface is generally described by its statistical properties, like the height 
distribution function and height correlation function. The dielectric proper- 
ties of the two different media will determine the reflectance and absorption 
of the interface. Because of the applications of microwave remote sensing 
to earth terrain, extensive theoretical and experimental studies have been 
made on the characterization of earth terrain physical parameters and their 
dielectric properties at microwave frequencies [Ulaby et al. 1982, 1986; Tsang 
et al. 1985; Fung, 19941. Along with these studies, a variety of theoretical 
terrain models have been derived. As we know, a terrain model is an abstrac- 
tion from the often very complex geophysical media. For example, a layered 
medium is usually used to model earth terrain, in which scatterers of canon- 
ical shapes are generally used for the medium’s constituents. Although they 
are simplified models, they provide us with the physical insight into terrain 
scattering mechanisms and lead to accurate prediction and interpretation of 
remote electromagnetic measurements. In subsequent chapters, the physical 
parameters and dielectric properties will be used as input parameters for the 
theoretical models. In the following sections we will give a brief description 
of the rough interfaces and the particles of geophysical media that are dealt 
with in the book and refer the readers to references for detailed statistical 
data and experimental measurements. 

1 Ice 

Ice is the frozen form of liquid water. Natural ice is abundant in the Earth 
environment-for example, lakes, seasonal snow, glaciers, and sea ice. Nat- 
ural ice is of the hexagonal crystal form and is characterized by the optic 
axis of the ice crystal, the c-axis. However, because of the presence of high 
concentration of salts in ocean water, the growth behavior and structure of 
sea ice is significantly different from the ice grown from fresh water. The 
polar climatic and oceanic conditions also greatly influence the formation of 
sea ice [Weeks and Ackley, 19821. Depending on the temperature, history of 
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development, growth conditions, and constituents of sea water, sea ice may 
contain varying amount of salinity, brine pockets, solid salts, air bubbles, 
and organic and inorganic inclusions. Sea ice is thus more like a multiphase, 
anisotropic composite material. 

Ice thickness, salinity, temperature, density, and the concentration of 
brine inclusions are important physical properties of sea ice. These properties 
are sensitive to the growth conditions and thermal history, which, in turn, 
affect the electromagnetic interaction with sea ice medium. According to its 
age and thickness, sea ice can be categorized into new ice (O-5 cm), young ice 
(5-30 cm), first-year ice (30-180 cm), and multiyear ice (> 30 cm) [Onstott 
et al. 19821. The ice temperature generally follows a linear profile, increasing 
linearly from the ice-atmosphere interface temperature to about -1.8OC at 
the ice-water interface. The salinity of sea ice, Si, is a measure of the salt 
content of sea ice and is defined by [Maykut, 19851 

S i= 
mass of ice + mass of brine 

x lo3 
mass of salt 

(4.1.1) 

where Si is in O/o0 or ppt (part per thousand). The ice growth process also 
accompanies the bulk desalination. As the ice thickness increases, there is 
a decrease in the ice salinity by mechanisms such as brine migration and 
gravity drainage, resulting a brine loss to the ocean [Weeks and Ackley, 19821. 
Salinity profiles in thinner ice have a C-shape indicating higher salinities at 
the upper and lower parts of the ice slab. The density of sea ice is a function 
of ice temperature and salinity; empirical relations can be found in [Cox 
and Weeks, 19831. Brine pockets are entrapped brine rejections between ice 
platelets during the freezing process. The amount of brine entrapped depends 
on the salinity of sea water and the freezing rate. Brine pockets are typically 
long and narrow, being on the order of 0.05 mm in diameter. As the ice 
changes temperature, internal melting or freezing within the brine pockets 
influence the fractional volume of brine inclusions. Empirical relations for 
brine volume fraction as a function of ice temperature and ice salinity can 
be found in F’rankenstein and Garner [1967] and Cox and Weeks [1983]. In 
addition to brine pockets, sea ice also contains a great number of air bubbles 
with dimensions between 0.1 and 2mm. Thus volume scattering effects of 
brine pockets and air bubbles are important for sea ice. 

The dielectric properties of ice can be found in Cumming 119521, Evans 
[1965], and Ray [1972]. At microwave frequencies, the real part of the relative 
permittivity of ice is about 3.2 and the imaginary part varies from lo-* to 
0.05. Thus ice is not an absorptive media. Depending on the frequency and 
the size of the particles in ice, it can be a strong scattering media. The dielec- 
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tric properties of ice also depends on its temperature [Ray, 19721. Dielectric 
properties of sea ice are dependent on the properties of its constituents and 
temperature, and various expressions have been derived to express the sea 
ice effective permittivity [Weeks and Ackley, 19821. The loss tangent of sea 
ice varies with the ice type, depending on whether it is pure ice, first-year 
sea ice, or multiyear sea ice. 

2 Snow 

Snow refers to ice particles that have fallen and deposited on the ground. As 
ice particles reach the ground, the snow metamorphism process commences. 
Driven by the tendency of minimizing its surface free energy, snow grains 
reduce their surface area-to-volume ratio by forming larger and more rounded 
shape. The temperature profile and gradient of snow layer determine the rate 
and type of snow metamorphism. The freeze-thaw cycles of snow layer-ice 
grains melt during the daytime and the melt water refreezes at night-can 
yield clusters or aggregates of ice grains. 

Snow is classified as a dense medium because each of the constituents 
forming snow can occupy an appreciable fractional volume. Dry snow is a 
mixture of ice and air, and wet snow is a mixture of ice, air, and water. 
The amount of water in wet snow is given in terms of snow wetness, which 
is the fractional volume of water ful in snow. The amount of ice in snow 
can be calculated from snow density M (g/cm3). Suppose that the specific 
density of ice is 10% less than that of water; then the fractional volume 
of ice in snow fi in terms of M is approximately given by fi = M/0.9. 
Typical values of fu, run from 0% to 10%. The value of M usually falls 
between 0.10 g/cm3 and 0.30 g/cm 3. Particle diameters of ice and water are 
between 0.1 mm and 2 mm. For hydrological applications, it is desirable to 
infer the water equivalent from the remote sensing measurements. The water 
equivalent Mr (in cm) is the amount of water that remains when the snow is 
melted. If the snow layer is of thickness d, then the water equivalent IV is 
governed by the approximate relation IV = Md. 

Particles do not scatter independently when they are densely distributed. 
To study the scattering from snow requires a theory of scattering from dense 
media. At very low frequencies, when the particle sizes are very much smaller 
than a wavelength and scattering can be ignored, the several constituents of 
snow contribute to an effective permittivity of snow which can be described 
by mixture formulas [Maxwell-Garnett, 1904; Polder and van Santern, 1946; 
Bottcher, 19521 and verified by experimental measurements [Cumming, 1952; 
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Evans, 1965; Linlor, 1980; Ambach and Denoth, 1980; Colbeck, 1982; Tiuri, 
19821. For dry snow, the real part of relative permittivity varies from 1.2 to 
2.8, depending on the snow density. The imaginary part varies from 10m4 to 
10s2. For wet snow, the real part of relative permittivity varies from 2 to 6, 
and the imaginary part varies from 10s3 to 1, depending on temperature, 
wetness, and frequency. Thus it is desirable that the theory of scattering by 
dense media should reduce to a good mixture formula at very low frequency. 
A study of the geometry and grain structure of snow has been done by 
Colbeck [1972, 1979, 19821. 

3 Vegetation 

Vegetation consists of leaves and stalks embedded in air, such as alfalfa, 
sorghum, corn, soy beans, wheat, and so on. The fractional volume occupied 
by leaves and stalks per unit volume of vegetation including the air space 
is between 0.1% and 1%. The particles in vegetation are nonspherical in 
shape with large aspect ratios. Leaves have the shape of thin disks, and 
stalks assume the form of long slender cylinders. They also have preferred 
orientation distribution. Scattering by nonspherical particles can give strong 
depolarization return. Depending on the type of vegetation, the thickness of 
leaves are of the order of 0.1 mm to 1 mm and the surface area can vary from 
1 cm2 to lo3 cm2. Stalk diameters vary from 1 cm to 5 cm, and the length 
can vary from 5 cm to 100 cm. For geometry and inclination characteristics 
of leaves and stalks in sorghum, one can refer to Havelka [1971]. 

Very little theoretical and experimental study has been done on the 
variation of the permittivity of vegetation as a function of moisture and 
frequency. One permittivity model that has been used is the following [de 
Loor, 1968; Fung and Ulaby, 19781: 

c 
- = E; + ig! 
EO 

(4.3.1) 

4 = 5.5 + Em -  l 

55 

1 + (1.85/x>2 
(4.3.2) 

/I ET = (Em - 5.5) 
1.85/X 

1 + (1.85/X)2 
(4 3 3) . . 

cm = 5 + 51.56 VW (4.3.4) 

V 
M 

w  = d,ld, + M (1 - dw/&) 
(4.3.5) 

where X is the free space wavelength in centimeters, VW is the volume filling 
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factor of the dispersed granules in leaves, M is the moisture contents by 
weight, d, is the density of the solid material, and d, is the density of water. 

4 Atmosphere 

The atmosphere is a dispersed medium with randomly distributed aerosols 
and hydrometeors in the air. As electromagnetic waves propagate in the 
atmosphere, the wave energy is absorbed and scattered by these liquid or 
solid particles. It has great effects in the applications of communication and 
remote sensing using electromagnetic waves. The pertinent physical proper- 
ties are size distribution, concentration, chemical composition, shape, and 
orientation distribution. Aerosols are particulate matter suspended in the 
atmosphere, examples include smog, smoke, haze, clouds, fog, and fine soil 
particles. Their sizes are generally under 1 pm in radius. Hydrometeors are 
water particles in solid or liquid form in the atmosphere. Some examples are 
mist, rain, freezing rain, ice pellets, snow, hail, ocean spray, clouds, and fog, 
whose sizes are generally 1 ,um or more in radius. Aerosols and hydromete- 
ors are not of same size, they are usually characterized by a broad range of 
sizes. The electromagnetic properties, such as attenuation and depolariza- 
tion, of a volume of aerosols or hydrometeors depend strongly on their size 
distributions, composition, and shapes. 

Rain is one of the most important hydrometeors. The size distribution 
of rain droplets depends on the precipitation rate (rain rate) p, which is 
normally expressed in millimeters per hour (mm/hr) [Chu and Hogg, 19681. 
Rainfall is made up of roughly spherical water droplets. Raindrops can be 
characterized in terms of the diameter 2a, with a falling terminal velocity 
w(a). Let n(p, a) da be the number of rain droplets per unit volume having 
radius between a and u+du at the precipitation rate p. An empirical rain drop 
size distribution given by Marshall and Palmer [ 19481 is of the exponential 
form 

4P7 4 = no exp (-au) (4.4.1) 

where no = 8 x lo6 rns4, Q! = 8200p-“*21 m-l, a is in meters, and-p is in 
millimeters per hour. Note that even though there are more particles with 
smaller radii, these small particles have a relatively small effect on wave 
propagation and scattering. 

To determine the effect of rain on wave propagation, we also need to 
know the falling terminal velocities of raindrops, which are dependent on 
the drop radius. It has been shown that over the diameter range 1 through 4 
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mm, the terminal velocity v (m/set) can be approximated by [Battan, 19731 

v(a> 
- - 200.8 alI2 (a in meters) (4.4.2) 

If we know both the distributions of raindrop size and terminal velocities, 
the precipitation rate p in millimeters per hour is given by 

s 00 
p = 1.51 x lo7 da v(a>n(p, a>a3 

0 
(4.4.3) 

where v is measured in meters per second, n da is in reciprocal cubic meters, 
a is in meters, and 1.51 x lo4 = 3600 x 47r/3. Typical values of p are 0.25 
mm/hr (drizzle), 1 mm/hr (light rain), 4 mm/hr (moderate rain), 16 mm/hr 
(heavy rain), and 100 mm/hr (extremely heavy rain). Another quantity that 
characterizes rain is the liquid water content, M in g/m3, using the relation 

M 
47r - -- 
3 

x lo6 
s 

da a3n(a> (4.4.4) 

The liquid water content is the mass of water contained in one cubic meter. In 
general, raindrops are not of spherical shape, and we must take into account 
the effect of raindrop orientation on certain wave propagation phenomena. 

Clouds are made up of very small water particles, and their radii are 
generally smaller than 100 pm. The median radii are typically 2.5 to 5 ,um, 
and the number density may vary from lo6 to lo9 me3 with a typical value of 
lo8 rna3. Typical liquid water content may vary from 0.03 g/m3 to 1 g/m3. 
Thus, generally, the fractional volume occupied by particles is much less than 
1 and the atmosphere is a medium with sparse concentration of particles. 

References for rain and cloud are Laws and Parsons [1943], Marshall and 
Palmer [1948], Medhurst [1965], Blanchard [1972], and Fraser et al. [1975]. 
The shapes of cloud and rain droplets are discussed in Pruppacher and Pitter 
[1971]. The emission and absorption of other atmospheric gases can be found 
in Waters [1976]. 

5 Correlation Function and Pair Distribution Function 

Various natural or man-made media are discrete random media in which 
inhomogeneities are distributed discretely and randomly. Examples include 
vegetation, sea ice, and snow, as described in previous sections, for which the 
physical and dielectric properties of particles-for example, leaves, branches, 
snow grains, and brine inclusions- differ significantly from those of respec- 
tive background media. Because of the great variety of randomness, it is 
quite difficult to give an exact microstructure description of discrete ran- 
dom media. It is also not easy mathematically to find a rational way of 
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describing random structures. Averaging processes are usually employed to 
obtain the effective properties of such media. However, the effective physical 
and dielectric properties of a random medium cannot be accounted for by 
its macroscopic parameters, such as particle sizes and densities, alone. These 
macroscopic parameters does not address how the inhomogeneities are struc- 
tured in the medium and how the electromagnetic radiation interacts with 
these inhomogeneities. To derive the effective medium properties, it will need 
statistical information about the spatial and orientation distributions of in- 
homogeneities. Both correlation function and pair distribution function have 
been used to characterize the microstructure of geophysical random media 
[Tsang et al. 19851. P air distribution functions and correlation functions are 
useful if the scattering properties are expressed in terms of these functions. 
For example, in discrete random media, using the quasicrystalline approx- 
imation and the correlation ladder approximation, the scattering problems 
are formulated in terms of the pair distribution function. In strong permittiv- 
ity fluctuation theory, the scattering is in terms of the correlation function. 

5.1 Correlation Function 

As shown in Fig. 4.5.1, we will consider a two-phase medium with randomly 
distributed N particles, which are not necessarily spherical. Each particle is 
centered at the position ‘i5;i, i = 1,2,. . . , N, and embedded in a background 
medium denoted as region V& A stochastic function at position F, H(F), can 
be defined as [Prager, 19611 

H(F) = ; 
if?Y VO 
if 7= $ VO 

(4.5.1) 

The function H(F) is a discrete random variable of values 0 or 1, depending 
on the position vector 7. With a complete knowledge of H(F), the random 
medium can be specified by the following family of joint probabilities 

P(T1,7=2, . . . , ‘i;;N; hl, h2,. l l ) hN) 

= Prob{H(?$ = hl, H(Q) = hg, l l l , H(QT) = hN)} (4.5.2) 

where Prob {H(Q) = hl, H(Q) = h2, . . . , H(FN) = hN)} is the probability 
of finding that H(F~) = hl, H($ = h2, l .0 7 H(;F,) = h, and 

h 
0 i= 
1 

if F E VO 
if r $! VO 

(4.5.3) 

For example, P(F~, ~2, 1, 1) is the probability that there exist particles at 
both ~1 and ~2 simultaneously, and P(F~, ~,0,0) is the probability that 
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Figure 4.5.1 A discrete random medium consists of Iv particles which are randomly embed- 
ded in the background medium VO. The positions of the particles are given by -i;l, F2, . . . , TN. 

there are no particles at both ;FI and ~2. 
The first moment or the mean value of H(F) is 

1 

Sl(~) = (H(F)) = c P(‘i’, h)H(r) = p(;i;, 1) = f (4.5.4) 
h=O 

The angular brackets (0) are used to indicate the ensemble average, and the 
volume fraction of inclusions is given by f. The above equation states that 
the mean value of H(F) is equal to the volume fraction of particles. The 
second moment or the correlation between H(Q) and H(Q) is equal to 

Sz(R72) = (H(QH(~2)) 

1 1 

= x x P(rl,~2;hl,h2)H(~1)H(~2) = P(~~,1;2,1,1) (4.5.5) 
hl=O h2=0 

that is, the probability of finding two particles at rr and 1;2 simultaneously. 
For a statistically homogeneous random medium, the translational invariance 
implies that S2 (F~,Q) = S2 (IQ - ~1 I>. T wo important facts about &(l;FI) are 

S2(0) = f (4.5.6) 

and 

/p-&S2(IpI) = f2 (4.5.7) 

The correlation function C(T), which has been used in the random medium 
model for the calculation of effective permittivities and backscattering coef- 
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ficients, is defined as the covariance of H(F) and H(F’ + F) as [Lim et al., 
19941 

C(T) = ([H(Ti;/) - (H(F’))] [H(;F’ + T) - (H(+))]) 

= (H(+)H(++$)) - f2 = S2(79 - f2 (4.5.8) 

The normalized correlation function R(F) is then given by 

C(F) S2(3 - f 
2 

R( > 
r =-- - 

C(O) f -f2 
(4.5.9) 

where C(0) gives the variance of the random function H(F). The normalized 
correlation function R(F) is dimensionless; R(0) = 1, and R(F) tends to be 
zero for large separation of r. 

For isotropic and homogeneous media, the most commonly used R(f) 
are of Gaussian and exponential forms: 

R(F) = exp (- l~l~/Z~) 

R(F) = exp (+1/l) 

(4.5.10) 

(4.5.11) 

where 1 is the correlation length of the medium. If the random medium is 
homogeneous but anisotropic, its correlation function may depend on the 
direction of the vector ;F. For example, an exponential correlation function 
of spheroidal form with correlation lengths 1, and I, has been used in the 
modeling of random media [Nghiem et al. 19901: 

R(F)=exp(-/m) (4.5.12) 

Based on (4.5.9), correlation functions have been derived Ifor a random col- 
lection of impenetrable and penetrable spherical particles [Lim et al. 19941, 
as well as for granular media with spherical shell and ellipsoidal inclusions 
[Matzler, 19971. 

5.2 Pair Distribution Function 

The statistical characterization of the microstructure of a discrete random 
medium can also be achieved by way of particle distribution functions. This 
model is well-established in statistical mechanics, in which random distribu- 
tions of atoms or molecules are characterized by the joint probability density 
functions of their positions and types. In the following we define some useful 
functions that will be used in later chapters. 

Let the N particles in Fig. 4.5.1 be identical, and located respectively 
at Q,15;2,. . . , TN, in a background medium of volume V. Interpenetration 
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of particles is not allowed in this case. The distribution of N particles is 
described by the N-particle probability density function p(;Fl, Q, . . . , f~), 
and f(Fl,Fg,. . . ,FN)d”Fr d;Fz . . . &N gives the probability of finding a par- 
ticle within the volume di;l centered at ~1, a particle within the volume dF2 
centered at ;Fz, and so on, and a particle within the volume &N centered 
at TN. The probability density function is non-negative, and the integral 
of itself over the total volume is equal to unity. The ensemble average of a 
configuration-dependent quantity A(Q) Q, l . l , TN), denoted by (A) 7 is given 

(4.5.13) 

Single-particle and two-particle probability density functions are obtained 
from N-particle probability density function by integration over the remain- 
ing variables 

P( ) ri = 
I 

N 

P(Q72, l l b,TN) rl &a 
(4.5.14) 

a=1 
CY#i 

N 

p& ‘i;j) = 
I 

P(bF2, l l l ,FN) -rl 6 (4.5.15) 
a=1 

crzi,j 

In terms of the Dirac delta function, the single-particle or number density 
function 72 ‘l’(v) of the medium is defined as 

N 

?P)(F) = c q-i; - Fi) (4.5.16) 
i=l 

and the integration of O(F) over the whole medium gives the total number 
of particles: 

I r#(r)& = N (4.5.17) 

The average number density, (G)(F)), is equal to 

N N 

(T-Z(~)(F)) = 1 n”‘(T)p(fl,F2,. . . ,5;N) n dF, = x p(F) = Np@) (4.5.18) 
a=1 i=l 

where P(F) is the single-particle probability density function of (4.5.14). If 
the medium is statistically homogeneous, the distributions of particles are 
equally probable everywhere within the volume V. Hence the single particle 
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probability density function is p(y) = l/V. The average number density, no, 
will be denoted by 

N 
720 = - 

V 

A two-particle number density function d2) (i’, Y’) can be defined as 

n ‘2’(f,F’) = E 2 q?; - gq$ - Fj) (4.5.19) 
i=l j=l 

j#i 

This function is zero unless there are two particles simultaneous at two 
different positions -i;i and Fj. The integration of d2)(T, r’) over the variable 
-i;’ will give 

J n c2) (;F, 5;‘)&’ =: (N - l)rO(‘F> (4.5.20) 

where n Y > F is given by (4.5.16). It is noted that d2)(?;,?) # 
n(l) (Q#J (F), b ecause the occupation of position ;F’ can be strongly in- 
fluenced by that of ;F when particles are densely packed. The average of 
two-particle number density function (d2) (F, Y)) is equal to 

(n(2)(T,+) = J n(2+,y’) p(?;l,;i’z, . . . ,i;N) fi Ga 
a=1 

N N 

= xxp(f,+) = N(N - l)p(r,+) 
i=l j=l 

j#i 

(4.5.21) 

where p(;~, ?) is the two-particle probability density function of (4.5.15). In 
terms of the two-particle probability density function, the pair distribution 
function g(T,;F’) is defined by 

(rb2)(5’, i”‘)) = (rD(5’)) (&)(F’))g(5’, T’) (4.5.22) 

Thus the pair distribution function g(T, P) is proportional to the two-particle 
probability density function p(~, F’). For a homogeneous random medium, 
(n@)(F)) = (&J (7’)) = no, then 

(d2) (;F, F’)) = nig(T, F’) (4.5.23) 

If (-i;-?I --+ 00, then, p(~,?) --+ p(F)p(-i;‘), and it is expected that g(r,5”) -+ 1. 
The definitions and formulae for the number densities and pair distri- 

bution function can be generalized to the cases of mixture or multispecies of 
particles and adhesive particles. In condensed matter physics and molecular 
liquid physics, the pair distribution functions of atom or molecule positions 
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have been obtained from theoretical models, computer simulations, and ex- 
perimental measurements [Ziman, 19791. The applications of these methods 
to derive the pair distribution functions for discrete random medium study 
will be described in Volume II. For the geophysical remote sensing applica- 
tion, snow sections prepared stereologically have been analyzed to determine 
a family of pair distribution functions that can be used to calculate the radar 
backscatter from snowcover [Zurk et al. 19971. 

6 Gaussian Rough Surface and Spectral Density 

Since the characterizations of the terrain surface of interest are frequently 
very difficult to obtain from field measurements, various geoscience remote 
sensing applications require the use of random rough surface models. In a 
random surface model, the elevation of surface, with respect to some mean 
surface, is assumed to be a stochastic process. To characterize a random 
process of surface displacement, it generally requires a multivariate proba- 
bility density function of surface heights. For naturally occurring surfaces, 
it is reasonable to assume a Gaussian (or normal) height distribution, and 
to be stationary, meaning that its statistical properties are invariant un- 
der the translation of spatial coordinates. Although realistic rough surface 
profiles are not necessarily Gaussian, the use of Gaussian statistics greatly 
reduces the complexities associated with such random processes. A com- 
plete description of the Gaussian random process is given by its mean and 
covariance function alone. 

One-Dimensional Gaussian Random Rough Surface 

For the sake of simplicity, let us consider a one-dimensional random rough 
surface as shown in Fig. 4.6.1. The surface profile is described by a height 
function f(z), which is a random function of coordinate x. The coordinates 
of a point on the surface are denoted by (x, f(x)). The surface heights assume 
values z = f(x), with a Gaussian probability density function p(z) as 

PC > z = &exp (-$-;)2) (4.6.1) 

where o is the standard deviation or root-mean-square (mns) height, and 7 
is the mean value of the surface height which is usually assumed to be zero. 

The joint probability density function pzlz2 (~1, x2) of two Gaussian ran- 
dom variables, zr and 22, is given by [Papoulis, 19841 
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Figure 4.6.1 One-dimensional random rough surface. 

(4.6.2) 

where 71 and 72 are the respective mean values of zl and 22, and a; and ai 
their variances. In (4.6.2), C is the correlation coefficient. Let ~1 = 72 = 0, 
and let ai = a2 = a; in this case, the covariance of the two random variables 
xl and z2 is 

1 I 
00 

- -- 
a&F -(-Jo 

= a2C (4.6.3) 

where the inner integral over dzl is equal to x$, which is the average value of 
the random variable zl for a normal density with mean &. The correlation 
coefficient of two random variables zr and 3 is generally defined as the ratio 
between their covariance and the product of their standard deviations araft 
[Papoulis, 19841. Note that ICI < 1. If C - = 0, then zl and 3 are independent 
random variables. 
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Characteristic Function 

The characteristic function of a random variable z is defined as the average 
value of exp(ikz) 

Q(k) = (exp(ikz)) = Jm dz p(z) exp(ikx) 
-00 

(4.6.4) 

where k is the Fourier transform variable. Equation (4.6.4) states that the 
characteristic function is equal to the Fourier transform of the probability 
density function p(z). This function is maximum at the origin, I@(k) 1 5 

(a(o) - - 
function 

1. For a Gaussian random variable z with the probability density 
of (4.6.1 ), the characteristic function is 

w> = exp(ikq) exp (4.6.5) 

The characteristic function of joint Gaussian random variables zl and 22 
with the joint probability density function (4.6.2) is equal to 

(exp [i&q + k2q)]) = exp 
1 

-- 2 (J&f + 2Cq&lkz + &;) 
I 

(4.6.6) 

Correlation Function 

The correlation function of the random process of surface height f(z) is 
defined as 

Rf(xl, x2) = (f (5l)f(x2)) (4.6.7) 

It is a measure of the correlation of surface profile f(x) at two different loca- 
tions xl and x2. For the case of Gaussian height distribution with zero mean 
and rms height CT, we can obtain, from (4.6.3) and (4.6.7), the correlation 
function 

Rf(X11X2) = a2C(x1, x2) (4.6.8) 

where C(xr, x2) is a function of x1 and x2. The correlation function is often 
assumed to be Gaussian: 

C(x192) = exP 
((2l yc2j2) 

(4.6.9) 

where I is known as the correlation length. As 1x1- 221 >> I, C(xf, x2) tends 
to be zero, and functions f(xr) and f(x2> become independent, which means 
that when two points on a rough surface are separated by a distance much 
larger than the correlation length, the function values at these two points are 
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independent. Other types of descriptions, such as exponential and fractal, 
have also been used for the rough surface correlation functions. 

For a stationary random process f(z), the correlation function depends 
only on the separation ~1 - x2 : 

Rf (Xl, x2) = Rf (Xl - x2) (4.6.10) 

For example, the correlation function for a stationary Gaussian height dis- 
tribution with zero mean and rrns height 0, by using (4.6.3) and (4.6.9), is 
given by 

( (Xl - x2) 
2 

Rf(Xl,X2) = 02eq? - 12 
> 

(4.6.11) 

and Z is the correlation length. 

Correlation Function of Slope 

Given a stochastic process f(x), its derivative, f’(x), is also a stochastic 
function. For a rough surface profile f(x), f’(x) corresponds to the slope 
function. In the following, we will derive the correlation function of slope 
Rf+a, x2> 

Rf'(Xl, x2) = (f’(Xl)f’(X2>) (4.6.12) 

in terms of the correlation function Rf (xl, x2). 
We first calculate the correlation function of f(xr) and f’(x2) : 

(f (Xl>f'(X2>> = lim 
(f (Xl>f (x2 + 4 - f (Xl>f (x2)) 

c-0 c 

- lim Rf (21, x2 + ~> - Rf (21~x2) - - - 
E--+0 E 

aRfk’ x2) (4.6.13) 
2 

where c is an infinitesimal number. Next, Rfi (x1, x2) is obtained as 

Rp (xl, x2) = lim 
c-0 

. - - lim 
c-0 

(f (Xl + E>f’(Xz> - f (Xl)f'(zz)) 

BRf (x1+ 5 x2) aRf (Xl, x2) - 

ax2 0x2 - - 
e 

“2;;‘;; x2’ (4.6.14) 
1 2 

that is, the correlation function of slope is equal to the second derivative of 
correlation function Rf(x1, x2) with respect to x1 and x2. For a stationary 

proce% Rf (Xl, x2) = Rf(xl - x2), the correlation function of slope becomes 

Rf,(x) = -a 

2 

;;jx’ (4.6.15) 
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For the case of stationary Gaussian height distribution with zero mean and 
rrns height C, using (4.6.11) and (4.6.15), the correlation function of slope is 
equal to 

(4.6.16) 

The mean slope, for this case, is equal to zero, 

(f’(4) = !% 
m + 4 - (f(x>> - - 0 

c 
(4.6.17) 

and the variance of slope function equals 

( [f’(x)12) = Rfl(0) = g (4.6.18) 

that is, the rrns slope is &/l. 

Spectral Density 

The spectral density or power spectrum is defined as the Fourier transform 
of the correlation function IQ(x) : 

w  
1 - -- 

27T s 
O” dx Rf(x)exp(ikx) (4.6.19) 

-00 

where k is the Fourier transform variable. The inverse Fourier transform 
yields 

Rf(X) = 
s 

* dk XP(k)exp(-ikx) (4.6.20) 
-00 

At x=0, Rf(0) = (f2(x)), which is non-negative. Hence 

s 

00 
dk XP(k) > 0 - 

-00 
(4.6.21) 

For the case of stationary Gaussian height distribution with zero mean and 
rms height CT, using (4.6.11) and (4.6.19), the spectral density G(k) is equal 
to 

W) 
- - (4.6.22) 
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7 Soil and Rocky Surfaces 

Soil can be regarded as a mixture of water and the bulk material which is a 
mixture of sand, silt, and clay. The dielectric constant of the bulk material 
is approximately equal to 3, which is generally much smaller than that of 
water. The complex relative permittivity of free water with no salinity can 
be described by the Debye equation 

c eo - ho -z 60 + 
CO 1- i2TfT 

(4.7.1) 

where ~0 is the static dielectric constant, E, is the optical limit of dielectric 
constant, r is the relaxation time, and f is the frequency. For details, refer 
to Lane and Saxton [1952], Saxton and Lane [1952], and Ray [1972]. The 
dielectric constant of water depends on whether the water is bound to the 
soil particle or is free. Free water has a much higher dielectric constant than 
bound water. 

According to the United States Department of Agriculture, the particle 
diameter of clay is less than 2pm, the particle diameter of silt is between 
2 pm and 50 pm, and the particle diameter of sand is between 50 pm and 
2000 pm. Thus, for the same volumetric content of moisture, there is more 
free water in sand than in clay. Hence, the dielectric constant of soil is also 
dependent on the soil texture. For example, Yuma sand is almost exclusively 
made up of sand, and Long Lake clay consists primarily of silt and clay. At 
1.4 GHz, the real part of dielectric constant can vary from 3 to 25 and the 
imaginary part can vary from 0 to 5 with increasing soil moisture [Lundien, 
1971; Newton, 1976; Njoku and Kong, 1977; Wang and Schmugge, 1980; 
Schmugge, 1980; Newton and Rouse, 19801. 

The measurements of dielectric constants as a function of moisture con- 
tent in soils have been carried out over a wide microwave frequency range in 
the past several years. Some of these measurements were made for many soil 
samples with widely different textures and thus provided systematic stud- 
ies on the variation of the dielectric constant with soil texture. As a result 
of these studies, two distinct features associated with the relation between 
the soil dielectric constant and moisture content have emerged. First, *for all 
soil samples the dielectric constant increases slowly with moisture content 
initially. After reaching a transition moisture value, the dielectric constant 
increases steeply with moisture content. Second, the transition moisture is 
found to vary with soil type or texture, being smaller for sandy soils than 
for clayey soils. Because of this variation of the transition moisture with soil 
types, the plots of the measured dielectric contents versus moisture content 
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show differences for soils with different textures. These differences persist 
whether the moisture content is determined in percent by dry weight or by 
volume basis. 

Because of irrigation, the surfaces of the soils are generally not flat. The 
surfaces can be classified as smooth, medium rough, and rough [Newton, 
1976; Newton et al. 19821. The surface can also have row structures [Wang 
et al. 19801. Thus, study of scattering by periodic surfaces and random rough 
surfaces are important problems in microwave remote sensing of soils. 

8 Ocean Surface 

The ocean surface consists of irregularly spatial and temporal variations as a 
result of extremely complex local and non-local interactions [Phillips, 1977). 
Ocean waves can exist over a range of scales, from swell to capillary waves. In- 
teractions between different scales of roughness, the presence of non-locally 
generated waves which propagate into the region of observation, and the 
forces of wind stress and surface tension combine to make ocean surfaces 
difficult to characterize. Ocean wave spectra provide some general informa- 
tion about the ocean surfaces, and they are important in understanding how 
ocean waves interact with electromagnetic waves for practical remote sens- 
ing applications, such as the detection of wind speed and direction over the 
ocean surface using electromagnetic sensors. 

An ocean directional spectrum may be viewed as the distribution of 
ocean wave energy density with respect to frequency and direction. Measure- 
ments of ocean spectra are pursued basically in two methods: (1) direct mea- 
surements through the use of wave height recording buoys within the ocean 
wave field or in indoor wave tanks [Wetzel, 19901 and (2) remote measure- 
ments based on the photogrammetric or optical techniques and radiowave 
backscatter techniques. The direct measurements usually record time series 
of sea surface displacements, which can be processed to provide a temporal 
frequency spectrum W(w) of the ocean. The temporal frequency spectrum 
can be converted to a spatial frequency, or wavenumber, spectrum W(E) by 
making use of a particular dispersion relation between w  and /C for ocean 
waves. The wavenumber spectrum is a function of two components of the 
surface wave vector E, k, and Ic, in Cartesian coordinates, or Ic and 4 in 
polar coordinates. Another convenient assumption is made of the separation 
of wavenumber and directional spectra such that 

w(lc, 4) = S(k)W) (4.81) 

where W represents the spectrum amplitude, k = IX], and 4 = tan-l (ky/kx). 
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If the wind direction is chosen to be in the k-direction, then 4 is also the 
azimuthal angle relative to the wind. Thus, with this assumption, the effects 
on amplitude and direction may be looked at separately. 

A number of analytical representations for ocean spectra have been pro- 
posed, based either on ocean or wave tank measurements or on empirical 
fits to radar backscatter data through the composite rough surface scatter- 
ing model [Valenzuela, 1978; Wetzel, 1990; Apel, 19941. A brief description 
of several commonly used ocean spectral models available in the literature 
follows. 

It is common practice to truncate (bandlimit) the spectrum between /~dl 
and i$-jU. Given the bandlimited spectrum between /$j and k,, the rms height 
and rms slope can be calculated: 

h2 = l;dkki2rdq5 W(k,qb) (4.8.2) 

The rms slope squared, SE, in the x direction is 

sp = A; dkk~2Td~k’cos’~w(k,g) 
while the rms slope squared in the y direction is 

s; =LYdkki’” dq5 k2 sin2 qbW(k, 4) 

with 

(4.8.3) 

(4.8.4) 

(4.8.5) 

Power Law Spectrum 

The power law ocean spectrum is an isotropic wavenumber spectrum given 
by [Valenzuela, 1978; Wetzel, 19901 

W(k,4) = aokS4 (4.8.6) 

where a0 is known as the spectral constant. The ke4 dependence for the ocean 
spectrum has been proposed based on purely physical requirements [Apel, 
19941. Because of the singularity at k = 0, the power law spectrum is only 
valid for a specified portion of the ocean wavenumber given by kdl < k < kdu. 
Although variations with wind speed and azimuth angle are not included in 
this simplified model, measured ocean spectra are well-fitted qualitatively by 
a truncated kA4 spectrum near the Bragg scattering portion for microwave 
frequencies. 
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For such a truncated power law spectrum, the surface variance is given 

bY 

02=l;;dkk i’=d+W(k,+)=nao(&-$--) (4.8.7) 

Similarly, the total slope variance, or the mean-square slope, is obtained 
from 

s2=L;;dkk3 Izr 
kdu 

d$ W(k, 4) = 2vrao log - 
I I kdl 

(4.8.8) 

Thus, the variance of a power law spectrum ocean is dominated by its low 
frequency components, since they comprise the highest amplitude portions 
of the spectrum, and the slope variance is determined by the width of the 
spectrum. It is noted that this slope variance dependence emphasizes the 
need for a cutoff wavelength in the composite surface model, because the 
slope variance of such a surface could be made very large by extending the 
spectrum into very short wavelengths beyond the Bragg scattering region. 

Pierson-Moskowitz Spectrum 

The Pierson-Moskowitz ocean spectrum [Pierson and Moskowitz, 19641 is fre- 
quently applied in oceanography for a fully developed wind-generated sea. 
This model is derived based on the assumption that the wind has been con- 
stant for an adequate duration and fetch (the effective distance over which 
the wind transfers energy to the ocean). As a function of wavenumber, grav- 
ity, and wind speed, the form of Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum is 

wPM(k,+) = g exp (-&--)@w9 (4.8.9) 

where a0 = 0.0081, ,8 = 0.74, g is the gravitational acceleration equal to 
9.81 m/sec2, and U 19.5 is the wind speed, in m/set, at the altitude of 19.5 m 
above the mean sea level [Thorsos, 19901. The subscript PAJ denotes the 
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum. In (4.8.9)) @(k, 4) is the directional factor, 
which can in general be a function of wavenumber k. A cos2 4 azimuthal 
dependence has often been assumed with the use of the Pierson-Moskowitz 
spectrum [Thorsos, 19901: 

2 

G(k)+) = = 
7-f 

(4.8.10) 

The peak of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum occurs at the wavenumber 

l/imlu,“, 5. . 
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Figure 4.8.1 Amplitude of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum for along-wind direction and 
wind speeds Ulg.5 = 4, 8, and 20 m/set. 

For the Pierson-Moskowitz model, the surface variance is given by 

(4.8.11) 

which is constant depending on the gravitational acceleration and the wind 
speed. The mean-square slope of this spectrum diverges if integrating 
IC3VV&(IC, 4) over 0 < k < 00. If we let the lower cutoff wavenumber be 
kdl, then the mean-square slope becomes 

sgM = ~~dkk3~2~dq!GVpM~k,a, = -TEi(-k{;;9,) (4.8.12) 

where Ei( ) is the exponential integral [Gradshteyn and Ryzhik, ;980; Thor- 
SOS, 19901. 

The Pierson-Moskowitz spectra for along-wind direction (4 = 0) are il- 
lustrated in Fig. 4.8.1 for three wind speeds Urg.5 = 4, 8, and 2Om/sec. As 
shown in Fig. 4.8.1, much of the wave energy is located at smaller wavenum- 
bers. Note the changes in the low-frequency cutoff predicted by the spectrum, 
the spectrum amplitude increases significantly with the wind speed, and the 
peak shifts toward smaller wavenumbers (i.e., longer spatial wavelengths), 
indicating a much larger surface rrns height at the higher wind speeds. The 
spectra at large wavenumbers are essentially unchanged by the wind speed, 
and the spectral slope is -4, demonstrating the kB4 power law dependence. 
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Durden-Vesecky Spectrum 

This ocean spectrum model was proposed by Durden and Vesecky [1985] by 
empirically fitting model parameters to radar backscattering data based on 
an assumed two-scale rough surface scattering model. The Durden-Vesecky 
spectrum is given by 

wDV(k 4) = $@DV(k 4) 

I 

-p(-gh) 

bku2 

( > 

a 1o&d (k/2) 

IcCkj (4813) 
. . 

* 

where kj = 2m-? 

9* 
k 2 kj 

In (4.8.13) a0 is a constant, originally set equal to 0.004 [Durden and 
Vesecky, 19851, but doubling the value to 0.008 has been used [Yueh et 
al. 1994, 19971 to achieve a better fit to passive ocean measurements. Other 
parameters are p = 0.74, b = 1.25, a = 0.225, g* = g +yIc2, g = 9.81 m/set” 
is acceleration due to gravity, and y = 7.25 x 10-5m3/sec2 is the ratio of 
surface tension to water density. The subscript DV denotes the Durden- 
Vesecky spectrum. U* is the wind friction velocity at the ocean surface in 
m/set, U~CJ 5 is the wind speed, in m/set, at a height of 19.5m. The windspeed 
Uh in m/s at h meters above the ocean surface is related to the wind friction 
velocity U* by 

u* 
Uh = - log 

h 

04 . 0.0000684/u, +O.O0428u$ -0.000443 
(4.8.14) 

Thus for a measured Uh at a height h, u* is first determined by using (4.8.14). 
In (4.8.13), the directional factor @Dv(k,+) is 

@Dv(k,t$) = 1 + c [l - exp (-sk2)] cos24 (4.8.15) 

where the constant s = 1.5 x lo-* m2, and the constant c is given by 

(1-R) 2 -- 
c= (l+R)l-D 

(4.8.16) 

with 

R 
0.003 + 1.92 x 10-3u12 5 . - - 

3.16 x 10B3U12,5 
(4.8.17) 

D _ Jr dkk2S(k) exp (-sk2) 
- 

s; dkk2S(k) 
(4.8.18) 

and S(k) = 2~wDV(k,+)/@(b#+ ?‘h e 1 ow-frequency part (k < kj) of the 
Durden-Vesecky spectrum has the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum shape. The 
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Figure 4.8.2 Amplitude of Durden-Vesecky spectrum for along-wind direction and wind 
speeds Ulg.5 = 4, 8, and 20 m/set. 

azimuthally varying portion is similar to that in Fung and Lee [1982] and 
preserves the ratio of upwind to crosswind slope variances R measured by 
Cox and Munk [1954]. The degree of azimuthal anisotropy of the spectrum 
is a function of spatial wavenumber, with higher frequency (shorter) waves 
being more anisotropic as is needed in the composite surface model to re- 
produce measured azimuthal variations. 

Clearly, the Durden-Vesecky spectrum is a more sophisticated model 
that contains variations with both azimuthal angle and wind speed. Fig. 
4.8.2 plots the Durden-Vesecky spectra for a0 = 0.004 and three wind speeds 

h9.5 = 4, 8, and 20m/sec in the along-wind direction (4 = 0). The exponen- 
tial roll-off on the small wavenumber portion is similar to that of Pierson- 
Moskowitz spectrum. Note the small increase in spectrum amplitude at the 
higher frequencies showing a deviation from a pure power law (km4) spec- 
trum as a function of wind speed. This increase at the higher frequencies 
is important, because changes in high-frequency amplitudes directly cause 
variations in the Bragg scatter ocean cross section with wind speed in the 
composite surface model. 
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Donelan-Banner-Jiihne Spectrum 

Ape1 [1994] derived a composite, wide-band ocean surface wave vector spec- 
trum model, which he called Donelan-Banner-Jahne spectrum, based on 
wave measurements and models from Donelan, Banner, and Jahne and their 
collaborators. This spectral model has also been applied with an SPM rough 
surface scattering model to match vertically polarized backscattering data 
at several frequencies. The Donelan-Banner-Jahne spectrum has the form 

WDBJ(k 4) = $L,J, [&o + s&es] Vdis@DBJ(k 4) (4.8.19) 

where the spectral amplitude a0 is set equal to 0.000195. L, has a shape 
similar to that of the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum: 

L 0 (4.8.20) 

where kp = --- 
&J 2 ‘) 9 = 9.81 m/sec2, and Ulo is the wind speed at 10m 

above the ocean surface in m/set. The subscript DBJ denotes the Donelan- 
Banner-Jahne spectrum. Thus the DBJ spectrum is also based primarily 

RTO, s, &s, and vdis are upon a kw4 
respectively 

dependence. The other 
given by 

J P, 

J p= l 17 
0.32kp 

R 
1 

TO = 1 + (k/lOO)2 

R es = 0.8k sech 

&is = exp 

(4.8.21) 

(4.8.22) 

(4.8.23) 

(4.8.24) 

(4.8.25) 

These factors are derived to account for its spectral behavior at specific 
wavenumber regions, from its roll-off at both high and low frequencies to 
its eventual saturation with increasing wind speed. @D&k,+) in (4.8.19) 
describing the azimuthal variation is 

@D&k, 4) = exp [- (0.14 + 5(IC,/k)1e3) +“I (4.8.26) 

which depends on the wavenumber as well as azimuthal angle. Note that the 
azimuthal variation of the DBJ spectrum, defined for -x < 4 < x, makes 
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Figure 4.8.3 Amplitude of Donelan-Banner-Xhne spectrum spectrum for along-wind di- 
rection and wind speeds Ulg.5 = 4, 8, and 20 m/set. 

the longer waves more anisotropic than the shorter waves, which is distinct 
from the Durden-Vesecky spectrum. Note also that the azimuthal depen- 
dence of the DBJ spectrum is not that of a stationary Gaussian process, 
because the exponential azimuth angle dependence is not origin-symmetric. 
For use in stationary process scattering theories, the spectrum must be sym- 
metrized as in Ape1 [1994] by using W’(Ic, 4) = [W(k, 4) + W(lc, 4 + sir)] /2. 
Figure 4.8.3 plots the DBJ spectrum for three wind speeds Ufg.5 = 4, 8, and 
20 m/set in the along-wind direction (4 = 0). Behavior similar to that of 
the Durden-Vesecky spectrum is observed, with the difference in the high 
frequency roll-off of the DBJ spectrum which is not included in the Durden- 
Vesecky spectrum. This distinction is not expected to have effects on scat- 
tering below frequencies of 30 GHz (k = 628.3 m-I> since the corresponding 
Bragg wavenumbers lie below the beginning of the DBJ high-frequency roll- 
off. 

Composite Model and Hydrodynamic Modulation 

In studying the electromagnetic wave interactions with ocean waves, a cus- 
tomary way is to divide the spectrum given by W(lc, 4) into large-scale waves 
and small-scale waves. To do that, one has to define a two-scale cutoff kd 
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such that 

Wl(k,q5) = { r(k7+) Wl(k,$) = { yk,+J if k < kd if k < kd 
otherwise otherwise 

193 193 

(4.8.27) (4.8.27) 

wS(kd = W&4 = 
{ { 

;(k 4) L(k 4) 
if k < kd if k < kd 

(4.8.28) (4.8.28) 
9 9 otherwise otherwise 

where Wl denotes the large-scale spectrum and Ws denotes the small-scale where Wl denotes the large-scale spectrum and Ws denotes the small-scale 
waves. The cutoff kd is dependent on the frequency of the electromagnetic waves. The cutoff kd is dependent on the frequency of the electromagnetic 
wave because large-scale or small-scale is from the point of view of the wave- wave because large-scale or small-scale is from the point of view of the wave- 
length of the electromagnetic wave. Thus kd is not an intrinsic parameter of length of the electromagnetic wave. Thus kd is not an intrinsic parameter of 
the ocean but is instead a parameter used in electromagnetic scattering. For the ocean but is instead a parameter used in electromagnetic scattering. For 
a particular electromagnetic wave frequency, the results of scattering and a particular electromagnetic wave frequency, the results of scattering and 
emission should not be too dependent on the choice of kd for the electro- emission should not be too dependent on the choice of kd for the electro- 
magnetic model to be useful. magnetic model to be useful. 

Let Cl be the correlation function of the large-scale roughness Let Cl be the correlation function of the large-scale roughness 

a2G(x, Y) = a2G(x, Y) = 
L:dkxL: L:dkxL: 

dk, exp (-ik,x - ik9y)Wl(kx, k,) dk, exp (-ik,x - ik9y)Wl(kx, k,) (4.8.29) (4.8.29) 

The variance of the slope in the x and y directions are, respectively, The variance of the slope in the x and y directions are, respectively, 

u2 u2 S, S, = -cT2c~xx(o,o) = = -cT2c~xx(o,o) = 
S_mmdkxS_mm S_mmdkxS_mm 

dk, k: Wl(kx, ky) dk, k: Wl(kx, ky) 

= lmdk k3i2Td$ cos2+ w(k,t$) = lmdk k3i2Td$ cos2+ w(k,t$) (4.8.30) (4.8.30) 

CT2 CT2 % % = -a2C&0,0) = = -a2C&0,0) = 
s_m_dkxl: s_m_dkxl: 

dlc, “y” w,(kx, ky) dlc, “y” w,(kx, ky) 

= lmdk k3JlgZnd+ sin24 Wl(k,4) = lmdk k3JlgZnd+ sin24 Wl(k,4) (4.8.31) (4.8.31) 

Let fi(x, y) be the large-scale height function, let s, = afilax, and let sY = Let fi(x, y) be the large-scale height function, let s, = afilax, and let sY = 
afi/ay; then the correlation functions of height and slope are, respectively, afi/ay; then the correlation functions of height and slope are, respectively, 
given by given by 

(fl (x, Y>fl(X’, Y’)) = (fl (x, Y>fl(X’, Y’)) = 0 0 
2 2 
Cl (x - 2’7 Y - Y’) Cl (x - 2’7 Y - Y’) (4.8.32) (4.8.32) 

(sxsy) = -02clxy(o,o) = 
Sm 

dk, 
-00 / 00 dk, kxk, Wl(kx, kg) 

-00 

W(M) = 0 (4.8.33) 
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if VVl (k, 4) depends on cos rn+ only. The joint probability density function of 
the slope of the large-scale structure is 

I (4.8.34) 

The hydrodynamic modulation creates short scales that are more concen- 
trated on the leeward faces of large-scale waves. A hydrodynamic small- 

scale spectrum WLh)(k, 4, sx) is thus used instead of VV& 4). The relation 
is [Yueh, 19971 

W,ch)(k 4, sx) = hWs(k, 4) (4.8.35) 

where 

1 - 0.5 sgn(s,) if - 
I I 

sx > 1.25 

h 
GE - - (4.8.36) 

1 - 0.4% 
%X 

where sgn( sx) = 1 if sx is positive and sgn(s,) = - 1 if s, is negative. This 

gives a larger Wjh’ when sx is negative, and it gives a smaller W,‘h’ when 
s, is positive giving stronger ripple on the leeward side of large waves. The 
introduction of hydrodynamic modulation further adds asymmetry to the 
ocean surface. 
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In remote sensing, the model of a layered medium with reflective bound- 
aries for each layer is the simplest model. In this chapter, we will study the 
scattering and emission by layered media using two different approaches: the 
incoherent approach and the coherent approach. The incoherent approach 
is based on radiative transfer [Chandrasekhar, 1960; Ishimaru, 1978; Fung, 
19941. The coherent approach is based on the Maxwell equations and the 
fluctuation dissipation theorem discussed in Chapter 3. 

1 Incoherent Approach of Radiative Transfer 

In this section, we calculate the emission from a layered medium (Fig. 5.1.1) 
using the incoherent approach of radiative transfer theory. In Fig. 5.1.1, we 
illustrate a layered medium where in the Zth layer the permittivity is equal 
to ~2 and the temperature is equal to Tl. In a layer with permittivity E, the 
specific intensity obeys the equation 

dI -- - 
ds 

+,I + tc,CT (5.1.1) 

where C = K/X2 Re(E)/Eo. The left-hand side of the equation denotes the 
differential change of specific intensity with distance along its propagation 
direction. The first term of the right-hand side is the absorption term where 
K~ is the absorption coefficient K;~ = 2Im(w,/&Z). The second term is an 
emission term that is proportional to absorption coefficient because of the 
reciprocity of emission and absorption. One can easily verify that the par- 
ticular solution of (5.1.1) is CT, which is the blackbody radiation result. If 
the propagation direction is at an angle 8 with respect to z direction, then 
dI/d S = cos 8 dI/dz. 

Consider the Zth layer in the emission problem of Fig. 5.1.1. Then (5.1.1) 
holds with absorption coefficient ~~2 = 2Im(w,/a), temperature Tl and 

Cl = Kr$/X2, where nl = JI!G$&J is the index of refraction. Solving 
(5.1.1) gives for the tth layer 

Ided 
- = 

A e-KalSeCelZ + Tl 
1 (5.1.2) 

(5.1.3) 

where Iu@l) and &&) denote, respectively, the upward-going specific in- 
tensity and downward-going specific intensity at angle 81. Similarly for the 
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Figure 5.1.1 Configuration of a n + 1 layered medium. 

(1 + 1)th layer, we have 

z = -do = 0 

z = -4 

x = -4 

z = -d n-l 

z = -dn 

L(l+l) @+l) 
= Al+le 

-b(l+l) set &+lz m  

Cl+1 
+ Jl+l 

Id(l+l) Pl+l) 
= Bl+le K 1 I sec&+lz a( + ) 

Cl+1 
+ F+l 

(5.1.4) 

(5.1.5) 

The matching of boundary conditions at z = -dl gives 

2 

&.J(~l) = rlIdl(h) + (1 - r&I,(l+l)(B~+l) 
nl+l 

2 

Id(l+l) @+l) = rziT,(l+~)(h+~) + (1 - rl)~Idl(@l) 

(5.1.6) 

(5.1.7) 

where 01 and 81+1 are related by Snell’s law. 

721 sin 01 = nl+l sin 81+1 (5.1.8) 

In (5.1.6) and (5.1.7), rl is the Fresnel reflectivity at z = -&. For vertical 
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polarization 

nz+1 cos 81 - nz cos ez+1 2 

7-l = 
nz+1 cos ez + nz cos ez+1 

(5.1.9) 

and for horizontal polarization 

nz cos 81 - nz+1 COSQZ+l 
2 

rl = 
nz ~0~0~ + nz+l COS~~+~ (5.1.10) 

When 81 or &+I exceeds the critical angle, rl = 1. Note that reflectivity 
from below & and from above dl are the same. The extra factors of nF/nF+l 
and nf?+, /nF are the result of a divergence of beam factor. However, since 

2 
CZ+lIG = nz+llnz 9 2 the factors cancel. From (5.1.6) we have 

Lz(ez> IdZ(eZ) 
2 

-=q- + (1 
nZ - 

CZ CZ 
47 c L(Z+l) PZ+l) 

nz+l z 

(5.1.11) 

Similarly, 

IdZ (01) = rl------- I,(Z+l) (81+1) - 

CZ 
+ (1 Q> 

CZ+l 
(5.1.12) 

Id(Z+l) (ez+d 
= rl 

I,(Z+l) W+d 
+ (1 

IdZ (OZ) - 
CZ+l G+l 

rz)- 
CZ 

In the last region, region t, we have 

I ut -- - 
C 

Tt 
t 

and in the top region, region 0, we obtain 

Id0 -- - 
CO 

0 

(5.1.13) 

(5.1.14) 

(5.1.15) 

Using (5.1.4)-(5.1.5) and (5.1.12)-(5.1.13), we have 

Ale 
tc,l set &dl 

+ 3 = q(Ble --K,~ set 01 dl 
+ E) 

+ (1 - rz)[Al+leKa(z+l) secez+ldz + Tz+~] (5.1.16~) 

Bz+le 
--~~(l+l) set &+d 

+ F+l = rz(Az+le 
G(~+I) set &+A 

+ X+1) 

+ (1 rl> [Bze 
-TV set Ol dl - 

+ q (5.1.16b) 

Suppose there are n + 1 layers with n + 1 boundaries (Fig. 5.1.1). Equations 
(5.1.16a) and (5.1.16b) hold for the n - 1 of boundaries I = 1,2,. . . , n - 1. 
For the boundary at z = -do = 0, since B, = 0, we have 

Bl +T1 = ro(A1 + Tl) (5.1.17) 
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and at the boundary at z = -d,, since At = 0, we obtain 

AneKan set 6ndn + Tn = rn(Bne-nandnsecOn + Tn) + (1 - q-JTt (5.1.18) 

Equations (5.1.16u)-(5.1.16b) and (5.1.17)-(5.1.18) provide 2n equations for 
the2nunknownsAl,Bl,Z = l,..., n. The equations can be cast into the form 
of a banded matrix equation and can be solved speedily using the banded 
matrix technique [Golub and Van Loan, 1996; Peterson et al. 19981. 

However, we note that the radiative transfer theory has the following 
deficiencies which could be important in some problems: (a) The angle 8 
is only well-defined for slightly absorptive medium with Re ~1 >> Im Q; (b) 
evanescent waves are not included, thus evanescent wave tunneling through a 
thin layer is not accounted for; (c) coherent wave interference from reflection 
giving rise to interference fringes are not acccounted for. 

2 Wave Approach 

2.1 Reflection and Transmission 

In this section, we solve for the reflected and transmitted wave amplitudes 
by a layered medium using the wave approach [Kong, 19901. Any incident 
polarization can be expressed as a linear combination of the horizontal (TE) 
and vertical (TM) polarizations. The reflection coefficient is expressed in a 
recurrence relation, and the amplitudes of waves in each layer are obtained 
using the propagating matrices. 

Consider a stratified medium with boundaries at z = -do,. . . , -d,, 
with do = 0 (Fig. 5.1.1). The (n + 1)th region is semi-infinite and is labeled 
t, t = n + 1. In any region I, the medium is characterized by permeability pl 
and permittivity Q which can be complex. A plane wave is incident upon the 
stratified medium; the horizontal and vertical polarizations are treated sepa- 
rately. The plane of incidence is determined by the z axis and the incident Z 
vector. We will illustrate the horizontally polarized incident wave case since 
the solutions for the vertically polarized incident wave can be obtained by 
duality with the replacements E -+ H, H + -E, and e ++ CL. 

For a horizontally polarized incident wave, the electromagnetic field com- 
ponents can be expressed in terms of a single component Hz. The Maxwell 
equations yield, in any region 1, 

(Vi + k; - k,“,) Hzz = 0 (5.2.1) 

Hz1 = 
1 

k2 k2 1 - zr 
(5.2.2) 
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. 
ZiJ- = VI x p&J (5.2.3) 

where kl = w(&~/~, Jc~, = (/$ - ~~~~~~~~~~ EJ- is the component of the 
incident wave vector Z in the x-y plane, and VI and Vi are the two- 
dimensional de1 and Laplacian operators in the x-y plane. For a TE wave 
with Hz = Ho e-ilc, Zeix-L l FL incident on the stratified medium, the total field 

region 1 can be written as 

There is no subscript I for xl because by phase matching, %l values in all 
regions are equal. We note that in region 0 where I = 0, we have 

A0 = RHO (5.2.5) 

B. = Ho (5.2.6) 

In region t where I = 72 + 1 = t, we have 

At = 0 (5.2.7) 

Bt = THo (5.2.8) 

We now determine R from the boundary conditions. At the interface 
z= -dl which separates the I and the I + 1 regions, the tangential Zl and 
Rl fields must be continuous. We obtain 

-ikl,dl - Bl e 

- B Z+l e 
+l+l)xdr 

> 
(5.2.9a) 

pl Al e-‘klzdl + Bl eikl,dl ) = pl+l (Al+1 esik(l+l)zdl 

+ Bl+l e’k(l+l)zdl 
> 

(5.2.93) 

There are n + 1 boundaries, and at each boundary there are two equations 
such as (5.2.9). We therefore have 2n + 2 equations to solve for the 2n + 2 
unknowns Al and Bl, Z = 1, 2, . . . , rz and A0 and Bt. Expressing Al and Bl 
in terms of Al+1 and Bl+l, we find from (5.2.9) 

Ale -iklzdl 

1 - -- 
2 

B 1 eiklzdl 

1 - -- 
2 

PI+1 + q1,,), 

Pl klz 

l-4+1 + Ic(l,,)z 

1-11 klz 

A 1+1e 
-ik(,+l,zdr + Rl(l+l) Bl+leik(l+lJzdl (5.2.10a) 1 

4(1+1)Al+le 
--ilc(z+l)A + Bl+leik(z+l)zdz (5.2.10b) 1 
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where 

Rl(l+l) = 
Pl+lklz - Plk(l+l)z 

Pl+lklz + Pl~(l+l)z 
(5.2.11) 

is the reflection coefficient for horizontal polarization in region I at the in- 
terface separating regions I and I + 1. Forming the ratio of (5.2.10~) and 
(5.2.10b), we obtain 

Al+1 

Al 

e--i2k(l+l)z&+l ei2ktz+l)+ (&+I -4) 
+ Rl(l+l) 

e-i2htdr = a+1 

Bl Al+1 e-i2k(l+l)zdz+l 

(5.2.12) 

a+1 
Rl(l+l) e 

i2k(l+l,z (4+1-d) + 1 

Note that for the last layer we have At/Bt = 0. Thus Eq. (5.2.12) is a 
recurrence relation that expresses (Al / Bl) e -i2klzdl in terms of (Al+l/Bl+$ 
e--i2k(r+l)sdl+l 
e-i2k(l+z)rdl+z ’ 

which can in turn be expressed in terms of (Al+2/Bl+$ 
, and so on, until the transmitted region t is reached where 

AtI& = 0. We can obtain the reflection coefficient for the stratified medium 
Rh = Ao/ Bo by using the following procedure. Since At /Bt = 0 and t = n+ 1, 
we first compute (A,IB,)e -2ikrbzdn by using (5.2.12). Next we calculate 
(A,-l/B,-l) em2%n--l~~dn--l, and so on, until the zeroth region is reached 
and Rh = Ao/Bo is calculated. 

A dual procedure applies to the derivations for vertically polarized 
waves. The results are simply obtained by the following replacements: ~1 -+ 
~1, ~1 -+ 61, El -+ Hl, and Hl --+ -El. 

A. Reflection from a One-Layer (Half-Space) Medium 

The reflection coefficients are given by 

Rh = Ptk oz- P kt 0 z 

ptkoz + PO& 

for horizontal polarization and 

R Etkoz - Eoktz 
V- 

do* + EoJCtz 

(5.2.13a) 

(5.2.133) 

for vertical polarization. In Fig. 5.2.1 we illustrate rh = IRh12 and rv = (Rv12 
as a function of the incident angle 0i for p = p. and et = 3.2( 1 + iO.1)~~ which 
corresponds to permittivity of ice. The Brewster angle effect is exhibited for 
the case of vertically polarized waves. 
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Figure 5.2.1 Reflectivity as a function of observation angle for a half-space medium with 
et = 3.2(1 + iO.1)~~. 
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Figure 5.2.2 Reflectivity as a function of observation angle for a two-layered medium with 
~1 = 3.2(1 + iO.l)~,, dl = 50 cm, et = HOE,, and frequency at 1 GHz. 
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Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 5.2.3 Reflectivity as a function of frequency for a two-layered medium with ~1 = 
3.2(1 + iO.l)c*, dl = 50 cm, and et = 80~~. 

B. Reflection from a Two-Layer Medium 

The reflection coefficient for a two-layer medium is 

ROl + & e 
i2kl,dl 

R - - 
1 + Rol Rlt ei21clzdl 

(5.2.14) 

In Fig. 5.2.2, we illustrate Q, and T, as a function of observation angle for 

Pt 
- - Pl = PO, El = 3.2(1 + iO.l)~,, dl = 50 cm, and et = 80~~ which 

corresponds to permittivity of pure water at the frequency 1 GHz. We show 
in Fig. 5.2.3 a plot of reflectivity as a function of frequency for a two-layer 
stratified medium. The interference pattern is a result of constructive and 
destructive inteference of the upward and downward traveling waves. Other 
cases with large number of layers will be illustrated in later sections. 

2.2 Dyadic Green’s Function for Stratified Medium 

We first establish expressions for the dyadic Green’s function of a strat- 
ified medium. Consider a point source located above a stratified medium 
(Fig. 5.2.4). Th e medium in region 1 is characterized by permittivity ~2. In 

region 0, where the source is, we have the primary wave Ep which is the 

solution for unbounded medium and then the response wave & which is 
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to radiometer 

Region 0 

Region 1 

Region 1 

Region n 

Region t = n + 1 T,(4 PO, et 

Figure 5.2.4 Geometrical configuration of problem. 

due to the response of the layered medium. 

For T # T’ 

Ep (‘i”, F’) 

z=o 

z = -dn 

(5.2.15a) 

1 
2(k$(k,) + iL(kr)iL(kr)] ,i”(is-ir’) for z > z’ 

- 

- &/a;[ 6(-kJC(-k,) + A(-k&(-k,)] eix’(T--T’J for 2: < x’ 

(5.2.153) 

where 6, k, and K are as defined in Section 1.2 of Chapter 2. Since the 

layered medium occurs for z 5 0, we need to use the expression of Zp(?;, T’) 

for z < z’ to establish the expression for E&T, T’). Also E&V, ‘;‘> has no 
discontinuity. Hence we let 
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+ RTM~(lc,)ei~.“~~-~~)~-~~g~’ 1 (5.2.15~) 

where RTE and RTM are reflection coefficients. In order that the boundary 
conditions can be matched at z = -dl, I = 0, 1, . . . , n for all ;F’, the dyadic 
Green’s functions in other regions must assume the following form 

1 d+-{ [Al&(klr) eilc+ + B&(-kll,) eiXzoT] i?(-kz) ciK*” 

in region I, and 

Eto(T,F’) =- *i2 1 d&$ { TTE&(-kt,) ei= il(-k,) ,-i=’ 
z 

(5.2.17) 

in region t.2 The coefficients RTE, RTM, Al, Bl, Cl, Dl, TTE, and TTM are 
related 
through boundary conditions. 

The boundary conditions for the dyadic Green’s functions at each 

boundary are continuity of 2 x Z and of 2 x V x E. Using (5.2.16), we 
find that 

Al e 
-ikl,dl + Bl e’klxdl = Al+1 e--ik(l+l)zdl + Bl+l eik(l+l),dl (5.2.18) 

klz Al e -‘klxdl _ Bl eiklxdl 1 = Ice, [ Al+1 e-ilc(l+l)zdl 

- B I+1 e 
+z+l,zdz 1 (5.2.19) 

klz -i$ e 1 -“lzdl - Dl eikl,dl = 1 k(z’l)z 
k(l+l) 

Cl+1 e-ik(l+l),dl 
- Dl+l eik(l+l)zdZ 1 (5.2.20) 

kl 
[ 
Cl eeiklzdl + Dl eiklxdl = k(l+l) 1 [ Cl+1 e-ikCl+l)~dl 

+ Dl+l e’k(l+l)zdl 1 (5.2.21) 

with A0 = RTE, Bo = 1, At = 0, Bt = TTE, CO = RTM, DO = 1, Ct = 0, 
and Dt = TTM. 

The wave amplitudes can now be determined using the propagating 
matrices. The reflection coefficients RTE and RTM are dual of each other and 
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can be calculated by the recurrence relation of (5.2.12). However, because 
we are deriving the electric dyadic Green’s function, the amplitudes Cl, Dl, 
and PM are not dual of Al, Bl, and P? We define 

Rz(z+l) = 
klz - $+l)z 

klz + k(l+l)z 

%(l+l) = 
~l+l~~z - ~lk(l+l)z 

Q+lklz + d+l+l)z 

(5.2.22a) 

(5.2.223) 

Rz(z+l) and Q+l) are the reflection coefficients for TE and TM waves, re- 
spectively, between regions I and I + 1. The wave amplitudes in regions I + 1 
and I are related by the TE and TM propagating matrices. 

Al+1 e 
--ik(z+l,.&+l 

B eik(Z+l)zdl+l 
I+1 

(5.2.23a) 

and 

CZ+l e 
-+l+l,.dz+l 

D 
1+1 

eik(l+l)zdl+l = 1 =TM 
V (I+1 )l [ ;;;::d:‘] (5.2.238) 

=TE 

where V(l+l) 1 is called the TE forward propagation matrix and is given by 

e-ik(l+l)z (dl+l-dl) 
R(l+l) 1 e 

-ik(z+l)z (dz+l 4) 

ql+l) 1 
eik(l+l)z (dl+l-dl) eik(l+l)z (dl+l-dl) 1 (5.2.24a) 

and, similarly, 

zTM 1 kl 
v(,,l)z = -- 1+ 

qz+q klz 
-- 

2 k(l+l) El k(l+l)r 

e -ik(l+l)s (&+I -4) 
S(l+l)l e 

-ik(l+l)x (dz+l-4) 

S(l+l) 1 
(5.2.24b) 

e 
ik(l+l)z (dz+l -4) eik(l+l)z (dl+l -dl) 1 

Using reciprocity and Xl --+ --I$ and the property that iZ(-lc,,-ky,kz) 

= -e(k,, k,, kz) and Lt(-kz, -k,, kz) = A(lc,, k,, -k,>, we have 
- 

(5.2.25) 

- 
(5.2.26) 
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where 

z&l @I 7 4 = G(k,) [Ali$l(-klz)eiklxz’ + BIZ’l(kl,)e-ikzxz’] 

+ @kz) 
i 
Cl&kl& ikl,z’ + Dl&(klz)e-ikl,Z’ 1 (5.2.27) 

ii&t (& 7 z’) = &(k~)~~(k~,)e-iktz~~TTE + ~(kZ)iLt(k~z)e-iktx~rTTM (5.2.28) 

Numerical solution of the Green’s functions of layered media for arbitrary 
field point can be done by performing numerical integration of Sommer- 
field integral. In the past, this was usually done by computing the mixed 
potentials in the spatial domain [Mosig, 1989; Michalski and Mosig, 19971. 
Recently, it is shown that the electric field dyadic Green’s function of lay- 
ered media can be computed in the spatial domain by using the Sommerfield 
integral with extractions [Tsang et al. 20001 

For remote sensing, the observation point F in region 0 is in the far-field. 

It is useful to have a far-field approximation for &l(~, F’) with r > r’. We 

may evaluate &(r, F’) by the stationary-phase method. The exponent is 

k,x + k,y + (k2 - k; - k;)+z 

Then the stationary point is at 

k X = ksin0cos4 (5.2.29a) 

k y = ksi&sin+ (5.2.293) 

k z = kcod (5.2.29c) 

X = rsin8cos$ (5.2.30a) 

Y = rsin@sin+ (5.2.303) 

2 = rcos0 (5.2.30~) 

This gives the asymptotic result of 

(5.2.31a) 

Eat (T, r’) = 

ikr 
k jjot (El, 2’) esi’l *?L (5.2.313) 

where the value of Icl = k,g + k,ij in ?&(kl,z’) and &,(&,z’) is to be 
evaluated at the stationary phase point given by (5.2.29). 
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2.3 Brightness Temperatures for a Stratified Medium with Tem- 
perature Distribution 

Using the result of fluctuation dissipation theorem in Chapter 3, we have 

TBv(h) [ 1 - TBh&) - 
dx dy dz w&z)z(z) 

(5.2.32) 

where & is the dyadic Green’s function for stratified medium with source 
point in region 1. Using the asymptotic formula of (5.2.31), we have 

Hence, using (5.2.27) and (5.2.28) in (5.2.33) gives 

t 
c; 

TBh(b) =&x-I 

-4-l 
dz’Ti(z’) 

0 l=1 % -4 

t 
c; 

TBv(b) = --& 7, - / 

-4-l 
dz’ T&z’) 

O 1=1 &I -dr 

Cl &(-kl,) eikzxz’ + Dl L~(k~z)e-iklxz’ 
2 

(5.2.35) 

Carrying out the integrations in (5.2.34) and (5.2.35), we find the brightness 
temperature as observed from a radiometer at an angle 8, to be 

TBh(eo) 

Ic 
+ 

‘FTt lTTEl2 ,-2k;:d, 

cos 0, 2eokFz 
(5.2.36a) 
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for horizontal polarization, and 

TBu(&) = 
k 

cos 8, 

+ Ic E:Iz(lktzt2 + IcE> p7TM12 ,-2k”d tr n 
cos 8, w$ ‘kt I2 

(5.2.363) 

for vertical polarization where kz = ksin8,. In the derivation of (5.2.36), 
we made use of the identities 2ki,kfz = u2&’ and )Ictz12 + kz = w2p(eik:, + 
$kFJ /kt,. The procedure for evaluating these expressions is as follows: (1) 
Both reflection coefficients RTE and RTM are evaluated by the recurrence 
relation method as given in (5.2.12). (2) The propagation matrix formalism 
of (5.2.23) and (5.2.24) are used to calculate the upward and downward wave 
amplitudes Al, Bl, Cl, and Dl in each layer, as well as the transmitted wave 
amplitudes in the bottom layer TTE and PM. That is, A, = RTE, B, = 
1, CO = RTM, and D, = 1 are known from step (l), we can use (5.2.23a) 
and (5.2.23b) to calculate Al, B1, Cl and D1 and then AZ, &, C2 and D2, 
and so on. (3) The temperature Tl and permittivity q in each layer are used 
to perform the summation with the wave amplitudes previously obtained, 
as done in (5.2.36~) and (5.2.363). 

When the medium is of constant temperature T, then the brightness 
temperatures are given simply by 

TBh(eo) = (1 - lRTE12)T (5.2.37a) 

TBv(eo) = (1 - lRTM 12) T (532.373) 

The solution of a stratified medium is an important one because inhomo- 
geneous permittivity and temperature profiles can be conveniently approxi- 
mated by a stratified medium by including a sufficient number of layers. Thus 
with the formalism in this section, brightness temperatures for a stratified 
and/or continuous profile can be calculated. 
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Illustrations 

To examine the dependence of the brightness temperature on the inhomo- 
geneity of the subsurface medium, we represent the permittivity and tem- 
perature profile by using the following functions: 

* = 46 + i0.6) + p(3 + i0.3) eaz 
EO 

(z L -d) 

q = q(-d) (z < -d) (5.2.38) 
T(z) = To + AT ebz (2 2 - 4 

Tt = T(-d) (z < -d) 

where a, p, a, d are parameters controlling the permittivity profile, and To, 
AT, b, and d are for temperature profile. In the calculation, the profiles from 
z=Otoz= -d are discretized into 500 fine layers. The region from x = -d 
to -oo are at constant values. The brightness temperatures T& and TB~ as 
functions of observation angles are plotted in Fig. 5.2.5. The parameters are 
a=, 1 P = -1, d = 30 cm, a = 0.02 cm-l, b = 0.05 cm-l, To = 280 K, 
and AK = ~t20 K. It is interesting to observe a maximum for vertical 
polarization similar to the Brewster angle for a uniform half-space medium. 

In Fig. 5.2.6, we plot the brightness temperature as observed from nadir 
as a function of frequency. The parameters are the same as those in Fig. 5.2.5, 
except for b = 0.1 cm-l and 0.3 cm-l instead of b = 0.05 cm-l. We see 
that the brightness temperatures for the two temperature profiles approach 
the same value at lower frequency and saturate at high frequency. This is 
because the main contribution to the observed brightness temperature at low 
frequency is from the interior region with z < -d where the temperatures are 
the same for different cases. For high frequency the contribution is mainly 
near the surface region where the temperat ures are different. 

In Fig. 5.2.7, the brightness temperatures as observed from nadir are 
plotted as a function of frequency in logarithmic scale. The parameters for 
this case are Q = 0, p = 1, d = 30 cm, a = -0.06 cm-l, b = 0.1 cm-l, 
T = 280 K, and AT = 4~20 K. We see the fluctuations of brightness tem- 
perature. That is due to the interference of the different reflected waves. 
The permittivity profile (3 + i0.3) exp(-0.06z) has a smaller imaginary part 
and has less attenuation than that used in Figs. 5.2.5 and 5.2.6. For this 
profile, the exact solution can be obtained in terms of Bessel functions. The 
result calculated with the stratified model has been shown to agree with that 
calculated from the exact formulas. 
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Figure 5.2.5 The brightness temperature as a function of observation angle for horizontally 
polarized (TE) and vertically polarized (TM) waves. 
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Figure 5.2.6 Brightness temperature as a function of frequency. 
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Figure 5.2.7 Brightness temperature as a function of frequency (continuous change case). 
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Figure 5.2.8 Brightness temperature as a function of frequency (abrupt change case). 
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In Fig. 5.2.8, we see more interference effects, which is obtained by using 
a permittivity profile that has abrupt change at x = -d 

FL@ = (6 +iO.6) - (3 + i0.3)eaz 
CO 

(z 2 -d) 

Et = (6 +iO.6) 
(5.2.39) 

CO 

(z < -d) 

with the parameters of d = 10 cm, a = 0.01 cm-l, and 0.05 cm-l. The same 
temperature profile used is given by To = 280 K, AT = k20 K, and b = 
0.1 cm-l. It is shown that the interference effect decreases as the frequency 
increases. That is because the wave with higher frequency experiences more 
attenuation and has smaller multiple reflected waves. The beating frequency 
of 1 GHz is on the order of c/(2*d), w  ic corresponds to a phase delay of h h 
27r for a round trip between x = 0 and x = -d. We see that the parameter 
a plays an important role in the interference since it controls the magnitude 
of abrupt change in permittivity at z = -d. Larger values of a will cause a 
smaller abrupt change at z = -d and will result in less interference. 

3 Comparison Between Incoherent Approach and Coherent 
Approach 

In this section, we compare the results between the coherent model and 
the incoherent model. The incoherent model is established on the basis of 
conservation of energy instead of wave field and was described in Section 
1. The transmission and reflection of wave intensity at boundary between 
layers are considered. Since the wave nature of the fields is neglected, it is 
an approximate method. 

We consider the case that the temperature is uniform at 295 K and the 
permittivity profile is given by 

CL@ = (6 + i0.6) - (3 + i0.3)e"*01Z 
60 

et = (6 + i0.6) 

(2 2 - 4 (5.3.1) 

( z<- 4 
where d is the thickness and is taken to be 10 cm. The profile from .Z = 0 to 
z= -d is discretized into 300 layers. 

The brightness temperatures as calculated by using coherent and inco- 
herent models are plotted as a function of frequency in Fig. 5.3.1. We see 
the interference effects in the results of the coherent model, but not in that 
of the incoherent model. The interference effects decreases as frequency in- 
creases, and the results of the two methods approach the same value at high 
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Figure 5.3.1 Comparison of brightness temperature as a function of frequency between 
coherent and incoherent models for an abrupt change profile. 
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Figure 5.3.2 Comparison of brightness temperature as a function of observation angle 
between coherent and incoherent models for an abrupt change profile. 
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Figure 5.3.3 Comparison of brightness temperature as a function of observation angle 
between coherent and incoherent models for continuous change profile. 

frequency. The agreement at high frequency is due to less contribution from 
reflected waves which have large attenuation at high frequency. We also note 
that a TE wave shows more interference effects than a TM wave at observa- 
tion angle of 45’. This is because a TE wave has larger reflectivity than a TM 
wave. In Fig. 5.3.2, the brightness temperature as a function of observation 
angle at 1 GHz is plotted. It is shown that the difference in the results by the 
two methods depends on the observation angle, showing larger differences at 
higher observation angles. This is because the reflectivity of each boundary 
approaches unity when the wave is incident at a large angle, particularly for 
a TE wave. 

Instead of using the abrupt change at z = -d in the permittivity pro- 
file, we next consider the case when the profile is continuous at x = -d. 
That is, we let et = e(-d). However, there is still discontinuity in the deriva- 
tives of the profile. The results calculated by the two methods are shown 
in Fig. 5.3.3. There is less interference compared to the results shown in 
Fig. 5.3.1, since more gradual change in permittivity creates less reflection. 
The results by coherent and incoherent models are quite close to each other 
except for very low frequency. It can be concluded that an incoherent model 
is a good approximation of the coherent model when the interference cre- 
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ated by reflected waves is not important. The validity of incoherent model 
depends not only on the wave frequency but also on the permittivity profile 
and the observation angle. In general, it can be used in the cases of gradual 
change in permittivity profile or at high frequency. 

4 Applications to Passive Remote Sensing of Soil 

The study of microwave emission from soils is a practical problem, because 
it is closely related to the remote sensing of soil moisture. The thermal emis- 
sion from soil is sensitive to the moisture content of soil, but less sensitive 
to the cloud cover and surface vegetation in the microwave frequency range, 
especially at longer wavelengths. This gives microwave remote sensing a fa- 
vorable position compared to other techniques for soil moisture sensing from 
space. 

Soil is a mixture of dry soil and water. Dry soil is usually composed 
of sand, silt, and clay at various percentages for different kinds of soil. The 
dielectric constant of the soil-water mixture can be obtained by direct mea- 
surement or by using an empirical formula with parameters determined by 
experiment. There are several mixing formulas for soil-water mixture [Wang 
and Schmugge, 19801. One of the commonly used formula is given as follows: 

e = wccx + (P - W,)c, + (1 - P)C, + iaw,2 (V& 5 VVt) 

e = WtEx + (WC - W,)E, + (P - WC)& + (1 - P)E, + icXw,2 (WC > Wt) 

EX = Q + (Ew - 47 (WC > Wt) (5.4.1) 

where 6 w, ca, Q, and cr are the complex dielectric constants of water, air, ice, 
and rock, respectively, P is the porosity of dry soil, and WC is the moisture 
content (cm3/cm3). The transition moisture Wt, conductive corrections Q 
and y are parameters that are determined by measurement. They depend 
on the soil type. For Zaneis loam soil, Wt = 0.22, ~11 = 8.0, and y = 0.4. In 
the calculation, the other parameters are taken to be P = 0.5, ca = (1 + iO), 
Q = (3.2 +iO.l), and cr = (5.5 + i0.2). The dielectric constant of water cw is 
calculated by using Debye formula [Ulaby, 19751 as given by 

+ 
ewe - ~WCQ 

CW = ewoo 
1 - i2nfrw 

(5.4.2) 

where f is frequency (Hz), ~~0 is static dielectric constant of pure water, 
~~~ is the high frequency (or optical) limit of ew, and ~~ is the relaxation 
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time (s). They were determined by measurement [Lane and Saxton, 1952; 
Stogryn, 1970; Klein and Swift, 19771 and given by 

&u)m = . 49 (5.4.3) 

ewe(T) = 88.045 - 0.4147T + 6.295 x 10-4T2 + 1.075 x 10-5T3 (5.4.4) 

2mu(T) = 1.1109 x 10-l’ - 3.824 x 10-12T 

+ 6.938 x lo-14T2 - 5.096 x lo-16T3 (5.4.5) 

where T is water temperature in OC. Because ~~0 and rw are functions of 
the water temperature, the dielectric constant of water is also temperature- 
dependent besides being frequency-dependent. Therefore, the dielectric con- 
stant of soil is also temperature-dependent. 

In Fig. 5.4.1, we plot the dielectric constant of Zaneis loam soil at tem- 
perature of 295 K as a function of frequency for moisture content of 5% and 
30%. There is only a small change in the dielectric constant as a function 
of frequency for dry soil (5% moisture). The large change for the wet soil 
(30% moisture) is due to the dominant contribution from water and shows 
a similar pattern as that of water. In Fig. 5.4.2, the dielectric constants are 
plotted as a function of soil moisture content. We see that both the real and 
imaginary parts increase as the moisture content increases. 

The imaginary part of dielectric constant is related to the attenuation 
of wave propagation. The attenuation is usually characterized by the optical 
depth defined as 1/(2k”) with the imaginary part of dielectric constant E”. 
In Fig. 5.4.3, we plot the optical depth of the soil as a function of moisture 
content for frequencies of 0.25 GHz, 1.42 GHz, 5.0 GHz, and 10.69 GHz. 
We see optical depth decreases as the moisture content increases. For low 
frequency, the optical depth is larger, which means that a low-frequency wave 
can penetrate into the deeper region of soil. At a frequency of 0.25 GHz, the 
optical depth ranges from 30 cm to 90 cm, depending on moisture content. 
At high frequency, optical depth is smaller and has stronger dependence on 
the moisture content. At 10.69 GHz, the optical depth is only on the order 
of millimeters, and it changes from 1.8 cm to 0.31 mm as moisture content 
is changed from 2% to 35%. 

To examine the characteristics of microwave emission from soils, we first 
study the soil of uniform profile with temperature of 295 K. In Fig. 5.4.4, 
the brightness temperature is plotted as a function of moisture content at an 
observation angle of 45’. It shows that the brightness temperature decreases 
as the moisture content increases. This can be explained by the increase in 
reflection and decrease in the emission as the value of dielectric constant of 
soil increases and as the moisture content increases. The difference between 
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Figure 5.4.3 Optical depth of soil as a function of moisture content. 
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Figure 5.4.5 Brightness temperature as a function of observation angle for uniform profile. 

1.42 GHz and 10.69 GHz is small in this case. 
In Fig. 5.4.5, the brightness temperature is plotted as a function of ob- 

servation angle for moisture content of 5% and 30% at 1.42 GHz. We see that 
the Brewster angle for 30% moisture is larger than that for 5% moisture, due 
to larger dielectric constant for high moisture. For a TM wave, the bright- 
ness temperature of high moisture can be larger than that of low moisture 
at a large observation angle, which is not the case shown in Fig. 5.4.4. 

The properties of inhomogeneity profiles of soil are also important in 
microwave emission. There can be a variety of moisture and temperature 
profiles, depending on soil types, location, weather, surface vegetation, and 
other natural factors. Simulated moisture and temperature profiles are used 
for illustration. It is assumed that the inhomogeneous profiles occur only in 
the region from z = 0 to x = -d and that the region below -d is uniform. 
In practice, the choice of d is also dependent on the wavelength so that d is 
much larger than optical depth. 

The six moisture profiles shown in Fig. 5.4.6 are typical profiles. Profile 1 
may occur during rain. Profiles 2-5 can represent various stages of drying of 
the soil surface for different soil types. Profile 6 can happen when a subsurface 
water table exists. 

Six temperature profiles are shown in Fig. 5.4.7. Profiles l-4 and 6 can 
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represent stages of diurnal heating and cooling of different soil surfaces. 
Profile 5 is a profile chosen to investigate the sensitivity to subsurface tem- 
perature anomalies, which may occur in area of geothermal activity. 

In the calculation, the profiles from x = 0 to 2 = -d are discretized 
into 500 fine layers. The thickness of each layer is much less than the wave- 
length, and the change of the dielectric constant of soil in each layer is very 
small. The brightness temperatures as observed from nadir as a function of 
frequency are shown in Fig. 5.4.8 for the six moisture profiles with the same 
temperature profile 6. We see the main trend of increasing brightness tem- 
perature as frequency increases. There are two reasons for this. One is that 
the dielectric constant has a smaller value at high frequency, which causes 
less reflection and more emission as shown in Fig. 5.4.4. The other reason is 
that the contribution to brightness temperature for high frequency is mainly 
from the near surface region where the temperature is higher than the deep 
region for the temperature profile 6. The brightness temperatures for pro- 
files 3, 4, 5, and 6 are very close to each other at high frequency since the 
moisture content near the surface for these profiles are about the same. The 
relatively dry moisture profiles have large value of brightness temperature. 
Curve 6 has oscillations which is due to the interference between different 
reflected waves, since profile 6 has a sharp increase of moisture near z = -d. 

The dependence of brightness temperatures on temperature profiles is 
obtained by fixing at moisture profile 3. In Fig. 5.4.9, we see that curves 1, 
2, 3, and 4 are quite close to each other at low frequency. There is not much 
difference between curves 3 and 6, and there is no discrimination between 2 
and 5 for high frequency. Again, it shows that the main contribution comes 
from a near surface region for high frequency and from an interior region 
for low frequency. The emission at lower frequency becomes less sensitive to 
surface temperature variations. 

In Figs. 5.4.10 and 5.4.11, we plot the brightness temperatures for the six 
moisture profiles with a fixed temperature profile 3 as a function of average 
moisture content for average depth ranges of 0 to 1, 0 to 2, 0 to 5, 0 to 10, 
and 0 to 30 cm. These plots show that an observed brightness temperature 
can correspond to different moisture contents in the range of 15% moisture 
change depending on the average depth. The best linear correlations between 
brightness temperature and average moisture content are found to be 0 to 
10 cm for 0.25 GHz and 0 to 1 cm for 1.42 GHz. These average depths for 
good correlation may vary for different soil types and temperature profiles. In 
general, the moisture profiles and temperature profiles are correlated. They 
jointly contribute to the brightness temperature. 
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Figure 5.4.8 Brightness temperature as a function of frequency for the six moisture profiles 
shown in Fig. 5.4.6. Temperature profile 6 is used. 
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Figure 5.4.10 Brightness temperature as a function of average moisture content at fre- 
quency 0.25 GHz. Temperature profile 3 is used. 
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232 6 SINGLE SCATTERING AND APPLICATIONS 

In this chapter we study single scattering. We first consider the case 
of single scattering by a conglomeration of particles. Then we analyze the 
SAR technique and examine processing algorithms on the basis that the 
target background response consists of single scattering. We also study active 
remote sensing of a random medium based on single scattering. 

1 Single Scattering and Particle Position Correlation 

Consider a scattering medium consisting of N scatterers centered at ;Fr, ~2, 
.  l .  ,rN (Fig. 6.1.1) . For the sake of simplicity, let each scatterer be a point 
scatterer with scattering amplitude f. They occupy the region between 2: = 0 
and z = -4. Let the incident wave be - 

+ =e iki? (6.1.1) 

where 
- 

k i = k sin Bi cos &? + k sin Oi sin 6&j - k cos Bi2 (6.1.2~~) 

= k&i + ki,j.j - ki,2 (6.1.2b) 

Then under single scattering, the scattered field from particle j centered at 
Fj is 

Thus the total scattered field is 
N 

lls=cf 
j=l 

e iiii l Fj 

I 
;F-Fj( 

- 
e iki l Fj 

In the far-field observation direction of rZ-, where 
- h 
k s= kk s = k sin 8, COS’~,? + k sin 8, sin +& + k cos &ii 

= k,,$ + keel + Ic,,2 

the scattered field is given by 

(6.1.3) 

(6.1.4) 

(6.1.5) 

(6.1.6) 

where $J&, Zi> denotes scattering from direction & to direction &, . 
First we calculate the coherent scattered field ($Q. From (6.1.6) we 

obtain 
* N 

($Js) = f: ~,(ei(lEi-~s)*Sj) 

j=l 

(6.1.7) 
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Figure 6.1.1 Scattering by a slab consisting of N point scatterers. 

Let the cross-sectional area of the slab be A and the lateral dimensions of 
the layer be L, and L,. Thus A = L,L, and V = Ad is the volume. The 
probability density function of the single-particle position is uniform. For ~j 
within the layer we have 

1 
P(Q) = v (61.8) 

Using (6.1.8) in (6.1.7), we obtain 

(6.1.9) 

It is important. to note that (6.1.6) before the averaging is a deterministic 
problem where the solution is possible only if all the Q’S are specified. The 
summation cannot be carried out unless all the Q’S are specified. However, 
upon taking average as in (6.1.9), ;~j becomes a dummy integration variable 
so that each term under the summation becomes identical. Thus 

l 

J 
. 

base = f  e2kr N fij ei(fi-E.q)*Fj 1 = fezkr n, 

T V T J 
fij ,i(TE,-Z&)*Fj (6.1.10) 

and n, = N/V is the number of scatterers per unit volume. 
We can decompose & and c, into perpendicular and vertical directions 

- - 
k i= il_-- k k& (6.1.11~) 
- 
k s = Es1 + ks,i (6.1.llb) 

Then * 

J 
% 2 . dYj e i(ki,--k,g)yj 
% 

(6.1.12) 
-- 

2 
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L 
l 

k 
iy -  

k 
sy 

In the limit L,, L, -+ 00, we have delta functions 

(6.1.13) 

For k,, = kix, k,, = keel it means that 4S = & and 8, = t9i. Thus the coher- 
ent wave is specularly reflected. Next we calculate the angular correlation 
function 

Note that for the case of &J = ;iFir and TF,s = &I, the angular correlation 
function becomes the usual scattered intensity. The summation of (6.1.15) 
can be decomposed into Z = j and I # j. Thus 

Let p(Yj, ~1) be the joint probability density function of two particle positions 
Fj and ?;I. An assumption for the joint probability function is 

(6.1.17) 

That is, the two particle positions are independent if the two particles are 
far apart. 

l 

We let 

P(Q, FZ) = 

962 

hi 

;F;1) (6.1.18) 

where g is known as the pair distribution function and ~ymptotically equal 
to unity. The pair function is only a function of Fj - Tl if statistical transla- 
tional invariance is assumed. 
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Thus, taking the ensemble average of (6.1.16), we have 

Upon integration, Tj and Al become dummy integration variables. Then 

N 
c --+N, f--c-N(N-1) 
j=l j=l t=l 

l#j 

Equation (6.1.19) becomes 

Since the pair function asymptotically becomes unity, we decompose 

d Tj - Fl) into [s(rj - ‘i;l> - l] + 1 in the second term in (6.1.20), so that 

+N(N-1) 
V2 

Ajax [g(5;j - Fl) _ l]ei(~il-P,,)*Fj-i(~i2-~.~2)~T1 

+ N(N - 1) 
V2 J (.j-- ei(lcl-i&&‘i:* 

rj ’ 
3 J (-jq ,--i(rci2 -L2)*& 

> 
(6.1.21) 

I 

where 
- - - 

4 
- - k il - k sl - i&2 -I- i&2 (6.1.22) 

Since N >> 1, the last term in (6.1.22) is the product of the coherent field 
and a complex conjugate of the coherent field by using (6.1.10). We also let 

-i;j - q = ;F, ;Fj + ?;l = 27~ for the second term. Integrating over s d5;A gives 
V. Thus 
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VI 2 .- - 
- - - no 

r2 { s 

fij ezQ’rj 

(6.1.23) 

Let 
- 
k - il - K,1 + JGi2 - Es2 

P 
- - 

2 
(6.1.24) 

Then using s&A = 0 s-“, dxA s-“, dyA JSd dzA and performing the integral 
in (6.1.23), we obtain 

- - (lm~""d)}{l + n,H(ii)) (6.1.25) 

where H(p) is the Fourier transform of g(F) - 1 and is known as the structure 
factor [McQuarrie, 1976; Ziman, 1979; Hansen and McDonald, 19861: 

H(F) = 
s 

00 & [g(F) - l]P (6.1.26) 

42 = --Fcos Oil - k cos OS1 + k cos Oi2 + k cos OS2 (6.1.27) 

qa: = k sin 8il cos &r - k sin 0,1 cos q& - k sin 0i2 cos & 

+ k sin t&2 cos &2 (6.1.28) 

qy = k sin &I sin &I - k sin &I sin &l - k sin Bi2 sin q&2 

+ k sin 0,~ sin &2 (6.1.29) 

Thus qz = 0 and qy = 0 imply that 

sin 8il cos q&r - sin 8,1 cos &l = sin &2 cos q!q~ - sin 0,~ cos q&2 (6.1.30) 

sin Bil sin q$l - sin 8,r sin &l = sin &2 sin q&2 - sin OS2 sin & (6.1.31) 

In wavevector notation, al = 0 implies that 
- - - - 
k ill_ - k SlL = k i2L - k s2L 

This condition is known as the “memory effect” and is a result of trans- 
lational invariance of the medium characteristics [Feng et al. 19881. It is a 
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ph~e-matching condition for statistical field averages [Zhang and Tsang, 
19971. 

2 Applications of Single Scattering 

2.1 Synthetic Aperture Radar 

There are many well-known texts on radars [Skolnick, 1980, 1990; Lev- 
anon, 19881 and synthetic aperture radars [Hovanessian, 1980; Mensa, 1981; 
Jakowatz Jr. et al. 1996; Soumekh, 19991 . Here we shall treat the subject 
from the point of view of single scattering. 

If the antenna size is L, the antenna beamwidth ,will be CI! = A/L. If 
the antenna is at a height h above the earth, then the footprint, the spatial 
extent of the beam on earth, is 

ha 
hX 

gx= =- 
L 

(6.2.1) 

For example, for h = 100 km, X = 0.2 m, and L = 2 m, we have 

sx =lOkm (6.2.2) 

This is large. However, in radar scattering, both the amplitude and phase of 
the wave can be measured. By appropriate phase compensation (focusing), 
one can achieve much better spatial resolution. 

Let the synthetic aperture radar (SAR) antenna be located at 

c = (xs, Ys, 2s) (6.2.3) 

and let the flight path be along the x-direction at a height h above the 
surface (Fig. 6.2.1). The incident angle of the wave from the antenna to the 
surface is Bi. Thus 

2s = h 

ys = htan& 

xl.3 = xs* + vt 

(6.2.4) 

(6.2.5) 

(6.2.6) 

where x,, is the x-coordinate of the antenna at t = 0 and v is the speed of 
the aircraft. Let the antenna size be of size L x L so that the beamwidth is 

x a=- 
L 

(6.2.7) 

The footprint sizes are Ax and Ay on the surface with 

sx = aR, 

QY = asec8i R, 

(6.2.8) 

(6.2.9) 
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X 

Figure 6.2.1 Flight path of radar over surface. 

where 

(6.2.10) 

The incident wave on the surface is 

where 

To 

,ikR 

inc = -jj- w(z, Y> 

R(t) J 
- - ( II= - xJ2 + (y - y,)2 + (2 - 2,)2 

(6.2.11) 

(6.2.12) 

w(x,y)=exp -x- 
[ 

( xs)2 2 

g2 
-5 

X gY I 

(6.2.13) 

We have assumed a Gaussian amplitude distribution on the surface. Note 
that in the amplitude weight function, the footprint moves with the flight 
path. This means that the SAR is side-looking all the time. The radar signal 
is a pulse with center frequency wO. The pulse can provide range resolution 
in the y-direction. Thus the frequency range is from w  = w0 - 7rB to w  = 
w0 + 7r.B. This gives range resolution of c/B in the y-direction, where c is the 
speed of light. Note that we have inserted the t dependence in R because xs 
is a function of t. If a Taylor expansion is made for small (x - xs), y, and z, 
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then 

YYS + d-L 
y,2 + h2 = 1 R 

’ 
- ysin& - zcos& (6.2.14) 

eikR - ,ilcR, -ik?J sin 8i-ikZ COS 8; 
- (6.2.15) 

which is that of a plane wave. Let there be N scattering objects within the 
footprint of the antenna on the surface. The locations of these objects are 
given by 

cl = (Xn,YnA) (6.2.16) 

n = 1,2,.. . , N. Let the radar be monostatic measuring backscattering sig- 
nals. The received scattered wave will be 

N 

Yw4 t> = 7; TLa(w, t> (6.2.17) 

. 
~sn(w, t) = G fn(-~~, iii) zinc (6.2.18) 

sn 

R STI. = T,--;F,I I (6.2.19) 

The quantity f~(-~~~ ii) is the backscattering amplitude of the nth scatter 
with & = - sin S& - cos@. Putting (6.2.11)-(6.2.13) in (6.2.18), we have 

(6.2.20) 

where we have approximated the amplitude of l/R& ~2rc l/R:. Note that 
the received scattered wave is a function of w, the frequency of the incident 
wave, and t, the time along the flight path. The complex signal ~s(w, t) is 
recorded as a function of w  and t. 

Next, we can process the signal by focusing at a location. Multiply 
& (w, t) by a reference signal 

$P(&); t, w) ZzE pR*gQ (ij.2.21) 

where 

(6.2.22) 

(6.2.23) 
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Then we integrate P(t, w) over w  and t. This is a correlation integral 

9 wo-143~ tf wo+Bn 

C(;F,) = dt J J dw P(t,w) = J J dt d&J&,t)+,*(5;,;t,w) to w,--Br to w,-Br 

(6.2.25) 
where B is the bandwidth of the signal and (to, tf) is the time window of the 
flight path that the received signal is processed. Note that the t in (6.2.24) is 
not the t in the time harmonic signal but the t associated with the flight path 
of the antenna. Typically, t is of the order of seconds to minutes, whereas t 
in the pulse signal is of the order of microseconds. Thus, 

c(F~> = $ ]dt dw$f&&, &) e2ik(Rsn-Rso) exp [ - (xn its)2 - $1 
= 

(6.2.26) 

If we examine the integral, we can see that there is a strong phase fluctuating 
factor 

@(TO; t, W) = 2k(R,, - R,,) (6.2.27) 

Thus the integral only gets a significant contribution from the integrand 
when rn N F,. Thus C(Q “images” the scattering from a scatterer close 
to F*. Thus when C(T,) is plotted against x0 and yO, we obtain an image 
of the scene. The integration in (6.2.26) can be computationally intensive 
because one has to perform a two-dimensional integral over t and w  for many 
F&. The computing time can be reduced by introducing some simplifying 
approximations to permit the use of FFT. In a limited region around F~, 

IR 2 
sn - RioI 4Z R,2, (6.2.28) 

- 
R R 

R2 R2 R2 R2 R2 R2 
sn - so = 

sn - so - sn - so 

R;; + RI: = 2R,, - R, 
(6.2.29) 

Thus 

@(5;,; t,w) = k 
R2 

sn; 
R2 

So 
S 

k -- - 
R ( X2 n - xZ) + (Yi - Y,“> + C2Z - $f) 

S 

+ 2x&o - Xn) + &h3(!/0 - Yn) + 2&i(zo - G-8) 
I 

(6.2.30) 

Let 

A~=~o-xn (6.2.31) 
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AY = Yo - Yn 

AZ = zO - xn 

(6.2.32) 

(6.2.33) 

Hence 

q&G t, w> = + {-AX(% + &3) - AY(Yn + Yo) 

-‘Az(z, + zO) + 22,a2 + 2y~Ay + 2zsA2} (6.2.34) 

Putting the flight path coordinate of (6.2.4)-(6.2.6) in (6*2*34), we get 

where 

<p@,; t,w) = k(a, + b,u) 

1 
an =R{A~[22su- (cc, + GJ] + AYPYS - (Yn + Yo)] 

s 

+ Az[~z, - h + 41} 

b n =2As 
vt 

u Ezz- 
R s 

Putting (6.2.27) and (6.2.35) in (6.2.26)~ we have 

(6.2.35) 

(6.2.36) 

(6.2.37) 

(6.2.38) 

Suppose we first integrate over U. Because the footprint limitation is repre- 
sented by the beam pattern and the Gaussian function in the integrand~ we 
roughly will have 

I%3 + u&I 5 9x 

or 
- 9X - xso 

R 
<U< 9x - xso 
- - 

S R S 

But gx = XR,/L, hence 

- 
R,;+x,, <u< Rs+so 

R 
- - 

S R S 

(6.2.40) 

(6.2.41) 
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Using (6.2.41) to replace the integration limits of du in (6.2.39) gives 

Integration over u will give a dependence 
(6.2.42) 

(6.2.43) 

Since b, = 2Az = 2(x, - z~) and we have a sin~/~-type dependence, it 
means that the scatterer location must be within a certain distance of z0 : 

or 

L7l- L7l- L7T 
2/1x = 212, - 2,1 < kX N q = g - (6.2.44) 

c 

L 
2Ax = 212, - xnl < T = X (6.2.45) 

where X is the SAR azimuth resolution. Thus the spatial resolution in the 
cross-track direction is of the order L instead of the much larger size of gz. 
This marks the success of synthetic aperture radar. We next approximate 
the term 

(6.2.46) 

where k, = ~~/c is the wavenumber of the center frequency. Without loss of 
generality, we let x,, = 0. Thus 

c 

(6.2.47) 
Integration over k then gives 
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(6.2.48) 

We note from (6.2.36) that a, is dominated by the y-dependence because ys 
is large. From (6.2.36). 

2YsAY 
a, 2 - 

R 
(6.2.49) 

S 

FYrom (6.2.48) and (6.2.49), the spatial resolution in y-direction (range direc- 
tion) is 

< 7r * IAYI L 
CR, 

- 2By =+ IAYI 5G “. (6.2.50) 
S 28 sm & 

a result that is well known from radar theory. 
We have illustrated the purpose of synthetic aperture radar based on 

correlation analysis. Equation (6.2.50) is also useful for the processing of 
SAR data known as correlation processing to produce image of the scene. It 
is an example of imaging radar. 

We note that 

IAyl sin& = Ar ,< & = R (6.2.51) 

where Ar is the range, and R is known as the range resolution. In view of 
(6.2.45) and (6.2.50), t i is customary to write the SAR point target response 
to be given by 

W(r,x) = sine (s) sine (y) (6.2.52) 

Spotlight SAR 

Note that (6.2.13) d escribes a footprint that moves with the flight path. For 
Spotlight SAR, the footprint remains constant on the flight path (Fig. 6.2.2). 
For simplicity, assume that . 

+ 

eikR 

inc = -jj- w(x, Y> (6.2.53) 

where 

4x7 Y) = f=P [-~-~I 
2 

9x4 

(6.2.54) 
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Figure 6.2.2 Spotlight SAR footprint is kept constant during flight path. 

For this case the incident direction is 
h 

k i=- sin & cos & 2 - sin 8i sin q5i G - cos 8i 2 (6.2.55) 

where 

x, = R, sin Oi cos qbi 

ys = R, sin & sin 4i 

ZS = h = Rscos& 

R S= x; + y,2 + h2 

XS = x&-o + vt 

(6.2.56a) 

(6.2.56b) 

(6.2.56~) 

(6.2.57) 

(6.2.58) 

Note that for this case the incident direction changes with t. Then 

N 
X2 2 

&(w, t) = 7: $ f&--ii, &) e2ikRsn exp [--+ - %j] 

n=l s 9 gY 2 

(9.2.59) 

Again, we have 

(6.2.60) 

and the phase factor is 
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@(To; t, w) = +{ - Ax(xn + xo) - Ay(yn + yo) - Az(z, + 2,) 
S 

+ 2xsAx + 2ysAy + 2x,Ax 
> 

Suppose at t = 0 

P 
XS = xs, = -- 

2 
and at t = tf 

P 
XS = Go 

+ vtf = z 
Now let 

1 
a, = - 

R S 1 - A+%2 + x0) + AY[2Ys - (Yn + Yo)] 

+ A422, - kn + 41} 

b 
2Ax 

n= 
R 

Also change variable 09f integration from t to x,. Thus 
w*+rrB 

(6.2.61) 

(6.2.62) 

(6.2.63) 

(6.2.64) 

(6.2.65) 

C(TFo) = E 1 dk 1 dxs~~~(-~~,ii),:iii.,,tanxs)e~p [-$ - $1 

w,--xB P = 
-- 

c 2 

(6.2.66) 
We assume that lx,1 is much smaller than h. Then 

&q/m (6.2.67) 

which is independent of xs. Then the integration over dx, in (6.2.66) gives 
w,+AB 

c N 

C(5;,) = 2 
V s c 

dk fn(-ii, ii> eikan 
wg-mB n=l 

exp[-$21 &sin(Icb,g) 

c 
(6.2.68) 

Thus the spatial resolution in the x-direction is 

P 
~~b-zl~ L r (6.2.69) 

Using (6.2.65) in (6.2.69) gives 

IAxl < 2 =+ lAxI < +$ (6.2.70) 

Thus the spatial resolution in the x-direction is several times bigger than A, 
depending on the ratio of R,/ P. 
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Figure 6.2.3 Circular SAR. 

Circular SAR 

For circular SAR, the flight path is circular and the footprint is also kept 
constant (Fig. 62.3). Then 

h 

k ph- sin & cos $i 2 - sin & sin q$4j - cos t9i 2 (6,2.?1) 

For simplicity, we shall take the footprint to be circular. The location of the 
monostati~ radar is 

xs = R, sin Oi cos q5i (6.2.72) 

ys = R, sin & sin & (6.2.73) 

zs = h = R,cosq& (6.2.74) 

Let the circular footprint size be Gaussian amplitude distribution with radius 
g. Then 

N 

+&, t) = T4 -$ f&-ii, I&) e2ikRsn exp [- 
n=l s 

Again the phase factor is 

@(F&w) = $c - Az(z, + z,) - Ay(y~ + yo) - AZ&, + zn) 

+‘2zsAz + 2ysAy + 2zsA4 (6.2.76) 

((j.2.75) 
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For this case, we assume that R, sin 8i is much bigger than g. Hence, we can 
approximate (6.2.76) by 

@(5;,; t,Ld) = ${ x,Ax + ysAy + z,nx 
S > 

(6.2.77) 

Thus 

C(F,-,) = /dw~dt~/,(--&,&)exp [-~(~sAx+?IsAy+z,~~)] 
= 

(6.2.78) 
The circular path has radius R, sin &. Thus we can transform the integration 
variable from t to q$ : 

vdt = R, sin 8i d& (6.2.79) 

Then (6.2.78) becomes 

C(?‘,> = 

wo+rB 

c CR, sin & 

s 
dk 

V 
wo--vrB 

c 

. exp i2k(sin f& cos 

2r N Ir 

1 dd%C fn(-h, Ei) 
J 

0 n=l 

g& Ax + sin Oi sin q$ Ay + ~Az)] (6.2.80) 

Let 

Ax = Apcos+ (6.2.81) 

Ay = Apsin~ (6.2.82) 

where 

Ap = am + (AY)~ (6.2.83) 

The d& integral in (6.2.80) can be performed as 

C(Q = 
CR, sin & 

V s dk fn(-fi, fi) 

hAz 
sin& COS(~~,- ~)Ap + R 

S 

c 
~TcR, sin 8i 

N 
- - 

V s c 
dk 

n=l 

fn(-ki, ki> exp (i2k &AZ) Jo(2kApsinQ 
wo--rrB 

c (6.2.84) 
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This gives a spatial resolution of 

x 
21cnpsinOi < x + Ap < & - (6.2.85) 

i 

2.2 Interferometric SAR 

Interferometric synthetic aperture radar (InSAR) is a technique for estimat- 
ing topography with high spatial resolution and height accuracy [Graham, 
1974; Zebker and Goldstein, 1986; Rodriguez and Martin, 19921. The basic 
idea is to examine the SAR response at two antenna positions. The separa- 
tion of the antennas’ positions is known as the baseline. 

Consider a second antenna position for the radar in Fig. 6.2.4 so that 
we have the configuration of Fig. 6.2.4 here. The position of antenna 1 is 

with direction 
TA1 = ysij + hZ (6.2.86a) 

PA1 = sin&$+cos&i (6.2363) 

The position of antenna 2 is 

FAz =TA1 +B (6.2.87a) 

with 

B = Bcos(ij - Bsin{? (6.2373) 

where c is the angle the baseline makes with the horizontal direction and B 
is the length of the baseline. The looking angles of both antennas are both 
approximately equal to &. 

Consider backscattering from a scattering center at ‘F = (z, y, Z) and let 
the scattering amplitude be f(s, y, z; Bi). Then, the incident wave at x, y, z 
due to antenna 1 is 

(6.2.88) 

and the scattered wave is 

where 

(6.2.89) 

(6.2.90) 

7-o = dyz + h2 = IFA11 = hsec& (6.2.91) 

As discussed in Section 2.1, the SAR point target response factor is, as a 
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Figure 6.2.4 Interferometric synthetic aperture radar: two-antenna configuration. 

result of coherent processing of image, 

W(r,x) = sine(s) sine (7) (6.2.92) 

where R = c/(2B) and X = L/2. Thus we write the coherent response as 

Ul = 
I 

d??2ikr1 f (x, y, 2; &)w(rl - rA1 7 x) (6.2.93) 

where integration over & contains summation over all the scattering centers 
within the SAR pixel. Similarly, for antenna 2, the coherent response is 

u2 = J &e2ikr2 f (x, y, z; &)w(r2 - rA2, x) (6.2.94) 

where 

r2 = lfA2 - Fl 

7-A2 = IFA 1 

For InSAR processing, we can take the correlation 
signals ur and ~2. Thus 

(6.2.95) 

(6.2.96) 

(ulu$) of the two 

. W( IFA, - TI - r&, X) W*( IFA~ - ~‘1 - rA2, x’)) (6.2.97) 

Because of random phase due to the random position of the scattering cen- 
ters, the integrand is zero unless F’ = r. Also let 

1 f (F; &) I2 = a@, ei> (6.2.98) 
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be the bistatic scattering cross section. Thus 

(U&) = / & t?2ik(r1-rz) a(r, 6i)w( IFAl - ;i;l - ?-Al, x) w*( I?;A2 - Fl - ?“&, 3) 

(6.2.99) 
Let 

A = r& - rA1 (6.2.100) 

Using (6.2.87~~) in (6.2.100), we have 

A JI - - ‘?;A1 +Bl -YAP ?% ?A1 l B = B(cos<sin& - sinJcos&) 

= Bsin(& - if) (6.2.101) 

On the other hand, 

= ?A1 - (;FA1 + B) - 
A 

-‘( > 
I- - 

=~Al-(~Al+~~(l-~) w-c+% 

_ B + (?& *B)if& 1 - - -- - -- - 
G3 f-u l”o 

(B PA1 (?A1 * B)} (6.2.103) 

Let 

Bl = B---+‘A~(~A~ l B) 

= Bcos@j- BsinJS (sin&$+cos8;2)Bsin(&-c) 

( cos c - sin & sin(~~ - ~))~ - ( sint + cos & sin(~~ - 5‘)) } 2 

<)ij cos $a + 2 sin & cos(& - 
4 

= Bcos(& - i$)(ijcos& + isin&) 

and B1 = B ~os(e~ - c). This implies 

(6.2.104) 

?A1 - ?A2 = 
B cos(& - <) 

TO 

(5 cos Bi + 2 sin ei> 

Putting (6.2.105) in (6.2.102) gives 

B cos(& - e) 
r1 -r2=A- (y cos & + x sin &) 

TO 

(6.2.105) 

(6.2.106) 
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Putting (6.2.106) in (6.2.99) gives 

dxdyd~ exp 2ikA - [ 

l M/(1?;& -  i;l - rA&w*(I;FA, - Tl - r&, x) a(F, 0,) (6.2.107) 

We further assume that 

q7 e;) = (T(x, Oi) (6.2.108) 

In the arguments of the SAR response function W, we further assume that 

Thus, we have 

b--e!> = ,2ikA dx dy dx exp -~(ycost?i 
r0 

+ zsinB;) 
I 

l sine 
2 ~(ysin@~ + ~~0~0~) 

12 ] sinc2 (y) cT(z, &) (6.2.111) 

The Fourier transform of sine is a rectangular function. Let 

f @xl = 1 for Ikxl < $ (6.2.112) 
0 ot heiwise 

be the rectangular function and let 

fl(kx) = 

27T 
for lkxl < x 

otherwise 

be the triangular function. Then 

1 2n 
dx Xsinc2 x e--ilc,Z = fi (kx) (6.2.113) 

is the inverse Fourier transform relation. Hence using (6.2.113) in (6.2.111), 
we have 

(UlU~) = e 2~~AX~dy~d~ exp [-~(y”osBi + rsin”i)l- 

l sine 
2 

[ 

n(y sin 8i + x cos 0;) 

R I +, 6) (6.2.114) 

Let 

Y 
? = ysin& + XCOSO~ (6.2.115) 
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Then 

= e2ikA S(1 - Ic+Rl) iF(a,> ’ (6.2.116) 

where 
kB 1 

a, = 
XT, tan 0i 

(6.2.117) 

2kBL (sin2 & - cos2 &) a, = - 
7-O sin 8i 

(6.2.118) 

and 

is the pixel size and 

s 
RX - -- 

sin ei (6.2.119) 

iqa,) = 
s 

dz CT@, Oi) e-iazZ (6.2.120) 

Thus we see that (u&) depends on 6(a,), which is a Fourier transform 
of the height-dependent backscattering cross section. The Fourier transform 
variable is a,, which depends on the baseline. For example, if CT(Z, &) = 

~o(z,>q~ - zm), where zm is a mean height, then @(a,> = e-iasZ-. Thus the 
interferometric SAR can be used to retrieve height information. 

2.3 Active Remote Sensing of Half-Space Random Media 

Consider a plane wave, Ei, incident upon a half-space random medium 
(Fig. 6.2.5). Th e random medium is characterized by permittivity &I(F), 
which is the sum of a mean part (~1) and a fluctuating part elf, the en- 
semble average of which vanishes. The medium above the random layer is 
homogeneous, and all regions have permeability ,u. 

The electric fields in regions 0 and 1, denoted by E and El respectively, 
satisfy vector wave equations as follows: 

VxVxE-k2E=0 

V x V x E1 - kfm& = Q(v)& 

(6.2.121~) 

(6.2.1213) 

where 

Q(F) = w2/-wf(Q (6.2.121~) 

and 
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I 
I \ 

- 

k S 

Figure 6.2.5 Active remote sensing of half-space random media. 

The solution to (6.2.121a) and (6.2.1213) may be written in terms of dyadic 
Green’s functions for bounded media: 

E = F(O) + 
I 

d3rl $,‘(P, i;l) Q(F~) . zl @) (6.2.122a) 
Vl 

El = FiO’ + 
I 

d3rl ?$‘(q F1) Q(F~) . i!!fl (;F~) (6.2.1223) 
Vr 

where E (0) and zI (‘) denote the unperturbed solutions of E and i!& when 
the permittivity fluctuation elf(F) vanishes in (6.2.122a) and (6.2.1223), and 

(0) (0) 
EoI and ??ff are layered-media dyadic Green’s functions in the absence 
of permittivity fluctuations as given in Chapter 5. We solve (6.2.122a) and 
(6.2.1223) iteratively. The first-order solution is obtained by replacing E1 

under the integral sign by I$? Hence E = E (0) + FL’), with 

(6.2.123) 

and VI is the lower half denoted as region 1. This approximation is often 
referred to as the first-order Born approximation-after Max Born, who 
applied the technique in quantum mechanical potential scattering problems. 



First-Order Scattered .lntensity 

Forming the absolute square of I$? and ensemble averaging, we obtain the 
first-order scattered intensity in the form 

(0) 
l Eel *(F,v~) l ~~‘*(~2)(Q(~l)Q*(~2)) (6.2.124~~) 

where (Q(~l)Q~ (~2)) is a two-point correlation function. For a statistically 
homogeneous medium, the correlation function depends only on the separa- 
tion of the points Q and ~2. That is, 

(Q(~l)Q*(~2)) = C(f? -2) (6.2.1243) 

Thus, only fields scattered from fluctuations separated by distances less than 
or comparable to the correlation length will significantly contribute to scat- 
tered intensity. We note that the observation point F in (6.2.124~~) is in the 
far field in region 0. Hence, the far-field approximation can be made for 
the Green’s functions in (6.2.124a). The far-field dyadic Green’s function 

(0) 
ZQI (;F, ~1) can be calculated by using the saddle point method [Born and 
Wolf, 19751. Let the observation point be at (T, 0,, &), so that 

- 
kLs = k,,2 i- kys~ (6.2.125) 

with k,, = k sin 8, cos & and kvs = k sin 0, sin (iJs. Then, in the far field we 
have 

(6.2.126) 

77 = X~~~~(k~~)~l(kl~~) + 

- 
kl, = z~s + %,, 

k zs = (k2 - k& - k~~)~/2 

klZS = (k 
2 2 2 l/2 
lm - Ic,, - ys k > 

(6.2.127) 

(6.2.128) 

(6.2.129) 

(6.2.130) 

where X01 = 1 + Rol and Yol = 1 + SoI. The expressions for I& and $1 
follow directly from Eqs. (5.2.22a) and (5.2.223). The subscript s in Xols 
and Yols indicates that the k, values are those of the scattered direction. 

Let the incident .field be in direction (&, +i>, so that 
- 
hi = k,;ii? + keel (6.2.131) 
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with Ic,i = k sin & cos ~~, and E,i = k sin & sin q$. In the following, we shall 
illustrate the case where the incident wave is horizontally polarized. The 
analysis for a vertically polarized incident wave will be similar. The incident 
field is 

(6.2.132) 

where k,i = k cos Bi. The unperturbed field in region 1 is 

E(,O) (F) = E. Xoli i!ili(klzi) .i’lisF (6.2.133) 

where klzi = ( kT, - k2 sin2 Q112 and Zli = Eii - 2kl,i and the i in X*1$ 
denotes that the kz values are those corresponding to the incident direction. 
Substituting (6.2.126), (6.2.127), and (6.2.133) into (6.2.124~~) and using 
(6.2.1243), we obtain 

I 

2 

+ * x01; hi(h,i) 23 (6.2.134) 

where 

B - - J J dl’i” a &(, c(T, - Fb) eXp[i(~li -zls) l ;i;u+i(%;, --?$ ‘-i;b] (6.2.135) 
Vl Vl 

The correlation function may be expressed as the Fourier transform of 
the spectral intensity + : 

c( 1 
14 ‘F - F~) = 6k,, J O” dp G(p) ,-ip(h -72) (6.2.136) 

-cm 
where S is the variance of permittivity fluctuations, and kI,, is the real part 
of kl,. Substitution of (6.2.136) into (6.2.135) yields 

B = 4n2A6k’;‘, (6.2.137) 

with A as the target area. Residue calculus can be used to perform the 
integration in (6.2.137). Since we are interested in low-absorption areas with 
k’l:, < kim, most of the contribution of the integral comes from the residue 
of the pole at ,& = -kT,, - kTzs. There may be other poles in the integrand 
of (6.2.137), but their residues are much smaller. Hence 

(6.2.138) 

We use superscripts I and II and to denote real and imaginary parts, respec- 
tively. The case of vertically polarized wave incidence can be studied in a 
similar manner. 
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Figure 6.2.6 Backscattering cross section as a function of incident angle. The frequency is Figure 6.2.6 Backscattering cross section as a function of incident angle. The frequency is 
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The bistatic coefficients &&, &) can be calculated. For the case & = The bistatic coefficients &&, &) can be calculated. For the case & = 
0, they are 
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2 

sin2 q& 
Im 

. lxolsxoli I2 (=(x2 4s 

2= . 

(6.2.139) 
where the argument of the function @ is the same as in (6.2.138). We illus- 
trate the numerical results for the correlation function 

C(F) = blci% exp( -r/q,) (6.2.140) 

and for the corresponding spectral density 

- 
w> 

r3 - - 
x2( 1 +“p2r,2)2 

(6.2.141) 
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In Fig. 6.2.6, we plot, as a function of incident angle, the backscattering 
cross section apcv = 7~~ (0, = Bi, qSS = x+q&) cos8i. It is noted from (6.2.139) 
that ahv = aVh = 0 in the backscattering direction so that depolarization 
is absent. We see from Fig. 6.2.6 that 0 decreases as & increases. In this 
case, 0, is slightly larger than ahh because the transmissivity of vertically 
polarized waves at the interface is larger. 
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Radiative transfer theory is an important method to treat multiple scat- 
tering in medium consisting of random discrete scatteries. Classic books on 
the subject include Chandrasekhar [1960]; Ishimaru [1978]; Case and Zweifel 
[1967]. The theory has been extensively applied [Tsang et al., 1977; Tsang 
et al. 1985; Fung, 1994; Ulaby et al. 1990; Burke et al. 19791. In this chapter, 
we derive the equation that governs the propagation of specific intensity in 
a medium containing random distribution of particles. The particles scatter 
and absorb the wave energy, and these characteristics should be included 
in a differential equation to be satisfied by the specific intensity. This equa- 
tion is called the radiative transfer equation. There are three constituents 
of the radiative transfer equation. The extinction matrix describes the at- 
tenuation of specific intensity due to absorption and scattering. The phase 
matrix characterizes the coupling of intensities in two different directions due 
to scattering. The emission vector gives the thermal emission source of the 
specific intensity. Since the specific intensity is a four-element Stokes vector, 
the extinction and phase matrices are 4 x 4 matrices and the emission vector 
is a 4 x 1 column matrix. For spherical particles, the extinction matrix is 
diagonal and is a constant times the unit matrix. The emission vector has 
the first two elements equal and the last two elements equal to zero. For non- 
spherical particles, the extinction matrix is generally nondiagonal and the 
four elements of the emission vector are all nonzero. The resultant equations 
are called vector radiative transfer equations to distinguish them from the 
scalar transfer equation. 

We also define phase matrix as the averaged scattering cross section per 
unit volume of space where the volume is larger than many wavelengths 
and also large enough to include many particles. In this new definition, the 
coherent wave interactions among particles within wavelength scales can be 
included, and the collective scattering effects of particles in the neighbor- 
hood of each other are included. This is unlike the classical definition in 
which only the single-particle scattering characteristics are included in the 
phase matrix definition. Likewise, the extinction coefficient is defined as the 
average extinction cross section per unit volume of space, and the absorption 
coefficient is average absorption cross section per unit volume of space. 

1 Scalar Radiative Transfer Theory 

Radiative Tl-ansfer Equation 

Radiative transfer equation is an integro-differential equation that governs 
the propagation of specific intensity. 
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Figure 7.1.1 Specific intensity I(8) in direction i in and out of elemental volume. Many 
particles are inside the elemental volume. 

Consider a medium consisting of a large number of particles (Fig. 7.1 .l). 
We have I(F, 5) at all F and for all i due to scattering. We consider a “small” 
volume element dV = dAdZ, and dl is along the direction $. The small vol- 
ume element is centered at r. We consider the differential change in specific 
intensity I(S) as it passes through dV (Fig. 7.1.1). The differential change 
of power in direction S is 

dP = -I&)dAdR + I’&) dAdf-2 

= -I@, i) dAdfl + I(?; + dli, i) dAdS2 (7.1.1) 

Radiative Change In Medium Containing Many Particles 

The volume dV contains many particles that are randomly positioned. The 
volume dV is much bigger than X3 so that random phase prevails and the 
input and output relation of dV can be expressed in terms of intensities 
instead of fields. Thus dV, though called a “small” volume element, is really 
“not that small.” 

There are three kinds of changes that will occur to I(F, g) in the small 
volume element: 
(i) Extinction that contributes a negative change 
(ii) Emission by the particles inside the volume dV that contributes a posi- 

tive change 
(iii) Bistatic scattering from direction Y into direction g that contributes a 

positive change 
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For the extinction, since CCI, = extinction coefficient = extinction cross 
section per unit volume of space, the differential change of power from ex- 
tinction is 

dp@) = -tc,dVI(F, S)dR (7.1.2) 

If we let r(T, P) be emission power per unit volume of space per unit solid 
angle per unit frequency, then 

dP@) = &(‘5;, ;) dVd0 (7.1.3) 

To derive the change due to bistatic scattering, we note that p(& g’) = 
bistatic scattering cross section per unit volume of space. Let I(-i;, i’) be 
the specific intensity in direction Y. Since I@, Y) exists in all directions g’, 
we have 

dp(iii> = 
I 

I(?;, i’) dR’p(i, g’) dVd0 (7.1.4) 
4n 

where integration on do’ is over 47r directions. 
Equating the sum of (7.1.2), (7.1.3) and (7.1.4) to (7.1-l) gives 

I(F+dl& $) dAdQ - I@, i) dAdllt = g dldAd0 

= -KedVI(;F, $) dsZ++, ii) dVdS2+ 
I 

I@, 8) dR’p(i, i’) dVdS2 (7.1.5) 
47T 

where dI/ds is the rate of change of I@, g) per unit distance in direction s1. 
Since dV = dAdZ, from (7.1.5) we obtain 

dI(q i) 
- - -KJ(T, q + &(F, s) + - 

ds J dR’p( 5, i’) I (‘i”, G’) 
47r 

(7.1.6a) 

Equation (7.1.6a) is known as the radiative transfer equation. 
We note that dI/ds is the rate of change of I in direction i, which is 

also 2. VI. Thus we can write (7.1.6a) as 

dI(?;, i) 

ds 
= i l VI@, S) = --K,I(T, ii) + &(?;, ii) + 

s 
dR’l(r, B’)p(S, ii’) (7.1.6b) 

The position and direction vectors ;;F and i are independent variables in 
I@, g). In general, F = (z, y, z). The direction SI = (0,4) has two independent 
angular variables 8 and 4. Hence there are five independent variables in the 
dependence of I. As defined in Section 4 of Chapter 3, the flux vector is 

F( > ;F= 
s 

d0 I@, S); (7.1.7) 
47r 
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and the scattering coefficients and absorption coefficients are 

K&2 = 
J 

dOp(ii, i’) 
47r 

Ku = K, - K, 

Multiply (7.1.6b) by dS2 and integrate over 47r, we have 

(7.1.8) 

(7.1.9) 

J 

dS2 ii. VI@, 2) 

= 
J 

dSZ V l (I@ i);) = V l 

(s 

da I (i”, ii) S 
> 

= V l F(r) 

- - -Ke 
J 

dS2 I(;F,;) + 
J 

df-2 &(qii) + 
J J 

df-2 dS2’ I@, g’) p(i, i’) 

- - -Ke 
J 

dfl I(F, i) + 
J 

dSt &(T, i) + 
J 

dSZ’ I@, $‘)K, (7.1.10) 

Using (7.1.9) in (7.1.10) gives 

V ’ F(F) = -Ku J dfl I@, i) + J da &(5;, i) (7.1.11) 

Thus the net outflow of power flux from a point is the angular integration 
of emission minus the absorption of incoming radiation from all directions. 
Scattering only redistributes power in different directions and does not affect 
net energy outflow. 

For the case of thermal emission, consider the case of 

x2 I = IB =: l-w3 1 

C2 
1 

hu<<KT 

arbitrary v (7.1.12) 

where K is the Boltzmann constant. Then from (7.1.6a) we obtain 

0 = -K,IB + E(;i;, i+) + J da’ IB p(& g’) = -&IB + r(y, i) + KsIB 

Hence 

&(F, q = KaIB (7.1.13) 

Thus the radiative transfer equation with a thermal emission term at 
microwave frequencies is 

KT 
-KeI(T, 2) + KU- 

x2 
+ 

J 

dtR’ p(i, i’) I@, 2’) (7.1.14) 
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If one uses independent scattering, then as indicated in Chapter 3, we have 

Ke 
2 = noot, K~ = n,a,, and p&Y) = n,lf(& ;‘)I , where Q, oa, and f(i, 2’) 

describe single-particle scattering properties. 

Passive Microwave Remote Sensing 

Passive microwave remote sensing of the earth measures the thermal emis- 
sion from the atmosphere and the earth with a receiving antenna known as 
a radiometer (Fig. 7.1.2). Let the atmosphere and the earth be at tempera- 
tures T and T’, respectively. Also let K~ be the absorption coefficient of the 
atmosphere. We make the following assumptions and observations: 

0 i 

( > ii 

. . . 
( > 111 

For 

The water droplets in atmosphere are absorptive, and absorption domi- 
nates over scattering. We thus set ~(a, 5’) = 0 so that Ke = K,. 
I@, 5) = I(x,y,z, 0,+). However, by symmetry, I is independent of 
x, y, and 4. Thus we let I(z, 0) be the unknown. 
Note that 0 < 8 < MOO. It is convenient to divide I@, 0) into upward - - 
and downward going specific intensity. 

0 < 8 < 7r/2 we have 

L(O) = I(O) (7.1.15a) 

Id@, @) = I(& x - o) (7.1.15b) 

since 

j,= sin0cos42 + sin&in@ + co&G 
dI 

( 

dI 

) 1 

cos 8” 
dz 

for Iu 
;  l VI(g) = i ’ az” = dI (7.1.16) 

- cos &-- dz for Id 

Thus the radiative transfer equations become 

dI KT 
cod2 = -kc& + tG,- 

dz x2 
(7.1.17a) 

dI d KT - cos&--- = -t’&&-j + k&- 
dz x2 

(7.1.17b) 

The boundary conditions for the radiative transfer equations are as follows: 

(i) at x = 0, top of the atmosphere 

Id(z = 0) = 0 (7.1.18) 

(ii) at x = -d, the boundary that separates the atmosphere and the earth 
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Figure 7.1.2 Passive remote sensing of the earth. 

surface, 

I( u z = -d) = rI& = -d) + $+l - r) (7.1.19) 

where KLFz/X2 is the blackbody specific intensity for the earth. The F’res- 
nel reflectivity r depends on 0 as well as polarization as noted previously. 

The solutions of (7.1.174 and (7.1.174 can be expressed in terms of the 
sum of particular and homogeneous solutions. 

I 
KT 

U- 
+ Ae-“a”eceZ x2 (7.1.20a) 

Id = 
KT 

x2 + Bena sece2 
(7.1.20b) 

where A and B are constants to be determined. Imposing the boundary 
condition (7.1.18) on (7.1.20b) gives 

B 
-KT - -- 

x2 
so that 

KT 
Id = ~(1 - e K,ZSeCO 

> (7.1.21) 

Imposing (7.1.19) on (7.1.20a) and (7.1.21) gives 

KT KT + Ae+“adSeC’ = r-(1 - esnadsece) + x2 x2 
x2 

KT2 (1 - r) (7.1.22) 

Thus 

A 
KT KT - -- - 
x2 

e -KadsecO + r x2 padsecB(l - ercadsecO) + KT2 (1 _ r)e-Kad set 0 x2 

(7.1.23) 
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Putting (7.1.23) in (7.1.20a) gives Iu. The measured specific intensity 
by the radiometer is I& = 0). Thus 

KT 
measured I = I& = 0) = - 

x2 +A 

KT -- n - - 
x2 

1 e-t-c dsec8 ) + TT (1 _ padsecO) Tpcadsec8 

(7.1.24) 

The first term is the emission of a layer of thickness d with absorption 
coefficient K~. The second term is the downward emission of the layer that 
is reflected by the earth. It is further attenuated as it travels upward to 
the radiometer. The last term is the upward emission of the earth that is 
attenuated by the atmosphere. It is convenient to normalize the measured I 
to a quantity with units of temperature. The brightness temperature TB is 
defined by 

TB = 
measured I 

K/ X2 

+ T2(l - +-n,dsece (7.1.25) 

Examples: 

(1) d = 0 so that there are no atmospheric effects. Emissivity is defined by 

eP =1-rp where ,0 =210rh 

Thus 

TB = Tz( 1 - rp) = epT2 

Let permittivity be 81~~ and T2 = 300 K. Then at 0 = O”, T, = rh = 0.64, 
% = eh = 0.36, and TB~ = T& = 108 K. At 0 = 90”, rv = rh = 1, so 
that e, = eh = 0 + TB~ = TBh = 0. However, at the Brewster angle, 
8 = 0~ = tan-‘9 = 83”, r, = 0, and e, = 1 so that TB~ = 300 K. (See 
Fig. 7.1.3.) 

(2) Let ~i,d = 1, 8 = O”, T = 280 K, and T2 = 300 K and reflectivity is 
the same as in Example 1. Then e-&ad = 0.3678, T(l - e+ad) = 177 K, 

T(1 -e -K,d re-Kad 
> = 42 K, and Tz(l - r)emnad = 40 K. Thus,‘!&, = 

TBh = 259 K. 

Absorption and Temperature Profiles 

Usually the atmosphere has an absorption profile K&Z) and temperature 
profile T(z) (Fig. 7.1.4). Let us first consider the emission of a layer of 
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Figure 7.1.3 Brightness temperature as a function of observation angle for the case of 
d = 0. 

thickness d. Then 
dI U 
-- - 

dz 
- set tka(Z>Iu + set 8-p---- KT(z) cc/ (z) a (7.1.26) 

Multiply (7.1.26) by exp J’d Ka(z’)dz’ set 0 
> 

to give 

(I 

z 
+ set @Ka(z)Iu exp dZIKa (z’) set 8 

-d 

dz’Ka(z’) set 8 

dz’Ka(z’) set 8 (7.1.27) 

Integrating (7.1.27) over z from x = -d to z = 0 gives the following, noting 
that I,(z = -d) = 0, 

0 

I( u 2: = 0) exp 
(I 

Ka (z’) set 0dx’ 
-d > 

I 
0 

- - 

-d 
dz set STK,(z) exp (/’ dZ’K,(Z’) set 0) 

-d 

Thus 
0 

I( u z=O) =sed KT(z) dz n,(z)Fexp - 
(s 

dZ’Ka(Z’) set 0 (7.1.28) 
z 
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Figure 7.1.4 Emission from a layer with absorption profile K~ (z) and temperature profile 
T( ) z . 

Thus the brightness temperature of a layer of atmosphere with an absorption 
and temperature profile is 

TB = sea9 
I 

0 0 

dz K&Z) T(z)exp d&@) set 8 
> 

(7.1.29) 
-d 

Equation (7.1.29) should be compared with the first term of (7.1.25). The 
integrand K&)T( ) p z re resents emission at x. The factor exp(- s,” d&&z’) 
se&) represents the attenuation from z to 0 as the upward radiation travels 
from z to 0. 

For the case of the presence of the earth beneath the atmosphere, we 
can generalize (7.1.29) easily to have a one to one correspondence with the 
terms in (7.1.25). This gives 

(J 

0 

TB = se& dz K&Z) T(z)exp - dx’ K&Z’) set 0 
z 

(s 

0 

+rexp - d&, (2”) set 0 set 0 
-d 

(s 

z 
. dx K&) T(z)exp - dZIYi, (2’) see 8 

-d 

(J 

0 

+Tz(l -r)exp - dzK,(z) se& 
-d 

(7.1.30) 

The exponential factors are a result of attenuation along the appropriate 
path lengths. 
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2 Vector Radiative Transfer Theory 

The scalar radiative transfer equation can be generalized to the vector elec- 
tromagnetic propagation. Using the property of incoherent addition of Stokes 
parameters, the vector radiative transfer equation for specific intensity is 
given by 

(7.2.1) 

where H(F, i, i’) is the phase matrix giving the contributions from direction g’ 
into the direction i. In (7.2.1), Ee is the extinction matrix for Stokes param- 
eters due to the scatterers, J, is the emission vector, and &ag is absorption 
coefficient for the background medium which is assumed to be isotropic. In 
general, extinction is a summation of absorption and scattering. For non- 
spherical particles, the extinction matrix is generally nondiagonal, and the 
four elements of the emission vector are all nonzero. In active remote sensing, 
a wave is launched by a transmitter onto the medium. In the following sec- 
tions, expressions for the phase matrix, extinction matrix, and the emission 
vector shall be derived for the case of independent scattering. They can all 
be expressed in terms of the scattering function matrix. 

2.1 Phase Matrix of Independent Scattering 

The phase matrix of a collection of particles including coherent collective 
scattering effects will be treated in later chapters. In this section, we treat 
the cases of independent scattering. 

The Stokes matrix relates the Stokes parameters of the scattered wave 
to those of the incident wave, whereas the scattering function matrix relates 
the scattered field to the incident field. For the case of incoherent addition 
of scattered waves, the phase matrix will just be the averages of the Stokes 
matrices over orientation and size of the particles. Thus, we shall study the 
Stokes matrix of a single particle. 

Consider a plane wave 

E = ( +Evi + LiEhi ) ,=$ l ’ = & E. eizi l ’ (7.2.2) 

impinging upon the particle. In spherical coordinates we have 
h 

k i= sin & cos &L? + sin & sin +& + cos 8$ 
h 
vi = cos & cos q!@i + cos & sin +& - sin OiZ 

(7.2.3) 

(7.2.4) 
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h 
h i= - sin&g + cos&$ (7.2.5) 

In the direction i,, the far-field scattered wave E, will be a spherical wave 
and is denoted by 

E S= (Evs% + Ehsh) 

with 
h 
k S = sin 8, cos &? + sin 0, sin &$ + cos 0,2 
h 

% = cos & cos &it + cos 8, sin &$ - sin 8,s 
h 
h S= - sin q&? + cos q&e 

The scattered field will assume the form 

(7.2.6) 

(7.2.7) 

(7.2.8) 

(7.2.9) 

(7.2.10) 

with 

is the scattering function matrix. Hence 

.fvv(&, $s; &, +i) ,fdz(&, 4s; &, +i> Evi 

fhv(&, 6s; &, +i) .fhh(e,, 4s; @i, &) I[ Ehi 
(7.2.11) 

and a,b = v, h. To relate the scattered Stokes parameters to the incident 
Stokes parameters, we apply the definitions in Chapter 3: 

- 
I S- -$(e,,~,;ei,~i) -5 (7.2.13) 

r* . 

where Is and & are column vectors 

- 

I S= 

I 21.9 

IL, 

u S 

,V S 

I Vi 

Ihi 

u i 

V i 

(7.2.14) 

(7.2.15) 

and ‘L(&, q&; &, &) is the S tokes matrix. 
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Re(f,*hfVv) -Im(f&fVV) 

Re(f;hfhv) --Im(fhvf;h) 

Re(fvvf;h + fvhflv) -Im(fvvf;h - fvhfiv) 

Im(fvvf;h + fvhftv) Re(fvvf;h - fvhfiv) 1 
(7.2.16) 

Because of the incoherent addition of Stokes parameters, the phase matrix 
is equal to the average of the Stokes matrix over the distribution of particles 
in terms of size, shape, and orientation. For example, for ellipsoids with axes 
a, b, c and orientation Eulerian angles a, p, y, with respect to the principal 
frame, the phase matrix is 

where p(a, b, c, a, ,8,r) is the probability density function for the quantities 
a, b, c, or, ,O, and y. If the particles are all identical in shape and orientation, 
then 

F(e,+; 0’, 4’) = noZ(O, 4; t9’, 4’) (7.2.18) 

The phase matrix of small spheres, small ellipsoids, and random media were 
treated in Chapter 3. The relation of scattering amplitudes to T-matrix was 
discussed in Chapter 2. 

In many problems of practical application, the scatterers are assumed to 
have an axis of symmetry. In the following, we describe how the scattering 
amplitudes of the body frame can be transformed to that of the principal 
frame for such axisymmetric objects. 

Consider an incident plane wave in the direction & impinging on the 
axisymmetric object with axis &,. The subscript b denotes body frame with 

gb,tib, and Zb as axes. The axis of symmetry &, is at an angle with respect to 
the principal frame 55, $, and 5 : 

2b = sin p cos ark + sin p sin a$ + cos PZ (7.2.19) 

Let the incident electric field be given by 
--i 
E - - (Evbi~bi + Ehbikbi) (7.2.20) 

0% 

k i = & = sin 0&b + cos @b$b (7.2.21) 

cbi = cos 6&i& - sin &$b (7.2.22) 

ii& = ijb (7.2.23) 
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Since the scatterer is rotationally symmetric, we have chosen & to coincide 
with & In (7.2.20), without loss of generality, we have let incident direction 
to be in the &5$, plane. 

Computer codes are generally set up to calculate scattering amplitudes 
in the body frame with 

i+)S = cos 6bs cos q&$b + cos 6bs sin q&&b - sin 6&b (7.2.24) 
ilbs = - sin $bskb + cos && (7.2.25) 
h 
k S 

= $, = sin @bs cos q!q&-, + sin 8bs sin &&ijb + cos 6bs?b (7.2.26) 

The scattering amplitudes in the body frame are 

.fvbvb (0,s) d)bs; @bi, 6bi = 0) 

fvbhb (ebs, +bs; obi, +bi = 0) 

fh,,q, (gbs, 6bs; ebi, +bi = 0) 

.fhahb (ebs, +bs; obi, 4bi = 0) 

To transfer between the body frame and the principal frame, the following h h h h 
2 x 2 matrix relation can be easily established. Let ki, Gi, hi, k,, &, and h, 
be given by (7.2.3)-(7.2.5) and (7.2.7)-(7.2.9): 

[ 

fvv(&, 4s; 6, +i) fuh(&, 6s; &, +i) 

fhv@, 6; 6, +i) fhh(&, 6s; k,&) = h, ’ cbs 1 [ bs l cbs bs ’ hbs 

h, l kbs I 
’ 

fvbvb (ohs, +bs; obi, 6bi = 0) fvbhb(obs, 6bs;@bi, +bi = 0) 

fhhvb(@bs, +bs; obi, +bi = 0) fhhh#bs, +bs; obi, +bi = 0) 1 
(7.2.27) 

Note that the angle & can be related to 8i and & by using (7.2.21) and 
(7.2.3). It depends on the orientation of the body axis & as represented 
by the orientation angles QI and ,8 of (7.2.19). Similarly, t& and q&s can be 
related to 8, and & by using (7.2.19), (7.2.26), and (7.2.7). 

2.2 Extinction Matrix 

For spherical particles the extinction matrix is diagonal 

ze = (7.2.28) 

For nonspherical particles, the extinction matrix is generally nondiagonal. 
The extinction coefficients can be identified with the attenuation of the co- 
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herent wave, which can be calculated by using Foldy’s approximation (dis- 
cussed in Volume III). 

Let Ev and Eh be, respectively, the vertically and horizontally polarized 
components of the coherent wave. Then the following coupled equations hold 
for the coherent field along the propagation direction (0, 4). Let the direction 
of propagation be denoted by $ with $(0,4) = sin 8cos@ + sinQsin+$ + 
cos 82. 

z = (ik + M,,)E, + M&Eh 

dE h - = Mh,,.& + (ik i- Mhh)Eh 
ds 

(7.2.29) 

(7.2.30) 

where s is the distance along the direction of propagation. Solving (7.2.29) 
and (7.2.30) yields two characteristic waves with defined polarization and at- 
tenuation rates. Thus, for propagation along any particular directions (0, +), 
there are only two attenuation rates. In (7.2.29) and (7.2.30) 

(7.2.31) 

where the angular bracket denotes average to be taken over the orienta- 
tion and size distribution of the particles. For example, for ellipsoids with 
probability density function p(a, b, c, a, ,0, r), the average is 

x fjl(4 +; 8, 4; a, h c; a, P, r> (7.2.32) 

Note that in (7.2.31), the scattering amplitudes are calculated in the forward 
direction, showing the clear relation with the optical theorem. 

Multiplying (7.2.29) by EG and adding to its complex conjugate gives 

-$ { lE, 12} = 2Re(M&) 1E, I2 + 2Re(MvhE,*Eh) (7.2.33) 

Using the definition of Stokes parameters Iv, Ih, U, and V, (7.2.33) takes the 
form 

dI 
2 = 2Re(Mv,)I, + Re(Mv# + Im(M&)V (7.2.34) 

Similar differential equations can be derived for dIh/ds, dU/ds and dV/ds 
by making use of (7.2.29) and (7.2.30) 

dI 
h 

ds 
= 2Re(M&Ih + Re(Mhv)u - Im(Mhv)v (7.2.35) 
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dU 
z = 2Re(2Mh,)Iv -I- 2R@&,h)& 

i- [Re(lM,,) + Re(M&]U - [Im(Mv,) - Im(M&]V (7.2.36) 
dV 
-c 
ds 

- 2~n@hv)Iv + 21m(Mvh)Ih 

-I- [Im(Mvv) - Im(Mhh)]u + [Re(Mvv) + Re(M&]V (72.37) 

Identifying the extinction coefficients in radiative transfer theory as the at- 
tenuation rates in coherent wave propagation, we have the following general 
extinction matrix for nonspherical particles: 

Ee 
-2ReMV, 0 -Re(Mvh) -Im(&h) 

0 -2ReMhh - -Re( Mhv) Im( Mhv) - 
-2Re& -2ReMvh - (ReM,, i- Rd&h) ( ImMvv - ImMhh) 
2ImMh, -21mMVh -(ImMVV - ImMhh) -(RelM,, -I- ReMhh) 1 

(7.2.38a) 

In terms of forward scattering amplitudes, 

2Im( fvv) 0 Im(.fvh) -Re( fuh) 
27mo 

E@,$) = --j$-- 

[ 

0 2Im( fhh) Im(.fhv) Re(fh,) 

2Im( fhv) 2Im( fvh) Im( f vv  + fhh) Re(.fvv - fhh) 

2Re( fhv) -2Re(fvh) Re(fhh - fvv) Im(fvv + fhh) 1 
(7.2.383) 

Equations (7.2.29) and (7.2.30) can be solved by seeking solutions of 
the form exp(iKs), where K is the effective propagation constant. There are 
generally two eigensolutions and two eigenvalues. The eigenvalues are given 

bY 

K1=k- ; [Mvv + Mhh + T] 

KQ=k- ; [Mvv + Mhh - T] 

(7.2.39) 

(7.2.40) 

where 

> 

112 
r= W vv  - Mhh)2 + 4MhvMvh (7.2.41) 

We shall take the sign of the radical such that in the case of small coupling 
terms MVh and MhV, r has the sign of Mvv - Mhh. With this convention, K1 
and K2 will be close to vertical and horizontal polarizations, respectively. 
The eigenvectors are column matrices, [1, bl] and [bz, l], respectively, with 

bl = 
2Mhv 

M vv - Mhh + T 
(7.2.42) 
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b2 = 
2Mvh 

-Mw + l&h - r 
(7.2.43) 

Thus, generally there are two characteristic waves in coherent wave prop 
agation. In the case MVh = MhV = 0, Kr and K2 reduce to vertically and 
horizontally polarized waves, respectively. 

To solve the set of Eqs. (7.2.34) through (7.2.37) for coherent wave prop- 
agation of Stokes parameters, we seek solutions with dependence exp(-ps). 
Solutions of (7.2.34) through (7.2.37) g ive four eigenvalues and eigenvectors 
of the Stokes parameters. The eigenvalues are denoted by ,@I, ,&, ,&, and p4. 

lP4 (07 @I 

2ImK1 ’ 

iK,* - iK1 - - 
‘LK; - iK2 

2ImK2 ( 

1 

1 

-r - r* 

--T+?-* ; 1 r - r* 

r + r” 

(7.2.44) 

We shall represent the eigenvectors by a 4 x 4 eigenmatrix E with column j 
as the eigenvector for ,Oj, j = 1,2,3,4. The eigenmatrix is 

b ;1 

bl 

1 + bib; 

Ib 2 I 2 

b * 1 1 

1+ b& 2Re(b2) 1 

(7.2.45) 

L--2Im(br) -i( 1 - b&J) i(1 - brbz) 2Im(b2)J 

We have inserted the (O,+) ar g uments for pj and E to indicate that the two 
quantities are generally angular-dependent. The eigenvalues ,81 and ,& and 
their eigenvectors are real, whereas pZ and p3 and their associated eigen- 
vectors are complex conjugates of each other. This ensures that the Stokes 
parameters are real quantities. 

2.3 Emission Vector 

In this section, we derive the emission vector for passive remote sensing of 
nonspherical particles. The fluctuation-dissipation theorem of Section 5.3 of 
Chapter 3, is used to calculate the emission of a single nonspherical particle. 
The thermal emission of a conglomeration of particles is then introduced as 
a source term in the radiative transfer equation. Generally, all four Stokes 
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0 

Figure 7.2.1 Emission of a single nonspherical particle in direction ?(6,&). 

parameters in 
the absorption 

the vector source term are 
coefficient in the backward 

nonzero and are 
direction. 

proportional to 

Emission of a Single Nonspherical Particle 

Consider a single nonspherical particle centered at the origin (Fig. 7.2.1). The 
permittivity of the particle is es = E’, + i& The particle occupies volume 
VP, which is enclosed by the surface Sp. To calculate the thermal emission 
in directions ?(0,$) with 

iYe, 4) = si&kosqZ + sin8siQGj + c0se2 (7.2.46) 

we make use of the fluctuation-dissipation theorem. The thermal electro- 
magnetic radiation of the particle can be attributed to an equivalent current 
source in the particle J(F, w), which has the following statistical covariance 
[Eq. (3.5.32)]: 

4 hu 
(S(r, w)J*($, w’>> = -wcZehvlKT 1 rqw - w’)@ - T’) (7.2.47) 

7r - 

where K is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the 
is frequency, and h is Planck’s constant. At 
further assume that hv < KT. The relation 
domain and frequency domain is 

p,t> = 
I 

=)d J( w- r, 
0 

temperature of the particle, u 
microwave frequencies, we can 
between quantities in the time 

WI e-iwt (7.2.48) 

We use regions 0 and 1, respectively, to denote the regions outside and 
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inside the particle. The electric field in region 0 is 

F(F,w) = iwp 
I 

di”E()l (F, T’; w) l J ( ; r ; ‘ ,  w) 

VP 

(7.2.49) 

where &(F, ‘;/; w) is the dyadic Green’s function with unit dyad source at 
F’. The radiation power flow P in solid angle dQ in direction P for angular 
frequency Aw about w  is 

P = lim r2dR 
r-00 I I 

dw dw’ 6% w, l E* 6 w’>> e--iWt+idt 
Aw Aw 27 

(7 2 50) . . 

with 7 = JT p e as t e c h h aracteristic impedance of region 0. Evaluation of 
the emission of all four Stokes parameters requires the calculation of & . 
(YQ, w)F*(?, w’)> l ,8 with a, ,8 = w, h, where 6 and L represent vertical and 
horizontal polarization vectors, respectively. Using the symmetry relation of 
dyadic Green’s function 

=t 
&(r;, T=‘; w) = G,,(F’, T; w) (7.2.51) 

the locations of source and observation point can be interchanged. Hence, 
using (7.2.47), (7.2.49) and (7.2.51) in (7.2.50), 

lim (E(F, w)F*(T’, w’))r2 

r-00 27 

- - lim 2w3~2 -----E~KTG(w - w’)r2 
r-00 ?p 

To calculate lim,,, &(P, r; w), consider problems (A) and (B) 
(Fig. 7.2.2) with unit amplitude electromagnetic plane wave incident on the 
particle in the direction ?b which is in the opposite direction of ?. 

(7.2.53) 

The subscript b denotes backward. The polarizations of the incident wave 
in problems (A) and (B) are, respectively, & and &b. The field in region 0 
is a sum of incident and scattered field, E = Zi + E,, and the field in the 
particle is denoted by Zr. It follows that 

lim Gn$?, F; w) . & = 
r-00 

(7.2.54) 

A similar relation exists for lim,,, & &. Using these relations in (7.2.52) 
gives 
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incident wave incident wave 
+b 

J 

polarization 66 / polarization 86 

Figure 7.2.2 Problem A: Plane wave incident on the nonspherical particle in the direction 
?& = 4 and with incident polarization iib. Problem B: Plane wave incident on the particle 
in direction ?b and with incident polarization &. 

lim iib l ( I @ ,  w)F*(F’, w’)) l & 2 

2r7 

r 
r-00 

KT - -- 
27rA2 4 w  - 

wp)WEy J &‘E’~A’(T’) . BcB)* (F’) (7.2.55) 
VP 

where X = 27r/k is the wavelength. The integral in (7.2.55) is related to the 
absorption of electromagnetic radiation in the particle. Hence, emission in 
direction P is related to absorption in direction ?b. To calculate the integral 
in (7.2.55), we note from the Maxwell equations that 

(4 w,;F, w  47~ *= 
1 -p. pi”’ x gp* +-p* x pyq (7.2.56) 

By making use of (7.2.56), the integral in (7.2.55) can be converted to a 
surface integral over SP. Making use of the continuity of tangential fields on 
Sp, we have 

= -; J 
SO0 

dsf l [EcA’(~‘) x H’B”(~‘) + FO*(~‘) x i+A’(?)] (7.2.57) 

where S, is a spherical surface at infinity. In arriving at the equality in 
(7.2.57), we have made use of 

v .  

[  

$9 x +9* + E(B)* x &A) = 0 

I  

(7.2.58) 
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in region 0 and the divergence theorem. 
To evaluate the surface integral at infinity in (7.2.57), we note that 

On SW, the far-field solutions of the scattered fields can be made use of. 

(7.2.61) 

(7.2.62) 

where j&&i’, Fb) with (Y’, Q! = v, h stands for scattering amplitude from 
direction ?b and polarization &b into direction ?’ and polarization &‘. Using 
(7.2.59)-(7.2.62) in (7.2.57), we find that the product of incident field of (A) 
with incident field of (B) vanishes on integration. The integral of the product 
of scattered fields of (A) and (B) re d uces to an angular integration of product 
of the scattering amplitudes. The integral of the product of incident field 
with scattered field can be calculated by the method of stationary phase. 
The stationary-phase point is at 8’ = &, 4’ = $b with 

(7.2.63) 

+b =z+$ (7.2.64) 

which is the direction of the incident wave and is opposite to the direction 
of emission so that 

?b = sin ob cos &ik + sin ob sin $bb$ + cos obz (7.2.65) 

The result is 

dR’f&(f’, ?b)f;q,(i$ i+,) (7.2.66) 

From (7.2.50), the emission of the four Stokes parameters are, respec- 
t ively, 

Pl = 
6 l (E(;F, W)F(T, w’)) l 6 e -iwt+iw’t 

27 
(7.2.67a) 
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P2 = 

P3 = 

(7.2.67~) 

Note that 

(7.2.67d) 

pb =: -p (7.2.68~) 

66 = 6 (7.2.683) 

(7.2.68~) 

The emission by the particle in the forward direction ? is related to the 
absorption by the particle in the backward direction. However, for the po- 
larization vectors, one has to bear in mind that there is a positive sign in 
(7.2.683) and a negative sign in (7.2.68~). 

From (7.2.67a) and (7.2.55) 

Pl 

Next, we illustrate P3. Note, however, that there is a minus sign differ- 
ence due to (7.2.68b) and (7.2.68~) 

AwKT 
P3 = -dSt- 27t-x2 qWE: $(-;r ’) l EB* (+))  ~b=~b hb / . . ,  (7.2.71) 

? = 

Using (7.2.66) and (7.2.71), we have 
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Similarly, we can calculate P2 and P4. 
Thus, in summary, 

where aks represent absorption cross section in direction Fb, and 

We recognize that a,~(?) and a49 are, respectively, the absorption cross 
sections of vertically and horizontally polarized waves in direction ?. 

Radiative Transfer Equations for Passive Remote Sensing of Nonspheri- 
cal Particles 

To derive the thermal emission source term in the vector radiative trans- 
fer equations, consider a cylindrical volume of cross-sectional area AA and 
length As containing n, particles per unit volume. The emission power for 
the first component of the Stokes parameter API in direction i is, in view 
of (7.2.50) and (7.2.67), 

APl@) 
Aw 

= n, AA As XdR 
KT 
-yal (h) (7.2.75) 
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where 

&) = -i 

Using the definition of specific intensity T(g), we have 

(7.2.76) 

Aw 
AP$) = AI,(i) do - 

27r AA 
(7.2.77) 

Comparing (7.2.75) and (7.2.77), we have Ail(a) = n, Asa,l(&JKT/A2, so 
that the emission vector in the radiative transfer equations is 

F($)CT (7.2.78) 

with 

c 
K - -- 
x2 

(7.2.79) 

Other components of the Stokes parameters can be calculated similarly. The 
emission term can be inserted into the vector radiative transfer equations, 
which assume the following form 

dT(F, $) - - - 
ds 

--&@) l I(r, i) + F(B)CT@) + J dfl’@, i’) l T(F, i’) (7.2.80) 

where k,(i) is the extinction matrix and Y(& Y) is the phase matrix. The 
emission term is 

iv)= [f$J =?-%* [!;i!j (7.2.81) 

Using also (7.2.38) and (3.2.32) % (7.2.74) and (7.2.81), the elements of F(s) 
can be expressed in terms of extinction matrix elements and phase matrix 
elements 

&al@) = &ll@> - J dfl’[P&, i) + P2$‘, i)] (7.2.82a) 

Ka2($) = &22@> - J dR’[P12(i’, g) + Pza(i’, g)] (7.2323) 

Ka3($) = 2&13(i) + 2&&i) - 2 J dR’[P&‘, S) + P23(S’, g)] (7.2.82~) 

Ka4@) = -%c,@) - %,24(i) + 2 J dR’[P@‘, i) + P24(i’, g)] (7.2.82d) 

where K,ij and Pij are, respectively, the ij element of Ee and P with i,j = 
1,2,3,4. 
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2.4 Boundary Conditions 

At a boundary separating two dielectric media, there are boundary condi- 
tions relating the Stokes parameters of the two media. We discuss here the 
boundary conditions for a planar dielectric interface. 

Consider a planar interface separating dielectric media 1 and 2 and 
a plane wave incident from medium 1 onto medium 2 along direction Ei 
(Fig. 7.2.3). Th e incident wave generates a reflected wave in direction i& 
and a transmitted wave in direction &. We have three orthogonal systems 

(k b, k), 
(&JQ, Q, and (Q&, it), with & = 2 x L/i? x LI and 6 = L x L. For 
the incident wave 

(7.2.83a) 
1 h 

H i=- 

rll 
(h E i vi- $!!.&i) e ik,x-ikl,z 

where k, = k1 sin&, Icr, = /q cost+. 

(7.2.833) 

Figure 7.2 
conditions. 

.3 Geometric configuration for planar dielectric interface: derivation of boundary 
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The reflected and transmitted waves are 

i7, = (+s12Evi + iiT~12Ehi)eik~~+ikl~~ (7.2.84a) 

H r= -+&S12Eui - ~~R12Ehi)eikxx+ik1xz 
71 

(7.2.843) 

(7.2.85a) 

(7.2.853) 

where R12 and S12 are reflection coefficients and X12 and Y~Q are transmission 
coefficients for horizontally and vertically polarized waves, respectively : 

Rl2 = 
kl, - k22 - - 
klz + k2z 

x12 - 1 (7.2.86a) 

542 = 
~2klz - d2z 

452klz + d2r 
= Yl2 - 1 (7.2.863) 

We also define reflectivity and transmissivity rp12 and tp12 : 

2 
rh12 = l&2) = 1 - th12 (7.2.87a) 

2 
%12 = p121 = 1 - tv12 (7.2.873) 

From (7.2.83) we know that the plane wave Poynting vector for the 
incident wave is Spi = SVi + Shi , where SVi and Shi signify the vertical and 
horizontal polarization components, respectively, with SVi = ] Evi 12/ql, shi = 
(&12/ql. Similarly, for the reflected wave, SVr = rv&,~ and Shr = rh12S& 
For the transmitted wave, from (7.2.85) we have 

I I 
2 

S 59 71 
vt- - K2 --vi 

71 72 

2 w 
Sht = 1x121 Gshi 

(7.2.88a) 

(7.2.883) 

for & less than the critical angle. Specific intensity is defined as power per 
unit area per unit solid angle and per unit frequency. Let d0 denote dif- 
ferential solid angle. Using Snell’s law, it follows that df& = do,, $t = q$, 
and 

&sinOt = &sin& (7.2.89) 

Differentiating (7.2.89) and multiplying the result with (7.2.89) give 

c2 cos et d& = q cos& dOi (7.2.90) 
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Using (7.2.90), (7.2.88) takes the following form for the specific intensity 
relation between incident and transmitted waves 

I e2 
Pt 

- -- Al tp12 Ipi (7.2.91) 

with p = v, h. Equation (7.2.91) relates the first two components of the 
Stokes parameters for the incident and transmitted intensities at a plane 
boundary. We note that there is a divergence of beam factor E&I for the 
transmitted intensity. 

The relation between the incident and reflected waves for specific in- 
tensities are IVr = rV&i, and Ihr = Thf&. The final relations between 
the incident and reflected Stokes parameters and between the incident and 
transmitted Stokes parameters assume the following matrix form: 

- 
I r = T1,(e,) l fi (7.2.92) 

with 
0 0 
0 0 

Re(S1242) -Im(&2q,) 

I 

(7.2.93) 

Im(S12&2) R+l2q2) 

- 
I t = &(Oi> ’ 7i (7.2.94) 

‘t,12(&> 0 0 0 
0 thl2(@> 0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

(7.2.95) 
Equation (7.2.95) applies when 8i is less than the critical angle. For & larger 

than the critical angle, !?@i) = 0. 
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In this chapter, we discuss solutions for the radiative transfer equations 
and illustrate the solutions for different kinds of scattering media. In the 
absence of scattering, the solutions can be readily obtained and such solu- 
tions are shown in Chapter 7. For cases where scattering exists, solutions are 
more complicated since scattering couples intensities among different direc- 
tions. The iterative approach is convenient for the case of small albedo or 
small layer thickness. It also gives physical insight into the multiple scatter- 
ing processes since there is a one-to-one correspondence between the itera- 
tive order and the order of multiple scattering. For cases of general albedo 
and thick layers, the discrete ordinate-eigenanalysis method can be used 
for problems with homogeneous profiles. In this method, the continuum of 
propagation directions is first discretized into a finite number of directions 
by means of quadrature and the resulting system of equations is then solved 
by eigen-analysis. When the media have inhomogeneous profiles, the method 
of invariant imbedding can be employed. The boundary value problem is re- 
formulated into an initial value problem with slab thickness as the variable. 
The initial value problem is conveniently solved by stepping forward in slab 
thickness. Diffusion approximation is useful when upon multiple scattering, 
the intensities have been diffused almost uniformly into all directions. 

1 Iterative Method 

1.1 Iterative Procedure 

In the iterative method, scattering is treated as a small perturbation. Con- 
sider a plane wave impinging upon a slab of scatterers occupying the region 
4 < z 5 0 (Fig. 8.1.1). The slab of scatterers overlies a dielectric medium, 
and the reflectivity of the boundary at z = -d is given by ~(0). 

incident 

IA 
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specific 
intensity 

l 
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l 
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l 
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l e 
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l 
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2 = 0 

z = -d 

Figure 8.1.1 Plane wave impinges upon a slab of scatterers. 
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Let p(8,& O’, 4’) be the phase function of the scattering layer. The ra- 
diative transfer equations are 

dI 
cod2 = - t&+1’ dB’sinO’~2~d~‘p(81&t9’,i))Iu(8),~’) 

dz + Jdi dB’sin8’~2Yd~‘~(81~;71 - O’,&)I&Q’) (8.1.1) 

dI d - cost%- = - 

dz 

tceId+ Jd’ dhin8’Jd2Td&p(* - *,~;@‘,$‘)I,(6’,#) 

+ 1’ d~‘sin8’~2~d~‘p(~ - &t#q - *‘,#)I@‘,$‘) (8.1.2) 

The boundary conditions are 

*& = 0,8,+) = ~06(COS8 - COS&)~(~ - &) (8.1.3a) 

I( u z= -d, 8,@ = rI& = -d, 8, q!i) (8.1.3b) 

The central idea is perturbation theory. If there is a small parameter C, 
then the &h-order term is of the order O(P). Let f(“) be of order n and let 
gcrn) be of order m Then f @)gcrn) is of order 72 + m since P+m = CQrn 

To solve the radiative transfer equation, we write IU and& in perturba- 
tion orders 

(8.1.4) 

(8.1.5) 

where Iu @) is the nth-order solution of Iu and IF’ is the nth-order solution 
of I& In applying perturbation theory, the phase function is regarded as the 
small parameter. That is, we assume that scattering by random medium 
is a small quantity. The iterative approach converges quickly if c2i < 1 or 
K,d << 1. Substituting (8.1.4) and (8.1.5) in (8.1.1) gives 
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Similar equations can be obtained by putting (8.1.4)-(8.1.5) in (8.1.2). Bal- 
ancing Eq. (8.1.6) to zeroth-order gives 

Similarily, 

d 
coso-I~“~ = -KJ~oJ 

dz 
(8.1.7) 

d (0) (0) - case+ = -K& 
dz 

The boundary conditions for the zeroth order solutions are 

(8.1.8) 

(0) I ( d z = 0,8, qb) = Folqcos B - cos8$q~ - q&) 

I( ‘( O z- u - -d, O,+) = r(O)If+ = -d, 8,4) 

(8.1.9) 

(8.1.10) 

Solving (8.1.7) and (8.1.8) gives 

I(O) = Ae-ne s&k 
U 

(8.1.11) 

I (0) 
d = Be ne, set 82 (8.1.12) 

Matching boundary conditions at z = 0 and z = -d using (8.1.9) and 
(8.1.10), we have 

B = FoS(cosO - cos8&5(q5 - qbi> 

and 

A = r@)F~S(cos 0 - cos t$)S(qb - q5i)e-2ne seced 

Thus the zeroth order solutions of the intensities are 

I(O) = T$&)FoS(COS 8 - cos Q&(4 - &)eene secei(z+2d) U 

I (0) 
d = FoS(cos 8 - cos O#i(qib - q!+ne seceiz 

Balancing (8.1.6) to the first order gives 

(8.1.13) 

(8.1.14) 

. r(&)Fo6(cos 8’ - cos ei>s(+’ __ +i)e-ne secei(z+2d) 

+ s,” dB’sin8’~2Zd+‘p(8,&a- 0’,#) 

l FoS(cos 8’ - cos e,>S(+’ - &)ene seceiz (8.1.15) 
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dI (1) 
cod” = - 

dz 
E,I~‘J + r(&)Fop(O, qb; &, q&)e-IEe secei(z+2d) 

+ Fop@ qi; TT - Oi, &)eKeseceiz (8.1.16) 

To solve (8.1.16), we have particular solutions and homogeneous solutions. 
Particular solutions have the same z dependence as the source term on the 
right- hand side. 

For the term with e-KeSeCei(Z+d), we let 

T(l) - Ke -K<~ set & (z+2d) - 
lU 

Then substituting in (8.1.16) gives 

K - - 

Thus this particular solution 

rFop(& 4; 6, qh> cos 6 
K,(COS ei - cos e> 

1s 

l-(l) 
u = 

f(WFOP(6 6; oi, (Pi> cos @i e-Kc5 sec&(z+2d) 
Ke (COS Bi - COS 8) 

Similarly for the eKe sec ” term the particular solution is 

I( ) 1 - FOP(B7 9% x - 67 4%) COS 6 Ke set &z 
u - 

tile (COS 0 + COS Oi) e 

(8.1.17) 

(8.1.18) 

The solution Ii” is the sum of the two particular solutions of (8.1.17) and 
(8.1.18) and the homogeneous solution, 

I(l) = CewKe set 02 + FOP(“, 4; 7T - Oi, !Pi) UX3 & K, sec$;z 
U 

Ke(COS 8 + COS Oi) e 

+ r(ei>FOP(87 +; Oh 44 cos Oi e-Ke secOi(z+2d) 

6, (COS Oi - COS 0) 

(8 1 19) 
. . 

where the first term is the homogeneous solution. 
For downward intensity, we have 

d (1) - cod -Id = -&Id 
dz 

(‘) + S,i d0’sin8’i2*dqYp(x - *,~;*‘,~‘)*~‘)(e’,~‘) 

(8.1.20) 

d (1) - cod-Id (1) 
dx 

= - &Id -k p(T - 8,& oi, &)r(&)Foe 
--t-ccI, set &(z+2d) 

+p( 7r--- $ 04 ;7r - 8i, ~i)Foen,Secei~ (8.1.21) 
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We calculate Ii” as the sum of two particular solutions and a homogeneous 
solution, 

I (1) De ~e2sec0 + P( r 
d = 

- 6 6; ei, b)r(ei)FO cosei e-n e se&.(z+2d) 2 

K&OS e + cos ei) 

+ P( 7r- ) 04 ;7r - ei7 +i)fiCOS& K se&l 2 
K,(COS ei - cos e) 

ee i (8.1.22) 

To get C and D of (8.1.19) and (8.1.22), we impose boundary conditions for 
the first-order solutions 

(1) I ( d z = o,e, 4) = 0 (8.1.23) 

I( ‘( 24 l z = -d,e,+) = r(e)If)(z = -4 6 4) (8.1.24) 

Imposing (8.1.23) in (8.1.22) gives the solution for D 

D PC - -- r - Ed +; ei, h)r(ei)FO cosei ,-2K sec0.d e 2 
K,(COS e + ~0~ ei) 

PC 7l-- $ 04 ;n - ei, +po c0s ei - 
K,(COS ei - cos e) 

(8.1.25) 

Putting (8.1.25) in (8.1.22) gives 

I (1) PC 7r - ey 6; ei7 ~drOFOcose~ 
d = K&OS e + cos ei) 

e-n,s~Oi(~+2d) _ ,n,~sec&2n,se&$d 1 
+ PC 7r- , 04 ;7r - ei7 $i)fiCOSei 

K,(COS ei - ~0~ e) i 
K sece z ee i-e nezsec8 

I 
(8.1.26) 

Next we impose boundary condition at z = -d as given by (8.1.24). 
Solving gives the solution for C 

I 

C - -- fiP(k 6; 7~ - 6 7 d%> cos 6 e-~ d(sec e+sm 0.) e a 
)F,(COS e + cos ei) 

- f(k)fiP(e, 4; &6i> COSh e-lc,d(sece+sec&) 
Ke(~~~ ei - cos e) 

+ r(e)r(&)FO COS&P(r - 0, & ei~ h> e-~ e &e&l 
K,(~~~ e + cos e,) 

. 
[ 
1 - e-n,d(secO+secOi) e-n,dsec8i 1 

+ r(e)Fo cos eiP(x - 8, 4; T - ei, +i) -nedset 
Ke(~~~ ei - cos e) 

e 

-n,d set & -e -nedsect 
I 

(8.1.27) 
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The exit output first-order scattered intensity $‘(z = 0) is, from (8.1.19) 
and using the solution of C from (8.1.27), 

I( ‘( 
U 
lz= = 0) fi COS oiP(B, 6; 7~ - ei, h> 

e 2 

qc0se + cOsaei) E 

1 - e-~ d(secB+sec#.) 
I 

+ COSQir(ei)FoP(B, (Piei, h> --K dsecQ 
e e i --)E dsece 

K&OS ei - cos e) e e i -e --K.dsectl 

+ r(e)r(ei)FOCOSeiP(r - 0, (Piei, b> -K dsec0 

Ice(~~~ e + cos ei) e e 

1 _ e-~ed(secB+s~6i) e-KedsecOi 1 
+ 

r(e)FOCOSeiP(T - 0~6; 7T’ - ei, h) --K, dsec@ 

qcos ei - cos e) 
e e 

-Ke d set 8i -e --ICedsec8 1 (8.1.28) 

1.2 Integral Equation for Scattering Problems 

In radiative transfer equation, one can normalize the distance by using the 
optical distance: 

r = KeZ (8.1.29) 

Also let p = cos 8. 
Consider a specific intensity impinging in the direction &, and 4 = 0 

as in Fig. 8.1.1. Let Td = aid and pi = cos &. We also normalize the phase 
function by 

Pnh 47 CL’, 4’) = 
Pb, 4; I4 4’) 

K, 

The radiative transfer equation becomes 

(8.1.30) 

+ Pnh & -d, &Id@, $7 4’jJ (8.1.31~) 

(8.1.31b) 

The boundary conditions are 

(8.1.32a) 
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I( ur= -T&/J, 4) = r(/-@d(r = --7d, h 4) (8.1.323) 

A method of solving (8.1.31a)-(8.1.31b) is to set up integral equations. Let 

+ P& +; -/-A #)Id(? PI, +I)] (8.1.33~) 

It acts as the source term for Iu and is a result of scattering. Similarly, let 

+ Pn(-p, cb; VA #)Id(? A 41)] (8.1.33b) 

be the source term for Id as a result of scattering. Then (8.1.31~~) and 
(8.1.31b) become, respectively, 

(8.1.34a) 

--Id(T, pt 0) + sd(T, b 4) (8.1.34b) 

Both (8.1.34a) and (8.1.34b) are first order differential equations with 
source terms. Multiplying (8.1.34~) by er/p and integrating from -Td to 7 
gives 

Multiplying (8.1.34b) by e -r/P and integrating from T to 0 gives 

I 
0 

Id@, /-h 4) = Id@, pt +>e 
T/P + 

d’fsd(71, CL, +)e 
-(+--7)/P (8.1.35b) 

7 

Putting boundary condition (8.1.32~) in (8.1.35b) gives 

I 

0 

Id@, i-b 4) = FOs(p - @f($ - +i)er’pi + dT’sd(T’, /-b $)e 
-b-‘-9lP 

7 
(8.1.36a) 

Using (8.1.36~) and (8.1.32b) in (8.1.35~~) gives 

I 
0 

+ d#&(r’, /.L, q+drffrd)’ ’ 
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I 
7 

+ 
-Td CL 

(8.1.363) 

Equations (8.1.36~) and (8.1.36b) are the coupled integral equations for 
I&, p, 4) and I&, p, 4). Writing the solutions as 

(8.1.37a) 

(8.1.37b) 

where Iu (O) and IF) are known as reduced intensities and Zu and Id are diffuse 
intensities, we obtain 

These are known as the reduced intensities because they correspond to the 
incident wave in direction (pi, &) that is attenuated (reduced) when they 
propagate. They have the Dirac delta functions of angular variables because 
they only propagate in the original directions. Putting (8.1.31~2) and (8.1.31b) 
in (8.1.36a) and (8.1.363) gives the diffuse intensities 

J 
0 

zd(7, /b 4) = dT’Sd(T’, /h +)e 
-b-‘-J-)/P (8.1.39a) 

L(w,~) =rc,,q” dT’Sd(r’, /h +)e 
-(T+T’+2Td)/p 

-Td 

s 

7 

+ 
dT/ ‘&‘, h 4) e-(r--7’)lp (8.1.393) 

-Td l-L 

Substituting (8.1.38~) and (8.1.38b) into (8.1.33~) and (8.1.333) gives 

S U- s;l) + su (8.1.40a) 

(8.1.40b) 

(8.1.41b) 
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Equations (8.1.41a) and (8.1.42a) represent the first-order solutions of SU 
and & as single scattering of the reduced intensity. Equations (8.1.41b) and 
(8.1.42b) represent SU and Sd as single scattering of the diffuse intensity. 

Substituting (8.1.38a)-(8.1.38b) into (8.1.41a) and (8.1.42a), it readily 
follows that the Dirac delta functions cancel the angular integration to give 

S(l) (7, /4 4) = {$%2(/J, 4; pi, 4i)e-‘T+2r~“~i,(cLi)Fo U 

+ Pn(l.L7 4; 7-h 4i)er”9b > (8.1.43a) 

@(7, /Jj 4) = {pn(-/A 4; pi, 4~)e-‘T+27d”~~r(~i)Fo 

+ Pn(+, 4; 9-h 4i)e+‘FO\ (8.1.433) 

Balancing (8.1.393) to first order gives the first-order diffuse upward intensity 

Z$‘)(T, p, 4) = r(p) Jo d.r’@ (#, p, 4)e-(7+r’+2rd)/p 
--7d 

The first order exit intensity is 

The bistatic scattering coefficient is 

(8.1.44) 

(8.1.45) 

(8.1.46) 
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Figure 8.1.2 Four scattering processes for single volume scattering in the presence of a 
reflective boundary. 

Using (8.1.43~~) and (8.1.433) in (8.1.45), integration over do’ can be per- 
formed. Using (8.1.46) then gives the first-order solutions of bistatic coeffi- 
cients. 

1 - 
4w Y(%, 4; pi, 4i) = ---*p&l, q5; -pi, &) C 

1 - .-rd(t++) . - +- I 

. 1 _ eBrd ($+*) e-rd/Pi 1 (8.1.47a) 

The first term in (8.1.47a) represents scattering by a particle into the up 
per half-space. The second term in (8.1.47a) corresponds to reflection of 
the incident wave by the lower boundary followed by single scattering of a 
particle. The third term represents scattering by a particle followed by a 
reflection of the lower boundary. The fourth term corresponds to a reflec- 
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tion of the incident wave that is following by scattering of a particle. This 
is further followed by reflection by the lower boundary. The four processes 
corresponding to each of the scattering terms are illustrated in Fig. 8.1.2. 
Higher order scattering can be calculated by higher order iteration of the 
integral equation. 

For the case of a half-space medium, Td -+ 00, we have 

(8.1.47b) 

1.3 Active Remote Sensing of a Half-Space of Spherical Particles 

The sharp increase of the scattering at the backscattering (retro-reflection) 
direction from some objects has been known for a long time. This is some- 
times called the opposition effect or the glory effect. The glory appearing 
around the shadow of an airplane on a cloud below it, when viewed from the 
airplane, is an example of the peak in reflectivity. In astronomy, it is well 
known that the reflectivity of the moon increases sharply at full moon. In 
the case of volume scattering by a half-space of particles, the sharp peak in 
the backscattering direction may be caused by (1) the Mie scattering pattern 
and (2) the multiple scattering effect known as backscattering enhancement 
not accounted for in radiative transfer theory. The discussion on backscat- 
tering enhancement will be deferred to Volume III. In this section we will 
illustrate (1) by considering the bistatic scattering of a half-space of spherical 
particles (Fig. 8.1.3). 

For 0 < 8 < 7r the radiative - - transfer equation is 

where 7 is the column vector containing the four Stokes parameters. Consider 
specific intensity T0 incident onto the half-space of spherical particles from 
direction (0,, &). Then for 0 < 0 < 7r/2 the boundary condition is 

- - 
I( 7r-- 04 , ,Z=O) =I,s(coso-cose~)6(~-&--J (8.1.49) 

Integral equations can be formulated using (8.1.48) and (8.1.49). 
For 0 < 8 < 7r/2 the zeroth-order solutions are 

- (0) I ( -7-r - 8,+, z) = ~,eKerSeCe~~ S(cos8 - cos8,) 6@ - &,) (8.1.50) 

r’“‘(s, qb, z) = 0 (8.1.51) 
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0 e‘s 

0 c‘s 

0 ES 

0 G3 

Figure 8.1.3 Wave incident on a half-space of spherical particles. 

Thus, the zeroth-order solution for upward-going specific intensity is zero. 
The first-order upward-going specific intensity at z = 0 is 

Pp, 4, z = 0) = 
set 0 

7r -  l 

(set 8 + set Oo)tc, F(8,c); 00, $0) 70 (8.1.52) 

The first-order bistatic scattering coefficients can be calculated and are anal- 
ogous to (8.1.478) 

1 

(1) %Jv 
(1) 

yh V 

(1) 
yh V 

(1) 
Thh 

where 

I (8.1.53) 

with i,j = v, h. For spherical particles, we have 

+ T~N’~mn(~7 O)B--mn(8/, +‘>> (8.1.55) 

The summation over m in (8.1.55) can be carried out using the addition 
theorem for vector spherical harmonics [Tsang et al. 19851: 
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= y,( -qmg, , (o ,  4)[@ l B-m?@‘, +‘>I 

= ‘x(-l)mBmn(Q, +)[$’ l c_,,(e’, +‘)I (8*1*56) 

m 

h 4 1 d2P h -- 1 a2p, 
sin 0 sin 8’ 

a&’ +@ 
sin 0’ at?&’ 

where the argument of the Legendre polynomial Pn is equal to [cos 0 cos 0’ + 
sin 8 sin 0’ cos(+ - +‘)I. 

Thus, we have 

T(M) 1 d2P d2P 
n 

2 + TAN)& 
sin 0 sin 8’ a+&’ 1 

TtN) d2P -- 
+ sin 0 &j&’ I 

’̂ 
+&b 

TtM) d2P TcN) d2Pn --- 
siYr 8 &J%G + 

-- 
si: 0’ %a$’ I 

1 (8.1.58) 

Next we consider bistatic scattering in the plane of incidence by setting 
C$ = & + x and 4’ = &. From (8.1.53) and (8.1.58), we have 

Hence, the first-order bistatic scattering does not contain depolarization for 
scattering in the same plane. Depolarization is a higher-order effect for spher- 
ical particles. From (8.1.58) the like polarization scattering amplitudes are 

00 (2n + 1) 
f&4 db + 75 7l- - &I, &I) = -J&7; 

n = 1 ncn+ l> 
. {T~“)nn(Cos(~ + 8 - 00)) + T~N)~n(cos(~ + 0 - 0,))) (8.1.60~) 
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Figure 8.1.4 Bistatic scattering coefficients yVV and ~hh as a function of scattering angle 
e for ei = 30°, 4 = x + &>i, fractional volume = 0.01, frequency = 10 GHz, a = 0.1 cm, and 
two Es : Es = 3.2(1 + iO.01) and es = 3.2(1 + i0.3). In this figure, ka = 0.209. 

00 (2n + 1) 
,fhh(o, $0 + n; r - ~o,~o) = -i T- 

n = 1 ncn+ l> 

. {T~“)r~(cos(7r + 6 - e,>> + T;*)7Tn(cos(7r + 0 - O(J)} (8.1.60b) 

where 

and 

(8.1.61) 

(8.1.62) 

are the rn and rn functions used by Van de Hulst [1957]. The an and bn 
coefficients in his book are equal to -TIN)* and -T’Y’)*, respectively. In 
his book the relations of Sr (6) and Sa(6) to the scattering amplitudes are 

fvv(Wo+v-- e,,&) = s;(~+(~-b))/ik and .fhh(b’&+~;~-kd,) = 

S;(7T- + (0 - O,))/ik. 

In Fig. 8.1.4, we plot the bistatic scattering coefficients for small particles 
with ka = 0.209 and with two different permittivities es. For small particles, 
the angular dependence of the bistatic scattering coefficient is small. Particles 
with a larger loss tangent have a larger albedo so that the bistatic scattering 
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Figure 8.1.5 Bistatic scattering coefficients 7VU and ~hh as a function of scattering angle 
8fOI+6i=30°, 4= TI + +i, fractional volume =O.Ol, frequency =50 GHz, a = 1.0 cm, and 
two es : c‘s = 3.2(1 + iO.01) and eS = 3.2(1 + i0.3). In this figure ka = 10.47. 

-25 I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  I  

20 22 24 26 &atteryig anire (de; 36 38 40 

Figure 8.1.6 Bistatic scattering coefficients yVV as a function of scattering angle 8 for 
8i = 30°, 4 = T + +i, fractional volume = 0.01, frequency = 50 GHz, E = 3.2(1 + iO.Ol), and 
ka = 10.47, 20.94, and 31.41. 
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coefficients are smaller. In Fig. 8.1.5, the bistatic scattering coefficients for 
larger particles (ka = 10.47) are shown. For the case es = 3.2(l+iO.O1), there 
is a peak of the bistatic scattering coefficient in the backscattering direction 
8 = &. This is a characteristic of the Mie scattering pattern for particles with 
small loss tangents and directly contributes to the glory effect. For more lossy 
particles, the peak in the backscattering direction disappears. This is evident 
from the bistatic scattering curve in Fig. 8.1.5 for es = 3.2(1 + iO.3)~~. 

In Fig. 8.1.6, the bistatic scattering coefficients for different Ax values 
are illustrated. We note that the peak always occurs at the backscattering 
direction and that the sharpness of the peak increases with particle size. 
For Ica = 31.41, the peak value is +2.13 dB at 8 = 30’ (backscattering) 
and is -21.71 dB at 8 = 40”, a difference of 23.84 dB. For the curve ka = 
31.41 in Fig. 8.1.6, the corresponding values of ~~ and ~~ are, respectively, 
0.564 x 10e2 cm-’ and 0.394 x 10e2 cm-l, giving a value of 0.70 for i3. It 
is interesting to note that the results in Fig. 8.1.6 have large absolute values 
for backscat tering coefficients. 

1.4 Active Remote Sensing of a Layer of Nonspherical Particles 

The scattering of electromagnetic waves by nonspherical particles is impor- 
tant because (1) the particles in rain, ice crystals, fog, snow, leaves, and so on, 
are nonspherical and (2) nonspherical particles can give strong depolariza- 
tion return. It has been illustrated in Section 1.3 that for spherical particles, 
backscattering depolarization is a higher-order effect. Treatment of scatter- 
ing by nonspherical particles must employ all four Stokes parameters. In 
this section, an iterative approach is applied to calculate the scattering cross 
section of a layer of randomly positioned and oriented nonspherical particles 
overlying a homogeneous dielectric half-space. The orientation is described 
by a probability density function of the Eulerian angles of rotation. 

Consider a collection of sparsely distributed nonspherical particles with 
permittivity es embedded in region 1 with background permittivity c0 above 
a half-space of homogeneous dielectric with permittivity ~2 (Fig. 8.1.7). The 
radiative transfer equations inside region 1 are 

cos 8-$7(8, qb, z) = -  E, (O ,  $) l qe, 4, z) + S(B, +,z) (8.1.63) 

d - 
cd-q7r -  8, (b ,  %)  = -  R&r -  o,+) l 7(r -  o,(& %)  

dx 

+ w(e, 47 4 (8.1.64) 

where 7(0,4, Z) and @r - 8, (6, z> represent, respectively, upward- and down- 
ward-going specific intensities and are 4 x 1 column matrices containing 
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incident 
direction 
IO(r - ei7 cbi) 

scattered 
direction 
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z = -d 
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PO, e2 

Figure 8.1.7 Geometrical configuration for active remote sensing of a layer of nonspherical 
particles above a homogeneous dielectric half-space. 

the four Stokes parameters. In (8.1.63) and (8.1.64), @9&z) and W(X - 
0,+, z> are source terms representing scattering from other directions into 
the direction of propagation. They are given by 

27s 

Jd J 
d2 

s(t?, qb, z> = d#’ dO’sin 0’ F(e, 4; 0’, 4’) . @9’, +‘, Z) 
0 [ 

+F(e, 4; T -  e’,+‘) l f(7~- -  1, 1, z 

04 ) ]  

(8.1.65) 

27r 

I- J d2 
W(e, +,2) = d+’ de’ sin ef 

0 0 

[ 
F(7r -  e,$; e/ ,#)  l -f(e’, #, 2) 

+P( 

7r- ,  

00 

;7r  -  e/,4’) .7(7~ -  1, 1, z 

e+ ) ]  

(8.1.66) 

The extinction matrix Ee and the phase matrix for general nonspherical 
particles are described in Chapter 7. 

Consider an incident wave with specific intensity 7& - &, &) impinging 
from region 0 upon the particles in the direction (e,, &J. Then the boundary 
conditions for the radiative transfer equations are as follows. At x = 0 

- - 
I( T - 04 7 , z = 0) = I,qc0se - cOseo)s(~ - +o) (8.1.67) 
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and at z ==‘ 4 

qe,+ = -d) = E(O) .~(TT - t&q!+ z = -d) (8.1.68) 

for 0 < 0 < 7r/2. In (8.1.68), B(O) is th e reflectivity matrix for the interface 
separating region 1 and region 2 and is given by 

= [ 

IRm12 0 0 0 

R(B) 
0 IRdo)12 0 0 - - 
0 0 Rt? @mR;1w -Im (&@)qp)) 
0 0 Im (Rv(qqp)) Re (Rv(qRp>) I 

(8.1.69) 
where R, and & are, respectively, the Fresnel reflection coefficients for ver- 
tically and horizontally polarized waves. 

To derive integral equations, we can regard S(e,$, z> and W(0, +, Z) in 
(8.1.63) and (8.1.64) as source terms. The homogeneous solutions are then 
given by the eigensolutions of coherent propagation in Chapter 7. 

The particular solution can be calculated by the method of variation 
of parameters. The arbitrary constants of the homogeneous solution are 
solved by imposing the boundary conditions of (8.1.67) and (8.1.68). The 
two coupled integral equations for the upward- and downward-going specific 
intensities are 

- 
I( 7r - 6 54 4 - - EC 7i- - 0, q@ (p(71- 8, 4)~ set 8) - 

l ii? --1 ( 7r 8, (b)I,s(cos8 c&Jq+ - - - 40) 
0 

dz’ { &r - 6 43 (P(m - &4)(z - 
\ 

2) see 0) 

(8.1.70) 

T(O, 4, z) =l(e, @@ (-p(O, 4) secO(z + cl)) ??-‘(8, q@(O) 

. - 7~ - 8, c#@ (-p(r - 0, +)d set 0) E( 

Ai? ( --1 7r - 0, qb)‘ii,6(cos8 - cos&$q+ - $0) 

+ F(O, q@ (-p(B, qb) set e(Z + d)) 

. set 8 ??-‘(O, q@(O)&r - O,@ 

+ sect3 
I 

’ d&(0, @? (p<O, 4) sect@ - z)) 
-d 

(8.1.71) 
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where B(p(0,+) z set 0) is a 4 x 4 diagonal matrix with the iith element equal 

to exP(Pi(4 49 z set 0). The pi are the eigenvalues of coherent propagation 

and E is the associated eigenmatrix (Chapter 7). 
In applying the iteration method, we treat the first term on the right- 

hand side of (8.1.70) and (8.1.71) as the zeroth-order solution for the 
downward-going and upward-going specific intensities, respectively. The 
zeroth-order solution corresponds to coherent wave propagation of Stokes 
parameters. The first-order upward-going specific intensity at z = 0 is listed 
below. The first-order solution is also known as first-order multiple scatter- 
ing. 

Ip(e,~,z = 0) 

= C set 8{B(O, $)E (-p(e, +)d sect?) %?‘(O, t#@(t@(r - 8, t$& 
k,i 

x B-y, - 0, qb)F(, 

1 _ e-Pk(7F-e,~)dsece--Pi(e,,~,)dsec8, 
X 

@k(, - 44) set @ + Pi(@o, $0) SW $0 
. E( 7l- - @0,40)~ (9(x - O,, &)d set 0,) F(r 

+zl sec0 B(e,~)~(-p(e,~)dsecO)E-‘(B,~)~(B)~(* - 
lk k,i 

e-Pk(-&+)dsec 8 _ e-Pi(~-&,,~o)dsec 8, 
X 

PC i r - 80, $0) set 8, - p&r - 8, 4) set 8 F(7r - 00, qbo)To}. 

+sece~~~k(~,~){~-‘(e,~)~(e,~;eo,~o)~(@o,~o))ki 2 

k,i 

e-pk(e,+)dsecO _ ,--Pi(&,4,)dsec& -- 

x pi@,, $0) Sec8, - ,&(@, 4) sec6 

--1 

E (eo)40)R(eo) 

. 
EC 7r - $0, $o)f5 (-P(r - 0,) qb,)d set 0,) F(r - $0, +o)ro} 

i 

+ sec@~4%@, +){z-‘(6, @(@, 4; r - @o,~o)& - 80, tie)},, . 
k,i 

1 _ &%c(e,+)d set @-pi (w-&,,&)d set 8, 

’ Pk(e,+) sec0 + pi@ - Oo,~o)secOo 1 

- 

E-l( 7-i-- $0, +o)Io} (8.1.72) 
i 

where the summation over indices k and i are from 1 to 4 and { )ij denotes 
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the ijth element of the 4 x 4 matrix. 

Given the vector radiative transfer equation (81.63) and the boundary 
conditions in (8.1.67) and (8.1.68), the Stokes vector can be calculated either 
numerically or iteratively. Once that is solved, the overall scattered Stokes 
vector in direction (&, &) that is observed by the receiver is I,(&, &) = 

I@, A, x = 0) = [I,s,Ihs, u,, K] and can be calculated. It is proportional 
to -f, with the proportionality represented by the 4 x 4 averaged Mueller 

matrix Ji?@,, &; X - 0,, &) as follows 

(8.1.73) 

The Mueller matrix represents the overall polarimetric characteristics of the 
layer of random discrete scatterers including all multiple scattering effects 
and boundary reflections that are included in the vector radiative trans- 
fer theory. The results based on the Mueller matrix will be illustrated for 
the backscattering direction with 8, = 8, and & = x + +o. Based on the 
Mueller matrix, we shall illustrate four polarimetric signatures: the phase 
difference, the copolarized return, the depolarized return, and the degree of 
polarization. The phase difference between vv and hh waves, &h, (the phase 
at which the probability density function of phase difference is maximum 
[Sarabandi, 19921) is 

(8.1.74) 

where Mij is the ij element of the Mueller matrix. For a completely polarized 
incident wave with ellipticity angle x, -45O < x < 45”, and orientation _ _ 
angle $, 0’ < V,!J < 180”, the incident Stokes vector with unit total intensity - 
is defined by 

- 

I 0= 

[ 1 

v 
(1 - cos 2x cos a?/!)) 

z (1 + cos 2x cos 2$) 
- cos 2x sin 22c, 

sin 2x 

(8.1.75) 

where the orientation angle $J is the angle between the major axis of the 
ellipse and the direction of horizontal polarization. The normalized copolar- 
ized received power Pn in the backscattering direction corresponds to the 
case when the receiving antenna measures the same polarization as that of 
the transmitting antenna. The copolarized power Pn and the backscattering 
copolarized coefficient 0 are, respectively, 
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P 
I vs Ihs 

n=- 
2 

(1 - cos2~cos2$+ + -$l+ cos2~cos2$!J) 

u V 
+ -f cos 2x sin 2+ + G sin 2x (8.1.76) 

0 = 4T cos O,P, (8.1.77) 

The depolarized power Pd and the depolarized coefficient ad are, respectively, 

pd = 1~s + Ihs - pn (8.1.78) 

ad = 4x cos e,p, (8.1.79) 

The degree of polarization for the scattered Stokes vector is 

m, = 
,/Q; + u: + v: 

I S 
(8.1.80) 

where Qs = Ivs - Ihs and Is = Ivs + Ihs. 
In the following we list the second-order theory of the vector radiative 

transfer equation. To reduce the complexity of the final result, we adopt 
the viewpoint by regarding a volume scattering as an order of scattering 
and a regarding boundary reflection as half an order of scattering. In this 
manner, the second-order theory will include only five terms: (a) a single 
upward scattering by the particles, (b) a downward single scattering by the 
particles that is followed by a reflection of the boundary at z = -d, (c) a 
reflection by the boundary that is followed by a single upward scattering by 
the particles, (d) a reflection by the boundary at z = -d, followed by a single 
downward scattering by the particles and further followed by a reflection off 
the boundary at z = -d, which then proceeds upward to the receiver, and 
(e) double volume scattering. The sum of (a), (b), (c), and (d) shall be 
labeled as first-order theory, and the sum of all five terms shall be labeled 
as second-order theory. The Mueller matrix is given by 

ki 

1 _ e-bc(e,+)d set 0-Pi(~-80,+,)d sm 0, 

sec8+pi(n---8,,~,)sec8, ij 

+ 7, set O{!?(tY, t#@ (-/3(6, +)d set 0) ??(t+ +)-l@@(~ - 0, +)}mk 
k,i 

x E(71- 0, qb)-lF(7r - 0, c/l; 7r - 8,, qso)E(7r - 
ki 

e-P&r-&~)dsec8 _ e-/%(~-4,,&,)dsec& = 

’ ,@i(e,, 40) =c~o - prc(8, (8) sect? 
E(n - 00, cbo,-‘> 

ij 
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+sece~~mk(e,4){~(e14)-1~(e,4;e*,4*)~(e*,40))ki 
k,i 

e+k(&4)dsec 0 _ e-Pi(eo,40)dse~~o 
X 

PC i T - eo,~o)s~c80 - pk(n - O,+)dsecO 1 Z(e,, 4o)-1Z(e) 

. E( 7I- - @0,4*)5 (-P(., - Oo, qb,)d set &) ?!(T - eo,4oy} 
ij 

+ 7: see e( E(e, +>Z (-p(e, $)d set 0) E(O, +j-‘X(eo)B(~ - 8, +)} 
k,i mk 

x 
{ 

E(T - 8, 4)-‘F(r - 64; em 4o)m3, 4*)}ki 

x IL - e-Pk(r 
-e,~)dsece-Pi(e,,~~,)dsece, 

pk(r - 4 4) set e -I- pip*, 40) set 00 1 
Z(e*, 4J1qe*$Q - &,4*> 

‘E(-p(7r - e,, qi,)d set S,) 8(~ - @0,40)-‘> 
ij 

( 
e-Ppk (et,&)& set ef _ ,-&(e,+)d set e 

> 
e-Pi(~-eo,+o)dseceo 

- cos 81 
,&(e,(b)COSe - ,8k(e',+')COSe 1 
cos 8, 

x pk(tq+XX8, +,&(~-e0740)~d 

x [ B(e', 4')-1F(e', 4’; T - e,, 40)E(r - o, o e 4)] ki 
cos 8, 

+ [pn(4 4) COS 8’ + ,&(T - e’, 4’) COS e] 

cos 8, 
x [Pn(R 4) coseo + Pi(T - 00,40) cosq 

x c0se+ 
[ 

,-P~$bP)ds~ce 

PC i T - 80, $0) COS 8' - pk (R - e', 4’) COS e. 

x pn(e, 4) cos 0, cos 01 e-Pi(n-eo940)dseceo _ e-Pk(~-W4dsec@ 

> 

+ cos e Cos eopk(r _ e’, 4’)~-~i(~-eo~~o~dseceo 
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- cos 8/P@ _ f),, ~o)e--Pd?r-e’,@~dsec8’ 

111 

x 
i 
Bp, ~yss(e, (b; 77- - 8’, tp’)E(7r - ‘, ’ 0 411 

nk 

x F(71. - e’, (b’)-lF(7r - o’, 4’; 7r - 00, &JE(7r 

In (8.1.81), E(Q5) is the eigenmatrix for coherent propagation andpi, i= 
1,2,3,4, are the eigenvalues of coherent wave propagation. In the numerical 
examples, we shall only consider the statistical azimuthal symmetric case 
when the vertical polarized waves and the horizontal polarized waves are the 
characteristic polarizations of the medium. In this case, we have 

rl 0 0 01 

(8.1.82) 

1.4. I Numerical Illustrations with Finite Dielectric Cylinders 

For numerical illustrations, we choose the nonspherical particles to be fi- 
nite dielectric cylinders, which provide a reasonable scattering model for 
vegetable canopy. Scattering by the finite cylinders will be calculated nu- 
merically using a method of moment body of revolution (MOM-BOR) code. 
In this code, surface integral equations are solved by using the method of 
moments [Harrington, 19681. The variations of the unknown electric and 
magnetic surface fields are approximated by staggered pulse functions in the 
t-direction and are expanded in Fourier series in the $-direction. The de- 
tailed discretization procedure can be found in Glisson and Wilton [1980] 
and Joseph [1990]. F or computational efficiency, it is important to note that 
it is required to calculate the inverse of the impedance matrix or admittance 
matrix only once for a cylinder of fixed length, radius, and permittivity. The 
admittance matrix of the cylinder is then stored. Given incident fields of 
arbitrary polarization, incident angle, and orientation of the cylinder, the 
surface fields induced on the surface of the cylinder are calculated by multi- 
plying the admittance matrix with the incident field. In this case, the total 
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surface fields on the curve sides as well as on the two ends of the cylinder are 
calculated. The bistatic scattering amplitudes can then be calculated. In our 
implementation, we further store the bistatic scattering amplitudes in the 
body frame for each harmonic. For an arbitrary incident field and with ar- 
bitrary orientation, the bistatic scattering amplitudes in the principal frame 
can be calculated from that of the stored scattering amplitudes by rotation 
of coordinates and by interpolation. 

Step I: Calculation of Impedance Matrix and Admittance Matrix 

Given the length, radius, and complex permittivity of the cylinder, the 
impedance matrix and the admittance matrix of the cylinder are calculated 
by solving the surface integral equations only one time with MOM-BOR. The 
admittance matrix is then stored. 

Step 2: Calculation of Bistatic Scattering Amplitudes for Each Harmonic 
in the Body l+ame 

We shall use the same notations as Chapter 1, in which the infinite cylinder 
approximation was used. Consider an incident field given in the body frame 

bY 

(8.1.84) 

(8.1.85) 

(8.1.86) 

(8.1.87) 

Because of rotational symmetry, we have taken +& = 0 without loss of 
generality. Given the admittance matrix stored in step 1, a product can 
be taken between the admittance matrix and the incident field to give the 
surface fields at each discretized point on the surface for each harmonic. 
These include Egm (Zb), Hgm (zb), E,cm (zb), and HFm( zb) on the curved side, 

E,U,(i-%), H,u,(Pb>, Emmy and Hgm (pb) on the upper side, and EpL,( pb), 

H,L,bd E$mhk and fftm(pb) on the lower side, where 26 denotes the 
coordinate on the curved side and pb denotes the cylindrical radial coordinate 
on the upper side and the lower side. The bistatic scattering amplitudes in 
the body frame are 

fVbVb (ohs, +bs; obi, +bi = 0) = 7, (8*1 l 88) eim4b” .fVbV@‘@bSr ebi) 

m=-00 
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.fvbhb (k, +bs; obi, 4bi = 0) = 5 
eim+bs 

fv~hm--@bs, obi) (8*1*89) 

m=-00 

.fhbvb (ohs, 4bs; obi, 6bi = 0) = 5 
eim+bs 

fhbq,m(obs, obi) @l*g”) 
m=-00 

.fhbh#bs, +bs; obi, +bi = 0) = F, eim4b*3.fhbhbm(obs, obi) (8*1*91) 
m=-00 

The bistatic scattering amplitudes for each harmonic, fv,vbm (Ohs j o&), 

f vbhbm(Obs, Obi), f hbvbrn(obs, Obi), and fhbht,m(obs, Obi), can be expressed in 
terms of the surface fields as follows 

ft&m(obs, obi) = (-i)“% [ - ik( sinobs@4mJm(‘&) 

m 
+ cos obs$%rnJrn (ufs) - k%zrnJh (ws) 

WS > I 

( > -i ?-r-z 
+ 

2 
eik(cos Obi -cos t&9> 5 imk Jm(k &@-,&-,) 

k Sin ob&, 

x {wEymCPd + S$-n(Pb) COSObs} 

+ kJ&C’sin’bsPb) {EFm(pb) + ~H~m(pb)COSObs} 1 
( ) -i 77-z 

+ 
e-ik(cos Ohi -cos &,) $ imk 

2 k Sin t&&b 
Jm(k sin o@b) 

- kJh(ksinebsPb) {E,L,(pb) + ‘TI-H&(Pb) COSObs} 1 (8.1.92) 

( 1 -i m 
+ 

eik(cos &i -COS 6L) 5 imk 
2 k Sin t&& 

Jm(k sin &@b) 

+ kJk(ksinObsPb) (-)?HFm(Pb) + E$-n(Pb) COSObs} 1 
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( > -i m a 

+ 
2 

e--ik(cos ebi -cos e,,) $ J [ dPbPb - imk Jm(k sint&ptJ 
0 k sin &&q, 

- kJk(ksinObsPb) (E$m(Pb)cosObs - VHim(Pb)) 1 (8.1.93) 

where S = v, h 

WS = ksin t& t 
2 H +rn = J dZbeik(cos ebi -cos e&& 
L 

HzmCzb) 
-- 

2 

J 
4 
2 H zm = 

dz: 
b 

eik(cos Ohi-COS e&b 

L 
H,C, @b) 

-- 
2 

(8.1.94) 

(8.1.95) 

(8.1.96) 

For &, = vb, We set (Evbi =l, &,i= 0) to calculate the surface fields from 
the admittance matrix. For & = hb, we set (&bi = 0, Ehbi=r) to calculate 
the surface fields from the admittance matrix. The bistatic scattering ampli- 
tudes for each harmonic fvbvbm(obs, obi), fvbhhrn(obs, obi), fhbvbm(obs, obi), ad 

fhbhbm(Obs, o&) can be stored for a two-dimensional array Of VdUeS ohs and 
o&. The bistatic scattering amplitudes for each harmonic at arbitrary values 
of ohs and obi can then be calculated by interpolation. 

L n- 

E +rn = J 2 

dxbe ik(cos ebi 

L 

-COS~b.&bEgm(xb) 

A- 
2 

J 
L 
2 E zm = 

& eik(cose~i-cosehn)z~ 
6 E,C, hJ 

L -- 
2 

(8.1.97) 

(8.1.98) 

Step 3: Calculation of Bistatic Scattering Amplitude in the Principal 
F!rame 

Let (p, (Y) be the orientation angles of the body axis of the cylinder so that 
the axis of symmetry &, is 

ib = sin p cos a% + sin p sin &j + cos @ (8.1.99a) 

Let (&, Ci, &) be the orthonormal vectors of incident direction and polar- 
ization, and let (is, Cs, ks) be the orthonormal vectors of scattered direction 
and polarization. 

h 
si = sin & cos q!@ + sin & sin q@j + cos Oi2 (8.1.993) 
h 
vi = cos Oi cos &ii!? + cos Oi sin $& - sin O$ (8.1.99c) 
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h 

h i= - sin +;2 + cos #j 
h 
ss = sin 8, cos &!? + sin 8, sin &j + cos B,i 

(8.1.99d) 

(8.1.99e) 

= sin 6& cos $bbskb + sin 6bs sin $?!q-&& + cos && 
h 

VS = cos 8, cos q&ii? + cos 8, sin +& - sin 0,2 (8.1.99f) 
h 
h S= - sin &2 + cos +& (8.1.999) 

cbs = cos 6bs cos q&i& + cos ohs sin (bb&b - sin &&, (8.1.99h) 

(8.1.99i) 

Then using (8.1.84)-(8.1.87) and (8.1.99a)-(8.1.99j), the transformation of 
bistatic scattering amplitudes between the principal frame and the body 
frame is 

(8.1.100) 

Calculations of body frame scattering amplitudes are done by using (8.1.88)- 
(8.1.91) and interpolation. 

We also carry out energy conservation tests. For the case of real per- 
mittivity Q-, without absorption loss, the optical theorem can be verified by 
checking the equality of extinction and scattering cross sections. Thus for the 
case of real ep, the following relations have to be obeyed to satisfy energy 
conservation. 

4n 

I 

n- 

~Imf&&@bi,+bi = 0; obi, 6bi = 0) = 2x dt?bs Sin 8bs 

0 

l c [~fv&,rn(@bs, ebi)12 + ffh&,m(~bs, obi)12] (8.1~101) 

m=-00 

for 6b = vb, hb. In our calculations, we have checked energy conservation for 
the method of moment code by using (8.1.101). 

Numerical Results and Discussions 

We show numerical results of radar polarimetry of a layer of dielectric cylin- 
ders overlying a homogeneous half space using parameters of vegetation and 
soil [El-Rayes and Ulaby, 1987; Ulaby and El-Rayes, 1987; Newton and 
Rouse, Jr., 19801. The special case of statistical azimuthal symmetry will 
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be examined. Thus for a function that depends on the orientation angles (kr 
and ,0 the averaging of the function g(a, p> is taken as follows 

The probability density function is uniform for solid angles with Q! between 0 
and 2~ and with p between ,@I and ,&. The sinp factor in (8.1.102) accounts 
for the differential solid angle. The results of copolarized return, depolarized 
return, degree of polarization, and the phase differences are illustrated for 
first order and second-order solution. The first-order solution consists of the 
sum of the first four terms in (8.1.81) ( i.e., a, b, c, and d). The second-order 
solution refers to the sum of all five terms in (8.1.81) (i.e., a, b, c, d, e). In 
all the figures we only show the results of MOM combined with the vector 
radiative transfer theory. The corresponding Mueller matrices are tabulated. 
Some of the Mueller matrices based on the infinite cylinder approximation 
are also listed in the tables for comparison. 

In Fig. 8.1.8, we plot the copolarized return, the depolarized return, and 
the degree of polarization for a medium of cylinders of length 15 cm and ra- 
dius 2.5 cm at the L band based on first-order theory and MOM. The Mueller 
matrices of MOM, the infinite cylinder approach with scattered field and that 
with total field, are all listed in Table 8.1.1 for comparison. The absorption 
coefficients, scattering coefficients, and extinction coefficients for V and lir 
polarizations are all listed so that the optical thicknesses can be calculated 
readily to see whether higher-order scattering effects are important. We note 
from the tabulated Mueller matrices that there is some difference between 
the scattered field approximation and the total field approximation. How- 
ever, there are large differences with the MOM results. This is because for 
this case, the radius of the cylinder is not small and significant errors are 
in the infinite cylinder approximation because the scattering-induced radia- 
tion from the ends of the cylinders are neglected. Also, results based on the 
infinite cylinder approach do not obey reciprocity. That is, VH is not equal 
to HV. For example, the term that corresponds to the bistatic scattering 
amplitude of the cylinder is not reciprocal in the infinite cylinder approxi- 
mation. On the other hand, the MOM solution is reciprocal. The cylinders 
are uniformly oriented for p between 0’ and 45’. As indicated in Fig. 8.1.8a, 
the HH return is larger than the VV return because of the randomness of 
orientation and the large radius of the cylinder. The results in Fig. 8.1.8 also 
indicate large variation of scattering with polarization. 
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Figure 8.1.8 Polarimetric signatures based on first-order theory and MOM code as a 
function of ellipticity angle x and orientation angle $J of a layer of dielectric cylinders with 
prescribed orientation distribution: (a) copolarized return, (b) depolarized return, and (c) 
degree of polarization. The parameters are: frequency = 1.225 GHz, es = (6.5 + i2)~, a = 
2.5 cm, L = 15 cm, fractional volume = 0.006, d = 0.5 meters, ~2 = (15 + i2)~0, and 
8, = 8, = 60°. Orientation distribution is governed by ,E& = O” and pZ = 45’. The values of 
the Mueller matrices based on MOM and infinite cylinder approximations are listed in Table 
8.1.1. 
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Table 8.1.1 Mueller matrices of Fig. 8.1.8. 
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5.49 x 1o-3 1.88 x lO-3 0.000 0.000 
1.67 x 1O-3 5.93 x lo-3 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -4.81 x 1o-4 7.98 x 1o-4 
0.000 0.000 -8.29 x 1O-4 3.54 x 1o-4 

(1) Infinite cylinder scattered field approximation 
(The computed values of absorption and scattering rates based on infi- 
nite cylinder scattered field approximations are K,, = 0.138 m-l, bv = 
0.201 m-l, ~~h = 0.0872 m-l, &h = 0.0926 m-l). 

5.52 x 1O-3 1.89 x lO-3 0.000 0.000 
1.69 x 1O-3 6.04 x lO-3 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -5.75 x 1o-4 9.98 x 1O-4 
0.000 0.000 -9.61 x 1O-4 2.27 x 1O-4 

(2) Infinite cylinder total field approximation 

8.82 x 1O-3 1.68 x lo-3 0.000 0.000 
1.68 x lo-3 1.01 x lo-2 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -2.27 x 1O-3 1.84 x 1O-3 
0.000 0.000 -1.84 x 1O-3 -9.39 x 1o-4 

(3) Method of Moment solution 
(The computed values of extinction rates are K;,, = 0.4037 m-l, K& = 
0.2324 m-l). 

In Fig. 8.1.9, we show the case for cylinders with a smaller radius of 
a = 1 cm. The corresponding Mueller matrices for the three approaches are 
shown in Table 8.1.2. Because of the smaller radius compared with wave- 
length, the results of the infinite cylinder approximation are in good agree- 
ment with MOM. The copolarized return indicate that VV is larger than HH 
for this case of slender cylinders. The copolarized return and the depolarized 
return also show that the variations of scattering with polarization are less 
rapid than that of Fig. 8.1.8. 
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Figure 8.1.9 Polarimetric signatures based on first-order theory and MOM code as a 
function of ellipticity angle x and orientation angle $J of a layer of dielectric cylinders with 
prescribed orientation distribution (a) copolarized return, (b) depolarized return, and (c) 
degree of polarization. The parameters are: frequency = 1.225 GHz, es = (6.5 + i2)~, a = 
1 cm, L = 15 cm, fractional volume = 0.006, d = 0.5 meters, ~2 = (15 + i2)~0, and 
0, = 8, = 60’. Orientation distribution is governed by p1 = 0’ and ,& = 45O. The values of 
the Mueller matrices based on MOM and infinite cylinder approximations are listed in Table 
8.1.2. 
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Table 8.1.2 Mueller matrices of Fig. 8.1.9. 
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7.40 x 1o-3 1.26 x 1O-3 0.000 0.000 
1.28 x 1o-3 4.11 x 1o-3 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -1.81 x lO-3 5.89 x 1o-4 
0.000 0.000 -5.91 x 1o-4 -1.04 x 1o-3 

L 

( 1) Infinite cylinder scattered field approximation 
(The computed values of absorption and scattering rates based on infi- 
nite cylinder scattered field approximations are ~~~ = 0.245 m-l, kv = 
0.118 m-l, ~~~ = 0.0764 m-l, ~,h = 0.0318 m-‘>. 

7.41 x 1o-3 1.28 x 1O-3 0.000 0.000 
1.27 x lO-3 4.11 x 1o-3 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -1.83 x 1O-3 5.86 x 1O-4 
0.000 0.000 -5.72 x 1O-4 -1.07 x 1o-3 

(2) Infinite cylinder total field approximation 

7.03 x 1o-3 9.87 x 1O-4 0.000 0.000 
9.87 x lO-4 4.46 x lo-” 0.000 0.000 

0.000 0.000 -2.04 x 1O-3 4.85 x 1O-4 
0.000 0.000 -4.85 x 1O-4 -1.34 x lo-3 

(3) Method of Moment solution 
(The computed values of extinction rates are fiev = 0.2955 m-l, t&h 
0.0953 m-l). 

In Figs. 8.1.10 and 8.1.11, we show respectively the results of first order 
theory and second-order theory using the same parameters of Fig. 8.1.8 but 
with a larger layer thickness of d = 2.5 meters. The Mueller matrices are 
listed in Table 8.1.3. The optical thicknesses are 1.01 and 0.58 respectively 
for vertical and horizontal polarizations. A significant amount of multiple 
scattering significantly increases the contrast between the VV and HH re- 
turn. It also significantly increases the depolarized return. The results also 
indicate that the multiple scattering can be important at the L band for 
some cases of medium parameters. 
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Figure 8.1.10 Polarimetric signatures based on first-order theory and MOM code as a 
function of ellipticity angle x and orientation angle $J of a layer of dielectric cylinders with 
prescribed orientation distribution (a) copolarized return, (b) depolarized return, and (c) 
degree of polarization. The parameters are: frequency = 1.225 GHz, es = (6.5 + i2)co, a = 
2.5 cm, L = 15 cm, fractional volume = 0.006, d = 2.5 meters, ~2 = (15 + i2)~0, and 
43 = 0, = 60’. Orientation distribution is governed by ,& = 0’ and ,& = 45O. The values of 
the Mueller matrices based on MOM and infinite cylinder approximations are listed in Table 
8.1.3. 
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Figure 8.1.11 Polarimetric signatures based on second-order theory and MOM code as a 
function of ellipticity angle x and orientation angle $ of a layer of dielectric cylinders with 
prescribed orientation distribution (a) copolarized return, (b) depolarized return, and (c) 
degree of polarization. The parameters are: frequency = 1.225 GHz, e:s = (6.5 + i2)eu, a = 
2.5 cm, L = 15 cm, fractional volume = 0.006, d = 2.5 meters, 62 = (15 + i2)eu, and 
8, = 8, = 60°. Orientation distribution is governed by p1 = 0’ and p2 = 45O. The values of 
the Mueller matrices based on MOM and infinite cylinder approximations are listed in Table 
8.1.3. 
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Table ELI.3 Mueller matrices of Figs. 8.1.10 and 8.1.11. 

1.49 x lo-2 
2.63 x 1O-3 

0.000 
0.000 

2.63 x 1O-3 0.000 
1.22 x lo-2 0.000 

0.000 -7.88 x 1O-3 
0.000 -5.37 x lo-” 

First-order solution 

0.000 
0.000 

5.37 x 1o-3 
-3.35 x lo-3 

2.19 x lo-2 
4.22 x 1O-3 

0.000 
0.000 

4.21 x 1O-3 0.000 
1.43 x 1o-2 0.000 

0.000 -1.01 x 1o-2 
0.000 -7.37 x 1o-3 

Second-order solution 

(The computed values of extinction rates are Key = 
0.2324 m-l). 

0.000 
0.000 

7.35 x 1o-3 
-3.67 x 1O-3 

0.4037 m-l, 6,h - - 

1.5 Second-Order Scattering from Isotropic Point Scatterers 

The model of isotropic point scatterers is a convenient model to ‘illustrate 
the multiple scattering processes in a scattering medium. In this section, 
we shall illustrate second-order scattering based on the iterative solution 
to the radiative transfer equations for a wave incident onto a half-space 
of point scatterers (Fig. 8.1.12). The solution will be compared with the 
corresponding result from analytic wave theory in Volume III, where it will 
be shown that there is a difference of a factor of 2 between the two results 
in the direction of backscattering. 

The differential radiative transfer equations will assume the form of 
(8.1.31) and the boundary conditions are that of (8.1.32), with r(p) replaced 
by zero. For ,X > 0 the integral equations are 
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Figure 8.1.12 Wave incident on a half-space of isotropic point. 

The iterative solution will be carried to second order. For p > 0 the 
zeroth-order solutions are 

I(O)(T, -p, 4) = S(p - p,) is(+) dpi (8.1.1054 

I(“+, p, 4) = 0 (8.1.105b) 

The first-order solutions are 

(8.1.106) 

(8.1.107) 

The second-order iterative solution can be calculated readily by substitut- 
ing (8.1.106) and (8.1.107) into (8.1.103) and (8.1.104). The solution of the 
outgoing specific intensity at r = 0 is, to second order, 

I( r = o,p,qb) = I@+- = o,p,qb) +1(2)(7- = o,p,@ 

The first-order solution is proportional to the albedo ti, and the second- 
order solution is proportional to w  -2. In general, the &h-order solution is 
proportional to Gn. Thus, the iterative solution converges quickly for small 
albedo when scattering is dominated by absorption. We also note that there 
is an integration over angles for the second-order solution because in the 
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scattered direction 

Figure 8.1.13 Double scattering processes involving two particles. 

double scattering involving two particles, the direction of propagation from 
the first particle to the second particle can be arbitrary (Fig. 8.1.13). Thus, 
the general nth-order solution will involve an (n - l)th-fold integration. 

2 

21 . 

For 
the 

Discrete Ordinate-Eigenanalysis Method 

Radiative Transfer Solution for Laminar Structures 

media with laminar structure, scattering only couples in two directions, 
upward-going intensity I(@, Z) and its specular downward-going counter- 

part I(~--0, Z) at the same angle 0. The two polarizations are uncoupled. The 
result is a set of coupled equations for the upward and downward intensities 
that can be solved analytically. 

Let IU denote upward-going specific intensity, and let Id denote 
downward-going specific intensity. Denoting the scattering region as region 
1, we have, for 0 < 6 < 7r/2, 

d 
coso-1, = 

1 

dz 
-KeIu + &T(z) + z”s(pf Iu + pb Id) (8.2.1) 

d 
COS6-Id = K,ld - t&T(z) - 

dz 
f h(Pf Id + pb Izl) (8.2.2) 

where the subscript u denotes upward; d, downward; f, forward; and b, 
backward. Extinction is the sum of absorption and scattering K~ = ~~ + K,. 

For horizontal polarization we have 

Sk’2 2 lm z 1 + 2k’2 Z2 cos2 0 
KS = - 

lm z 

cos 8 1 + 4k’;L,1,2 cos2 8 
(8.2.3) 

Pb = 
1 

1 + 2k’l2,1$ cos2 0 
(8.2.4) 
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Figure 8.2.1 Thermal emission of half-space of laminar structure. 

where ki, denotes the real part of kl,. For vertical polarization we have 

iYkrz 1 lm 2 AIs = - 
2cos8 [ 

‘1+ 
cos2 28 

1 + 41c’;2,lf cos2 8 1 (8.2.5) 

Pb = 
2 cos2 20 

1 + 4k’;L,Z,2 cos2 0 + cos2 28 
(8.2.6) 

For both cases of polarization we have 

P f=2-Pb (8.2.7) 

We illustrate the solution for the case of thermal emission of a half-space 
laminar medium (Fig. 8.2.1). The following nonuniform temperature profile 
is assumed 

T(z) = To + Th eyz (8.2.8) 

A typical subsurface temperature profile of the Antarctica is shown in 
Fig. 8.2.2. The temperature profile in the Amundsen-Scott Station in Antarc- 
tica [Lettau, 19711 is fitted with the exponentials as follows: 

For December 31 (summer) we have 

T&z) = 222 + 34e 0.812 

for August 31 (winter), we have 

Tg(x> = 222 - 10e 0.372 

and for April 1 (autumn), we have 

T3(z) = 222 + 81 e 0.512 _ gg ,0.66z 
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Figure 8.2.2 Subsurface temperature distributions at the Amundsen-Scott Station in 
Antarctica. 
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Frequency (GHz) 

Figure 8.2.3 Brightness temperature (without scattering) as a function of frequency for 
the three temperature distributions shown in Fig. 8.2.2: ~‘1, = l&,, c/1:, = 0.00054~~. 
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Observation angle (deg) 

Figure 8.2.4 Brightness temperature as a function of viewing angle for TE and TM waves 
at 20 GHz, ekrn = 1.8~,, E;~ = O.O0054e,, I, = 2 mm, and T = Q(z). 

where z is in meters. 
The equations for the specific intensities are two coupled first-order dif- 

ferential equations that can be solved exactly. We find the following solution 
for the brightness temperature for the temperature distribution of (8.28). 

(8.2.9) 

where r01 is the Fresnel reflectivity at the interface x = 0, and 

cl! = [K&a + ke)]1’2 (82.10) 

In the absence of scattering (6 = 0), the brightness temperatures for the 
three temperature distributions are illustrated in Fig. 8.2.3. By comparing 
Figs. 8.2.2 and 8.2.3, we note that high-frequency emission originates primar- 
ily from the surface while subsurface emission dominates the low-frequency 
brightness temperatures. 

In Fig. 8.2.4, the brightness temperature as a function of viewing angle 
is plotted for the case of 6 = 0 (no scattering) and 6 = 0.002, where 6 is the 
variance of permittivity fluctuations. We note that the presence of scattering 
induces darkening, because scattering hinders the emission from reaching the 
radiometer. 
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Figure 8.2.5 Brightness temperature as a function of frequency for different scattering 
media for T = T&z), E;~ = l&,, cyrn = 0.0005&,, and I, = 2 mm. 

In Fig. 8.2.5, the brightness temperature is plotted as a function of 
frequency for different & values. We note that scattering causes darkening 
in general. However, at high frequency, a significant amount of scattered 
energy is in the forward direction so that the emission can still reach the 
radiometer. This accounts for the minimum of brightness temperature at an 
intermediate frequency for the curve in Fig. 8.2.5. 

2.2 Numerical Procedure of Discrete Ordinate Method: Normal 
Incidence 

Consider a plane wave normally impinging upon a slab of scatterers between 
z = 0 and z = -d. We decompose the intensity into reduced intensity and 
diffuse intensity 

I u = I”’ + zu (8.2.11) 

I(j=Ip+& (8.2.12) 

The boundary conditions are 

I& = 0) = Fos(p - 1>qdq 

I( u r = -qj) = r(p)I& = --q-j) 
(8.2.13) 

(8.2.14) 
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Because of normal incidence, the specific intensity does not have a 4 depen- 
dence. 

The zeroth-order solutions have reduced intensities. They are 

Ii’)(T) = r(p = l)FoQ - l)&(@e-(r+2~dJ 

IF’(T) = Foli(p - l)e7 

(8.2.15) 

(8.2.16) 

The diffuse intensities obey the equations 

- Z,(r, p) + p(p, 4; l,O)r(p = 1)Foe-(‘+2rd) 

27r 1 

+ p(p, 4; -1,O)Foe’ + 
I I 

d4’ ddP(l4 4; dc wiL(77 d> 

+ 12T d4’Jdl dP’Pb-4 4; -P’, 4’,;,,, P’> (8.2.17a) 

- zc1(7, p) + p(-/$& 1,o)r(p = 1>fie 
--(T+zTd) 

+ P(-l-4 4; -1, O)FoeT 

+i2nd$‘11 dp’P(-b 4; f-6 4v&, l-4 

+‘P( -b 4; -p’, @‘)&(r, p’> (8.2.17b) 

Because the diffuse intensities have no 4 dependence, we can integrate 
(8.2.17a) and (8.2.17b) over dqb from 0 to 27~ We further let 

1 

I 

27r 

2n &‘P(h 4; CL’, 4’) = PO@, $1 
0 

(8.2.18) 

In (8.2.18) we have assumed the scattering medium has statistical azimuthal 
symmetry so that the phase function p(p, 4; p’, 4’) only depends on 4 - 4’. 
Equations (8.2.17a) and (8.2.173) then become 

+ P&4 1) e-(T+2Td) r(l)Fo + PO@ 1) ‘-- e’Fo (8.2.19a) 
P CL 
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+ PO(--~~ 1) e-(‘+2n)r(l)Fo + p0b-h -1) gFo (8 2 190) . . 
P CL 

and the boundary conditions for the diffuse intensity are 

&(r = 0, p) = 0 (8.2.20a) 

(8.2.20b) 

We discretize directions p by using quadrature. Using Legendre quadrature, 
we obtain 

I 
1 N 

d/-d(P) = 7, ajf (I+) (8.2.21) 
-1 j=---N 

where pj,j = -N, -N + 1,. . . , -1,1,2,. . . , N are the 2N zeros of the Leg- 
endre polynomial &N (cl), and aj are the Christoffel weights 

1 

I 

1 
P2N (4 

aj = phN(pj) -ldlLp-pj 

(8.2.22) 

. 
J = -N, -N + 1,. . . , -1,1,2,. . . , N - 1, N. Thus 

I 0 1 I 

1 1 

dCL’P0 (i-h tQ’)zzl(7, CL’) + dh’O(b --cL’)zd(T, p’) = 
0 I 

4-J’Po(b iwh I4 
-1 

(8.2.23) 

2(ry P’> = 
{ 

zL(r, P’) - - O<$<l 
zd(r 

7- p’) -l<p’<O - - 
(8.2.24) 

Thus 

I ’ -1 
dp’P&~ i--Q% IJ’) = 7, ajPO(h ~j)zzL(C kJjH-7: ajPO(h ?j)zd(rr pj) 

j=l j=l 
(8.2.25) 

N N 

In (8.2.25) we have used the symmetry relations for the zeros and the 
Christoffel weights 

/L-j = -/!.Lj (8.2.26a) 

a-j = aj (8.2.26b) 
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For example, 

N = 2, p1 = 0.3399 = --I_L-~, P2 = 0.8611 = -/Lo; 

a1 = 0.6521 = a-1, a2 = 0.3479 = a-2; 

81 = cos -1 p1 = 70”, 02 = cos -1 p2 = 30.55”; 

e-1 = cos -y-pi) = llO”, e-2 = cos-l(-/.Q) = 149.45O 

Thus the discretized versions of (8.2.19)-(8.2.20) are 

dzd(T, pi) -Id@, pi) - - - 
dr Pi 

+ EFajPO( 3% PjP&7 l-4 
j=l 

+ PO(-L-Q) ‘1 e-(~+2~~)T(1)~0 + PO(-Pi) -l) eTFo (8 2 27b) . . 
Pi Pi 

zd(r = 0, /Ai) = 0 (8.2.28a) 

(8.2.28b) 

The equations can be conveniently cast into matrix form. 

Let 7, and Td be column vectors containing the diffuse intensities in the 
N directions; then 

(8.2.29) 
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(8.2.30) 

are the column matrices of dimensions N x 1 containing the zeroth harmonic 
diffuse intensities in the N directions, 01 = co& ,ul, 02 = co& ~2, . . . , 
8N = co@ /dN. 

For the phase functions, we can define the N x N phase matrices denoting 
the coupling of N directions to N directions. These are further distinguished 
into uu, ud, 

Thus, 
du, and dd, where u = up and d = down. 

xftLu 
P - - 27r 

=ud 
P 

- - 27r 

FdU - - 27r 

Po(Pl, PI) PO&~, cL2) . l . + l l P&1, W) 
po(1-12, p1) Po(l-42, f-42) l ’ l l l l P&a CLN) 

. . 

. 

,po(pN, pl) pO@N, /J2) l l l l l l pO(l-LN, PN) 

= F (8.2.31) 

Po(/h,-PI) l ‘. 0.. ..- PO(/-b-WV) 
170(P2,-/Q) l .  .  . . -  l -e P&%-NV) 

. . . . - - B . . 

. . . . 

p()(/& --PI) . . . . . . . . . PO(PNi -l-d -L 

po(- /h , /Q)  9 . .  l . . -00 Pd-kW-W) 
po(-/4p1) .-- a.0 .-. PO(-f4pN) 

. 
. 

1 = 
- - B . 

(8.2.32) 

(8.2.33) 
l 

.  

p()(-;N,pl) .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  

Pd-/-% PN) 

po ( - /Q ,  - /4 )  -00 l .  .  . . .  PO(- / -b -pN) 

po(-p2,-/4 .a- 9-a -0. ?‘O(-/%--/0d 

rdd - 2x 

I  

. . - . . . 
po( -j,&, -/Q) . . . . . . . . . pO(-PN, --CLN) 

= F (8.2.34) 

where pd denotes the phase matrix of scattering from N downward direc- 
tions to N upward directions for the zeroth harmonic. Similar interpretations 
apply to j!P”, Fdu, and Fdd. In (8.2.31)-(8.2.34) we have assumed that sym- 
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metry relations exist for phase functions such that 

Thus 

F = puu = Fdd 

denotes the forward scattering phase function matrix and 

denotes the backward- ,scattering phase function matrix. We also define diag- 
onal matrices E and E containing the pi’s and the ai’s. They are both N x N 
diagonal matrices. 

‘B = pd = jjdu 

- - . 
P 

- . - (8.2.39) 

0 
. . . 

. PN 

Pl 
ru2 0 

333 

(8.2.35) 

(8.2.36) 

(8.2.37) 

(8.2.38) 

r 

Also, let &,, &jr &, 
and P&-j represent the source terms on the right 

hand sides of (8.2.19u)2 and (8.2.19b). They are N x 1 column vectors 

(8.2.41) 
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- PO(PlAFg - 

PdP2r- " l'Fo 

P2 - 

P ud = 
. 
. . 
. . 

dkl) F 
---jr--- O- 

- 
P du = 

- 

Pdd = 
. 
. 
. 
. 
. 

Po(-WV-,- 
L PN “F. 

Also the reflectivity matrix F is N x N and is 

r(Pl) 
T(cLd 0 

?;= . . . 

0 
. . . 

+N) 

Then in matrix notation, (8.2.27) and (8.2.28) become 

(8.2.42) 

(8.2.43) 

(8.2.44) 

! (8.2.45) 

- 
+P e --(Tf2+Td) uu 

+ Pud er (8.2.46) 

+hu e -(r+2rd) + add er (8.2.47) 

and the boundary conditions in matrix form are 
- 
&(‘7” = 0) = 0 (8.2.48) 
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- - 
I( u r  = -r( j)  = r  l zu (7 = -q-j) (8.2.49) 

Solutions of (8.2.46) and (8.2.47) consist of homogeneous solutions and par- 
ticular solutions. For homogeneous solution, we try 

- 
z u = Z,, ear (8.2.50~) 
- 
Zd = Tda ear (8.2.503) 

Substituting (8.2.50a) and (8.2.503) into (8.2.46) and (8.2.47) gives 

+(~~,,+~-~~~~=~-~~~~~~~,,+~-~*~*~*~d~ (8.2.51a) 

-a&, + p-lzd, = p- l l j%i-T,, +E-l •%i-~dcu (8.2.51b) 

Adding (8.2.51~) and (8.2.51b) gives 

@ l (Tua -z&) =z* (zua+&a) 

where 

(8.2.52) 

-= -T+F.z+E.z A (8.2.53) 
- 

where 7 is N x N unit matrix. 
Similarly, taking the difference of (8.2.51~~) and (8.2.51b) gives 

@ l ( r , ,  + z,,> = 7 l ( z , ,  -  z , , )  (8.2.54) 

where 
-= -~+jT.~-~.~ W (8.2.55) 

From (8.2.52) and (8.2.54), we have 

so that 

> ( 
. z,,+T&) =o (8.2.56) 

Thus we have eigenvalue problem for a2. It is an N x N eigenvalue 
problem for a2 so that there are N values of a2 

2 2 2 
(39,~2,-49/ 

Let Z,, be the eigenvector associated with (~12, that is, 

1 .r,, =(-j (8.2.57) 

1 - 12 . , N. Then al and 
(83.5;b) with 

---al will both be eigenvalues of (8.2.51a)- 
corresponding eigenvectors 

- z 1 
ua = - 

2 ( 

1 
l+- =--I .T .TQl 

al 
P 

> 
(8.2.58) 
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.z,, (8.2.59) 

for CQ, and 

.z,, (8.2.60) 

.z,, (8.2.61) 

for --al. 
We also have 2N arbitrary constants with pl corresponding to eigenvalue 

CQ and with IQ corresponding to eigenvalue --al. The homogeneous solution 
is a linear combination of these 2N eigenvectors. 

+ pBl 1 1 - -7-l . z 
> 

. z,, e-&+rd 1 (8.2.62a) 
al 

(8.2.623) 

We next determine particular solutions of (8.2.36)-(8.2.37). The first set 
is 

- 
z u = Tuu e-(r+2’-d (8.2.63a) 
- 
Id = Tdu e-(r+2rd (8.2.63b) 

Putting (8.2.63a) and (8.2.63b) into (8.2.46) and (8.2.47) give the equations 
- 

- z ~~l~~uu+~~l~~~~~~uu~~~‘*~*~~~du~~uu (8.2.64a) uu = -p 
- 
zdu = -p =-’ l z& +p-’ l B*z*2,, +p-l •~*?i”&u +&ju (8.2.64b) 

The second set is 
- 
z u = rud er (8.2.65a) - 
& = &-j er (8.2.65b) 

where rUd and &d obey the equations 
- 
z ud = -p 

=-1 l Tud +p- ’ .j?.~&+~-‘.~ 
l a. & + pud (8.2.66a) 
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Thus the total solution is 
- 
z u = zf + z,, e++2rd) + Tud er (8.2.67a) 
- -Ill 
Zd = Zd + Tdu. e++2rd) + Tdd er (8.2.673) 

To determine Pl and P-l, Z = 1, . . . , N, we impose the boundary condi- 
tions (8.2.48)-(8.2.49) at T = 0 and T = -T& For T = 0, these give 

and at r = -r& the boundary condition gives 

+ Tuu eerd + Tud eerd 

Equations (8.2.68a) and (8.2.68b) provide 2N equations for the 2N unknowns 
Pl, p2, l l l $ PN,P-l&2,. . . ,PeN. 

2.3 Active Remote Sensing: Oblique Incidence 

For the case of an incident wave that is obliquely incident on the layer of 
scatterers, the radiative transfer equations become 

(8.2.69a) 

+ P&h 4; -dr +‘)Id(? f.6 #)] 

The boundary conditions are 

Id@ = 0, kb 4) = FO& - /-b)~(~ - 40) 

(8.2.69b) 

(8.2.70a) 
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I( UT= --7d, t% 4) = +)Id(T = --7d, /b 4) (8.2.70b) 

We next decompose intensity into reduced and diffused intensities 

I u = ILO’ + z-u (8.2.71a) 

I(-j=Ip’+& (8.2.713) 

The incident direction is at (p,, &J. The reduced intensity solutions are 

IL’+, p, 4) = T(/A&-(~::~) Fo6(p - po)S(qb - q&) (8.2.72a) 

p(? p, 4) = Fos(p - ruo)&b - 4&k (8.2.72b) 

The boundary conditions for the diffuse intensity are 

zd(o, b 4) = 0 (8.2.73) 

2,(-Td, k-h 6) = +)zd(--7d, b 4) (8.2.74) 

The diffuse intensity obeys the equations 

(8.2.76a) 
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The discretization of directions is performed by using quadrature angles 
in p and taking Fourier series in 4. We assume that the phase function is 
azimuthally symmetric. Let 

P&7 4 CL’7 4’) =PO(h d) + 7, P”“(/h CL’) COSm(+ - 4’) 
m=l 

00 

+ c P”“(i-4 CL’) sinm(O - 4) (8.2.77) 
m=l 

The S&” and $‘, which are scattering of reduced intensities, can be ex- 
pressed as follows 

I m=l 

+ ( P&Y -i-Jo) + 7, P”“(h -PO) cosm(4 - 00) 

+ 71 P”“(K -po) sin m($ - $o) }& FO (8.2.78) 
m=l I 

-t- g p”“(--p, PO) sinm(+ - +o) C(r~~~d’~(~o)l?o 
m=l 

+ 
{ 

Po(-P, -CL,) + y; P”“(-I4 -CL,) cosm(4 - 42 
m=l 

+ f y  P”“(-lb -PO) sinm(4 - 40) &F. (8.2.79) 
m=l 

The diffuse intensities are expanded in Fourier series about 4 - 4. 

m=l 
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(8.2.80a) 

(8.2.80b) 

Substituting (8.2.80a) and (8.2.803) into (8.2.763), we need to perform inte- 
grals of the type 

2n 
- - I c d4’ 

0 
Po(k4 l-4 + y; Pm%, d) cosm(cb - 

m=l 

+ y, P”“(cL, d> sinm(+ - 40) 
m=l > 

+ y, c”(7, p’) sinm’(4’ - +o)} 
m’=1 

4) 0 

(8.2.81) 

The orthogonality of the integration of the product of cosine and sine func- 
tions can be made use of 

I 
27r 

d$’ cosm(+ - 4’) cos m’(& - $o) 
0 

{ 

0 if m # m’ - 
- rcosm(+-$,> ifm=m’ 

I 

27r 

dq5’ cosm(q5 - 4’) sin m’(q5’ - c$~) 
0 

(8.2.82a) 

0 if m # m’ 

7rsinm(+qb,) if m=m’ 
(8.2.82b) 

I 
27r 

d+’ sinm( qb - 4’) cos m’(+’ - +o) 
0 
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0 if m # m’ 

xsinm@-4,) ifm=m’ 
(8.2.82~) 

I 
27r 

d+’ sinm(4 - 4’) sin m’(+’ - &,) 
0 

0 if m # m’ 
- - 

-7r cosm(q5 - q&-J if m = m’ 
(8.2.82d) 

We thus have 

(8.2.81) = 2TPo(cL, cL’)L&-7 CL’) 

+ 7r F, P”“(l-4 p’>q% cl’> cosm@P - 44 
m=l 

m=1 

+ r 2 p”“(p, p’)qy7 p’) sinm(4 - 40) 
m=l 

- 7r g P”“(cL, iJ’)TS(7 p’) cosm(O - 40) (8.2.83) 
m=l 

Similar terms are obtained for other terms in the integral. 
Balancing (8.2.75a) and (8.2.753) for terms without cosine or sine de- 

pendence, we have 

+ 
27r 

P I 
1 

0 
dh’O(h --cLI)z,d(‘? p’> 

+ po(p, po) -(T+2Td) 
IL0 f(/-Jo)FO + 

Poh -PO) r e eEFo (8.2.84a) 
CL P 

dz,d (7, p) - - - 
dr 

1 

+ +‘Po(--CL, -$)zod(‘? p’> 

+ Po( -CL., PO) - (r+27d) e lb0 +Jo)Fo + Poh -l-4 r e=Fo (8.2.843) 
P P 
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These equations are similar to those of Section 2.2 for the case of normal 
incidence and can be solved numerically in the same manner. 

To obtain the solutions for the higher harmonics, we use (8.2.80), 
(8.2.77), and (8.2.75). B a ancing 1 coefficients of cos m (4 - &) gives 

- -- zmc(T, p) + pm’&, /-b) 
P CL 

e-%r(p 
0 

)Fo + pm% -PO) 
P 

(8.2.85a) 

- -- zrc(T, p) + p”“(--CL, PO) eer(p 
0 

)Fo + p”“(-h PO) &F. 
CL P CL 

+ 
7r - 
P 

7l- - 
CL J 

1 
dp’prnS(-CL, -p’)qy, l-4 

0 

(8.2.85b) 

Balance coefficients of sin m(+ - 40) gives 

- -- zms(r, CL) + P”“(/‘h PO) e* 
PO 

+ 
0 
)Fo + P”“(b -b) ek F. 

CL P P 

(8.2.86a) 
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+ 

+ 

7r 
- 
P 

7r 
- 
P 

J 
1 

0 

J 

1 

0 

7l- J 
1 

+ i o dp'prnS(-CL, -P'>qy(77 t4 (8.2.863) 

Equations (8.2.85a), (8.2.85b), (8.2.86a), and (8.2.863) provide four 
equations for the four unknowns Z,,‘(T, p), Xr” (7, p), Zrc(7, p), and 
lrs(r, cl). Discretization of p can be performed in the same manner as the 
zeroth harmonic, and the numerical method of Section 2.2 can be applied 
for these components. 

2.4 Discrete Ordinate Method for Passive Remote Sensing 

For passive remote sensing problems, the radiative transfer equation is 

cos f) a? 0) J 
27T 

dx 
= -EJ(z,q+K,CT+ dqi’Y(8,+; O’, 4’) l f(z, 19’) (8.2.87) 

0 

We assume that the phase function P(0, 4; O’, 4’) has azimuthal dependence 
of C$ - 4’; as a result, I@, 0) has no dependence on $. It can be shown that 
the third and fourth Stokes parameter are equal to zero. Let 

(8.2.883) 

(8.2.88~) 

(8.2.88d) 

Thus the radiative transfer equations for passive remote sensing are 
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cos edw9 e> 
dz 

= +,,Iv(e, z> + fi,cT 

+ 
s 

* de/sin 0’ [(v(e), v(e’)pv(2, et) 
0 

+ (v(e), h(e’))Ih(& e’>] (8.2.89a) 

cosgdlh(z, e> 
dz 

= -KehIh(e, %) i- K&T 

+ 
s 

m dt?‘sint?’ [(h(e), v(e’))I&, et) 
0 

+ (h(e), h(e’))Ih(? e’)] (8.2.893) 

Let pj be the 2n zeroes of the even-order Legendre polynomial Pz&), and 
aj are the Christoffel weighting functions. There are 27-z pj values and 272 aj 
values. They obey the relation 

aj = U-j (8.2.90a) 

/Lj = -/A-j (8.2.90b) 

for j = Al, k2, *3,. . . , An. By letting CL’ = case’, the integral in the ra- 
diative transfer equation can be approximated by a quadrature formula as 
follows 

s 
m de%int+(B), v(e’>]&(e’, Z) = F4 aj[v(e>, vj]Iu,(z) 

0 j=-n 

(8.2.91) 

where 

9 =v(e=cos-$j) (8.2.92) 

I -1 - I (0 Vj - V = COS 
P) 

j (8.2.93) 

We further allow the variable 8 in (82.91) to assume the discretized val- 
ues Oj only. With this quadrature procedure, the following system of equa- 
tions for passive remote sensing are obtained. For i = -+l, 4~2, . . . t kn we 

pi-&(~) 

pi$Ih&) 

- - t&T - k!viLi (z> 

+ 2 aJ(V$#&) + (vi,hj)Ihj(Z)l (8.2.94) 
j=-n 

- - t&T - “khirhi (2) 

+ 7, aj[(hi?j)Ivj(z) + (hi, hj)lhj(z)] (8-2.95) 
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where 

345 

I pi = I&i, x> (8.2.96) 

Ke/3i = Ke&i) (8.2.97) 

(% Pj) = [4Pi), P(Pj)] (8.2.98) 

The choice of the order of quadrature 72 depends on the angular variation 
of the integrand in (8.2.91). If the variation is smooth, then a lower-order 
quadrature can be used. For Rayleigh scattering, an order of n = 8 is suffi- 
cient. For rapid variation of the integrand, a higher order of quadrature is 
required. Equations (8.2.94) and (8.2.95) constitute a system of 472 ordinary 
differential equations with constant coefficients. 

To solve for the homogeneous solutions to (8.2.94) and (8.2.95), let 

Ipi = Ipi ecLrz (8.2.99) 

Substitute (8.2.99) in (8.2.94) and (8.2.95) in order to determine the 472 
eigenvalues of Q! and the corresponding 492 eigenvectors. In matrix notation 

where f, and & are two 2n x 1 matrices denoting upward- and downward- 
going specific intensities, 

- 
I U- 

I - vl 
. 
. . 

I vn 

Ihl 
. 
. . 

.Ihn d 

- 
Id = 

I 9 
v-l 

. . . 

I v-n 

Ih-1 
. . . 

. Ih-n A 

(8.2.102) 

the matrices ii, TF,, and a are 2n x 2n diagonal matrices 

- - 
P = diag[~l,CL2,**g,~n,~l,CL2,***~nI (8.2.103) 

ze = diag [Kevr, Kev2, l l l 7 Kevn, Kehl) Keh2, l l l 7 “%hn] (8.2.104) 

EC diag[al,a2,***~a,,al,az,***an] (8.2.105) 

and the matrices F and B are forward- and backward-scattering phase ma- 
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trices with dimensions of 2n x 291. 

.(hn, Vl) .  .  l 

(Vn7 Vn> 
(hl, vn) 

(hn7vn) 

@n, h) 

(hl, h) 

(hn7hl) 

. . . 

.  l .  

. . . 

l 

.  

@,,A > 

(hl, k) 

.  

.  

(hnih >- n 

‘(Vl, v-1) . . . (zll?-n) (VI&l) l ee (%h-n) 

. . . 

(vwv-1) l ** (vnyv-n) (vn,h-1> l -0 (vn,h-n) 

(hl,V-1) l l l (hl~v-n) (hl7 h-l) l ** (hl, h-n) 

. . . . . . 

. (hn,v_l) '0. (hni-n) (h,,h--I) ..a (hn,i-n) 

(8.2.106) 

(8.2.107) 

l?rom the symmetry relations for scattering phase functions, we have (ai, ,Bj) 
- - (P -j, a-i), with QI, ,0 = v, h. Hence, both F and B are symmetric matrices. 

The number of homogeneous equations can be reduced from 4n to 2n 
by defining 

- 
I+ =f,+fd (8.2.108) 
- - 
I - -- I - Id 

Adding and subtracting (8.2.100) andy8.2.101) gives 

(8.2.109) 

ap* 7- =T*I+ (8.2.110) 

C+I+ =~J- (8.2.111) 

where 

A - - -ze+J7.a+E.z (8.2.112) 

W - - -&+F.&pz (8.2.113) 

Combining (8.2.110) and (8.2.111) gives the eigenvalue problem 
-- - 

(r-l 
1 = =-l = 

. W . P . A - a2)I+ = 0 (8.2.114) 

Thus, if c1! is an eigenvalue, so is --a. Equation (8.2.114) has 2n eigenval- 
2 2 ues (ys, a2, . . . , a2n and 2n eigenvectors T+r, T+2, . . . ,7+2n. The solution is 

written in the following form 
2n 

- 

U 

- 
I+ = PI 1 +I eazz + PJ+l e-az(Z+d) 

> 
(8.2.115) 

1=1 
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The constants Pl and P -l are to be determined from the boundary con- 
ditions. Also, E is determined from (8.2.110). Let superscript H denote 
homogeneous solution. Then, 

-H 1 
2n 

I 
1 

u =- 2 Cc 
Pl(l + -7-l l 71) l I+1 ecvlz 

I=1 al 

1 + p-1( 1 - -ly-l . ;;3-> . T+l e-“‘CZ+4 
w  > 

(8.2.116) 

-H 1 
2n 

I(j =s 
c( 

W 
1 

1 ---“i- ’ . -;I) . I+1 ealz 

1=1 

1 + P_l( 1 + -Fe1 . x) . T+l eeal(‘+4 
a1 > 

(8.2.117) 

To determine the particular solution, we note that 

J X d8’sin8’ [(v(0), ~(0’)) + (v(0), h(B’))] = kv(B> = 4x@) - Ka 
0 

and 

J T dO’sin 0’ [(h(O), ~(0’)) + (h(B), h(8’))] = &h(e) = &h(o) - &a 
0 

The particular solution to (8.2.94) and (8.2.95) is, with superscript P denot- 
ing particular solution, 

7 p=~~p=c~ 
U (8.2.118) 

where T is a 2nx 1 column matrix with each element equal to the temperature 
T. The total solution is the sum of the homogeneous solution of (8.2.116) 
and (8.2.117) and the particular solution of (8.2.118). 

The 4n unknown constants Pl and P-1 are to be determined from the 
boundary conditions. Suppose the scattering medium is bounded by dielec- 
tric interfaces at z = 0 and at z = -d characterized by Fresnel reflectivity 
and transmissivity matrices (Fig. 8.2.6). Then the boundary conditions are, 
in matrix form, 

where 

- 
I& = 0) = 710 l f , ( z  = 0) (8.2.119) 

- 
I( u~=-d) = Fl2 *I& = -d) + F12 l CT2 (8.2.120) 

FlO = diag [hlol, %102, . l l 7 ?110,~, rhl0, 7 rhlO,, l l l 7 rhlo,] (8.2-121) 

752 = diag [7-7112~, 7%112~, l l l 7 %12,,, rh121 9 rh122, l l l 7 rh12,] (8.2~122) 
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0 

scattering layer 

- .Y 
Region 2 E 2, pa T2 

Figure 8.2.6 Thermal emission of a scattering layer lying above a homogeneous dielectric 
half-space. 

52 = diag [&112~, &112~ 7 l l l 7 tv12,, 7 th121, th122, l ’ l 7 th12,] (8.2*123) 

T2 is the temperature for the dielectric half-space below z = -d, r,lo is the 
Fresnel reflectivity for the interface at z = 0 for Q polarizations, and r,r2 and 
ta12 are, respectively, Fresnel reflectivity and transmissivity for polarization 
cx at the interface z = -d. Equations (8.2.119) and (8.2.120) provide 4n 
equations for the 4n unknowns P’l and P-2, Z = 1,2, . . . ,272. 

After the 472 unknown constants are determined, the brightness temper- 
ature TB is given by 

Tg = 
1 1 
$O’“(” = 0) = ,Flo {Tf(Z = 0) + CT} (8.2.125) 

with 

;I0 = 7 - FIO (8.2.126) 
- 

and I as the 272 x 272 unit matrix. Thus, ?lo is the transmissivity matrix for 
the n directions and the two polarizations at the boundary z: = 0. In the 
following two sections, we illustrate the brightness temperature solutions 
for random media with three-dimensional variations and discrete spherical 
scatterers. 
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2.5 Passive Remote Sensing of a Three-Dimensional Random 
Medium 

The phase matrix of a three-dimensional medium with correlation function 

[ 

I 262'1 ‘1 2 ‘1 2 

(Elf (F’)E1 f p”)) = 6Qm 2 exp - 
(x/-x ) +(y'-y ) - 

1 z l2 P 1 
(8.2.127) 

has been derived in Chapter 7. The coupling coefficients of passive remote 
sensing (v, v’), (v, h’), (h, v’), and (h, h’) can be calculated by integration of 
corresponding phase matrix elements over d$‘. They are 

(v, v’) = Q(0, o’> emw 
{[ 

sin2 8 sin2 O’ + k cos2 B cos2 0’1 I, 

1 
+ 2sin0sin8/cos&os8’1r(w) + zcos2~cos2~‘I~(w) 

> 
(8.2.128) 

(v, h’) = Q(0, 0’) eWw$-$,(w) - Iz(w)] (8.2.129) 

(h, v’) = Q(O, 0’) ,_,“‘8’ [IO(w) - 12(w)] (8.2.130) 

(h, h’) = Q(& 0’) esw&,(w) + I&u)] (8.2.131) 

where 

6k14 l2 
Q& O’) = +! 1 + p&@ - cos 0’)2 1 

[ k’2 l2 
l exp h-8 P -- 

4 ( sin B - sin 0’) 2 1 
k’2 l2 

w=---- ‘F ’ sin 8 sin 0’ 

The scattering coefficients are 

J 
7r b@> = d0’ sin 19’ [(v’, v) + (h’, v)] 

0 

(8.2.132) 

(8.2.133) 

(8.2.134) 

&h(o) = J *TT do’sin 8’ [(II’, h) + (h’, h)] (8.2.135) 
0 

and the integration can be carried out using Gaussian-Legendre quadrature. 
The extinction coefficient is a summation of the absorption coefficient of the 
background medium and the scattering coefficient. 

(8.2.136) 
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Figure 8.2.7 Brightness temperature for vertical polarization as a function of observation 
angle for Elm = 1.8(1 + iO.O005)~,, frequency = 10 GHz, I, = 2 mm, T = 300 K, and 
s = 0.002. 

where p = v, h and K, = 2l~y~. 
In the following, we illustrate brightness temperature of a layer of ran- 

dom medium overlying a homogeneous dielectric half-space (Fig. 8.2.6). In 
Fig. 8.2.7, the vertically polarized brightness temperature for a half-space 
random medium as a function of viewing angle is plotted for different I, 
values. We note that as I, increases, the brightness temperature decreases 
because the albedo increases with 1, and scattering induces darkening for 
a half-space medium. We also note that for small Z,, scattering is diffuse 
while for 1, = 00, results reduce to that of laminar structure where there is 
coupling only between the specularly related upward and downward direc- 
tions. This is evident from Fig. 8.2.7, because the brightness temperature 
for medium with the large 1, exhibits stronger angular dependence. 

In Fig. 8.2.8, the brightness temperature as a function of frequency is 
illustrated for a half-space random medium. We note that there is a broad 
minimum caused by resonant scattering analogous to the case of the laminar 
structure of Section 2.1. The minimum cannot be uncovered by Rayleigh 
approximations or point scatterers. 

In Fig. 8.2.9, we plot the brightness temperature for a two-layer medium 
as a function of frequency. The presence of a subsurface boundary introduces 
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Figure 8.2.8 Brightness temperature as a function of frequency for elm = 1.8( l+iO.O005)~,, 

Frequency (GHz) 

1, = 2 mm, T = 300 K, 6 = 0.002, and observation at nadir. 
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Figure 8.2.9 Brightness temperature as a function of frequency for elm = 3.2( 1 +iO.O009)e,, 
I, = 1 mm, I, = 2 cm, T = 273 K, 6 = 0.02, and a subsurface layer at the depth of 2 m 
with permittivity ~2 = 77.2(1 + iO.17)~~. 
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a maximum at the low-frequency side. At very low frequencies, the received 
emission at the radiometer originates primarily from the subsurface dielectric 
~2 which has a small emissivity. As frequency increases, brightness temper- 
ature increases since the medium elm, which has a higher emissivity, begins 
to contribute to the received emission. As frequency further increases, scat- 
tering becomes dominant and causes a decrease in brightness temperature. 
This accounts for the maximum in brightness temperature in the figure. 

2.6 Passive Remote Sensing of a Layer of Mie Scatterers Overly- 

ing a Dielectric Half-Space 

For the case of Mie scatterers, the coupling coefficients (I.@),@‘)), (v(O), 
h(O’)), (h(B), v(O’)), and (h(B), I@‘)) are given by [Tsang et al. 19851 

(v(e),v (e’)) = $ Fl n(~~l)s~(cose)s~ (cose~)~ 
2 

= 
+ 

1 

n(n + 1) 
x 

C 
P)trn(cos e>tr (cos e’) n n 

2 

+ q!ys~(cos e>s,m (cos e’) 
II 

(8.2.137a) 

(v(e), h (e’)) = %,1, ,,, ,,(,l+ 1) x [Tyt::(cose)s~ (cod) c/c 
2 

+ T~N)s~(cos e>t; (cos e’) II (8.2.137b) 

(h(q,v (0’)) = 3 ,r, ,,11, ,(,: 1) x [Tys~(cose)t~ (cod) c/c 
2 

+ Tr!N)t~(Cos e>sr (cos e’)] (8.2.137~) 

(h(B), h (0’)) = % Fl n~‘$$(cos~)s; @OS@‘) 

2 

= 

+ e>sr (cos e’) 
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Figure 8.2.10 Brightness temperatures as a function of frequency for ~1 = 3(1 +iO.O053)~,, 
ES = 8.3~,, a = 5mm, f  = 0.03, and T = 300 K. The results are compared for two different 
sphere sizes. 

+ Tyyycos e>ty (cos 0’) 1 
where 

2 

(8.2.137d) 

tF(cOSO) = d27rn(n + l)fym~nap<~~~*) (8.2.138) 

qycos8) = j/~ym dPr(cos 0) d* (8.2.139) 

From Chapter 2, the extinction, scattering, and absorption coefficients for 
Mie scatterers are given by 

(8.2.140) 

(8.2.141) 

(8.2.142) 

We first consider the half-space case. In Fig. 8.2.10, we plot the bright- 
ness temperature of a half-space of spherical scatterers. The parameters used 
correspond to a lunar regolith containing basaltic rock chips. The results are 
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Figure 8.2.12 Brightness temperatures as a function of the observation angle for ~1 = 3( 1+ 
iO.O053)c,, es = 8.36,, a = 5mm, f  = 0.03, and T = 300K. Results for vertical polarization 
(solid line) and for horizontal polarizations are plotted at two different frequencies. 
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shown for scattering spheres of sizes a = 5 mm and a = 2mm. From the 
figure, it can be seen that the resonance behavior of the smaller-sized parti- 
cles occur at higher frequencies, while for the larger-sized particles, there are 
multiple resonant behavior in the frequency range plotted. In Fig. 82.11, we 
compare the results of the computed brightness temperatures obtained with 
the Mie phase functions and Rayleigh phase functions. As the frequency in- 
creases, the Rayleigh result becomes inaccurate and Mie scattering must be 
used. 

To illustrate the angular dependence, the brightness temperatures for 
the vertical and horizontal polarizations at two different frequencies are 
plotted in Fig. 82.12. We note that scattering also decreases the angular 
dependence of brightness temperatures. 

Passive Remote Sensing of Cloud and Rainfall 

The discrete-scatterer model has also been applied to investigate microwave 
thermal emission from a layer of cloud or rain (Fig. 82.13). To realistically 
model the cloud and rainfall droplets, a drop-size distribution must be intro- 
duced for the particles [Laws and Parsons 1943; Marshall and Palmer 19481. 
The following P-size distribution [Deirmendjian 19691 can be used: 

n(a) = K1apexp (-KzaQ) (8.2.143) 

where the constants P and Q are fitted empirically to the slopes of an exper- 
imentally obtained drop-size distribution. The unit of n(a) is usually given 
in em-3p-1 and has the meaning of number of particles per unit volume per 
unit radius. The extinction and absorption coefficients and the phase matrix 
elements are then obtained by replacing no in (8.2.137) through (8.2.142) by 
n(a) and integration over a from 0 to 00. The constants K1 and K2 can be 
expressed in terms of mode radius a, (in microns) and specific water content 

M (tF/m3>* 
The mode radius a, is the drop-size at which n(a) is at the maximum. 

By using (8.2.143) and n’(a,) = 0, we have 

P 
K2 = & 

Q a, 

(8.2.144) 

The fractional volume f occupied by water droplets can be calculated by the 
formula 

f = lo-l2 
s 

00 da f a3n(a) (8.2.145) 
0 

where a is in microns. 
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Figure 8.2.13 Geometrical configuration of the problem of thermal emission of a layer of 
cloud or rainfall lying above the earth surface. 

The specific water content M is the mass of water per unit volume of 
space in the cloud or rain layer. Taking the specific density of water to be 1 
gm/cm3, we have 

Ad = f lo6 (8.2.146) 

Using (8.2.143), (8.2.145), and (8.2.146), we thus have 

K1= 
3MQK,R x lo6 

47-i-I’(R) 
(8.2.147) 

where I’ is gamma function and 

(8.2.148) 

In the following, we illustrate the results for the following two models: 
1 . Cloud (typical of stratus clouds) : 

a, = 2OP 7 P = 5, Q = 0.3, M = 0.8 gm/m3 

2 . Rain (typical precipitation rate of 12 mm/h): 

a, = 4OOp, P = 5, Q = 0.5, lk! = 0.5 gm/m3 
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Figure 8.2.14 Drop-size distribution for two models: 1. cloud, 2. rain. 

For water with no salinity, the permittivity at 273 K is given by [Lane 
and Saxton, 1952; Saxton and Lane, 19521 

82.5 
es = 

5*5 + 1 - i3.59/x > Co 
(8.2.149) 

where X is the wavelength in cm. We note that the fractional volumes for 
both cloud and rain are of the order 10e6 so that the concentrations of 
particles are sparse. The drop-size distributions for the two models are shown 
in Fig. 8.2.14. The droplet size for rain is larger than that for cloud. However, 
there are fewer drops per unit volume in rain than in cloud. From Fig. 8.2.14, 
we also note that the drop-size distribution is maximum at the mode radius. 

We first illustrate the brightness temperature for a single cloud or rain 
layer in free space in the absence of atmospheric gaseous absorption and the 
earth surface. The brightness temperature at 94 GHz as a function of layer 
thickness is shown in Fig. 8.2.15. The observation angle is at nadir and the 
temperature T is at 273 K. The brightness temperature first increases as 
thickness increases and finally reaches a constant value corresponding to the 
half-space solution. To study the brightening and darkening effects due to 
scattering, we define TA = TB - TBO, where 

TBO = T(1 - e --&sec6 
> (8.2.150) 

denotes the brightness temperature in the absence of scattering. A positive 
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Figure 8.2.15 Brightness temperatures as a function of layer thickness for cloud and rain 
models. Frequency is 94GHz. 

TA means brightening due to scattering, and a negative TA means darkening. 
In Fig. 8.2.16, we plot TA as a function of layer thickness. Scattering in- 

duces brightening for small optical thickness and induces darkening for large 
optical thickness. The brightening effect at nadir for small optical thickness 
is due to coupling of larger specific intensities from other directions into the 
nadir direction. Thus, scattering essentially increases the effective optical 
thickness at nadir. 

We next investigate the brightness temperature for a cloud or rain layer 
over the earth surface. The boundary conditions for the radiative transfer 
equations are 

I( pn4,z=t)=O (8.2.151) 

where 0 < 8 < 7r/2 and ,0 stands for v or h polarizations. This bound- 
ary condition, in effect, neglects the upper atmosphere and also neglects 
the cosmic background that contributes a frequency-independent brightness 
temperature of approximately 3 K. The boundary condition at z = 0 is 

I c* P , z = 0) = rp(O)Ip(7r - 0,~ = 0) e -2nagt, set 0 
+ f#> (8.2.152) 

where 

j’@) =[l - rp(O)] CT2 epnagta sece + CT,(l - em’@” sece) 

+ rp($) CT,e-~agtaSece(l _ eena$jtasece) (8.2.153) 
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Figure 8.2.16 Brightening and darkening effect TA as a function of layer thickness for 
cloud and rain models. Frequency is 94 GHz. 

and rp(8) is the reflectivity for polarizations p for a specular surface at angle 
8, and T2 and T, are the temperatures of the earth surface and the air layer, 
respectively. The air layer extends from z = -t, to z = 0 (Fig. 8.2.13). 

We note that the first term in (8.2.152) corresponds to the downward 
intensity of the cloud layer that is reflected by the earth surface and at- 
tenuated by the air layer in between. The second term in (8.2.152), fp(O), 
corresponds to the upward flux from the earth surface and the air layer. 
The first term in (8.2.153) corresponds to the upward emission from the 
earth surface attenuated in its uprising path by the intervening air layer. 
The second term corresponds to the upward emission by the air layer. The 
third term is the downward emission by the air layer that is reflected by 
the surface and also attenuated by the air layer. In (8.2.152) and (8.2.153), 
&ag denotes the atmospheric gaseous absorption coefficient. In the cloud and 
rainfall layers, the absorption and extinction coefficients are to include K,~. 

Thus, ~~ = K,~ + K?) and ~~ = , ~~~ + &’ where I$) and &) are absorption 
and extinction coefficients of the water droplets in cloud or rainfall. 

The brightness temperature for a cloud or rain layer over ocean is il- 
lustrated in Fig. 8.2.17. The permittivity of the ocean at this temperature 
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Figure 8.2.17 Layer of cloud or rain on top of air layer and ocean surface. (a) Brightness 
temperature as a function of cloud or rain layer thickness. (b) Scattering effect TA at 94 GHz 
for (a). 

is taken to be [Saxton and Lane, 19521 

65.5 80 
tit= 5*5 + 1 - il*73/X + if > 

co (8.2.154) 

where f is frequency in GHz and X is wavelength in cm. The ocean temper- 
ature is Tg = 293K. The cloud layer is assumed to be at a height of 6 km 
(= ta) above the ocean surface. We examine the brightness temperature at 
two frequencies, 30 GHz and 94 GHz. For the purpose of illustration, the 
atmospheric gaseous absorption coefficients K,~ are taken to be 0.023 km-l 
and 0.108 km-l at 30 GHz and 94 GHz, respectively. The absorption coef- 
ficient K,~ is assumed to be independent of height, although, in reality, K,~ 
decreases with increasing altitude. The temperature of the air layer Ta is 
taken to be 293 K. In the absence of scattering, the brightness temperature 
of the two-layer model is given by 

-(E?) + Kag)tsec8 

+ T Tp(B)=p[-2 n,,t,secO] { 1- exp[-(np) + n,,)tsecsl) 

x exp -(tQ) + tc,&sec@ 
[ 1 + fp(e> - exp -( A$) + ~i~s)t set 8 

c [ 1 (8.2.155) 
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Figure 8.2.18 Brightness temperature as a function of viewing angles. Shown in dotted 
lines are TBO for vertical and horizontal polarizations. (a) Cloud layer of 1 km over ocean 
at 94 GHz. (b) R ain layer of 1 km over ocean at 94 GHz. 

We first discuss the brightness temperatures as observed from nadir and 
plotted as a function of thickness as shown in Fig. 8.2.17a. The scattering 
effect is shown in Fig. 8.2.17b by plotting the change in the brightness tem- 
perature compared with the no-scattering case Z-“p = TBp - T’Q~. We note 
that for small thicknesses, scattering induces brightening but at the same 
time it also blocks the emission from the air layer and the ocean surface. 
These two effects tend to cancel and result in a relatively small brightening 
or darkening effect. At 94 GHz, the atmospheric gaseous emission from the 
air layer is strong. Therefore, the scattering-induced blocking of emission is 
stronger than the scattering-induced brightening effect. Thus, in Fig. 8.2.17, 
we observe an overall darkening effect, even at small optical thickness. For 
large thicknesses, scattering causes darkening for both the cloud emission 
and the emission from the air and the ocean. These two effects reinforce 
each other and result in a larger darkening effect as compared with that 
shown in Fig. 8.2.16. 

In Fig. 8.2.18, the brightness temperatures are plotted as a function of 
viewing angle at 94 GHz. The darkening effect is evident at larger angles of 
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Figure 8.2.19 Brightness temperature as a function of viewing angles. Shown in dotted 
lines are T’BO for vertical and horizontal polarizations. Rain layer of 1 km over ocean at 30 
GHz. 

observation. In Fig. 8.2.19, we plot the brightness temperatures as a function 
of viewing angle at 30 GHz. At 30 GHz, the atmospheric gaseous emission 
is lower so that we uncover the stronger polarization dependence due to 
the emission from the ocean surface. The scatter-induced darkening effect 
is stronger at larger angles of observation. It is also larger for the vertical 
polarizations because the emission from the ocean surface onto the cloud 
layer for this polarization is stronger. 

3 Invariant Imbedding 

The method of solving the radiative transfer equations using the numeri- 
cal quadrature eigenanalysis approach is limited to the case in which the 
scattering and absorption are homogeneous functions of depth. For the case 
of inhomogeneous profiles of scattering, absorption, and temperature, (e.g., 
cloud and rainfall layers and snow layer in the Antarctica), the method of 
invariant imbedding can be employed to solve the radiative transfer equa- 
tions. With the method of invariant imbedding [Bellman and Wing, 1975; 
Tsang and Kong, 19771, the boundary value problem of the radiative trans- 
fer equations is converted to an initial value problem starting at zero slab 
thickness. The equations so obtained incorporate the boundary conditions 
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Figure 8.3.1 Problem A: Reflection and transmission by an inhomogeneous slab. 

of the transfer equations. They are in the form of first-order ordinary dif- 
ferential equations and can be solved by standard methods of initial value 
problems by stepping forward in layer thickness. We first consider the case 
of one-dimensional propagation when the fluxes are allowed to flow only in 
the forward and backward directions. Then the method is readily extended 
to the case of three-dimensional propagation. 

3.1 One-Dimensional Problem 

The problem of thermal emission of passive remote sensing is expressed in 
terms of reflection and transmission of an incident wave impinging on the 
inhomogeneous slab. Hence, the reflectivity and transmissivity functions are 
first studied. 

A. Reflection and lkansmission by an Inhomogeneous Slab 

Consider a source intensity Q incident from medium 2 onto an non-emissive 
slab (Fig. 8.3.1). Th e radiative transfer equations are given by 

Gl(% s) = -&(q&, s) + f(q&, s) + qqIl(? s) (8.3.1) 

-Il&, s> = -&(Z>b(Z, s> + b(qr(z, s) + f (ql(& s) (8.3.2) 

where 1&z, s) and 1&z, s) are specific intensities propagating to the right and 
to the left, respectively, &) is the extinction coefficient, f(z) is the forward 
scattering coefficient, and b(x) is the backward scattering coefficient. The z 
argument in the extinction and scattering coefficients indicate that they are 
functions of position. In addition, the specific intensity is also a function 
of s, the thickness of the slab. We shall denote partial differentiation by a 
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numerical index subscript denoting the variable position. Hence, 

(8.3.3) 

I&) s) = y7 s, (8.3.4) 

2 

Irl2(%,S) = a :Jiis) (8.3.5) 

This implies that differentiating Ir(z, s) with respect to s will give two terms. 

d 
zIr(S, S) = Irl(S, S) + b-2(% s> (8.3.6) 

The boundary conditions for the radiative transfer equations are 

IT(O) S) = rOllZ(O, s, 

I1 (s, s> = rldr(s, S) + t12Q 

(8.3.7) 

(8.3.8) 

where r01 is the reflectivity at 
reflectivity and transmissivity 

the boundary at z = 0 and r12 and t12 are 
of the boundary at z = s, respectively. 

the 

In view of the linearity of (8.3.1) and (8.3.2), we can define a reflectivity 
function R(s) and a transmissivity function t(s) as follows 

Ir (s 7 S) = R(S) t12Q 

I@, s) = t(s) t12Q 

(8.3.9) 

(8.3.10) 

Both the reflectivity and transmissivity functions are functions of the thick- 
ness s. The aim of invariant imbedding is to form equations for R(s) and 
t(s) independent of the specific intensities Ir(z, s) and Il (z, s). First we note 
that from (8.3.8) and (8.3.9) 

qs, s> = [I + 7-12R(S)lt129 (8.3.11) 

By substituting z = s in the radiative transfer equations (8.3.1) and 

(8J.2)~ Irl(S7 S) and I 11 s s can be expressed in terms of R(s) using (8.3.9) ( 7 ) 

through (8.3.11). We have 

Irl(S, S) = (-&(S) + f (S))IT(s) S) + b(s)11(s7 s> 

= (-K&S) + f(s))R(s)tlaQ + b(s)(l + 7-12R(S))t12Q 

Thus we have 

Irl(s, 3) = b(s) R(s) + b(s)]tlzQ (8.3.12) 

where 

P( ) s = -b(S) + f(s) + b(s)r12 (8.3.13) 
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Similarly, 

Ill(S, s> = [&(47+12R(4 - f m2Ro - b(sP(s) 

+ &e(s) - f(s)] t12Q 

Next, we differentiate (8.3.9) and use (8.3.6) 

(8.3.14) 

dR(s) dst12Q = IT&, s) + -IT2(5 s> (8.3.15) 

To express IT2 and 42 in terms of IT1 (s, s) and I&, s), we differentiate the 1 
radiative transfer equations and the associated boundary conditions, (8.3.1) 
and (8.3.2) and (8.3.7) and (8.3.8), to yield 

421(% s) = -K&)&2(& s) + f(4I,Z(G s> + b(4h2(& s) (8.3.16) 

-421(& s> = -&(442(X, s) + Q)l,z(& s) + f(4&2(& s) (8.3.17) 

with boundary conditions 

&2(0, s> = ~0142(0, s> (8.3.18) 

Il2(S, s) = 73242(s, s> + [732ITl(% s) - h(s, s)] (8.3.19) 

On comparing (8.3.16) through (8.3.19) with the original transfer equations 
(8.3.1) and (8.3.2) and boundary conditions (8.3.7) and (8.3.8), we find 
that I&, s) and I&, s) satisfy the same equations and boundary con- 
ditions as I,(z,s) and I@, s) with a change of source term from tl2Q to 

r121rl (s, s) - Ill(s, s). Thus, by the principle of superposition and making 
use of the definition of the reflectivity function R(s) and the transmissivity 
function t(s), we have 

&2(S) s> = R(s)[n2bl(S, s) - h(s, s)] (8.3.20) 

42(0, s) = t(S)[7I2lrl(% s) - h(% s)] (8.3.21) 

In (8.3.12) and (8.3.14), &1(s,s) and I 21 s s are in terms of R(s) already. ( , ) 
Hence, I,-~(s, s) can be expressed in terms of R(s) by using (8.3.20). The 
right-hand side of (8.3.15) can thus be expressed entirely in terms of R(s), 
giving the following differential equation for R(s) : 

F = b(s) + 2p(s)R(s) + q(s)R2(s) (8.3.22) 

where 

q(s) = (1 + 7j2)b(S) - 2n2(&3(4 - f(s)) (8.3.23) 

Similarly, differentiating (8.3.10) and using the (8.3.21) gives the differential 
equation for t(s) 

(8.3.24) 
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Figure 8.3.2 Problem B: Thermal emission from an inhomogeneous slab. 

The initial conditions can be established by letting s = 0 in (8.3.9) and 
(83.10) and using (8.3.7) and (8.3.8) 

R( 0) To1 
SE = 

1 - ro1732 

tCs 0) 
1 - - - - 

1 - ro1r12 

(8.3.25) 

(8.3.26) 

The boundary value problem has been converted into an initial value prob- 
lem which is readily solved by stepping forward in s. Equations (8.3.22) 
and (8.3.25) form an initial value problem for R(s). Equations (8.3.24) and 
(8.3.26) form an initial value problem for t(s) in terms of R(s). 

B. Thermal Emission from an Inhomogeneous Slab 

We next consider the problem of emission (Fig. 8.3.2). Medium 1 has a tem- 
perature distribution T(z), and medium 2 has temperature T2. The bright- 
ness temperature as a function of slab thickness is expressed in terms of the 
reflectivity and transmissivity function of Problem A. The radiative transfer 
equations for Problem B are 

IT1(& s> = - ~&)I&, s) + f (Q&7 s) 

+ qq&, s) + &&p(z) (8.3.27) 

-h(G s> = - h!(~)Il(~, s> + b(q7+7 s) 

+ f (ql(z, s) + bz(WT(4 (8.3.28) 

with boundary conditions 

IT (0,s) = To1 I@, s) (8.3.29) 

I1 (s, s> = 7yJ I& s) + t12 (7552 (8.3.30) 
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We define the reflected temperature as 

TR(s) = (8.3.31a) 

Prom (8.3.30) and (8.3.31a) we obtain 

4 (s, s> = r&T.(s) + t&T2 (8.3.313) 

The brightness temperature as observed by a radiometer in region 0 is 

TB(s) = (8.3.32) 

Differentiating (8.3.31) with respect to s gives 

(8.3.33a) 

The quantities I& s) and I ( l s, s are expressed in terms of TR (s) through ) 
(8.3.30) and (8.3.31). H ence I’1 (s, s) can be expressed in terms of T&S) by 
letting z = s in (8.3.27): 

&l(s) S) = (-e(S) + f (s))cTR(s) + b(s)[rl2CTR(s) +t12Cfi] + &&)CT(s) 

(8.3.333) 
To derive a relation for INS, s) in terms of TR(s), we differentiate radiative 
transfer equations (8.3.27) and (8.3.28) and boundary conditions (8.3.29) 
and (8.3.30) with respect to 6. 

L21(? s> = -K,(Z)I& s) + f (4&2(z) s) + b(4Il2(& s> (8*3*3Ja) 

4121(~, s> = --K,(Z)h2(Z, s) + b(4&2(& s) + f (442(5 s) (8*3*34b) 

L2(0, s) = ~Olb2(0, s) (8.3.35a) 

Il2(5, s) = 7321r2(% s> + [732lrl(% s> - 41 (s, s)] (8.3.353) 

On comparison of (8.3.34) and (8.3.35) with Problem A of reflection and 
transmission, we note that they satisfy the same equations and boundary 
conditions with a change of source term from t12Q to Q.I&, s) - I&, s) 
of Problem B. Hence, using the definitions of reflectivity and transmissivity 
functions of Problem A, we obtain 

&2(S) s) = R(s)[r12L1(s, s> - h(s, s)] (8.3.36a) 

42(0, s) = t(s) [7321rl (ST s> - 41 (ST s)l (8.3.363) 

The rest of the derivation is similar to the case of Problem A. we obtain 

dTR(S) 
- = b(s) + R(s)q(s)]TR(s) + [I3(S)R(S) + b(S)]t12T2 

ds 
+ &(S)T(S)[l + R(s)(l + 7x2)] (8.3.37) 

- = tolt(s)[TR(s)q(s) + p(s)tl2T2 + ~a(s)T(s)(l + 7x2)] 
ds 

(8.3.38) 
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with the initial conditions 

T&s = 0) = 
7-01t12 

1 - 7-017-32 
T2 (8.3.39) 

T&s = 0) = 
t01t12 

1 - 7101732 
T2 (8.3.40) 

Hence, the initial value problem for TR(s) and T&S) is in terms of R(s) and 
t(s) of Problem A and must be solved in conjunction with the latter two 
quantities, which are governed by (8.3.22) and (8.3.24) through (8.3.26). 

To illustrate the various effects due to nonuniform scattering, absorp- 
tion, and temperature profiles, we use the laminar structure model of Section 
2.1, which is now allowed to assume inhomogeneous profiles. We have the 
profiles of T(z), 6(z), Z(z), and I&), where Z&z) is defined as the loss tangent 
profile 

h(z) = &&)IE:, (8.3.41) 

We plot the numerical results corresponding to the case of a layer of ice 
over water. The parameters are taken to be E;~ = 3.2~,, ~2 = 77.2(1 + 
iO.17)~,, T2 = 273 K, and Z(z) = 1 mm, with the following profiles, 
(a) Scattering profile: 

6(z) = 0.01 + 0.01 exp(-0.005z) 

T(z) = 273 K 

It(z) = 0.0009 

(b) Scattering and temperature profiles: 

S(z) = 0.01 + 0.01 exp(-0.0052) 

T(x) = 273 - 33exp(-O.Olz) 

It(z) = 0.0009 

(c) Scattering and absorption profiles: 

S(z) = 0.01 + 0.01 exp(-0.005x) 

T(z) = 273 K 

Z&z) = 0.002 - 0.0011 exp(-0.0052) 

(d) Uniform profile: 

S(z) = 0.02 

T(z) = 273 K 

zt (2) = 0.0009 
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Figure 8.3.3 Brightness temperatures as a function of layer thickness s for the case of 
laminar structure. Profiles (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of th e case of ice over water are compared. 
Frequency is at 10 GHz. 

(e) Scattering profile: 

S(z) = 0.01 + 0.01 exp(-0.032) 

T(z) = 273 K 

Zt( 2) = 0.0009 

where z is distance in cm. In Fig. 8.3.3, we plot the brightness tempera- 
ture at 10 GHz as a function of layer thickness. We note that profiles (a), 
(c), (d), and (e) have very little difference in brightness temperatures at 
small layer thicknesses. For large layer thicknesses, profile (e) has the highest 
brightness temperature because there is least amount of scattering. For these 
four profiles, the brightness temperature increases as thickness increases be- 
cause emission from ice is stronger than that from water. For profile (b), 
the brightness temperature first decreases as thickness increases because the 
temperature of ice in region 1 is lower than that of water. 
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3.2 Passive Remote Sensing of a Three-Dimensional Scattering 

Medium with Inhomogeneous Profiles 

The invariant imbedding approach can be readily generalized to the case 
of three-dimensional problems. These include random media with three- 
dimensional variations and discrete scatterers. In three-dimensional prob- 
lems, the radiative transfer equations can be cast into a system of first-order 
ordinary differential equations by making use of quadrature. Thus, instead 
of working with scalar quantities as in Section 3.1, we deal with matrix 
quantities. We assume that the radiative transfer equations and boundary 
conditions have been discretized with a finite number of 2n directions by 
using Gauss-Legendre quadrature P&-&J) as done in Section 2.4. 

A. Reflection and ll-ansmission by an Inhomogeneous Slab 

Analogous to the one-dimensional medium case, the associated problem of 
reflection and transmission is to be solved in conjunction with the thermal 
emission problem. Consider a source intensity Q incident from medium 2 
onto a nonemissive slab (Fig. 8.3.1), where g is a 2n x 1 vector containing 
the fluxes of the rz directions with two polarizations for each direction. 

In matrix notation, the discretized forms of the radiative transfer equa- 
tions are, analogous to (8.2.94) and (8.2.95), 

7 l I&, s) = -  E&) l 7 , (%,  s) + F(z) l z l &-(2, s) 

+B(z)*zi*&(z,s) (8.3.42) 

- I  l T&i, s) = -  7&(Z) l 71(%, s) + B(z) l Fi l P&z, s) 

+ F(2) l EE l &(z, s) (8.3.43) 

with boundary conditions 

7,(0, s) = i& l &(o, s) (8.3.44) 

71 (s, s) = 712 l Q s ,  s) + Sl, l g (8.3.45) 

for the problem of reflection and transmission by an inhomogeneous layer. 

The reflectivity function E(s) and the transmissivity function Z(s) are defined 
as 

Q s ,  s) = R(s) l ii l 7-i l 712 l g (8.3.46) 

&(o, s) = F(s) l 2z l p ’ 712 l g (8.3.47) 
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The incident flux vector & is taken to be 

Q - - 

‘Q 
. 

Vl 

Q 212 
. 
. 
. 

Q Vn. 

Qh, 
. 
. 
. 

.Qh,. 

(8.3.48) 

In (8.3.42) through (8.3.48), all column matrices have dimension 2n and all 
the matrices have dimension 271 x 2n, as in Section 2.4. 

The matrices F and a are, respectively, the discretized angle matrix and 
Christoffel matrix defined in (8.2.103) and (8.2.105). The matrix !?e is the 
extinction matrix for the n directions for each of the two polarizations and 

is defined in (8.2.104). The F and B matrices are forward and backscatter- 
ing matrices defined in (8.2.106) and (8.2.107), respectively, and denote the 
scattering coupling among the directions and the polarizations. The inho- 

mogeneous profiles are such that E&), F(z), and B(z) are assumed to be 
functions of Z. 

With the use of matrix notation, the derivation of the invariant imbed- 
ding equation is similar to that of the one-dimensional case. The differential 

equation for the reflectivity R(s) and transmissivity function Z(s) are 

d- 
--R( > ds 

S - - E-1 
P 

- 
-- - 1 
P 

. 
7$(s) l R( > S 

+ E(s) l Z(s) + Z(s) l F(s) (8.3.49) 

d- 
- f ( s )  = T(s) l T(s) 

ds 

g(s) -7-l + H 

2Z l T&(s) l r12 

E(s) =F(s) + B(s) l 712 

Qs)  zp-1 .  qs) .  z 

where 

(8.3.50) 

Et 
s) + E (s) +w,(s) *z(s) (8.3.51) 

(8.3.52) 

(8.3.53) 

(8.3.54) 

W,(s) =a* p T(s) 

+ 112 l Z(s) l ‘5;12 l zz + B(s) l a 1 (8.3.55) 
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and the matrices of Z 12, 112, Zor, 701, and ?& are diagonal. The initial con- 
dit ions are 

= R( s = 0) = (E .  g-1 .  &)I l (7 -  712 l &l)-l (8.3.56) 

qs = 0) = (E l g-1 l (7 -  i;12 l F()1>-l (8.3.57) 

Equations (8.3.49) and (8.3.50) consist of 2(272 x 2~2) = 8n2 equations. 
They are initial value problems with thickness s as the independent variable 
and can be solved readily by stepping forward in thickness and using the 
initial conditions of (8.3.56) and (8.3.57). It can easily be shown from (8.3.49) 

through (8.3.57) that E’(s) = R(S), w  ic is a statement of reciprocity. h’ h 

B. Thermal Emission from a Layer with Inhomogeneous Profile 

For the problem of thermal emission by a layer with inhomogeneous profile 
(Fig. 8.3.2), the radiative transfer equations become, for the case of a three- 
dimensional problem, 

+ B(z) ’ l-i l I @ ,  s) + CT(z) (8.3.58) 

-p l &l(z, s) = -  qx> l &(z, s) + B(z) l Fi l &(z, s) 

+ F(z) l z l &(z, s) + C-J(z) 
(8.3.59) 

with the boundary conditions 

IT(O) s) = F()l l I , ( o ,  s) (8.3.60) 

&(s, s) = &2 l Q s ,  s) + 52 l CT-2 (8.3.61) 

The reflected temperature vector TR(s) and the brightness temperature vec- 
tor Tg (s) are defined as 

(8.3.62) 

(8.3.63) 

In (8.3.58) through (8.3.61), the emission vector is 

and 

- 
J(z) = K&Z) T(z)7 (8.3.64) 

T2=T21 (8.3.65) 

where 7 is a column matrix with all 2n elements equal to unity. 
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The derivation of the invariant imbedding equation is similar to that 
for the one-dimensional case. The differential equations in terms of layer 
thickness s are 

fT ( > -Rs z-p- 
l l Fe(s) l TR(S) + E, l TR(S) + 7-l l B(s) l ii l 712 l T-2 

-  

+I-L 

--l l J(s) + W(s) l U(s) (8.3.66) 

&(s) =?*I G (s )  l U(s) (8.3.67) 

where 

V(s) =E(s) l T&s) + z l (7 + F12) l 7(s) + a l E”(s) l Ti l 712 l T-2 

-  zi l Fe(s) l 712 l T2 + F&s) l T,(s) (8.3.68) 

The initial conditions are 
- 

TR(S = 0) = F()l l (7 -  Fl2 l F()l) 

-1 = 
l it12 l T2 (8.3.69) 

T&S = 0) = & l (7 -  712 l rol)-l l F12 l 75 (8.3.70) 

The quantities Z(s), E(s), Z(s), and W,(s) are as defined in (8.3.52) 
through (8.3.55). 

Equations (8.3.66) and (8.3.67) are 4n equations with the right-hand 

side dependent on a(,> and Z(s) of Problem A and is to be solved in conjunc- 
tion with Problem A. Hence (8.3.49) and (8.3.50) and (8.3.66) and (8.3.67) 
consist of 8n2 + 4n equations and can be solved by stepping forward in thick- 
ness s beginning with the initial conditions of (8.3.56) and (8.3.57) and of 

(8.3.69) and (8.3.70). By making use of the fact that i?(s) is symmetric, 
the number of equations to be solved is reduced to 6n2 + 5n. All multiple 
scattering effects within the framework of radiative transfer theory are in- 
cluded. The solutions for a three-dimensional random medium and discrete 
scatterers are illustrated, respectively, in Sections 3.3 and 3.4. 

3.3 Passive Remote Sensing of a Three-Dimensional Random 
Medium 

In this section we illustrate the results of Section 3.2 for random medium 
with a three-dimensional variations. The coupling coefficients for passive 
remote sensing were derived in Section 2.4. The profiles (a), (b), and (c) 
of Section 3.1 are used. In Figs. 8.3.4 and 8.3.5, we illustrate the angular 
and polarization variations of brightness temperatures for ice over water for 
1 P = 2cm. Other parameters are as in Section 3.1. The brightness temper- 
ature of vertical polarization is higher than that of horizontal polarization. 
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Figure 8.3.4 Brightness temperatures for vertical polarization as a function of observation 
angle for profiles (a), (b), and (c). The case considered is ice over water with I, = 2 cm. 
Thickness is 50 cm, and frequency is 10 GHz. Other parameters are as in Section 3.1. 

We note that for horizontal polarization, the brightness temperature first 
increases as the angle increases. This is in contrast to the case of a laminar 
structure. Three-dimensional variations allow coupling among specific inten- 
sities of different directions of propagation and polarizations. In Figs. 8.3.4 
and 8.3.5, scattering within the ice layer couples the two polarizations of 
the incoming emission from water, which is highly polarization and angular 
dependent. 

3.4 Thermal Emission of Layers of Spherical Scatterers in the 
Presence of Inhomogeneous Absorption and Temperature 
Profiles 

It is well known that atmospheric absorption and temperature profiles are 
inhomogeneous. Thus, in considering the scattering effects in passive remote 
sensing of cloud and rainfall, the profile structure of the atmosphere must be 
taken into account. The formalism developed in Section 3.2 can be applied 
to the problem of layers of spherical scatterers in the presence of inhomo- 
geneous profiles. In this section, we shall illustrate the results for a layered 
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Figure 8.3.5 Brightness temperatures for horizontal polarization as a function of observa- 
tion angle for profiles (a), (b) , and (c). The case considered is ice over water with I, = 2 cm. 
Thickness is 50 cm, and frequency is at 10 GHz. Other parameters are as in Section 3.1. 

atmosphere consisting of a layer of ice particles and a layer of cloud or rain- 
fall in the presence of background atmospheric gaseous absorption profile 
and temperature profiles (Fig. 8.3.6). 

The ice layer extends from x = sl to x = ~2. The layer of cloud or 
rain extends from z = s3 to z = ~4, and the earth surface is at z = s. The 
thickness s of the atmosphere is of the order of 100 km. We use T(z) to 
describe the temperature profile of the atmosphere from x = 0 to x = s and 
T2 is the temperature of the earth surface. Let K&Z) denote the atmospheric 
background absorption profile from x = 0 to z = s, which includes absorption 
of atmospheric gases and water vapor but does not consider water droplets 
in cloud or rain nor the ice particles in the ice layer. 

The water droplets in cloud or rain are characterized by M (specific . 
water content), P, Q, and mode radius a,. The coupling coefficients (a, p’) 
for Mie scattering are computed by using the formulas in Section 1.3. Let 
fiaut and Key denote the absorption and extinction coefficients of the water 
droplets in cloud or rain computed by using the Mie formula. 

We shall characterize the ice particles by gamma drop-size distribution, 
and permittivity eice. Let (PC&~ and (K& denote the absorption and ex- 
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Figure 8.3.6 Geometrical configuration of the problem. The radiometer is above x = 0. 
The earth surface is at z = s. There is an ice layer from z = sl to z = s2 and a rain or 
cloud layer from z = s3 to x = s4. The atmosphere is described by temperature distribution 
T(z) and a background absorption K&Z). There are also scattering and absorption due to 
the particles in the ice and cloud/rain layers. 

tinction coefficients of the ice particles computed by using the Mie formula. 
The coupling coefficients of scattering (a, p’) are also computed according 
to the Mie formula. Thus, 

0 for z < 0 

Kab(Z) for 0 7 x < sl 

Ka(Z) = 

@ 

Icab + (Ka)ice for s1-i5 25 < s2 

Kab(Z) for s2 < z < s3 
(8.3.71) 

Kab(Z) + Kaw for s3 7 2: < s4 

Kab( 2) for s4 7 2r < s . - 

0 for z < 0 

fiab(Z) for 0 < x < sl 

K,(Z) = 
Kc&(z) + (k)ice for Sl? 2 < S2 

Kab( 2) for s2 <, z < s3 
(8.3.72) 

Kab(Z) + Kew for s3 < z < s4 

fiab(z) for s4 2 z < s - 
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Scattering is present in the ice layer and the cloud or rainfall layer. The 
stepping forward procedure is, by using the invariant imbedding equations 
of (8.3.49), (8.3.50), (8.3.66), and (8.3.67), 

B(s + As) = E(s) + 

dt( > ;(s + As) = z(s) + $a, 

dFR(s) TR(s + As) = &(s) + dsA~ 

dTB(s) TB(s + As) = TB(s) + dsA~ 

(8.3.73) 

(8.3.74) 

(8.3.75) 

(8.3.76) 

beginning with the initial conditions of zero thickness as given by (8.3.56), 
(8.3.57), (8.3.69), and (8.3.70). 

The stepping forward procedure is adaptive as the scattering functions 

F(s), B(s), %(s),qs), d ( > an K, s can be varied as s changes. The choice of 
the stepping interval As is also adaptive. We choose it to be of the order 
0.01/~&) so that As can vary from 10 in the cloud or rain layers to 1 km in 
the upper atmosphere where Key is very small. As the stepping procedure 
moves through the air layers (Fig. 8.3.6) w  h ere there is only absorption and 
no scattering, we can use the simpler equations for the differential change of 

d’(s)/ds, dz(s)/ds, dTR(s)/d s, and d?&(s)/ds by setting F(s) = B(s) = 0 
in (8.3.49), (8.3.50), (8.3.66), and (8.3.67). 

We illustrate the results for an ice layer and a rain layer above a smooth 
ocean. The temperature of ocean is 26”C, and the permittivity of smooth 
ocean is (7.74+i14)~,. In Figs. 8.3.7 and 8.3.8, we plot a typical background 
absorption profile K&Z) and temperature profile T(z). The background ab- 
sorption includes gaseous absorption and absorption by water vapor but does 
not include absorption by water droplets in cloud or rainfall. 

In Fig. 8.3.9, we plot the vertical and horizontal brightness tempera- 
tures for (A) absence of cloud, rain, or ice and (B) presence of a rain layer 
of thickness 1 km at a height of 2 km above the earth’s surface. In view of 
Fig. 8.3.6, this corresponds to s3 = 97 km and s4 = 98 km. The permittivity 
of water in rain is taken to be (6.147 + i7.277)~~. We note from the figure 
that case (A) exhibits primarily the emission characteristics of ocean since 
the atmosphere is optically thin. In case (B), the presence of the rain layer 
increases the total emission so that the brightness temperatures are above 
that of case (A). Scattering also causes coupling among the different polar- 
izations so that the angular and polarization dependences of the brightness 
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Figure 8.3.7 Temperature profile and atmospheric background absorption profile at fre- 
quency = 94 GHz from the earth’s surface to a height of 100 km. The absorption background 
profile includes the effects of gaseous absorption and absorption due to water vapor but does 
not include absorption of water droplets in cloud or rainfall. The IWC (integrated water 
content) is 0.5. 
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Figure 8.3.8 Same as Fig. 8.3.7, but with a profile plotted from the earth’s surface to a 
height of 6 km. 
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Figure 8.3.9 Vertical V and horizontal H polarized brightness temperatures plotted as a 
function of viewing angles at frequency = 94 GHz. The atmospheric background absorption 
profile and temperature profile of Fig. 8.3.7 is used. The temperature of earth is 26OC. The 
permittivity of the earth is (7.74 + i14)e,, which corresponds to smooth ocean of salinity 
33.5. The earth’s surface is at z = 100 km. Curves: (A) No cloud or rain layer; (B) rain layer 
from z = 97 km to z = 98 km. Permittivity of water droplets in rain is (6.147 + i7.277)~~. 
The rain obeys I’ drop size distribution with M = 0.5, a, = 4001-1, P = 5, and Q = 0.5. 

temperatures are much weaker than those of case (A). 
In Fig. 8.3.10, we consider the presence of an ice layer of (A) 0.5 km 

thick and (B) 1 km thick immediately above the rain layer. For the sake of 
simplicity, we have assumed that the ice particles have the same drop-size 
distribution as the water droplets in the rain layer. The permittivity of ice 
is taken to be 3.24(1 + i5 x 10S4)e,. Thus, the ice layer has a large albedo 
and is primarily a scattering medium. We note that ice causes darkening as 
ice particles scatter back the emission of the rain layer and the ocean. Case 
(B) has a larger ice layer thickness and a smaller brightness temperature. 
It is also interesting to observe that both vertical and horizontal brightness 
temperatures decrease with viewing angle. This is because there is more 
scattering at large viewin’g angles than at nadir. 
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Figure 8.3.10 Vertical V and horizontal H polarized brightness temperatures as a function 
of viewing angles at frequency = 94 GHz. The atmospheric background absorption profile and 
temperature profile of Fig. 8.3.7 is used. The temperature of earth is 26OC. The permittivity 
of the earth is (7.74+i14)co, which corresponds to a smooth ocean of salinity 33.5. The earth’s 
surface is at z = 100 km. There is a rain layer from z = 97 km to z = 98 km. Permittivity 
of water droplets in rain is (6.147 + i7.277)~~. The rain obeys I’ drop size distribution with 
M = 0.5, a, = 400~, P = 5, and Q = 0.5. There is an ice layer above the rain layer 
extending from z = sl to z = ~2. The drop size distribution of ice spheres is taken to be 
identical to that of the rain layer. The permittivity of ice is 3.24(1 + i5 x 10m4)e,. Curves: 
(A) Ice layer of 0.5 km thick with sl = 96.5 km and sft = 97 km; (B) ice layer of 1 km thick 
with sl = 96 km and s2 = 97 km. 

4 Diffusion Approximation 

If the medium is optically thick and the albedo is close to unity, then the 
incident wave will go through multiple scattering. After many orders of mul- 
tiple scattering, the intensities of the wave are diffuse [Ishimaru, 19781. This 
means that the intensities exist in all directions and that the intensities are 
about same in all the directions. 

Let g = (0,4) d eno e t d irection and ~(6, i’) = p(0,+; O’, $‘) denote phase 
functions. The radiative transfer equation is 

dI(‘i;, a) - = +,I@=, 2) + 
ds J 

di’p(8, i’)I(s;, i’) (8.4.1) 

Writing the intensity as a sum of reduced intensity I(*) and diffuse 
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intensity Z, we have 

I@, q = I(O)@, ii) + Z(F, i) 

The reduced intensity obeys the equation 

dI(‘) (F, ii) 

ds 
= -&ICO)(F, i) 

while the diffuse intensity Z(;i;, i) obeys the equation 

dZ(q i) 
ds 

= -KJ(F, ii) + 
s 

d;‘p(i, ~‘)Z(T, 5’) + J(‘i;, g) 

where 

J(;F, ii) = 
I 

&‘p(i, ii’)I(‘)(T, a’) 
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(8.4.2) 

(8.4.3) 

(8.4.4) 

(8.4.5) 

is the result of single scattering of the reduced intensity. It acts as a source 
term in (8.4.4) in the radiative transfer equation for the diffuse intensity. To 
solve (8.4.4)) we apply the diffusion approximation as follows: 

Z(F, i) = U(F) + aF(F) l i (8.4.6) 

The first term in (8.4.6) is a term that is independent of g implying that the 
intensities are uniform in all directions. However, a second term in (8.4.6) is 
required to obey energy conservation. Integrating (8.4.6) over direction diS 
gives 

(8.4.7) 

where 

Jgdg = i*dosino12* dti(sin 8 cos @? + sin 8 sin &j + cos 02) = 0 (8.4.8) 

On the other hand, 

I U(i=)dS = U(F) 
I 

di = 471-U@) 

Hence, using (8.4.8) and (8.4.9), 

(8.4.9) 

(8.4.10) 

is the average diffuse intensity. To determine the constant a in (8.4.6), we 
multiply (8.4.6) by j, and integrate over dik We have the dyad G in the 
integrand of the second term 

(8.4.11) 
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The integration of the dyad ijf is 

/Gdg = ibsin*i2n &#@sin8cos$ + csinOsin+ + icos8) 

47r 
(?sin8cos++ $sinOsin+ + icos8) = -3-7 (8.4.12) 

where P is the unit dyad. Hence putting (8.4.12) in (8.4.11), we get 

(8.4.13) 

Thus, if we define 

F(F) = (8.4.14) 

as the diffuse flux, then a = &. Thus, the diffusion approximation is given 

bY 

I @ ,  i) = U(T) + $F(r) l g (8.4.15) 

Next we use the diffusion approximation of (8.4.15) in the radiative transfer 
equation of (8.4.4). First we integrate (8.4.4) over g. We have 

s 
d’ci)dj = /d?VZG = /-d?+(E) = VjdXB = VF(v) (8.4.16) 

Thus we have 

v l F(F) = -)E,47rU(;F) + J J di di’p(& i/)1(5;, g’) + 
I 

diJ(r, ;) (8.4.17) 

Note that 

s 
dip@, i?‘) = tcS (8.4.18) 

is the scattering rate. We have 

v l F(T) = -tc,47qq + 47&U(T) + 
s s 

d; di’p( i, i’) I(‘) (T, i) 

= -K,47rU(r) + KS J dii’I(‘) (T, g’) 

= -&47q;F) + 4*~,u(“)(v) (8.4.19) 

where 

U(O) (F) = -& 1 d$I(‘)(q i) (8.4.20) 

is the average reduced intensity, and 

Ka = tc, - KS (8.4.21) 
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is the absorption rate. 
Next we substitute (8.4.15) into (8.4.4), yielding 

ii l VU(?;)+; l v (F( r )  l a) -$ 

3 - - - KJp) - -pF(P) l i + K,U(?;) 

3 
+ 

47T J 
&‘p(;, $‘)F(r> l g’ + I(F, i) (8.4.22) 

Let 

p(i, ii’) = p($ l i’) (8.4.23) 

depend only on the angle between $ and 2. Also let 

KePl = J p( S, g’); l ;‘d$’ (8.4.24) 

Without loss of generality, let & = 2. We have 

J p(& S’);‘d$’ = J p(cos 0’) (sin 0’ cos 4’2 + sin 0’ sin q$ + cos &t)di 

=2 J p(cos 19’) cos 6’di’ = 5 J p(S, i’); l i?‘d;’ = @l Ke (8.4.25) 

Thus, 

(8.4.26) 

Putting (8.4.26) into (8.4.22), we have 

3 = -&JJ(;r;) - lCeG F(r) l i(1 - p1> + 1(5;, i) (8.4.27) 

Note that pl is a measure of how close the scattering is to the forward 
direction. (If scattering is close to forward, then we have 6,131 -+ ICY.) 

Let 

(8.4.28) 

be the mean cosine of the scattering. We then have 

Pl =;p (8.4.29) 

where czt is the albedo. The transport rate is defined as 

Ktr = Ke(l - PI) = Ke(l - (;IJi) = Ke - K,I_L =I K,(l- P) + K, (8.4.30) 
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Then we have 

i l VU(7=) + -$ l v (F(F) l s> = -K,U(q -  -&F(F) l iKtr +‘J(v, s) (8.4.31) 

We multiply (8.4.31) by $ and integrate over C-G. Without loss of generality, 
suppose F(F) = 2F, then 

s 
dii (a l v (F(F) l i)) 

-  

-  

s 

dS(ii. V)(FcosO) 

dF dF OF 
sin 8 cos 4 cos Oz + sin 8 sin 4 cos &-- + cos2 Odr 

dY 

= ~~dBsinB~2y d@?sin8cos# + esinOsin$ + 2cosO) 

dF aF dF 
x sinOcos+os6z + sin8sin~cos&--- + cos20z 

dY > 
- - 0 (8.4.32) 

We also make use of (8.4.12). Thus 

(8.4.33) 

Using (8.4.19) and (8.4.33), we can eliminate F(F). Taking divergence of 
(8.4.33) gives 

V2U(T> = --$J7 l F(r) + $7 l / dGJ(q g) (8.4.34) 

Use (8.4.19) and (8.4.34) then gives 

02U(s,> = --& ( -~,47ru(‘~) + 4?rt~~u(~)(q) + -&v . J dGJ(?;, q 

Let 

Then (8.4.35) becomes 

(8.4.35) 

2 
Kd = 3K@, 

3 
V2U(F) - @(F) = -3r;,K,Uo(q + GV ’ 

s 
dii J(‘;, jl> (8.4.36) 

Equation (8.4.36) is a diffusion equation for the average diffuse intensity. 
We next derive the boundary condition for the diffusion equation. The exact 
boundary condition for the diffuse intensity is for F on the boundary 

Z(T, q = 0 (8.4.37) 
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when 5 points into the scattering medium. This is because diffuse intensity 
comes from scattering and must originate from inside the scattering medium. 

However, we cannot impose (8.4.37) under the diffusion approximation 
because the diffusion approximation has an intensity that is close to inde- 
pendent of the direction of 2, and the diffusion approximation is an approxi- 
mation on the diffuse equation. A common approximate boundary condition 
is as follows. 

Let C be the normal on the boundary that points inward into the scat- 
tering medium, the approximate boundary condition is 

I 
Z(T, i)(S l ii)di = 0 (8.4.38) 

27r 

where the integration is over 2n solid angle that includes those i such that 
i. fi > 0. We use (8.4.15) and (8.4.38) and so 

F = Fnii + F$ (8.4.39) 

where i is tangential to the boundary. We then have 

O=~~dg(g.n)(U+~F~~oj:+~FtZ*S) (8.4.40) 

Note that 

I 
d6(i l ii)U = 

27r 
Li~*‘2dBsinB~2~d+cosB = 7rU (8.4.41) 

I 
dS(ii. ii)@ l i) = ln12 d0sin0i2i d4 cos 8(sin 0 cos 4) = 0 (8.4.42) 

2n 

I 
di(i l ii)@. i) 

2n 
= Jd-i2d6kin012Yd+cos20 = T (8.4.43) 

Thus the approximate boundary condition of (8.4.38) is 

F 
7ru+q=o 

or 

;v >+ 
F( 1 r *ii 

r - - 
47r 

0 (8.4.44) 

for 7 on the boundary. Note that IF(-) r can be obtained from U(T) by us- 
ing (8.4.33). Thus, the diffusion approximation consists of solving (8.4.34) 
subject to the boundary condition of (8.4.44) and also using (8.4.33) for 

F( ) 7. 
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1 Introduction 

Consider a plane wave incident on a flat surface (Fig. 9.1.1). We note that 
the wave is specularly reflected because the specular reflected waves are 
in phase with each other. The reflected wave only exists in the specular 
direction. From Fig. 9.1.1, it is clear that the specular reflected waves have 
the same path lengths accounting for the in-phase condition. 

Imagine now that the surface is rough. It is clear from Fig. 9.1.2 that 
the two reflected waves have a path length difference of 2h cos &. This will 
give a phase difference of 

A+ = 2khcos& (9.1.1) 

If h is small compared with a wavelength, then the phase difference is in- 
significant. However, if the phase difference is significant, the specular re- 
flection will be reduced due to interference of the reflected waves that can 
partially “cancel” each other. The scattered wave is “diffracted” into other 
directions. A Rayleigh condition is defined such that the phase difference is 
90’ [Ishimaru, 1978; Ogilvy, 19911. Thus for 

x 
h < scosOi 

the surface is regarded as smooth, and for 

x 
h> gcosBi 

(9.1.2) 

(9.1.3) 

the surface is regarded as rough. For random rough surface, h is regarded as 
the rms height. 

We will consider rough surface scattering. Both the cases of scalar waves 
and vector electromagnetic waves will be treated. 

For the case of scalar wave, let us consider an incident wave $&‘5;) im- 
pinging upon a rough surface. The wave function $J obeys the wave equation: 

(V2 + k2)+ = 0 (9.1.4) 

The rough surface is described by a height function x = f(z, y). For a flat 
surface, f(z, y) = 0. Two common boundary conditions are those of the 
Dirichlet problem and the Neumann problem. For the Dirichlet problem, at 
the rough surface boundary z = f (z, y) we have 

?j!J=O (9.1.5) 

For the Neumann problem, the boundary condition is at z = f(z, y) 

w -- - 
dn 

0 (9.1.6) 
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Figure 9.1.1 Plane wave incident on a flat surface. 

Figure 9.1.2 Plane wave incident on a rough surface. 

d where & is the normal derivative. 
For electromagnetic wave scattering by one-dimensional rough surface 

z = f(z), the D’ l hl t rrrc e problem corresponds to that of a TE wave impinging 
upon a perfect conductor and $J is the electric field. The Neumann prob- 
lem corresponds to that of a TM wave impinging upon a perfect electric 
conductor and + is the magnetic field. 

For acoustic waves, $J corresponds to the linearized pressure. The lin- 
earized pressure pl is -iwp&, where po is the average density. The linearized 
pressure pl is related to the linearized density pr by 

Pl = c 
2 

Pl (9.1.7) 

where c is the acoustic wave velocity. The linearized velocity of displacement 
1s 

v1= -V$ (9.1.8) 

The boundary condition that $J = 0 (Dirichlet boundary condition) 
means that the pressure is equal to zero on the boundary corresponding 
to a pressure-free surface. The boundary condition that g = 0 corresponds 
to normal component of the linearized velocity equal to zero at the boundary. 
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2 Statistics of a Random Rough Surface 

2.1 Statistics, Correlation Function and Spectral Density 

For a one-dimensional random rough surface, we let z = f(z), and f(z) is a 
random function of x with zero mean [Papoulis, 19841 

(f (4) = 0 (9.2.1) 

The Fourier transform of the rough surface height function is 

Strictly speaking, if the surface is infinite, the Fourier transform does not 
exist. To circumvent the difficulty, one can use Fourier Stieltjes integral [Ishi- 
maru, 19781. Or one can define the truncated function 

F(k,) = $ JW dxe-ikxxf(x) (9.2.2) 
-00 

f0 { f(x) 1x1 5 L/2 Lx= 0 1x1 2 L/2 
(9.2.3) 

The Fourier transform then becomes 

FL(k,) = $ /m dxcikxxfL(x) (9.2.4) 

The two equations (9.2.2) and (9.2.4)m g a ree for large L. Physically, the do- 
main of the rough surface is limited by the antenna beamwidth. 

For a stationary random process we have 

(f(Xl>f (x2)) = h 
2 

C(Xl - x2) (9.2.5) 

where h is the rms height and C is the correlation function. Some commonly 
used correlation functions are the Gaussian correlation function 

C(x) = exp(-x2/12) (9.2.6) 

and the exponential correlation function 

C(x) = exP(-l4/0 (9.2.7) 

In (9.2.6)-(9.2.7), I k is nown as the correlation length. 
In the spectral domain we have 

(F(kx)) = 0 (9.2.8) 

To relate to the correlation function, we note that 

h 
2 

C(lXl - 220 = SP,dkl,[;dk2xeik1xx1 -ik2xx2(F(k~x)F*(k2x)) (9.2.9) 

Since the left-hand side of (9.2.9) depends only on x1 - x2, we have 

(F(klx)F*(k2x)) = (F(kx)F(-kzx)) = @lx - k2x)W(klx) (9.2.10) 
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where W (Ic,) is known as the spectral density. Since f(z) is real, we have 
used in (9.2.10) the relation 

F*(k,) = F(-k,) (9.2.11) 

Putting (9.2.10) in (9.2.9) gives 

h2C(x) = Lo3 dk, eikxxW(kx) (9.2.12) 

Since 

C(x) = C(-x) (9.2.13) 

and C(x) is real, it follows that W(k,) is real and is an even function of kx. 
For the Gaussian correlation function of (9.2.6), the spectral density is 

2 k212 
W(k,) = xexp(-T) 

2-J- 7T- 

and for the exponential correlation of (9.2.7), 

2 

W(k,) = h ’ 
n-(1 + k;Z2) 

(9.2.14) 

(9.2.15) 

Besides the height function f(x), the slope function 9 is also an im- 
portant characterization of the rough surface. Let 

a(x) df (x) - -- 
dx 

From (9.2.2) we obtain (a(x)) = 0 and 

s 

00 
4z> 

- - dkx ik, eikxxF(lcx) 
-00 

Hence if we let 

(9.2.16) 

(9.2.17) 

(4~1>4~2>> = s 
2 

G&l - x2) (9.2.18) 

where s is the rms slope and CQI is the correlation function for the slope 
function so that Ca(0) = 1. We let Wa(kx) be the spectral density of the 
slope. Then 

s 00 s2C,(x) = dk, eikxx Wa (k,) 
-00 

From (9.2.10), (9.2.17), and (9.2.19) we obtain 

(9.2.19) 

Wa(Ic2) = k: w(lcx) (9.2.20) 
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From (9.2.19) we obtain 

s2 - - I O” dk, k; W(k,) 
-00 

(9.2.21) 

For the Gaussian correlation function of (9.2.6), the slope correlation func- 
tion is 

C&x) = -C”(X) = g(l- $) exp(-$) 

so that 

2h 2 

s2 - -- - 
l2 - 

-h2C”(0) 

(9.2.22) 

(9.2.23) 

For the exponential correlation function of (9.2.7), the rms slope does not 
exist. For example, the integrand of (9.2.21) is not integrable. This is because 
of the sharp edges that may exist in the rough surface profiles [Barrick, 19701. 

To calculate the rms value of a’ where 
2 df da 

a’=:=- 
dx dx 

(9.2.24) 

we have 

C&(X) = -Cl(x) = c@)(x) 

where C(iv)(x) is the fourth-order derivative of C(x). Thus 

(9.2.25) 

(a’(xl)a’(x2)) - h2@)(x) - (9.2.26) 

with x = x1 - x2. Thus 

((cx’)~) - h2@)(0) - (9.2.27) 

For the case C(x) = exp( -x2/Z2), if we Taylor expand about x = 0 we obtain 

X2 X4 

C(x) N 1 - 12 + 214 + l l l 

so that C@)(O) = 12/Z4. Therefore 

(9.2.28) 

(9.2.29) 

is the rms value of 3. 
For a two-dimensional rough surface with z = I, where FJ- = (x, y), 

we have 

(f(R)) = O (9.2.30) 

(f(7b)f(~2l>> = h 
2 

C(Rl - F21) (9.2.31) 
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In the spectral domain we obtain 

F(LI = &J* dTle -&-FL f (Q 
-00 

(9.2.32) 

(F(&L)J’*(&)) = (F(h)F(-h)) = @b - &1)w(h) (9.2033) 
Since f(Q is real we have 

F*&) = F(&) (9.2.34) 

The relation between the correlation function and the spectral density is 

J 
00 

h2C(TI) = dEle &.-i;l W(Q (9.2.35) 
-00 

For example, for the Gaussian correlation function x2 + y2 
C(Q) = exp -7 [ 1 

we obtain 

(9.2.36) 

W(L) = 4n 
h2Z2 exp [JG ;“‘“‘I 

(9.2.37) 

In calculating higher-order rough surface scattering, we also need to 
calculate higher moments. If we assume that f($ is a Gaussian stationary 
process, then 

(.f(~ll>f(~2L)f(~3I)) = 0 (9.2.38) 

(f(k)f(~21).f(~31)f(;F41)) = (f(%l).f(~21)) (f(~3l>f(~41>> 

+ (f(%)f(F3L)) (f(F21)f(y41)) 

+ (f (k)f (;F41)) (f (F2df (F31)) (9*2*39) 

In the spectral domain, (9.2.38) and (9.2.39) give 

(F(x,,)F(~,,>F(~,,>F(~4L)) 

= (F(&L)F(E21)) (F(~SI)F(~41)) 

+ (F(hL)F(~SI)) (F(z21)F(z41)) 

+ (F(&L)F(~41)) (F(E21)F@31)) 

= @ll + &1)W(&l)b(x31 + z41)w(x31) 

+ @IL + ~3L)w(&)@2L + E41)w(E21) 

+ 6(&J- + &L)w(&l)@21 + ~31)w(~2I) (9.2.40) 
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2.2 Characteristic Functions 

For a Gaussian random process, the characteristic functions can be read- 
ily calculated. For a Gaussian rough surface f(z), the probability density 
function (pdf) for f is 

1 
df > = $j--h exP 

f 2 

[ 1 -- 
2h2 

The joint pdf for f(zl) = fi and f(22) = fi is 

P(fl, f2> = 
1 2 2 

‘Jr/$,/m exp 
fl - Wlf2 + f2 

- 2h2(1 - C2) 1 
where C is the covariance function defined by 

(9.2.41) 

(9.2.42) 

(f (Xl>f(X2>> = h 
2 

C(Xl- x2> (9.2.43) 

Thus the characteristic functions are 

($‘f) = Srn df p(f)@‘f = exp(-y) 
-00 

(9.2.44) 

( @fl-fd ) = l: dfl [I dfip(fl, f2) @‘(f1-f2J 

= exp [-h2v2(1 - C)] (9.2.45) 

Let f(Xl> = fl,f(X2) = f2, l * . , f (xn) = fn. Also let 3;” = row vector 

= (fl, f27 l l 

. , fn), where t = transpose and f is the corresponding column - 
vector. The covariance matrix is K of dimension n x n 

Then 

A ij = h2C(xi - xj) = (f (xi>f (xj)) = (fifj) (9.2.46) 

PCfl 
1 

fn) = J@qiq exp E 

1-tz--l- 
-- 7 . . . 7 2 fA f] (9.2.47) 

where E- 
1 

is the inverse of E and A is the determinant of 71. 
The characteristic function is 

( eiu’fl+iY2f2+.*.+iunfn 
> = exp 

[ 

1 
-- 

2 = 1 UiUjXij i,j 
For example, for the n = 2 case, 

(9.2.48) 

(9.2.49) 

(9.2.50) 
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and A = h4(1 - C2). Thus 

( 
@4f1+ivzf2 

> = exp 12 2 -2h (q + u; + 2v&)] 

39’7 

(9.2.51) 

3 Small Perturbation Method 

The scattering of electromagnetic waves from a slightly rough surface can 
be studied using a perturbation method [Rice, 19631. It is assumed that 
the surface variations are much smaller than the incident wavelength and 
the slopes of the rough surface are relatively small. The small perturbation 
method (SPM) makes use of the Rayleigh hypothesis to express the reflected 
and transmitted fields into upward- and downward-going waves, respectively. 
The field amplitudes are then determined from the boundary conditions. 
The extended boundary condition (EBC) method may also be used with the 
perturbation method to solve for the scattered fields. In the EBC method, 
the surface currents on the rough surface are calculated first by applying 
the extinction theorem. The scattered fields can then be calculated from 
the diffraction integral by making use of the calculated surface fields. Both 
perturbation methods yield the same expansions for the scattered fields, 
because the expansions of the amplitudes of the scattered fields are unique 
within their circles of convergence. 

3.1 Dirichlet Problem for One-Dimensional Surface 

We first illustrate the method for a one-dimensional random rough surface 
with height profile x = f(z) and (f(z)) = 0. The scattering is a two- 
dimensional problem in 113-x without y-variation. 

Consider an incident wave impinging on such a surface with Dirichlet 
boundary condition (Fig. 9.3.1). This is the same as a TE electromagnetic 
wave with an electric field in the c-direction impinging upon a perfect electric 
conductor. Let 

+ inc =e iki,x-iki, z (9.3.1) 

where Ici, = k sin&, kiz = k cos &. In the perturbation method, one uses the 
height of the random rough surface as a small parameter. This is based on 
the assumption that kh < 1, where h is the rms height. 

For the scattered wave, we write it as a perturbation series. 

(9.3.2) 
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Figure 9.3.1 Plane wave impinging upon a one-dimensional rough surface with height 
z = f( > x . 

The boundary condition at x = f (rc) is 

&-&c + +s = 0 (9.3.3) 

The zeroth-order scattered wave is the reflection from a flat surface at z = 0. 
Thus 

1c) (0) 
s = 

-eiki,x+iki,z (9.3.4) 

We let the scattered field be represented by 

&(-i;) = lw dk, eikxx+ikxZ~s(kx) (9.3.5) 

where k, = (k2 - kz)l12. The Rayleigh h ypothesis [Millar, 19’731 has been 
invoked in (9.3.5) as the scattered wave is expressed in terms of a spectrum of 
upward plane waves only. To calculate qs ( kx), we match boundary condition 
of (9.3.3). 

eiki,x-iki, f (2) + & 
X 

e~kx~+%f(l)~ (k ) - 0 
s x- (9.3.6) 

Perturbation theory consists in expanding the exponential functions of 
=p(-hf(x)) and exP(ikf(~)) P in ower series assuming that k, f < 1. 
In the spectral domain, we also let 

$s(kx) = &“(kx) + $~:~‘(kx) + $;2)(kx) + .  l l 

Equation (9.3.6) implies that 

(9.3.7) 

2 2 

e &xx 1 _ &, f (z> _ “i$ (x) + . . . 

1 

+ Sm dk, eikxx 1 +&f(x) - 2 k,2f2(x> + 
.-. 

-00 I 

(9.3.8) 
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Balancing (9.3.8) to zeroth order gives 

I 

00 
e ik;,x 

+ dk X eikxx$(o) (k 
S 

) - 0 x - (9.3.9) 

so that 
J-00 

$$“‘(kx) = -6(k, - kix) (9.3.10) 

If we substitute (9.3.10) into (9.3.5), we get back the zeroth-order solution 
in the space domain as given by (9.3.4). 

Balancing (9.3.8) to first order gives 

J 

00 
-iki, f (x)eikixx + i&f (2) dk X eikxx$&o) ( kx) 

-00 

J 
00 - -- dk, eilcxx&‘) (k,) (9.3.11) 

-w 

From (9.3.11), it follows that the first-order solution can be expressed in 
terms of the zeroth-order solution. Substituting the zeroth-order solution of 
(9.3.10) in (9.3.11) gives 

J 
00 

dk, eilcxx$il) (kx) = 2iki, f (x)eikixx 
-00 O” . - - 2ak ir J dk, F(kx)eik,Z+ilCi,l (9.3.12) 

-w 
The second equality is a result of using the Fourier transform of f(x) from 
(9.3.3). Thus 

&)( k,> = 2iki, F( k, - ki,) (9.3.13) 

The result of (9.3.13) can be interpreted as follows. In order for the wave to 
be scattering from incident direction ki, to scattered direction k,, the surface 
has to provide the spectral component of k, - ki,. This is characteristic of 
Bragg scattering. Balancing (9.3.8) to second order gives 

$f ( 

2 2 
iz 2 xe > 

ikixx 
+ Sm dk, eikxx 

-00 
kzf2(x)~;o)(kx)] 

- Jrn dk, eikxxikz f (x)@)(kx) = J O” dk, eikxx,(CIL2)(kx) (9.3.14) 
--00 -00 

Using (9.3.10) in (9.3.14), it follows that the first two terms in (9.3.14) cancel 
each other. Substituting (9.3.13) and (9.3.10) in (9.3.14) gives 

J 
00 dFc, eikxx (2) k qs ( 

-00 
x) = 2 Jm dk, Jm dk~eikxxkkk~ZF(kk - kix)F(kx - kk) 

-00 -00 
(9.3.15) 
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$~i~‘(kz> = 2 
J 

O” dk;k;ki,F(k, - k;)F(k; - Ici,) (9.3.16) 
-00 

where k: = (k2 - k, ) ‘2 ‘I2 Equation (9 3 14) has the following simple physical . . . 
interpretation. The second-order scattering consists of scattering from inci- 
dent direction kiz into an intermediate direction kk as provided by spectral 
component k; - ki, of the rough surface. This is followed by another scat- 
tering from direction kk to direction kz as provided by spectral component 
k, - Ic$ of the rough surface. Since k& is an arbitrary direction, an integration 
over all possible k; is needed in (9.3.16). 

Coherent Wave ReA ection 

The coherent wave is obtained by calculating the stochastic average of &. 
We note that, in view of (9.2.8) and (9.3.13), 

(T@‘(kx>, = 0 (9.3.17) 

Using (9.2.10) and (9.3.16), we obtain 

O” (lb82’(Ic,)) = 26(k, - Ici,)kz J dk;k;W(lci, - k;) (9.3.18) 

The Dirac delta function S(k, - ki5) yr(9.3.10) and (9.3.18) indicate that 
the coherent wave is in the specular direction. Substituting (9.3.10) and 
(9.3.17)-(9.3.18) in (9.3.5) g ives the coherent field to second order, 

wsm = w$“) (3) + w:“, (3 (9.3.19) 
(,+iO) (F>> = -eikixx+ikizz (9.3.20) 

J * ($i2) (T)) = e,ikixx+ikixz 2ki, dk,k, W (kix - kx) (9.3.21) 
-00 

Because the two terms in (9.3.19) are opposite in signs, the result of 
(9.3.19) indicates that the coherent reflection in this case is less than that 
of the flat surface case. 

Bistatic Scattering and Energy Conservation 

To get power conservation, we note that the incident wave has power per 
unit area 

- 
S 

h 1 
inc l z = 

- -  

2rl 

cos 8i (9.3.22) 

flowing into the rough surface. The negative sign in (9.3.22) indicates that 
the Poynting vector has a negative %component. 
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The power per unit area outflowing from rough surface is 

(9.3.23) 

Suppose we include only terms up to q!J”‘$~o)* + (&‘&‘*) + q!$“‘(q!&2)*) + 
(p)+‘o’* 

S S in (9.3.23). That is, we include the intensity due to the product 
of first-order fields and the product of the zeroth-order field and the second- 
order field. Thus the power per unit area outflowing from the rough surface 
that is associated with the coherent field is 

Putting (9.3.19), (9.3.20) and (9.3.21) into (9.3.24) gives 

dk,(Rek,)W(Ici, - kz) (9.3.25) 

Since k, is imaginary for evanescent waves and W is real, the integration 
limits of (9.3.25) are to be replaced by -k to k because evanescent waves do 
not contribute to the power outflow. Thus 

b (9.3.26) 

For the incoherent wave power flow, we use the first-order scattered 
fields. 

(ss 4)incoh = Re [& (&‘)e)] 

Using the spectral domain in (9.3.27), we have 

(3s ’ z)incoh = 

(9.3.27) 

Re [-& J_m_ dk,S_m_ dk~ei(k~-k:)21c:e~(k~-k~)z(~~1)(k~)~~1)*(k:))l (9.3.28) 

From (9.2.10), 

(q@‘(k&@‘*(k;)) = 4k&W(k, - ki,)G(k, - k;) (9.3.29) 

Substituting (9.3.29) into (9.3.28), we again note that evanescent waves do 
not contribute to time-averaged power flow. It then follows from (9.3.28) and 
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(9.3.29) that 

(S, . 2)incoh =Re g 
[ J 

O” dk~k~e~2’m”.rW(k, - ki,) 
“P -00 I 

2COSBik Ic -- - iz r) J &JQ-qk, - k,) 
-k 

(9.3.30) 

Thus the incoherent power flow exactly cancels the second term of (9.3.26), 
giving the relation 

(3, l 2) = (3 ,  l qcof& + (3 ,  l qincoh = y (9.3.31) 

which exactly obeys energy conservation. Thus if we define incoherent wave 

9% = +s - ($4 (9.3.32) 

(cps(kc)m~>) = ~(w(k, - k;) (9.3.33) 

From (9.3.30), we define the power flow per unit area of the incoherent wave 
as 

(S, l 2) = & Jk dk,lc,Z(k,) . 
-k 

(9.3.34) 

Casting in terms of angular integration, we let 

k z = k sin 0, (9.3.35) 

k z =kcos& (9.3.36) 

(3, l 2) = & J d2 
de, cos2 eJ(k, = k sin &) 

-n/2 
(9.3.37) 

Thus if we divide (9.3.37) by the incident power per unit area of (9.3.22), 
we can define the incoherent bistatic scattering coefficients a(&) as 

a(e,) = 
k cos2 8, 

cos8 Z(k, = ksin0,) 
i 

(9.3.38) 

Note that (9.3.38) is defined in such a manner that the integration of a(&) 
over 0, will combine with the reflected power of the coherent wave to give 
an answer that obeys energy conservation. 

For first-order scattering, &) (Ic,) = q!&” (kz), so that from (9.3.33) and 
(9.3.30) we obtain 

Z(kx) = 4kfzW(k, - kix) (9.3.39) 
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and (9.3.38) assumes the form 

4°s> = 4k3 cos2 0, cos O$V(k sin 0, - k sin e,> (9.3.40) 

The results for Gaussian and exponential correlation functions can be readily 
obtained by using the spectral densities as listed in (9.2.14) and (9.2.15). The 
backscattering coefficient is, for 0, = -Oi, 

a(-Oi) = 4k3 cos3 O$V(-2k sin Oi) 

3.2 Neumann Problem for One-Dimensional Surface 

Let the incident wave be 

+ inc =e iki,x-iki, z (9.3.41) 

where ki, = ksinOi, ki, = k cos Oi. The scattered wave is written as a per- 
turbation series: 

q& =: @’ + qp + qp + l l l 
(9.3.42) 

The wave function is $ = $inc + &. The boundary condition at z = f(z) is 

gpnc + $b) = 0 (9.3.43) 

Since the surface normal is 

w  -----it+2 
fi= dX 

2 

n-7 

(9.3.44) 

l+ 
w 
dX 

the boundary condition at 2: = f(x) becomes 

v -- 
dX ( 

w inc 
+ 

w S 

> ( 

+ 
w inc 

OX dx 
+ 

w S 

dX dz > 

- - 0 

We let the scattered field be represented by 

To calculate qs (k,), 
1F 

(9.3.45) 

&(F) = /OO dkxeikxx+ikzz~s(kx) 

we match bzndary condition of (9.3.45): 

(9.3.46) 

eikixx-iki, f(x) - ik. 
22 
eibixx-ikz f (2) 

& ik eikxX+“zf C”I$s (k,) + x x dk ik eikxX+‘kxf (XI+ (k x z s x > 

- - 0 (9.3.47) 
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In a spectrtil domain, we let 

$b(kx) = &O)(kx) + 1cly(kx> + +:2)(lc,) + l *  l 

Also we expand exp(ik,f (z)) in a power series 

,ikfb) = 1 + ik,f (x) _ $;f” + . . . 

Putting (9.3.48) and (9.3.49) into (9.3.47) gives 

(9.3.48) 

(9.3.49) 

_ ; [ikixeikixx (1 -i&f - ;&fz>] - ikizeikixx (1 - ikizf - ;k;J2) 

4 
00 

-- 
dx I 

dk,ikzeikxx 
-00 

1 +ik,f(x) - fk:f2 
> 

I 
00 

+ dkxikzeikxx 1 + &f(x) - 
-00 

@f2 
> 

(9.3.50) 

Balance to zeroth-order gives 

I 

00 
-ikize”ixX + dkxik,eikxx $8”’ (Ic,) = 0 

-00 

Thus 

$gO)(kx) = S(kx - kx) 
Balancing (9.3.50) to first order gives 

df 00 
-ikixeikixx - ki”,fe ikixx df - - - 
dx dx I 

dk ik eikxx$Lo) ( kx) 2 2 
-00 

(9.3.51) 

+ 
I 

00 
dkxikzeikxx i&f (x)$J$“‘(Icz> + 

-00 I 

00 
dk ik eikxx$~l)(kx) = 0 (9.3.52) 2 z 

-00 

Putting (9.3.51) into (9.3.52) gives 

df 00 
-‘Jzikixeikixx - 2kzzeikixx x f( I+/ dk ik eikxx@)(k ) - 0 x % S x - (9 3 53) . . 

-w 

Let 

(9.3.54) 

df cx> -c 
dx 

& & F(k > ik,x 
x x Xe (9.3.55) 
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Substituting (9.3.54) and (9.3.55) in (9.3.53) gives 

I 
O” dkx2kxkixF(kx)ei(kx+kix)x - 

-00 J O” dkx2ki2,F(lc,)ei(“x+kix)x -00 
+ I 

00 
dk ik x z eikxx@)(k 

S 
) - 0 x - (9.3.56) 

In the firsGwo integrals, we next change dummy variable of k, + ki, + k,. 
This gives 

I 
* dk, [2(k, - k,)kix - 2kfz] F(k, - kiz)eikxx 

-00 

I 

00 
+ dk,ik z e’kxx+‘l’(k 

S 
) - 0 x - (9.3.57) 

Taking the inverse F’ourierGYansfer of (9.3.57) gives 

&‘(kx) = l g [(k, - ki,)kix - kfzl F(k, - k. 2x ) 
z . 

22 - -- 
k [k k 2 ix - k2]F(kx - kix) 

Next we balance (9.3.50) tof second order: 

4 - 
&kiXk& 

ikixxf(x) + ikfzf2(2)ei”ixX 

df 

s 

00 
a- 

dx 
dkxikxeikxx 

-00 
[i!“(k,) + Waco’] 

(9.3.58) 

+ 
I 

co 
dkxik,eikxx 

[ 
+:2)(kx) 

-00 
+ w(x>~p(kx) - ;k~f2(x)~:0’(k.)] 

- - 0 (9.3.59) 

Putting (9.3.51) and (9.3.58) into (9.3.59) gives, on canceling some of the 
terms, 

df 00 
-- 

dx s 
dkxit; e’kxx 

X $Js ( (1) k 
--cm 

x) - f(x) IW dkx&ikxxdp(kx) 
-w 

00 
+ 

I 
dk ik eikxxq!J2) (k x z S 

) - 0 x - (9.3.60) 
-00 

Putting (9.3.58) in (9.3.60) then gives 

1 F(kk)e”(kx+k:)xf- [Ic,ki, - k2] F(k, - ki,) z 
(9.3.61) 
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On the right hand side of (9.3.61), let kk + k, = kg and then k, -+ kk, 
kg + k,. We get 

= SP,dkx~~kxx~~dk~[-khlc,+k2]F(kx-k~)~[klbi,-k2]F(k~-k~x) 

(9.3.62) 

Taking the inverse Fourier transfer of (9.3.62) gives 

$L2’(kx) = $ Jm dk$(k2 - k;kx)(k;kix - k2)F(kx - k;)F(k; - kix) 
z -00 z 

(9.3.63) 

Coherent Wave Reflection 

Taking the average of (9.3.58) gives 

(Tp(kx>> = 0 
Taking the average of (9.3.63) and using (9.2.10) gives 

(9.3.64) 

($;2)(kx)) = -; Jm dk;(k2 -;‘kix)2S(kx - kix)W(k; - kix) (9.3.65) 
iz -00 z 

From (9.3.47), (9.3.65), and (9.3.51) we have 

(qs(q) = Jm dkxeikxx+ikxZ [($L”)(kx)) + ($i2)(kx))] 
-00 

2 00 
=e ikixz+iki, z [ J 1 -- 

k 
dk’ ck2 - k:lci”)2W(k, 

X k’ X - kix) (9.3.66) 
iz -0Q z 1 

The coherent reflected wave is in the specular direction and is less than that 
of the flat surface for the case of Neumann boundary condition. 

Bistatic Scattering 

For bistatic scattering, we take the average of (q!&,@)*) and have 

. 
22 - -- 
k (Ic k x ix - 

z 
4 - -- 

lk I 
2 @ k x ix - k2)2s(a - k;)W(k, - kix) = Z(kx)S(kx - k;) (9.3.67) 

z 
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Z(k,) = f(kzkiz - k2)2W(k, - ki,) 
Ik I 2 

(9.3.68) 

Similar to the Dirichlet case of Section 3.1, we use the first-order fields to 
calculate the bistatic scattering coefficient. Keeping first-order fields only, 
we have 

- - Re dlc,k;ei(“=k:)ZZ k,) = L ( 1 2k J 
k dkxk qkx) (9.3.69) 

-k 

Transforming to that of the angles kx = k sin 8, and k, = k cos 8,, we obtain 

(s, .2> = & J” d&, k2 cos2 e,Z(kx = k sin 0,) 
7r -- 
2 1 2 2 (9.3.70) -- - 

2 
J d&4k3(sin 6, sin 6i - 1)2 W(k sin 8, - k sin 0,) 

7r -- 

The bistatic scattering coefficient a(&) is the integrand of (9.3.70) di- 
vided by cos &/2 

@,> = 

= lSi l il. Thus, 

4k3 (sin 8, sin 8i - 1)2 

cos 8i 
W(k sin 8, - k sin 0J (9.3.71) 

4 Kirchhoff Approach 

In this section we derive the bistatic scattering coefficients using the Kirch- 
hoff approach (KA). The KA approximates the surface fields using the tan- 
gent plane approximation. Using the tangent plane approximation, the fields 
at any point on the surface are approximated by the fields that would be 
present on the tangent plane at that point. For that to be valid, it is required 
that every point on the surface has a large radius of curvature relative to the 
wavelength of the incident field. The Kirchhoff approach casts the form of the 
solution in terms of diffraction integral. We first illustrate the approximation 
by considering the Dirichlet problem of a one-dimensional surface. 

the 
Consider an incident wave impinging on a rough surface (Fig. 9.3.1). Let 
incident wave vector be ki = kixii - k& 

+ i?2C =e ikixx---ik;,z (9.4.1) 
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The surface has 1-D height profile specified by z = f(z). We first derive 
Huygens’ principle for 2-D scattering problem. The boundary is at z = f(z). 
The 2-D Green’s function is 

(V2 + k2)g(q+) = --s(‘5; - F’) (9.4.2) 

g(5;, 7’) = ;H$l)(klF - ~‘1) (9.4.3) 

where ;F = Sz + Sz is the two dimensional position vector. In (9.4.3) Hf) is 
Hankel function of the first kind. We utilize the 2-D Green’s theorem. 

JJ fi [w72+2 - $2~234 = i ax. [+1v+2 - ti2’17+11 
vz 

(9.4.4) 

where IFL is the outward normal to the two dimensional volume V2 and S is the 
one dimensional surface enclosing V2. Letting $1 = $J(F) and $9 = g(T, F’) in 
(9.4.4) gives 

+p’> = ~inc(q + J dS [$@)A . vg(F, +) - g(q +)ii l vgq~)] (9.4.5) 
S 

where 

df ----ii?+2 
fi= dx 

2 

J 

(9.4.6) 

l+ 
df 
dx 

is the upward normal to the surface. 

4.1 Dirichlet Problem for One-Dimensional Surface 

The Dirichlet boundary condition specifies that 

g@) = 0 (9.4.7) 

at z = f(x) on the surface. In the electromagnetic context, q!~ corresponds 
to the electric field in the @-direction, and the Dirichlet boundary condition 
corresponds to TE wave impinging upon a perfectly conducting surface. Since 
ds = dq/l + (df/dx)2, we have 

+p=‘) = +inc(v) - J dxg(‘i;, 5;‘) N. m,q5;) (9.4.8) 

where F = (x7 f(z)) and 

(9.4.9) 
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tangent plane 

Figure 9.4.1 Surface field tangent plane at ?; = (z, f(z)). 

is a vector along the normal direction. In (9.4.8), N. V$(i”> is the unknown 
surface field. An integral equation can be obtained from (9.4.8) by letting F’ 
lie on the surface so that the left-hand side of (9.4.8) becomes zero. Kirch- 
hoff approximation, on the other hand, consists of using an approximate 
expression for the surface field N . V$@) . 

To obtain an approximate expression, we note that if a tangent plane 
is drawn at the point r = (~,f(z)), we will have a flat surface oriented as 
shown in Fig. 9.4.1 and the plane is perpendicular to the normal vector 6. 

We note that for a hypothetical tangent plane with normal C that is a 
perfect electric conductor, the tangential magnetic field is 

ii x H = 2fi x Rinc (9.4.10) 

For one-dimensional surface, the tangential H field (C x Z) is proportional 
to N x V x (@+!Q = N x (V$ x 6). Since N. 6 = 0, the tangential H field is 
proportional to -$(m . VE). H ence for the tangential plane approximation 
of Fig. 9.4.1, we have 

N*V?j!)~2N*V$&, (9.4.11) 

The approximation is exact if we do have an infinite plane with normal 
IFi. Thus the region of validity of the Kirchhoff approximation is that the 
radius of curvature must be much larger than the wavelength. It also requires 
that shadowing and multiple scattering are negligible. For a curve given by 
z = f(z), the tangent vector is the rate of change of position vector with 
respect to the arc length s. 

& 
dx dz dx 
-2 + -2 = [2 + f’(x)Z]- 
ds ds ds 

(9.4.12) 
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Using the chain rule of differentiation and 

g=j/ig(q 

gives 

(9.4.13) 

(9.4.14) 

The curvature is the rate of change of the tangent vector with respect to arc 
length s. Hence h 

1 1 I 
h 

dt dt 1 
/$z--=- lf”(X>I 

ds dx j/m = [l + (f’(x))2]3’2 

The radius of curvature p is the reciprocal of the curvature. 

p [l + (fw~2]3’2 - - 
If’Yz>l 

(9.4.15) 

(9.4.16) 

For a straight line, f”(x) = 0 and p = 00, showing that Kirchhoff approx- 
imation is good for a surface that can be represented by its tangent plane. 
To estimate p, we note that for C(x) = exp(-x2/12), from Section 2.1, we 
have 

Hence p is of the order of 

df h 
rms of - = I/%-- 

dx 1 
2 

df 2fih 
rms of 2 = - 

dx l2 

(9.4.17a) 

(9.4.17b) 

(9.4.18) 

For example, if h = 1X, I = 4X, then p = 5.5X and is much bigger than 
wavelength. For h = 0.5X and Z = 1X we have p = 1.06X, which is comparable 
to a wavelength. 

Besides the radius of curvature condition, the Kirchhoff approximation 
also ignores shadowing and multiple scattering. Since the Kirchhoff approxi- 
mation ignores shadowing, the region of validity is also dependent on incident 
angle. Using (9.4.1) in (9.4.4), we have 

From (9.4.8) and (9.4.19), the scattered field for 2’ > f (x’) is 

(9 4 . . 19) 

&(?;‘) = -2i 
J 

dx g(y, F’) (r . xi) &*” (9.4.20) 
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with Y = (5, f(z)). In the spectral domain, the two-dimensional Green’s 
function is 

dk 
eik~(x’-x)+ik+(Z’--ZI 

X k z 

Substituting (9.4.21) into (9.420) gives, for z’ > z = f(z), 

(9.4.21) 

(9.4.22) 

$,(lc,) = 2,:, lw dx ei(kix-kx)“-i(k”+ki”)f(x) [ gkix + kiz] (9.4.23) 
z -00 

We cast (9.4.22) and (9.4.23) in the forms that are similar to the small 
perturbation method of Section 3.1. Define 

-  

k S = k,? + k,i 
- - - 
kd = ki - k, = kdxi? 

To treat the df/dz term in 
ignore “edge” effects. Ignoring 

F / 

+ k& = (kix - k,)$ - (ki, + k,)2 (9.425) 

(9.4.23), we perform integration by parts and 
edge effects implies that 

IF 

j-, dir: (ikdx + ikdz ;) ~ikdxx+ikdzf(x’ = 0 

(9.4.24) 

(9.4.26) 

Thus 

+dkx) = 2irl;ll; O” ( -kiZkdz + kixkdx) 
I 

dx eikdxx+ikdzf cx> (9.4.27) 
z dz -00 

It is interesting to digress to make a small height approximation in (9.4.26) 
and see how the results compare with SPM. Then we have 

$Js(kx) = -(@da:) + j+xkdx - k&dt)F(-kdx) (9.4.28) 
z 

In the vicinity of the specular direction kdx N 0, kdz N -2kiz, and kz N kiz, 
from (9.4.28) we obtain 

$s(kx) = -@dx) + 2d@‘(-k& (9.4.29) 

We note that from the small perturbation method, Eqs. (9.3.10) and (9.3.13), 
we have 

d”‘(lcx> + @(kx> = -fi(-k,,) + 2ik&‘(-kd,) (9.4.30) 

Thus we know that the Kirchhoff approximation result generally is different 
from that of the small perturbation method. They are close to each in the 
vicinity of the specular direction for the case of small height. Comparison of 
Monte Carlo simulation shows that the small perturbation method, within 
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its domain of validity (kh << 1 and s < 1)) gives better solution than Kirch- 
hoff approximation. The Kirchhoff approximation has a partially overlapping 
region of validity with SPM (for example, the correlation length I must be 
much larger than the wavelength). 

Note that (9.4.27) of the Kirchhoff approximation is applicable to large 
height. Taking the average of (9.4.27) to obtain the coherent field and using 
(9.2.44), an important consequence is that the average of (exp(ik&(s))) is 
independent of x and can be taken outside the integral sign. 

(us) = (-kirkdt + kixkdx) 

2&kd, 

exp(_““““z) S_m_&.iL,.x 

= -&(kd,) exp(-2k$h2) (9.4.31) 

The second equality is a result of the Dirac delta function so that at kdx = 0 
we have k, = kiz and kdz = -2ki,. Putting (9.4.31) in (9.4.22) gives 

wsm = - exp(-2kfzh2) exp(iki,x + ilci,z) (9.4.32) 

Thus the coherent wave is in the specular direction. However, it decays ex- 
ponentially with exponent proportional to h2. This is due to the randomness 
of phase caused by the random height function. To calculate power, we note 
from (9.3.28) that the power scattered due to incoherent wave is 

(3s l &oh 

where cps(kx) is the spectral representation of the incoherent field. As in the 
case of the small perturbation method, we shall show that the covariance of 
cp,(k,) obeys the relation 

(cp,(kx)cpS(k;)) = z(lcx)@x - kk) (9.4.34) 

where Z(kx) is real. Then 

(& . && = Re 

1 k 

dk k*e-2’“(kz)f Z( k,) x z 1 
- - 

2WP s dkxkz Z&x) (9.4.35) 
-k 

Converting into angles, by k, = k sin 8, and k, = k cos &, we have 

(& l 2)incoh = & J’ d&kcos2 &Z(k, = ksin8,) 
-W 
2 

(9.4.36) 
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Taking the integrand of (9.4.36) and dividing it by the power per unit area 
of the incident wave cos &/( 27)) we have the bistatic scattering coefficients 

Q,) = 
k cos2 8, 

case Z(k, = ksin 0,) (9.4.37) 
i 

Next we need to establish (9.4.34) and also determine Z(lc,) under the Kirch- 
hoff approximation. From (9.4.27) we have 

’ 
dk,) = &k k 

(kixkdx - ki.Jkdz) 
z dz J O” dxeikdxx [eikd.f(x) - (eikdxf(x))] 

= 2n;kd,(kiXkdX 
_ kizkdr) jt dxeikdxx [,ikd,f(x) - .-q] 

(9.4.38) 

In calculating ((ps(kx)(p~(k~)), we need to evaluate the integral 00 
J J 

00 
dx dx’ eikd,x--ilc&2x’ 

-00 -00 [ 
+ikcj, f (+-ik~z f (x’)) _ e-k;zh2 1 

Jm J 
00 h2 - - dx dx’ eikdxx~ik~~x’ 

-00 -00 
---(kiz + k$++ - 2kd,k~?c(x - xl))) 

- exp(-k&h2) 
I 

(9.4.39) 

To calculate (9.4.39), let x = xa + &-j/2 and x’ = xa - xd/2. Then 

Eq. (9.4.39) 

= [I dxd [exp(-z(k& + k$!: - 2kd,k$?!C(xd))) - exp(-kizh2)] 

exp(i(kdx + kix)T) Jm d% =p(i(kdx - k:x)xa> 
-00 

(9.4.40) 

Integrating over s dx, gives 2x&( kdx - kix). For kdx = k&,, kx = kk then 

kdz = Ich,, @dx - kL,> = 6(k, - kk), and so on. Thus 

J 
00 

Eq. (9.4.39) = 2&(k, - k;) dxe ikd,x 

-,(k& + kiz - 2kdzii$(x))) - exp(-k&h2)] 
h2 

(9.4.41) 

Using this result with (9.4.27) gives 
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(ps(kx)cpB(k;)~ = kdxk; r, kdzkiz 12~‘“‘,, kk) 
z dz 

11 dx [exp(-T(kiz + kiz - 2kdzk&c(z))) - exp(-k&h2)] eilcdzx 

(9.4.42) 

Thus we have proved that (cp,(k,)cp,*( kk)) is proportional to 6(k, - kk) as 
postulated in (9.4.34). Then, comparing (9.4.42) with (9.4.34) gives 

[?x[exP(- k&h2(1 - C(x))) - exp(-k&h2) eilcdxx 1 (9.4.43) 

To perform the integral in (9.4.43), we make use of a power series expansion. 

exp[-kzzh2(1 - c(x))] - exp(-k&h2) 

O” (h2k;Jm 
= exp(-k;,h2) c m, Cm(x) 

m=l 
. 

(9.4.44) 

Define 

W(m)(kx) = -$ lw dx e-ikxxh2mCm(x) 
-00 

(9.4.45) 

as the nzth-order spectrum. Note that W(l)(k,) is just the usual spectral 
density of the height function. Then using (9.4.44) and (9.4.45) in (9.4.43) 
gives 

2 

z(k,) = kdxki i lcdzkiz exp(-/&h2) e x Iczr WC”> ( -kdx) (9.4.46) 
z dz m=l ’ 

Equation (9.4.46) is known as the physical optics solution. 
In terms of incident and scattered angles, using (9.4.46) in (9.4.37) gives 

k3 
a(&) = II+ cos(& + OS)12= exp[-k2h2(cos& + cos0,)2] 

i 

O” c (k(cos Bi + cos OS))2(m-1) 
ml 

Wcrn) (k sin 8, - ksin&) (9.4.47) 
. 

In the backscattering direction, 8, = -&, we have 
3 

a(-@i> = A!- exp(-4k2h2 cos2 &) FI 
(2k cos SJ 2(m- ‘) 

cos(j W(m)(-2ksinOi) 
i 

m, 
m=1 

. 

(9.4.48) 
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In the high-frequency limit, one can obtain the geometrical optics solu- 
tion by approximating the integral as follows. Most of the contributions of 
the integral arise from z = 0. We expand 

qx> N l- !Epx2 (9.4.49) 

assuming a quadratic dependence of correlation function at II= = 0. Thus 

where s is the rms slope. Hence 

a(e,> - 1 1 1 + cos@ + 0,) 2 = 

cos @i j/%s(cos 8i + cos e,> cm ei + cm 8, 

(9.4.50) 

(9.4.51) 

Equation (9.451) is independent of frequency and is known as geometrical 
optics solution. Note that in the backscattering direction 

a(-&) = 2Jz;;scos3 t+ (9.4.52) 

Also note that as 8i -+ 90”, the solutions break down because of the large 
effects of shadowing at grazing incidence. 

4.2 Neumann Problem for One-Dimensional Surface 

The Neumann boundary condition specifies that 

ii l VyL!J(;F) = 0 (9.4.53) 

at z = f(z) on th e surface. In the electromagnetic context, $ corresponds to 
the magnetic field in the $-direction, and the Neumann boundary condition 
corresponds to TM wave impinging upon a perfectly conducting surface. 

Using (9.4.53) in (9.4.5) gives 

@‘) = &&T’) + / dS$(F)h l Vg(F,;F/) (9.4.54) 
S 

The tangent plane approximation now implies that 

q@) = 2&&q = 233 (9.4.55) 

Thus (9.4.54) becomes 

$(+) = &&5;1) + 2 
I 

O” dxr l Vg(r, 5/),iZi*’ (9.4.56) 
-00 

Making use of the spectral representation of (9.4.21) gives, for x’ > Z, 

(9.4.57) 
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where Z& = A$? + J&Z with lcz + kz = k2 as in Section 4.1. Using (9.4.57) in 
(9.4.56)) we obtain 

&(F’) = lw dk, ,iiFs”’ &(k,) 
-00 

(9.4.58) 

1 00 
- -- - 

I 2& -w 
dz ,i(kix -kx)x-i(kz+kiz)f (2) [gkx - k,] (9.4.59) 

It can be seen that (9.4.59) differs from (9.4.23) in the Dirichlet case only in 
the terms inside the bracket. 

Neglecting edge effects, the scattered field becomes 

&(k,) = 2rk1 k (kxkdx + k,k& lm dcc eikdxx+ikd,f(x) (9.4.60) 
z dz -00 

Note that since kdx = kix - k, and k& = -(ki, + k,), we have 

k,kd, + kxkdx = -(kixkdx - kzkdr) (9.4.61) 

+s(kx) = -zrklk (kxkdx - k&d,) 
z dz I 

O” 
dir: e&xx+&zf (2> (9.4.62) 

-00 

This is the same as the scattered field with the Dirichlet boundary condition 
in Eq. (9.4.27) except for the sign difference. Consequently, the coherent field 
for the Neumann problem is the negative of Eq. (9.4.32) for the Dirichlet 
problem, and the bistatic scattering coefficient is identical to the Dirichlet 
case as given in Eq. (9.4.47). The latter is in contradistinction with first- 
order SPM results, where the bistatic scattering coefficients are in general 
different for Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. 
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Azimuth resolution, 242. 

Backscattering, 109. 
coefficient, 68, 176. 

cross section, 16. 
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Backward phase matrix, 346. 
Banded matrix, 203. 
Bandwidth, 240. 
Baseline, 248. 
Bessel function, 22. 

spherical, 24, 25. 
Bistatic radar, 113. 
Bistatic scattering coefficient, 68, 151. 

cross section, 14. 
for rough surface, 407, 413, 416. 
incoherent, 402. 
reciprocity relation, 75. 

B~a~kbody radiation, 200. 
Boltzmann probability distribution, 146, 

263. 
Boltzmann’s constant, 147, 263. 
Born approximation, 5, 18, 20, 129, 253, 

for random medium, 253. 
polarization dependence, 20, 
for sphere, 20, 
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Bose-Einstein statistics, 145. 
Bragg scattering, 186, 
Brewster angle, 214, 
Brightness temperature, 145, 148, 152. 

for half-space random medium, 350. 
for stratified medium, 212. 
for two-layer random medium, 350. 
polarimetric, 155. 
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intensity, 132. 
reflection, 400, 406. 
wave, 400. 

Correlation function, 129, 130, 174, 175, 
181, 256, 349, 392, 395. 

anisotropic, 176. 
exponential, 176, 392. 
Gaussian, 176, 181, 392, 395. 
normalized, 176. 
of electromagnetic fields, 161. 
slope, 182, 183, 394. 
two-point, 254. 

Correlation length, 130, 176, 181, 182, 392. 
Correlation processing, 243. 
Cosmic b~kground radiation, 358. 
Coupling coefficient 

for Mie scatterers, 352. 
for random medium, 349. 

Covariance, 176. 
function, 396. 
matrix, 135, 136, 396. 

Critical angle, 202, 285. 
Cross section 

absorption, 6, 12. 
extinction, 37, 68. 
geometric, 5. 
normalized, 68. 
receiver, 67. 
total, 6, 68, 

Curvature, 410. 
Cylinder 

finite length, 41, 310. 
Cylindrical wave, 22, 57. 

vector, 23. 

Debye equation, 184. 
Degree of polarization, 139, 308. 
Desalination, 169. 
Differential volume, 108, 111. 
Diffuse intensity, 295, 381. 

averaged, 381. 
single scattering, 296. 

Diffusion approximation, 288, 380, 382, 
385. 

Diffusion equation, 384. 
boundary condition for, 385. 

Dipole moment, 9, 10. 
Dirac delta function 

cylindrical wave representation, 57. 
plane wave representation, 55. 
spherical wave representation, 59. 

Directivity, 113. 
Dirichlet problem, 390, 391, 397, 408, 415. 
Discrete ordinate-eigenanalysis method 

for active remote sensing, 337. 
for passive remote sensing, 343. 
normal incidence, 328. 
oblique incidence, 337. 

Discrete random medium, 173, 174. 
Disk, 13, 46. 
Divergence of beam factor, 148, 202, 285. 
Divergence theorem, 157. 
Donelan-Banner-Jahne spectrum, 191. 
Drop-size distribution, 355. 
Dry snow, 170. 
Durden-Vesecky spectrum, 189, 190. 
Dyadic Green’s function, 54, 55, 153. 

cylindrical wave representation, 57. 
for stratified medium, 207. 
layered medium, 253. 
plane wave representation, 55. 
spherical wave representation, 59. 

Eccentricity, 13. 
Effective permittivity, 175. 
Ellipsoid, 12, 271. 
Elliptical polarization, 116. 
Ellipticity angle, 117. 
Emission, 200. 

Stokes parameters, 279. 
vector, 260, 269, 275. 

Emissivity, 149, 151, 152, 156. 
Energy conservation, 149. 
Ensemble average, 110, 122, 125, 131. 
Eulerian angles, 81, 271. 
Eulerian rotations, 81. 
Exciting field, 84, 85. 
Exponential correlation function, 392. 
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Extended boundary condition (EBC), 84, 
91, 94, 397. 

Extinction coefficient, 72, 112, 260. 
for independent scattering, 128. 
for Mie scatterers, 353. 

Extinction cross section, 37, 68, 87. 
for small sphere, 100. 
for spheres, 98. 

Extinction emciency, 38. 
Extinction matrix, 72, 260, 269. 

for nonspherical particles, 274. 
for spherical particles, 272. 

Extinction theorem, 60, 63, 65, 72, 92, 397. 

Field 
coherent, 131, 234. 
correlation function, 132. 
~uctuating, 121, 131, 132. 
incoherent, 131, 132. 

Finite length cylinder, 41, 310. 
Fluctuation dissipation theorem, 152, 153, 

200, 212, 276. 
Fluctuation field, 121, 131, 132. 
Flux vector, 262. 
Focusing, 237, 239. 
Foldy’s approximation, 73, 273. 
Footprint, 237. 
Forward phase matrix, 345. 
Forward scattering theorem, 37, 72. 

see also Optical theorem. 
Fourier Stieltjes integral, 392. 
Fractional volume, 168, 355. 
Fresnel reflectivity, 143, 201. 

Gain, 66, 67, 108, 113. 
Gamma function, 134. 

recurrence relation, 134. 
Gauss-Legendre quadrature, 97, 349. 
Gaussian correlation function, 181, 392. 
Gaussian statistics, 179. 
Geometric optics, 5, 415. 
Glory effect, 298, 303. 
Green’s function, 54, 55, 61. 

cylindrical wave representation, 57. 

plane wave representation, 55. 
dyadic, see Dyadic Green’s function, 
singularity, 56. 
spherical wave representation, 59. 
two-dimensional, 408. 

Green’s theorem, 408. 
two-dimensional, 408. 
vector, 60, 61, 64. 

Half-power beamwidth, 113. 
Hankel function, 22. 

spherical, 26. 
Hermitian conjugate, 90. 
Hertzian dipole, 75. 
Horizontal polarization, 8. 
Huygens’ principle, 41, 60, 63-66, 408. 
Hydrodynamic modulation, 192, 194. 
Hydrometeors, 172. 

Ice, 168. 
categorization, 169. 
dielectric properties, 169. 
loss tangent, 170. 
salinity, 169. 
temperature profile, 169. 

Imaging radar, 243. 
Impedance matrix, 310. 
Incoherent 

approach, 200. 
field, 131, 132. 
intensity, 132. 
wave, 402. 

Independent scattering, 109, 112, 125. 
Index of refraction, 200. 

for water, 116. 
Infinite cylinder approximation, 41, 315. 
Infinite disc approximation, 46. 
Intensity 

coherent, 132. 
incoherent, 132. 
specific, see Specific intensity. 

Interferometric SAR (InSAR), 248, 252. 
Integral equation, 60, 63, 409. 

surface, 64. 
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Invariant imbedding, 362. 
one-dimensional, 363. 
three-dimensional, 370. 

Kirchhoff approach (KA), 66, 407. 
Kirchhoff’s law, 149, 150. 

Lambert’s cosine law, 142. 
Lambertian surface, 142. 
Laminar medium, 324. 
Laplace equation, 72. 
Layered medium, 55, 200. 
Legendre function, 300. 

associated, 24, 25, 29. 
Legendre polynomial, 300. 

zeros of, 330. 
Legendre quadrature, 330. 
Loss tangent 

for sea ice, 170. 

Marshall-Palmer size distribution, 114, 172. 
Maxwell equations, 2, 17, 54, 61, 73, 74, 80, 

109, 157, 203, 278. 
Memory effect, 162, 236. 
Method of moment, 310. 

body of revolution, 310. 
Mie scattering, 29, 32, 303. 

absorption coefficient, 353. 
arbitrary excitation, 100. 
coupling coefficients, 352. 
extinct ion coefficient, 353. 
extinction cross section, 98. 
for coated sphere, 102. 
scattering coefficient, 353. 
scattering cross section, 99. 
small sphere limit, 99. 

Mode radius, 355. 
Moisture content, 184, 220. 
Monostatic radar, 15, 109, 113. 
Mueller matrix, 307, 308, 315-322. 
Multipole, 85. 
Mutual coherent function, 162. 

two-frequency, 163. 

INDEX 

Narrow beam equation, 113. 
Neumann function 

spherical, 34. 
Neumann problem, 390, 391, 403. 
Nonspherical particles, 171 

active remote sensing of, 303. 
emission vector for, 275. 
Euler angles for, 81. 
extinction matrix for, 72, 272, 274. 
phase matrix for, 271. 
passive remote sensing of, 281. 
T-matrix, 84. 

Normal distribution, 133. 

Ocean 
permittivity, 359. 
surface, 185. 

Ocean spectrum 
composite model, 192. 
directional, 185. 
Donelan-Banner- Jahne, 191. 
Durden-Vesecky, 189. 
Pierson-Moskowitz, 187. 
power law, 186. 

Ohm’s law, 6. 
Opposition effect, 298. 
Optic axis, 168. 
Optical distance, 293. 
Optical theorem, 68, 72, 87, 100, 273. 

see also Forward scattering theorem. 
Optically thick, 380. 
Orientation angle, 117, 121. 

p polarization, 8. 
Pair distribution function, 174, 234. 
Parallel polarization, 8. 
Passive remote sensing, 145, 148, 151. 

of cloud, 355. 
of earth, 264. 
of Mie scatterers, 352. 
of rainfall, 355. 
of random medium, 349, 373. 
using discrete ordinate method, 343. 
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Permit tivity 
~uctuation, 252. 
fluctuations, 129. 
mean, 129. 
random, 162. 
reconstruction, 19, 
tensor, 73. 
variance, 129. 

Perpendicular polarization, 8. 
Phase compensation, 237. 
Phase function, 111, 130. 
Phase matching, 162 

statistical, 237. 
Phase matrix, 116, 125, 260, 269, 271, 

backward, 346. 
for independent scattering, 269. 
for random medium, 129, 130. 
forward, 345. 
Rayleigh, 127, 128. 

Phasor, 121, 122. 
Physical optics, 414. 
Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum, 187, 188. 
Planck radiation law, 147. 
Planck’s constant, 145. 
Planck’s equation, 145. 
Planck’s radiation law, 145. 
Plane wave, 21, 

expansion in cylindrical waves, 24. 
expansion in spherical waves, 26. 

Poincark sphere, 120-122, 139. 
equator, 121. 
north pole, 121. 
south pole, 121. 

Point scatterers 
isotropic, 322. 
second-order scattering, 322. 
single scattering, 232. 

Polarization, 116. 
circular, 121. 
degree of, 139, 308. 
density, 10. 
elliptical, 116. 
horizontal, 8. 
left hand, 117, 1118, 121. 

linear, 121. 
parahel, 8. 
partial, 121. 
perpendicular, 8. 
phase difference, 117. 
right hand, 117, 118, 121. 
scattering plane description, 7. 
TE, 8. 
TM, 8. 
vertical, 8. 

Porosity, 220. 
Power spectrum, 183, 

see also Spectral density. 
Probability density function, 133, 135. 

N-particle, 177, 
Gaussian, 179. 

Propagating matrix, 210. 
foward, 210. 
TE, 210. 
TM, 210. 

Quadrature components, 132. 
Quantum theory, 145. 
Quasi-crystalline approximation (QCA), 

174. 
Quasi-monochromatic, 121, 122. 

Radar, 66 
bistatic, 66, 113. 
equation, 108, 109, 112. 
imaging, 243. 
monostatic, 15, 66, 109, 113. 
synthetic aperture, see Synthetic aper- 

ture radar. 
Radiative transfer eq~~ation, 72, 260. 

boundary conditions, 264. 
discrete ordinate-eigenana~ysis method, . 

288, 324. 
for active remote sensing, 337. 
for passive remote sensing, 343. 
invariant imbedding method, 288, 362. 
iterative method, 288. 
scalar, 262. 
vector, 269. 
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Radiative transfer theory, 200. 
de~ciencies, 203. 
scalar, 260. 
vector, 269. 

Radiometer, 148, 264. 
Radius of curvature, 410. 
Rain, 114, 172, 355, 356. 
Raindrops, 172. 

precipitation rate, 173. 
size distribution, 172. 

Random medium, 129, 161. 
discrete, 173, 174. 
half-space, 252, 
three~dimensiona~, 349. 

Random variable, 133, 135. 
Range, 243 

resolution, 238, 243. 
Rayieigh condition, 390. 
Rayleigh distribution, 133. 
Rayleigh hypothesis, 397, 398. 
Rayleigh phase matrix, 127, 128, 130. 
Rayleigh scattering, 5, 9, 10, 72, 114, 126. 

ellipsoid, 12. 
sphere, 10. 
spheroids, 13. 
thin disk, 13. 

Rayleigh-Jean’s law, 147, 148. 
Receiver, 66. 
ReFiprocal medium, 73. 
Reciprocity, 60, 73, 149, 

for bistatic scattering ~oe~~ient , 75, 
for T-matrix, 91. 
relations, 73-75. 

Reduced intensity, 295, 380. 
average, 382. 
single scattering, 296. 

Refiection coefficient 
for half-space medium, 205. 
for stratified medium, 205. 
for two-layer medium, 207. 

Reflectivity, 149, 152. 
function, 370, 

Remote sensing 
active, see Active remote sensing. 

passive, see Passive remote sensing. 
Resolution 

azimuth, 242. 
range, 238. 
spatial 242, 243, 245, 248. 

Retro-reflection, 298. 
Rough surface 

correlatior~ function, 181, 392, 395. 
correlation length, 181, 182, 392. 
exponential correlation function, 182, 

392. 
fractal, 182. 
Gaussian correlation function, 179, 392. 
Gaussian spectral density, 393. 
power spectrum, 183. 
Rayleigh condition for, 390. 
rms height, 179. 
slope correlation function, 182, 394. 
slope function, 393. 
spectral density, 179, 183, 395. 
with Kirchhoff approach (KA), 407. 
with small perturbation method (SPM), 

397. 

s polarizatior~, 8. 
Saddle point method, 254. 
Salinity, 169. 

profile, 169. 
Scattering amplitude, 2, 6, 68. 

coordinate transformation, 271. 
integral expression, 16, 17. 
matrix, 6-8. 
symmetry relation, 90. 

Scattering coefficient, 112, 263. 
bistatic, 68. 
for independent scattering, 128. 
for Mie scatterers, 353. 
monostatic, 68. 

Scattering cross section, 2, 5. 
differential, 108. 
for small sphere, 100. 

Scattering dyad, 14. 
Scattering efficiency, 38. 
Scattering matrix, 270. 
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Sea ice, 168. 
Second-order scattering, 322. 
Shadowing, 410. 
Single scattering, 232. 
Size distribution 

Gamma, 355. 
Marshall-Palmer, 114, 172. 

Small perturbation method (SPM), 397. 
Snell’s law, 143, 201. 
Snow, 170. 

as dense medium, 170. 
dry, 170. 
metamorphism, 170. 
perrnittivity, 171. 
hater equivalent, 170. 
wet, 170. 

Soil, 184, 220, 314. 
moisture content, 184, 220. 
porosity, 220. 
Zaneis loam, 220. 

Specific intensity, 140, 147, 148, 200, 260, 
284. 

angular transform, 164. 
boundary conditions, 143, 
dimension, 140. 
downward-going, 200, 264. 
for Lambertian surface, 142. 
incident, 144. 
invarian~e~ 144. 
reflected, 144. 
relating to correlation functions 164. 
transmitted, 144. 
upward-going, 200, 264. 

Spectral density, 183, 256, 393, 395. 
Gaussian, 183. 

Spherical harmonics, 26, 
completeness relation, 26. 
orthogonality relation, 26. 
vector, 27. 

Spherical wave, 2, 24, 59. 
vector, 27, 28. 

Spheroid, 13, 
oblate, 13. 
prolate, 13. 

Standard deviation, 179. 
Stationary random process, 392. 
Stationary-phase method, 211, 
Statistical translational invariance, 234, 
Stokes matrix, 123, 124, 269, 270. 
Stokes parameters, 116, 119, 120, 123, 124, 

135, 136, 154-156, 269, 270. 
boundary conditions, 283. 
emission, 155, 279. 
for fluctuating fields, 122, 
for independent scattering, 126. 
reflected, 285. 
transmitted, 285. 

Stokes vector, 124, 260. 
Strong permittivity fluctuation (SPF), 174. 
Structure factor, 236. 
Surface 

integral equation, 64. 
rough, see Rough surface, 

Symmetry relation 
for reflection, 149. 

Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) 
azimuth resolution, 242. 
circular mode, 246. 
interferometric, 248, 252. 
point target response, 248. 
range resolution, 243, 
spatial resolution, 242, 243, 245, 248. 
spotlight mode, 243. 

System transfer operator, 83, 

T-matrix, 83-85, 91, 95, 
for axisymmetric object, 96. 
for small sphere, 99. 
for small spheroid, 105. 
for sphere, 97, 98, 
for spheroid, 104. 
reciprocity relation, 91. 
relation to scattering amplitude, 87, 
symmetry, 88, 90. 
unitarity, 88, 90. 

Tangent plane approximation, 407. 
TE polarization, 8. 
Temperature 



brightness, 152. 
nonuniform, 152. 
physical, 152. 

Thermodynamic equilibrium, 145. 
Thin disk, 13. 
Time average, 122. 
TM polarization, 8. 
Tomography, 19. 
Translational invariance, 175. 

statistical, 162, 234. 
Transmissivity, 149. 

function, 370. 
Transmitter , 66. 
‘Dansport rate, 383. 
Two-phase medium, 174. 

Vector Green’s theorem, 60, 61, 64. 
Vector spherical harmonics, 27. 

addition theorem, 99. 
orthogonality, 27. 

Vector wave equation, 54. 
Vegetation, 171, 314. 

permittivity, 171. 
Vertical polarization, 8. 

Water 
bound, 184. 
content, 355, 356. 
free, 184. 
index of refraction, 116. 
permittivity, 184, 357. 
specific density, 356. 

Wave 
approach, 203. 
coherent, 400. 
incoherent, 402. 

Wave equation 
Cartesian coordinates, 21. 
cylindrical coordinates, 22. 
scalar, 21, 390. 
spherical coordinates, 24. 
vector, 21, 54. 

Wet snow, 170. 
Wronskian, 34, 44. 


